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Abstract 
 
This thesis considers the cultural significance of Web-based exchange practices among 
the participants in contemporary western mainstream culture. The thesis argues that 
analysis of these practices shows how this culture is consumption oriented, event-driven 
and media obsessed. Initially, this argument is developed from a critical, hermeneutic, 
relativist and interpretive assessment that draws upon the works of authors such as 
Baudrillard and De Bord and other critiques of contemporary ‘digital culture’. The 
empirical part of the thesis then examines the array of popular search terms used on the 
World Wide Web over a period of 16 months from September 2001 to February 2003. 
Taxanomic classification of these search terms reveals the limited range of virtual and 
physical artefacts that are sought by the users of Web search engines. While nineteen 
hundred individual artefacts occur in the array of search terms, these can classified into a 
relatively small group of higher order categories. Critical analysis of these higher order 
categories reveals six cultural traits that predominant in the apparently wide array of 
search terms; freeness, participation, do-it-yourself/customisation, anonymity/privacy, 
perversion and information richness. The these argues that these traits are part of a 
cultural complex that directly reflects the underlying motivations of contemporary 
western mainstream culture. The daily practices of Web-based search and exchange thus 
reproduce and reinforce this cultural complex. The empirical work of the thesis validates 
the critical assessment of western mainstream culture developed in the initial chapters of 
the thesis. 
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Conventions used through this thesis 
 
The focus of this work necessitates some clarification regarding the formatting 
conventions that have been utilised beyond those of standard referencing styles. There is 
a potential for a degree of confusion to enter this discussion when discussing terms that 
are alternatively a search term, a business name and a reference to a particular Web site. 
The most apparent example of the potential for this confusion is the relationship of 
google.com the search term, google.com the business and google.com the reference to a 
Web site. 
 
The specific search terms discussed through this work are formatted in 11 point “Courier 
New”. This formatting adopts the conventions of programmer’s source code which is by 
convention formatted in a fixed width font. The suggestion is that this is the “raw” data. 
 
Business names and the names of specific software are italicised. This means that 
Microsoft and Microsoft Windows are both represented in this manner. Web based 
businesses are also shown in this way in order to represent a level of conduct and 
interaction that exists in distinction from the Web sites themselves. 
 
References to specific Web sites in the body of the text are underlined. Underlining 
mirrors the convention of hypertext links on the Web and Word’s own preference for 
indicating links. Links within references and in the bibliography itself are, however, left 
plain both for the sake of clarity and to more closely follow ‘conventional’ referencing 
styles. It should also be noted that in many references the prefixes of “www.” and 
“http://” has been omitted from references. This notation is, in most cases, merely an 
historical convention (from a period when other services such as gopher and ftp were also 
regularly accessed with a browser) and is usually not a required part of a Web site’s 
address.  
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The Cultural Significance of Web-based Exchange Practices 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. The Research Question and Foundational Assumptions 

 
Everything must have a beginning (14th Century English Proverb) 

 
What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end is to make a 
beginning. The end is where we start from (Eliot 1971, 46).  
 
Research is formalized curiosity. It is poking and prying with a purpose. It is 
a seeking that he who wishes may know the cosmic secrets of the world and 
that they dwell therein (Hurston 1942). 

 
 
My research, at the broadest level, aims to understand how the Web is an integral part of 

the milieu of contemporary cultural practices and not dichotomously distinct from it 

(Green 1998, 59; Wakeford 2000, 31). As Miller & Slater (2000, 7) say “these spaces are 

important as part of everyday life, not apart from it.” Castells (2000, 1) similarly claims 

that “the Internet is the fabric of our lives.” The empirical work of the thesis identifies the 

most sought after artefacts of Web-based exchange practices. This research goal was 

achieved through the collection and analysis of search terms submitted to a Web-based 

meta-search engine over the course of 16 months from September 2001 to February 2003. 

Web users’ collective desire for these artefacts is critically examined in order to identify 

the predominant underlying cultural traits that can be associated with them. I argue that 

the most popular artefacts of Web-based search practices reveal a cultural complex that is 

representative of a consumption-oriented, media-obsessed and event-driven culture.  

 

Exchange practices on the Web were the object of my empirical analysis as they are very 

clear exemplars of Baudrillard’s conceptualisation of symbolic exchange. Baudrillard 
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views the social, economic and cultural spheres as being characterised by an evanescent, 

disconnected collection of “floating signifiers” that are free of any objective anchorage 

(Porter, 1993, 1-2). Analysis of Web search terms, and the patterns of searching in this 

world of floating signifiers, reveal the values of participants in these exchanges. 

 

The collected data on search terms reveals the artefacts that users of Web based search 

engines seek. This thesis uses a taxanomic classification of these terms to reveal the 

central traits of contemporary mainstream western culture implicit in these Web searches. 

This critical analysis takes up the challenge laid down by Escobar (1995, 414) to engage 

in ‘interface anthropology’. He argues that,  

the creation of human-computer interfaces has been treated narrowly as a 
problem of engineering design which attempts to match tasks to be performed 
with the tools at hand. Yet the key question of the distinct user populations for 
whom the technologies are intended is often ignored or inferred from statistical 
information, and the critical question of what the technology in question does to 
users and what it allows them to do is never raised. 
 

The argument developed throughout the thesis shows that the answer to Escobar’s 

‘critical question’ is to understand how Web technology enables ‘users’ to engage and 

participate in exchange practices that, in turn, inform and contribute to the shaping of 

culture. 

 

I claim that the identified cultural complex reflects and reinforces contemporary, western 

and maintream culture but also acknowledge the presence of intertwined threads of 

masculine and hegemonic power relations (Plant 1996, 170). There is a gender bias 

within the contemporary presentation and application of technology that reinforces the 

historical and assumed traditional relationship between ‘men’ and high technology.  
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Spender (1995, xvi) made the claim in 1995 that 94% of all Internet users were male. 

While the maleness of the Internet may have abated since that time, there is a clear 

relationship between high technologies and dominant cultural power relations. As 

Oldenziel (1996, 55) observes in an historical context, technological artefacts “represent 

the material, political and symbolic formation of the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. Material notions of technology accurately represent a social and cultural 

configuration...” In our age Web artefacts are equally expressions of contemporary 

hegemonic power. All participants in this culture are influenced by the activities that are 

conducted online, irrespective of their personal connectivity, because of the Web’s 

relationship to dominant contemporary power relations. Contemporary is also used here 

to reflect Baudrillard’s (1998, 8) argument regarding the contemporary relationship to the 

historical in what he describes as “the dilution of history as event: its mise en scene, its 

excess of visibility”. Baudrillard’s concerns focus on ‘western’, primarily English-

speaking culture, which is not limited to any one ‘national’ culture. Although the 

influence of the United States is readily discerned in my research data, subtle variations 

such as the impact of celebrities from the United Kingdom and Australia can also be 

identified albeit with less regularity and repetition. My analysis of the search term data 

shows the presence of an identifiable cultural complex as an amalgamation of meanings 

associated with the artefacts and traits that can be identified from their classification. The 

cultural complex is consequently seen as a representation of contemporary western 

mainstream culture (Aunger n.d., 3). Contemporary culture is discussed in further detail 

in Section 6.3 in light of the collected data and subsequent interpretation. 
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The research questions and methods employed in this thesis are the result of a complex 

set of academic, professional and personal experiences. In terms of the questions it asks, 

the approach it utilises and its object of study this thesis could not exist as a viable project 

at the commencement of my candidature. The limitations imposed on the thesis by the 

continuing development of the Internet is an important caution in terms of my 

examination of previous literature and my judgements regarding the relative merits of the 

methods employed. Secondly, the relative youth of the field of study has allowed many 

texts to become accepted into the canon of research literature irrespective of their 

veracity, academic suitability or strength of argument (see Dyson et al 1994; Rushkoff 

1994; Rheingold 1995; Negreponte 1996; Berners-Lee 1999; Silver 2000). It should be 

stressed that these observations are not a negative criticism of the texts. They offer 

interesting perspectives and intellectual energy and good commentary. But they also may 

themselves be seen as representative of the cultural practices of their time being 

conducted through the Internet (Castells 2000, 3). In this sense, these writings become 

part of the cultural activities being investigated by this thesis. 

 

Technological development is not the pivotal focus of this work however I do take 

prudent account of recent technological developments. This thesis is not a work of 

technological determinism nor does it in any way reify recent digital technologies - a 

twinned set of assumptions found in many works regarding the Internet. The theoretical 

perspectives I have utilized here recognise the sophisticated and constantly changing 

relationships that human cultures hold with their manufactured artefacts. Baudrillard 

(1990, 43) claims that, 
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possession never applies to a tool, since the latter relates me to the world – 
possession always applies to the object abstracted of its function and thus made 
relative to the subject. 
 

Richardson (in Hodder 1989, 189) also claims that artefacts are, “a framing and 

communicative medium…used for transforming, storing and preserving social 

information.” These theoretical positions do not deny the importance of digital 

technologies but rather stress the multiple ways in which all inventions and tools are 

always integral aspects of culture (Spier 1973, 25).  

 

Two collections of literature have particularly influenced the development of the 

arguments in this thesis and inspired the pathway that its research has followed. In 

pursuing the approach initially defined by these works I eskew an ethnographic approach 

in preference for a more ‘experimental’ method that endeavours to capture an alternative 

perspective on the understanding of culture in relation to the Internet. These works are 

Schiffer and Gould’s Modern Material Culture: The Archaeology of Us (1981) and 

Hodder’s (1995) Interpreting Archaeology: Finding Meaning in the Past. Although 

Miller & Slater’s The Internet: An Ethnographic Approach (2000) has increasingly 

become a key point of reference for recent material culture studies and the examination of 

Internet-oriented cultures, it is the two earlier collections that best reveal the intricate 

interlocking relationships between cultural practice, artefacts, technology and ‘our’ 

understanding of them and, hence, inform this thesis. My thesis and its research impetus 

are different to that of Miller & Slater’s (2000) work in a second important way. The 

thesis confines its examinations to the Web itself and those artefacts - in the broadest 

sense of the word - that are sought through this technology. By contrast, Miller & Slater 

physically locate their research in the context of Trinidad and conveniently avoid the 
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roblematic context of the ‘purely’ virtual environment. The first two works are therefore 

the principal starting point for my own investigations and perspectives on Web-based 

exchange practices. Schiffer and Gould’s (1981) collection is also one of the few 

available that treats material culture studies as something that can be studied 

contemporaneously by offering, for example, structuralist readings of supermarket 

shelves and interpretations of racist graffiti. The earlier two works present a series of 

frameworks for this research’s heavy focus upon the influences of artefacts on cultural 

formations. The perspective offered by these works and by material culture studies in 

general are discussed in further detail in Chapter 2.  

 

In the complex environment of contemporary culture this research is multi-disciplinary 

with a heavy debt towards not only material culture studies but also cultural studies, 

sociology and those authors who have emerged almost ‘disciplineless’ during the 

postmodern turn(s) of the social sciences including de Certeau (1988), Baudrillard (1990, 

1993, 1993a, 1996, 1998) and Gottdiener (1995). The intellectual heritage of these 

thinkers shapes the scope and range of my central argument in specific and narrow ways. 

Perhaps the most significant understanding that a focus such as this imparts is the 

emphasis on the interpretation of ‘culture’ (Geertz 1993). The use of taxonomic 

classification to analyse the gathered data and the significance that coalesces around 

artefacts also reflects a particular bias and preference within this thesis. Chapter 2 

outlines a material culture oriented approach to research and justifies the use of such an 

approach by arguing that the Web is densely artefactual.  
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I argue that taking a material culture position overcomes many of the problems associated 

with ethnographically oriented studies of the Web and particularly the problem of 

locating the ethnographic object of research (Wakeford 2000, 35; Glimell & Juhlin 2001, 

8). The approach employed here treats the artefacts being desired and sought as relating 

to a ‘mysterious’ and improperly understood culture in which its participants are 

indirectly observed through their publically inscribed activities. Aunger (n.d., 0724.015) 

makes the argument that  

traits can be just some item of cultural content that the analyst finds it convenient 
to label – in effect they become ethnographic conventions. 
 

Traits are utilised in this spirit to capture a view of contemporary culture – a culture that 

is suspiciously hard to define. De Bord (1994, Thesis 1) observed that  

the whole life of those societies in which modern conditions of production 
prevail presents itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles. All that once 
was directly lived has become mere representation. 

 

Recognition of the ‘spectacular’ nature of contemporary culture is important for this 

thesis as the majority of previous research has adopted variously observational and 

‘ethnographic’ (Hakken 1999; Gauntlett 2000; Hine 2000; Ford et al 2001), linguistic 

(Mehta & Plaza 1997, 53; Davison 2002; Fraim 2002) or conversation analysis-style 

(Micahelson & Pohl 2001, 40; Parrish n.d.) methods to understand the Web and its 

relationship to everyday life. Ethnography - as the most well-known method of 

anthropological research - has limits and biases that do not make it the exclusively ‘best’ 

method for the Web or indeed the only method that should be utilised within this field of 

research (Atkinson 1990; Silver 2000, 24; Wakeford 2000, 35; Wolfe & Wolfe 2001, 18; 

Crichton & Kinash 2003). Foremost among my critique of the ethnographic approach to 

Web-based phenomena is the tendency to reify and refer to the situation of ‘virtual’ 
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research sites in distinction to corporeal ‘non-virtual’ sites (Stone 1991; Stallabrass 1995; 

cf. Silver 2000, 23; Liff, Steward & Watts 2001, 97). These concerns regarding 

ethnographically oriented works are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The assumption that 

artifacts are meaningfully present in the context of the Web is also explored in Chapter 2.  

 

While methodological approaches and theoretical positions stand as separate aspects of 

the ‘whole’ research task each relates intimately to the other. The use of taxonomies to 

order and frame the gathered data supports the theoretical assumption of this research. 

The argument that many of the gathered search terms relate to a desire for, or a seeking 

of, artefacts is a key difference between this work and previous considerations of the 

Web, particularly those that have ascribed an ethereal or heavenly quality to the Web or 

Internet (Wertheim 1999). In a similar vein, I specifically attempt to avoid dichotomising 

‘virtual’ and spatial experience as definitional points of distinction. The theoretical 

decision to distinguish human experience in this way is a common and uncritical feature 

of much of the literature surrounding theorisations of the Web and virtuality in general 

(cf. Winner 1986, 21; Rushkoff 1994; Argyle & Shields 1996, 58). Unfortunately, spatial 

dichotomies offer little as an explanatory device and do not present pathways for critical 

understanding of the Web, or those artefacts that are sought and desired through the Web. 

The distinction of corporeal from ‘virtual’ is also used simply to place the framework of 

analysis outside the scope of culture (Turkle in Seidler 1998, 28; Dodge & Kitchin 2000, 

13; but see Agre 2002). Such claims inevitably condemn themselves as the Web 

becomes, in some senses at least, ‘old’ and yet another aspect of everyday life. The 

dominant paradigms within existing literature are explored in Chapter 2 and an 
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alternative perspective is offered through the description of my own methodology in 

Chapter 3.   

 

This thesis makes a unique contribution to scholarship regarding the Internet and material 

culture studies in a variety of ways. The systematic examination of contemporary culture 

and its exchange practices that are reflected in the artefacts sought through Web-based 

search engines provides a different but complementary perspective to previous 

discussions that attempt to contextualise the Web as a phenomenon of contemporary 

culture. Jones (1999, 12) suggests that “the sheer availability of chat session, MUD/MOO 

sessions, e-mail, and the like provide us with a seductive data set, and it takes little effort 

to be of the belief that such data represent … well, something, some semblance of reality, 

perhaps, or some ‘slice of life’ online.”  The use of data collected from Web-based search 

engines offers a broader perspective on the Web and its cultural practices than the 

examination of a single ethnographic site (Wakeford 2000, 35). The culture-wide holistic 

perspective focuses the discussion on the continuity and interconnectivity of cultural 

practices irrespective of the specific localites in which they are enacted. Taking up a 

cultural or more specifically culture-wide focus contrasts with many of the writings 

referenced here, and particularly the earliest theorising of the Web (Rheingold 1991; 

Dyson et al 1994; Rushkoff 1994; Negroponte 1996; Lessig 2000; Dodge & Kitchin 

2000, 35; Silver 2000, 20) that tend to place high priority on the emancipating ‘newness’ 

of the phenomena and technology itself (Escobar 1995, 412). The literature reviewed in 

Chapter 2 shows the extent to which many of the issues regarding the cultural 

significance of the Web were left unaddressed or underaddressed by early literature in 
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this field. The extent of this neglect is revealed by the range of popularly desired artefacts 

that are regularly identified in the research data but are yet to receive critical academic 

attention; hentai - Japanese pornographic animation - and the interest in electronic 

greeting cards are two indicative examples. Just as the original literature concerning the 

Web tended to be selective in perspective so too were its political claims. The cultural 

complex of desired and sought after artefacts that are identified by this research reveals a 

range of everyday life interests and desires that have little to do with social 

empowerment, change or improvement. Examination and analysis of the research data 

reveals that the cultural complex of desired and sought after artefacts incorporates a set of 

six predominant traits: freeness, participation, information-richness, do-it-yourself & 

customisation, perversion and privacy & anonymity. These traits reflect few of the 

directly emancipatory sentiments expressed in the early theorisations of cyberspace 

(Rushkoff 1994; Rheingold 1995; Negroponte 1996). 

 

The second aspect of this work that can be claimed as significant is its use of a material 

culture studies perspective. Miller & Slater’s (2000) ethnographic work regarding 

Trinidad foreshadows and provides the initial impetus for the approach used here. Miller 

& Slater (2000, 1) argue for the utility of an ethnographic approach because, “contrary to 

the first generation of Internet literature – the Internet is not a monolithic or placeless 

‘cyberspace’; rather, it is numerous new technologies, used by diverse people, in diverse 

real-world locations.” Miller and Slater’s (2000) work takes a specific geographic 

location and a particular set of cultural conditions as a focal point to support their 

injunction to “understand the very different universes of social and technical possibility 
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that have developed around the Internet.” (2000, 1). Their discussions are consequently 

founded around a spatial anchorage.  

 

In contrast to Miller and Slater (2000) this thesis looks at the Web as a collection of 

potential research sites and a focal point of interest for a set of cultural practices that are 

representative of an indefinite consumption oriented event-driven culture that is described 

here as being contemporary, western and mainstream. Material culture studies, in the 

context of Binford’s “New Archaeology” and through the output of many of its 

exponents, is primarily seen as a realist research perspective (Buchli 2002, 2 & 11). One 

of the key aims of the literature review in Chapter 2 is to position and extend the material 

culture studies approach and research worldview as both viable and useful for examining 

Web-based cultural phenomena. A further aim is to contextualise material culture studies’ 

utility for research of what has largely been seen as an ideational phenomenon (Argyle & 

Shields 1996; Wertheim 1999). More practically, in identifying a series of prevailing – 

mainstream - cultural traits that can be discerned through the Web provides opportunity 

for critical responses and positions to be developed as a consequence of the 

understanding gained from this work. De Certeau (1988, xvii) expresses this concern as a 

marginality of the majority, 

Marginality is today no longer limited to minority, but is rather massive and 
pervasive; this cultural activity of the non-producers of culture, an activity that is 
unsigned, unreadable and unsymbolized, remains the only one possible for all 
those who nevertheless buy and pay for the showy products through which a 
productivist economy articulates itself.  
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1.2. The recent history of the Web 

 
 
The writing of this thesis over a period from the mid 1990s until the present has impacted 

on its form and argument in a variety of noticeable ways. Attempting to locate the Web in 

a ‘bigger’ picture means negotiating a range of dynamic and ‘moving’ targets. The 

technologies and communications infrastructures that underpin the Internet and the World 

Wide Web are relatively recent and fluid. The primary research question could not 

sensibly have been asked a decade ago and even as recently as five years ago its viability 

as a research project may have been questionable. Identifying the attitudes and qualities 

that inform a cultural complex as it can be observed through the Web first requires that a 

particular locale of cultural practice has reached a level of acceptance and use. This 

acceptance has only occurred with the Web in this last five years. The readily observable 

dynamism of the Web also condemns this current work to rapidly become a work of 

historical reference (if such an event has not already occurred).  

In a year or two’s time, when much of the web will be transfigured by high-
bandwidth facilities, as well as by completed telecommunications deregulation, 
the common-sense view of what ‘the Internet’ is and what one should write about 
will have again been transformed. (Miller & Slater 2000, 15).  
 

Technological change, itself an aspect of cultural change (Spier 1973, 31), may even 

eventually efface the relevance of any disentangled discussion of the World Wide Web in 

an intellectual context. However, this thesis emphasises aspects of observed phenomena 

that should retain a level of applicability to other similar technological developments, 

namely the global impact of western mainstream cultural practices.  
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The high degree of fluidity that is present in the current broad cultural context is not 

unique to research that examines contemporary experiences and contexts of technology 

(Johnson 1999, 95) or aspects of everyday life (Markus 1993, 4). The subject matter and 

research data I have used here offers many opportunities for interpretation and 

reinterpretations shaped by changing understandings of the specific artefacts and cultural 

traits being examined. The complexity of studying contemporary culture is further 

blurred, in part, by changing influences within the academy and its notions of scholarship 

that are themselves reflections of wider ranging social forces. The shifting paradigms and 

priorities of what constitutes university ‘work’ inevitably results in the construction of a 

received attitude regarding the ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ ways to conduct research 

(O’Dochartaigh 2001). Current positions regarding Web-based academic journals and the 

undergraduate use of sources such as scholar.google.com, citeseer.ist.psu.edu, 

findarticles.com and amazon.com’s ‘search inside’ feature reveals the uneasy balance 

between academic attitudes and the examination of mainstream cultural traits and desires.  

 

An additional historical context that should be acknowledged initially is the personal 

background of the author of this work - its ‘I’ and eye. In considering what might be 

described as ‘technical’ aspects of the Web and Internet the author’s own experience - my 

experience - with the technologies that are described here is also revealed in its authorial 

perspective and research biases. The dual role of researcher and actively participant 

developer clearly influences the conclusions that it ultimately presents. The process of 

taxonomic classification, for example, has been aided by software that was itself written 

by the author. The development of the taxonomic software used to classified the collected 
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search terms is representative of the author’s background, experiences with the research 

locale and my development of software for use within Web development projects. My 

research has become closely bound with these information technology skills, professional 

experiences and - sometimes - recreational and personal interests.  

 

My authorial combination of technical and professional influences, along with knowledge 

of Cultural Studies and Material Culture Studies research all shape this research. The 

process of taxonomic classification also reflects personal experience and general 

knowledge (de Certeau 1988, xviii). I do not apologise for these biases. It would be 

remiss to make any claim that the current work is in some unobtainable way unbiased or 

scientifically objective. The process of classification and categorisation is arguably more 

of an art - the result of a series of semi-structured selections - than a scientific certainty 

(Said 1985, 29; Koepping 1995, 88). Claiming that this work starts with acknowledged 

biases produces a stronger, more plausible, story of the research process than any attempt 

to position itself at the uneasy pinnacle of truth and legitimacy.  

 

1.3. Research and Theoretical Context 

Research is what I’m doing when I don’t know what I’m doing (attributed 
to Werner von Braun). 
 
The acceptance of a theory as true does involve a personal choice in a 
way that a law does not. Different people do differ about theories; they 
can choose whether or not they will believe them… (Campbell 1985)  
 
Facts per se can neither prove nor refute anything. Everything is decided 
by the interpretation and explanation of the facts, by the ideas and the 
theories. (Ludwig van Mises). 
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The context provided by previous literature and the uncritical received history of the 

Internet (see for example Rheingold 1994; King, Grinter & Pickering 1997, 23 & Tim 

Berners-Lee 1999) is at odds with the aims of this thesis. In attempting to understand the 

cultural connections and continuity between the Web and other cultural phenomena a 

more expansive historical context is required. In its entirety this wider historical context 

would be encyclopedic in size and scope and impossible to recount fully. It potentially 

reflects the problem of the Borges Map ruminated upon by Baudrillard (1994, 1). To 

accurately map the world the Borges map must become an exact replication of the world. 

To recount the complexity of influences and inventions that contribute in some way to 

what is now understood as the Web would require an exact replication of the activities 

and events that led to its development. Clearly this task is beyond the scope, skills or 

capabilities of any one research project.  

 
 
The theoretical background for this work is primarily anthropological but the discussions 

of theorists of disciplines such as Cultural Studies and Sociology also influence it. These 

disciplines are not an exclusive list but rather indicative and other less readily pigeon-

holed theorists such as Baudrillard (1993, 1993, 1996) and De Bord (1994) also play a 

role in assisting me to decipher and address the research question. The ability to pose and 

interrogate a research question, such as the one presented by this thesis, is itself a 

consequence of the intersection of theoretical perspectives that are critically addressed 

within a variety of disciplines.  
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This work resists the ready or ‘natural’ ascription of cultural phenomena to dichotomous 

relationships such as ‘real’ and ‘virtual’. In place of a crude binarism it seeks a synthesis 

of supposedly opposing positions to better understand the nuances and subtleties of 

cultural phenomena. Exchange, particularly, is not considered simply as the bartering of 

one artefact for another or the buying of an object but as an identity-shaping activity 

within a network of wider cultural practices that reinforce notions of self and group 

membership (de Certeau 1988, 27; Highmore 2002, 153) through the continuous 

consumption of symbols and artefacts. Baudrillard’s (1993a) claim that exchange is 

central to the construction of culture also resonates with this work. Articulating the 

relationships between culture broadly and exchange practices specifically is central to 

this research. The focus upon exchange practices that is applied here positions the 

gathered data within the context of the material culture consumption and the seeking of 

artefacts. The large numbers of those seeking artefacts through the Web implies that there 

is - or an assumption by those seeking artefacts that there is – in this location a ready 

availability of items. 

 

The research impetus that is implied by these specific considerations also reflects a wider 

theoretical basis for this work. The argument that exchange practices can be discerned 

from the gathered data references a key theoretical position in material culture studies 

that makes the claim for the ability of artefacts - including human inscriptions - to ‘speak’ 

to us and that from this ‘speech’ the observer can garner some understanding of the 

culture(s) that produced and utilised a given item (Richardson 1989; Berlin 2001, 60). 

Prown (1996, 22) sees the researcher of material culture as a person who “reads the 
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artefact as part of a language through which culture speaks its mind.” Artefacts are 

cultural items and simultaneously they are reflections of culture (Nguyen & Alexander 

1996, 101; Tilley 2002, 27). The persistent presence of the culturally bound artefact is a 

founding perspective of this work. Extending the argument for the everpresence of 

culturally meaningful artefacts this thesis argues that interpreting the seeking and desire 

for artefacts represented by the gathered data from Web-based search engines reveals the 

cultural traits with which these artefacts interact and intersect. “The thin film of writing 

becomes a movement of strata, a play of spaces. A different world (the reader’s) slips 

into the author’s place.” (de Certeau 1988, xxi). Prown (1996, 22) concurs by claiming 

that “the quest is not to gather information about the object itself and the activities and 

practices of the society that produced it, but rather to discover underlying cultural 

beliefs.” That project is pursued here in the attempt to identify dominant cultural traits 

discernible from the gathered evidence. 

 
1.4. The Methodological Approach 

 
The method of scientific investigation is nothing but the expression of the 
necessary mode of working of the human mind. It is simply the mode in which 
all phenomena are reasoned about, rendered precise and exact. (Huxley 
1907). 
 
Scientific method is the way to truth, but it affords, even in principle, no 
unique definition of truth. Any so-called pragmatic definition of truth is 
doomed to failure equally. (Quine 1960, 23) 
 
Traditional scientific method has always been at the very best 20-20 
hindsight. It’s good for seeing where you’ve been. It’s good for testing the 
truth of what you think you know, but it can’t tell you where you ought to go. 
(Pirsig 1974) 

 
The methodological approach utilised in this thesis is qualitative and critically 

hermeneutic (Riceour 1981). Both exchange and cultural practices - more widely – are 
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positioned as being inherently ‘qualitative’ phenomena in the sense that they are integral 

aspects of everyday life that are not readily reducible or quantified (Tashakkori & 

Teddlie 1998, 4-6). However, this position does not restrict or prevent the researcher 

from utilising what is generally described as quantitative data gathered from the 

observation of these phenomena. As a reflection of the broadly hermeneutic position of 

this work these two research perspectives are not considered exclusive or dichotomous 

options. The gamut of quantitative methods are instead seen as a particular subset of the 

range of available qualitative methods (cf. Sudweeks and Simoff 1999, 32). Some level 

of support for this methodological position can be found in Oakley’s discussion of the 

quantitative / qualitative debate in relation to feminist agendas to research (1998, 709). 

Oakley (1998, 709) observes that in “the methodological literature generally, quantitative 

and qualitative methods tend to be portrayed as mutually antagonistic ideal types, and 

even as representing two different “paradigms” of social science itself.” The cautions 

Oakley raises with respect to the gender blindness of research conducted as quantitative 

social science and consequently represented as mainstream truths are especially important 

to this research considering its own discussion of contemporary mainstream culture. 

 

The central methodology utilised in this work built upon a framework of taxonomic 

analysis. Specifically, data has been collected from the primary research site over a 

period of approximately 16 months. The data was received in an emailed newsletter 

entitled “Top 500 Search Terms”. In order to manage and systematically interpret this 

data it was then collated to form a list of keywords that have been popularly searched for 

by users of the Web over this entire 16 month period. The terms from this list are then 
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classified using a system for the generalised categorisations of knowledge and artefacts 

known as the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) scheme (NISS 1997). The UDC is 

utilised because it is one of the few general classificatory systems available - in contrast 

to, for example, those of the Library of Congress and Dewey Decimal systems - that 

acknowledge a range of qualities such as the form, language, size and age of the artefacts 

being classified. It is a flexible approach that offers a system of classification not 

intended solely for printed documents. The intention in using this classificatory schema 

within this research is not to create a ‘library’. My intention is to gather together the 

traces of desired artefacts observed through the gathered data and desired by users of 

Web search engines into more generalised categories. The compression of the received 

data into a small set of consistent categories is done in order to understand the ‘types’ of 

artefacts that are being sought through the Web. The classification enables some of the 

everyday connections between individual search terms to be seen in a broader, more 

aggregated perspective. The process of classification also reveals inter-connected 

common desires for particular artefacts and sets of artefacts that is not readily apparent in 

the collected data.  

 

The data gathered from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is not treated as a form of 

ethnographic field note but rather as a collection of references to artefacts such as might 

confront a museologist or librarian in their catalogues. The task is to group together like-

wise and closely similar elements. With this categorisation it is possible to examine exach 

class of artefacts for indications of dominant cultural traits and to identify contemporary 

cultural practices. There is clear analogy with museology within this observation. 
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Ethnology museums conceptually group artefacts together in a variety of ways but most 

commonly artefacts are grouped by their original cultural provenance and assemblage 

(Hooper-Greenhill 1992, 6).  

 
1.5. The Research ‘Site’ 

 
I should venture to assert that the most pervasive fallacy of philosophic 
thinking goes back to neglect of context. (Dewey 1931) 

 
 
The data source utilised by this research has been chosen for a variety of reasons. The 

two major determinants in its selection were accessibility to the researcher and the 

researcher’s own familiarity with the primary purpose of the research site. Accessibility 

to the data utilised by this research is facilitated by its digital provenance. The “Top 500 

Search Terms” newsletter (from wordtracker.com) was directly emailed on a near weekly 

basis. Gathering of the most popular search terms from meta-search engines distributed 

by this weekly email enabled automatic and systematic collection of the data used for the 

research. The “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter was collected both for this research 

project and in the context of my role in the commercial development of a meta-search 

engine - a search engine that queries multiple Web-based search engines simultaneously. 

Access to the wordtracker.com newsletter has enabled me to have a sustained interest and 

familiarity with the research data over a much longer period than the one discussed in this 

work. In my role as a software developer the gathered keywords were used to indicate the 

Web’s ‘most valuable’ search terms. This is, not coincidentally, the stated purpose for the 

collation of this data by the editors of the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter. The 

collators of the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter sell a more complex and personalised 

dataset to the owners of Web sites who want to achieve higher placement and visibility 
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on pay-per-click or pay-for-placement search engines. There are many examples of these 

types of eCommerce activity with the most well-known being Overture.com (formerly 

goto.com) and Bay9.com (formerly Rocketlinks.com). The issues surrounding this focus 

and the business imperative that informs the compiled lists of “Top 500 Search Terms” 

newsletter is discussed in more detail in Section 4.1. 

 

A range of observations can be made regarding the data that has been collected for this 

thesis. In combination these observations provide strong support for the main arguments 

of this thesis. The relatively high frequency of terms and practices related to exchange in 

its broadest, most encompassing, cultural sense is visible as is the low frequency that the 

gathered data indicates actions or activities that can be associated with conventional 

‘commercial’ exchange. In some cases, it could somewhat cynically be observed that the 

activities and documented through the gathered data are about avoiding eCommerce or 

more specifically it is about not directly paying for goods or services. However, it is  

disingenuous to cast popular search terms so readily or simply as a commercial anti-

index. More subtle interpretation is required in order to convey the complex interrelation 

of the cultural phenomena that are articulated through search terms. 

 

The similarities between interests and experiences found on the Web and in other cultural 

environments is clearly evident within the collected data. These observations support the 

claims made initially in the introduction and pursued in previous chapters for the 

significance and importance of cultural continuities between the Web and elsewhere. This 

also enables the presentation of a counter-argument to the existing literature that 
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emphasises a dichotomous relationship of the virtual to the real. Perhaps, the most 

significant observation that can be made regarding the collected data is the degree to 

which it reveals a commonality of experience and the presence of a dominant cultural 

complex evidenced through the Web. This commonality is not easily delineated by 

regional or ‘simple’ national boundaries. While English is the language used almost 

exclusively to express ideas and to seek artefacts, it is spoken with specific dialects and, 

if the evidence of the collected data is examined closely, with a variety of spellings. 

 

The data is analysed through the lens of social anthropology and material culture studies. 

This places a particular significance upon specific aspects of the data to the detriment of 

other interpretations that may reveal alternate positions. There is a tendency towards 

amalgamation and grouping, particularly in the construction of taxonomies. This is done 

purposefully and with the understanding that this produces an abbreviation of the 

observed and gathered data. This is an inevitable necessity in systematic social science 

research practice. The volume of data that accumulates rapidly in an environment such as 

the Web, which is full of readily collectable data, requires at least some form of 

abbreviation and generalisation to be systematically incorporated into the research design 

and consequently interpreted. This rationale is similar to that applied to the original use 

of taxonomies within material culture studies and archaeology. In these environments, the 

dig site or the museological collection, is, also, ‘data-rich’ and readily assimilated into the 

research process. Individual artefacts, in themselves, however, reveal only minimal 

information about the cultures that created, used, exchanged and collected them. In 

combination, as part of broad taxa, individual information about an artefact both 
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combines and reinforces the meanings that are revealed about the peoples of these 

cultures.  

 
The most dramatic example of the relationships between the cultures of the Web and 

‘elsewhere’ was the September 11th, 2001 terrorism attack on the twin towers of the 

World Trade Center. This act is acknowledged later in this section as a major 

methodological concern for this thesis. However, the brief attention to this act and the 

rapidity with which it was subsumed by more repeatedly seen interests is also reflected 

by the data and reflects the ‘short-term memory’ of participants in contemporary cultures 

(Baudrillard 2001; Piper 2002). This event reveals the extent that the Internet is an aspect 

of mass media oriented and mainstream culture and a mirror (in microcosm) of popular 

opinion. “The most striking thing about events such as those that took place at the Heysel 

Stadium, Brussels, in 1985, is not their violence per se but the way in which this violence 

was given worldwide currency by television, and in the process turned into a travesty of 

itself.” (Baudrillard 1993, 75). What is evident from the data gathered during this period 

was the regular presence of unpredictable ‘events’ and the prevailing political position 

that is being popularly presented for these events. The data reveals a relatively stable 

series of interests that vary in their specific detail but are classificatorily similar. The 

regularity and consistency of these interests are punctuated by a series of regular and 

irregular events - which include holidays, media & film releases, abductions and murders.  

 

The “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter gathers the most popular search terms utilised at 

Web-based search engines over two separate periods, in 2000/2001 and again from 

September 2001 to February 2003. This collection of search terms incorporates two 
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separate groups of words collected at weekly intervals by the editors of wordtracker.com 

and distributed by email. The two separates periods of data-gathering were the 

consequence of changes made by the wordtracker.com site editors that involved an 

alteration in the form of their weekly report. The second dataset also incorporates ‘adult’ 

words that had been programmatically removed from the first dataset by the 

wordtracker.com system. The methodology employed by wordtracker.com to gather this 

data from meta-search engines is not explicitly stated on their web site. However, the data 

contained in the weekly posting suggests that an automated data gathering robot is 

employed to poll the search ‘spy’ at a meta-search engines such as MetaCrawler and 

DogPile at regular intervals and collect the responses. While the raw counts of individual 

terms must be treated cautiously the relative position of terms within the list of most 

popular terms is calculated internally by wordtracker.com and offers some measure of 

weekly comparability. The veracity of the data is obtusely confirmed by the stated 

commercial purpose of the site which is to help webmasters and web site owners bid for 

the most popular keywords on pay-for-placement search engines like Overture.com. The 

accuracy of the weekly data can be at least partly assumed from the persistence of the 

wordtracker.com site which generates revenue by creating longer and more specialised 

lists for their paying clients that focuses on their Web site’s specific areas of interest.  

 
The long-term search terms list from wordtracker.com represents the top keywords used 

consistently over a four week period. The weekly list is ordered by the frequency that the 

term has been searched for over this period. These search terms offer a very consistent 

series of interests that appear almost continuously throughout the duration of the data 

collection. The terms that are found consistently at the top of the list tend to be generic 
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terms that are, in many cases, representative for an entire taxa of more specific and 

detailed terms, for example ‘sex’, ‘autos’, ‘free music’ and ‘films’. A 

significant set of terms that repeatedly appear in the long-term keywords is the partial or 

full address of the most popular Web sites such as hotmail.com, yahoo.com and 

ebay.com. While this indicates the relatively low level of skill and understanding that 

users of Web browsers have in navigating beyond the links on their home page it also 

provides a rough indication of the most popular web sites. The presence of full web 

addresses in the list also suggests that users confuse the web browser’s address bar with a 

Web search engine’s input field. The consistency and longevity of the terms that appear 

toward the top of the list reveals an underlying understanding of the utility of the Web. 

This data also reveals the continual importance of file sharing technologies, the 

commodification of women’s bodies through pornographic Web sites (MacKinnon in 

Mehta & Plaza 1997, 55) and the use of the Internet to gather copyrighted or even illicit 

goods for free such as music, software, warez and serialz. While many of the purposes 

ascribed by commentators of the phenomena of the Internet and the Web are definitely 

exchange focused (Rutter 2001; Seger 2002; Sterne 2002; Stipp 1996; Surman & Reilly 

2003), these exchanges do not readily conform to conventional commercial exchanges 

and exist, at best, on the fringes of what is seen as ‘legitimate’ eCommerce. This data 

also provides tentative confirmation of the lament of managers in failed or failing 

‘dotcom’ companies that ‘adult’ Web sites are profitable when they are not (Brown n.d.; 

Mungo n.d.; Robinson 2000).  
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The short-term search terms list from wordtracker.com indicates surges of interest over 

the previous 24 hour period. The ‘surge’ keywords more closely reflect short-term ‘media 

culture’ interests and events. This collection follows the importance of recent news 

stories, the momentary surge of interest in the latest ‘hot’ actor, the current ‘fads’ and the 

current season or holiday in the Northern Hemisphere. Few of these interests persist 

throughout the duration of data collection. Seasonal events such as Easter, Halloween and 

Christmas do appear regularly, though. This does not discount the significance of the data 

however as few popular interests would be similarly reflected in print or electronic media 

consistently for an equivalent number of months. At a taxonomic level, the immediate 

and temporally fleeting interest in a specific person or activity is represented as a 

relatively consistent interest in each generic category. There is a generally consistent 

interest in some film, in some news event or some fad. This observation permits the 

application of a material culture and archaeological technique of analysis that focuses 

upon cultural continuity, typology and stylistic transition. This type of analysis is 

traditionally employed to temporally sequence pottery samples (Lauer 1974; Gibson 

2002), or other tangible artefacts, in order to interpret the cultural relationships and 

situation of the peoples that ‘built’ and used them. These search terms and their grouping 

into taxa enables sequences of desires to be identified and their relationships to be 

interpreted in order to understand the cultures and contemporary situations of the people 

that created, and have, an interest in seeking particular artefacts.  

 

The search term data represents the variety of interests and concerns that find expression 

on the Web. By examining the requests for specific aspects and artefacts of contemporary 
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culture the search terms capture the range of immediate human interests and 

understandings. Alternative approaches that focus upon the content of Web sites (in 

isolation or collectively) have their access to the data mediated by the editorial influence 

of a single Webmaster. Access to collective cultural expression enables an understanding 

of the Web that emphasises its relationship to contemporary culture rather than its 

technological features, a particular history (e.g. Berners-Lee 1999) or a quantification of 

Web site traffic (Sterne 2002). This understanding also enables a broad taxonomy of 

desired and sought after artefacts discerned from exchange and consumption enacted and 

enabled through the Web. This taxonomy, in turn, guides the discussions of later chapters 

of this thesis by positioning specific examples in relation to cultural attitudes and traits as 

they are expressed through the Web.   

 
An important caution must be acknowledged in the data gathered from the “Top 500 

Search Terms” lists. The effects of the 11th of September, 2001 attack on the World Trade 

Towers in New York are a noticeable influence on the gathered data through the initial 

weeks of collection. This attack, at least temporarily, obliterates any longer term trends 

that might have been observed in the data. Contrariwise, it is a reflection of the ‘global’ 

and everyday life aspects of this list that the importance and horror expressed regarding 

the attack in terms of ‘search terms’ is rapidly overtaken by a normality that includes 

sexually explicit words and concepts. It is also a tacit confirmation of many of the claims 

of this thesis that memory of the attacks became consigned to an annual event. “This 

society eliminates geographical distance only to reap distance internally in the form of 

spectacular separation.” (De Bord 1994, thesis 167). Section 5.2 gives particular 

consideration to the relationship between the attack itself and the most popular search 
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terms of that period. This section also offers some initial consideration of the relationship 

between the artefacts and traits of the cultural complex identified by this research and the 

gathered data itself. The attack provides an anomaly in the examined set of data that, 

while impacting on the identification of long term trends, accentuates and forms a 

tentative justification for the focus of the primary research question of this thesis upon 

cultural relationships.  

1.6. The Structure of the Thesis 

 
Style and structure are the essence of a book; great ideas are hogwash. 
(Nabokov in Plimpton 1976) 

 
A special feature of the structure of our book is the monstrous but perfectly 
organic part that eavesdropping plays in it. (Lermontov 1992) 

 
This thesis follows a relatively conventional structure for doctoral research. It specifically 

avoids becoming overly speculative in a field of research that is notoriously burdened 

with emancipatory and revolutionary claims for the future (Rheingold 1991, Rushkoff 

1994, Benedikt 1991, Barlow 1996, Negroponte 1996). Bromberg et al (1996, 125) 

effectively claim that “The Net makes a type of equation: data = information = 

knowledge = wisdom = truth = freedom.” The various intersections of theoretical 

perspectives and the use of a methodology that has rarely been used for examining Web-

based research sites necessitates a literature review of a number of interlocking areas of 

research in Chapter 2. The range of the literature review reflects the need to synthesise 

discourses found in cultural studies, material culture studies and cognate areas into an 

approach that can enable the achievement of the research task. Chapter 2 also positions 

and defines the key concepts utilised throughout the work and the key technical terms 

that inevitably become included in a work of this sort. Technical terms and the various 
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jargons of academic disciplines are common in works of research such as this and are 

included to clarify the non-technological focus of research. The thesis does not, however, 

delve into the technical workings of the Internet. Such details are not directly significant 

for understanding and interpreting the primary research question. The literature review 

also develops the argument and justification for the central focus of this thesis; 

contemporary exchange practices and the cultural complex of artefacts around which 

these practices circulate.  

 

Chapter 3 details the manner in which exchange practices and artefacts will be examined 

throughout this thesis. The ensuing discussion of methodology examines the 

archaeological and museological use of taxonomies. It also brings into consideration the 

range of critiques that have been leveled at classification schemes of human activity. 

Most important of these criticisms is the level of interpretation that is imposed by the 

researcher on the observed phenomena in the creation of taxonomy. These are not 

inconsequential criticisms and they are considered as an integral aspect of the 

development of the taxonomic approach used in this thesis. Consideration of these 

criticisms assists this thesis to construct a nuanced taxonomy that is indicative of the 

cultural situation it represents.  

 

Chapter 4 details the data that was gathered for this research. An understanding of the 

source of this data and the rationale for its availability is developed from the descriptions 

of the research site’s individual history, the intended purposes of the gathered data, a 

discussion of its current commercial use and a portraits of the site’s users. This 
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contextualisation of the research site is done in order to position the interpretations of the 

data and to critically position the research in relation to prior works. Understanding the 

participants of any Web site has proven to be a difficult task for academic research and 

has generated a great detail of debate among ‘virtual’ ethnographers who have a clear 

methodological imperative to get close to, understand and become one of these 

participants (Geertz 1993, 14; Hine 2000, 61). The sequence of methodological tasks that 

are imposed upon the ethnographer often forces this - the task of creating ethnography 

itself - to become the focal point for their research endeavors (Geertz 1993, 20; Atkinson 

1990). This thesis locates and positions artefacts that are desired and sought by 

participants of contemporary culture through a grounded taxonomy of “their” artefacts. 

The process of classification and the resultant taxonomy produces a net advantage for the 

research by focusing directly upon the available evidence. The limitations of the available 

data means that the evidence examined are not the artefacts themselves but their  

consumption, description and constitution as Web search terms. In this way, the approach 

utilised in this work is a complementary offering to those provided by ‘virtual’ 

ethnographies. 

 

Chapter 4 also details the form of the data that has been gathered. The newletter’s 

rationale and purpose shapes the limitations of what can be realistically interpreted from 

the available data. The data reveals contemporary cultural traits and artefacts that reflect 

hegemonic mainstream culture. The data offers a narrow window on this culture. 

Acknowledgement of this limitation sets the scope of the research project. The 

interpretive manner in which the data is used within this thesis is entirely compatible with 
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its original commercial usage. The double application of this data is possible because the 

“Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is itself enmeshed within the practices of cultural 

exchange and contributes to the continuity of contemporary mainstream culture. It is 

itself an artifact of this culture. It is for this reason that the “Top 500 Search Terms” 

newsletter is used to develop the taxonomy of artefacts most popularly sought and 

desired through Web-based search. The collected data presents a sample of prevailing 

mainstream attitudes, understandings and intentions that provides markers and evidence 

of the desire for particular artefacts. The individual terms from the “Top 500 Search 

Terms” newsletter reveal the extent that search activity is constituted as an individual and 

private aspect of cultural practice. These cultural activities are expressed visibly in the 

public location of the ‘whole’ Web that blur the conventions of public-private 

dichotomies. 

 

The fourth chapter concludes with a taxonomic perspective on the research data. These 

observations present the framework from which the analysis of the cultural complex of 

desired artefacts is developed. Presenting a framework for interpretation also offers an 

opportunity to highlight issues that “don’t fit” with the overall classification of the 

research data.  

 

Chapter 5 analyses the data gathered from the primary research site in three separate, but 

related, contexts: artefactual, historical and cultural. These contexts are identified as a 

consequence of the taxonomic approach employed by this thesis. The ‘summative’ effect 

of classifying individual search terms against the limited vocabulary of a recognized 
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classification scheme such as the scheme offered by Universal Decimal Classification 

draws ‘like’ together with ‘like’. Without the effect produced by a taxonomic process 

related terms and words cannot be so readily grouped together and the impact of the 

cumulative influence of closely related terms would be obscured. It is similarly this 

conceptual grouping of terms that enables cross-reference with external evidence and the 

consequent identification of cultural traits. The artefactual context positions the desire 

and seeking of individual artefacts within the framework of a cultural complex that has 

six identifiably dominant traits. The artefactual context is a central focus for this thesis. It 

informs the methodological approach that has been employed throughout the work and 

shapes the understanding that is reinforced and further articulated in the historical and 

cultural contexts. The traits that are identified through all three contexts are described as 

freeness, do-it-yourself/customisation, participation, information richness, perversion and 

privacy/anonymity. At the core of the cultural complex are a set of 99 specific artefacts 

and events that are persistently and significantly represented within the collected data to 

such a degree that they appear as being iconic to the cultural complex as a whole and 

more broadly indicative of a contemporary mainstream western culture. At the core of the 

cultural complex are a haphazard and asemiotic collection of terms that include; search 

engines, portals, pornographic Web sites, ‘incest’, ‘lyrics’, cars, ‘warez’ 

(illegally obtained commercial software) and ‘Southwest Airlines’ as well as 

‘Christmas’ and ‘Halloween’. 

 

The subsequent sections of the fifth chapter develop this representation of the cultural 

complex by positioning the seeking of artefacts and classes of artefacts in historical and 
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cultural contexts. While these examinations exist at a different level of granularity than 

the artefactual context they are nonetheless important as they present a persistent series of 

relatively stable interests in a narrow range of areas. These practices also support the 

claim - continued in the subsequent chapter - for six predominant traits that can be 

identified in the cultural complex. The historical context traces the consistent presence of 

many popular terms and sets of terms. An historical examination enables a recognition of 

the stability of the individual artefacts that are located at the core of the cultural complex. 

 

The cultural context of analysis considers the entire complex of artefacts holistically. It 

identifies clusters of interests around specific parts of the taxonomy. The identified 

clusters of elements are presented as important features of contemporary western 

mainstream culture. 

 

The penultimate chapter synthesises the individual contexts of the taxonomy and the 

hypothesised cultural complex. The chapter’s central claim and of the entire thesis is that 

understanding what is being sought and desired through Web-based search engines as the 

remnants of artefacts offers insight into contemporary cultural practices as an 

archaeology of us. The desire for particular artefacts enable a claim to be made that the 

hypothesised cultural complex represents a consumption oriented, media-obsessed and 

event-driven culture. Evidence for the significance of the six predominant cultural traits 

is drawn from other sources to support the conclusions of this work. The chapter also 

argues that this research reveals a clearer understanding of the significance of Web-based 

exchange practices. These practices are integral to the defining and continuity of 
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contemporary cultural practices to the extent that their examination offers understanding 

of cultural situations beyond the locale of the World Wide Web itself. Exchange is seen, 

in the context of the examined data, to be a symbolic and heavily consumption oriented 

activity that contributes to the definition, perpetuation and identification with a culture.  

 

The concluding chapter considers the value of taxonomies as an approach to 

contemporary cultural research. In this chapter I argue for the value of taxonomies in 

combination with other more ‘classical’ and ethnographic approaches. The relative worth 

of the Universal Decimal Classification system as the basis for the classificatory schema 

used in this work is argued to be a useful tool rather than the ultimate tool for taxonomic 

work. The wider value of this thesis’s research data is also considered in the final chapter. 

The ready availability of popular search terms over a relatively long period of time (in 

Web terms at least) to the researcher was perhaps the primary criteria for its use within 

this research. It is suggested that this research achievement contributes to a wider 

research agenda that addresses the need for more critical and subtle approaches to the 

examination of cultural phenomenon that are articulated “online”. 

 

These concluding observations lead to consideration of the possibilities for future 

research that can be derived from this work. The possibilities are wide-ranging. The 

aggressively dynamic aspect of the Web already offers the possibility for historical 

comparisons through Lycos (50.lycos.com) or the many search engine ‘voyeur’ sites 

(fantomaster.com/fasmbres03.html). The public accessibility of Kahle Brewster’s Internet 

Archive in the form of the Wayback Machine (archive.org) and through the Recall search 
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engine also provides possibilities for examination of shifting dominant cultural traits 

from 1996. Further work could also test the extent to which taxonomic and ethnographic 

works complement and extend each other. Collecting search engine activity through a 

regular sampling of one or more of the search engine ‘voyeur’ sites would also offer the 

opportunity to improve and refine the taxonomic scheme used by this work. At the 

substantive level this thesis considers how search terms reflect mainstream and 

contemporary hegemonic power but offers no investigation of national or other cultural 

distinctions. Sampling national search engines would show variations in cultural practice 

and allow researchers to consider whether the six dominant traits identified by this 

research persist in more specific cultural contexts. At a narrowe level, the approach 

utilised in this thesis could be applied to search activity at individual web sites including 

ecommerce and community oriented sites. 
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1. Conceptual and Technical Definitions 

In the beginning and in the end the only decent definition is tautology: man is 
man, woman, woman and tree tree (MacNiece 1938). 

 
Definitions are like belts. The shorter they are, the more elastic they need to 
be. A short belt reveals nothing about its wearer: by stretching, it can be 
made to fit almost anybody. And a short definition, applied to a 
heterogeneous set of examples, has to be expanded and contracted, qualified 
and reinterpreted, before it will fit every case. Yet the hope of hitting on some 
definition which is at one and the same time satisfactory and brief dies hard: 
much can be learned by seeing how much elasticity is ultimately required of 
such portmanteau definitions (Toulmin 1961). 

 
Research of any reasonable length will inevitably introduce a pantheon of jargon and 

specialist terms that have the potential to be impenetrable to all but the most determined 

reader. This work attempts to avoid veiling itself with any barrier of this sort, however, as 

the subject material crosses disciplinary boundaries and discusses specific technologies 

specialist terminology must be introduced. The intention of the opening section is to 

systematically map the terms and definitions that inform the review of existing literature 

later in this chapter and the discussion of subsequent chapters. Each of the concepts 

presented here is utilised with specific meaning in this work that requires explanation and 

justification.  

 

2.1.1. The ‘Virtual’ 

 

This work purposefully quotes the use of the term, ‘virtual’ in order to highlight its 

somewhat arbitrary application and definition across the existing literature. One of the 

key points of difference between this work and existing literature is that this work avoids 
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the classificatory dichotomy that is often implied in the use of the term, the ‘virtual’. The 

binary opposite with which the ‘virtual’ is paired varies from author to author (Siering 

1995; Wellman 2001, 40; Liff et al 2002, 97;). Furthermore the basis and rationale for the 

distinction shifts historically in the literature regarding cyberspace and information 

technology. One of the most common pairings is that of ‘reality’ and the ‘virtual’ (cf. 

Porter 1997, xii). This dichotomy - considering the vast bulk of literature concerning the 

social construction of reality (Berger & Luckmann 1966; Arbib & Hesse 1986) which 

considers the tenuous and arbitrary basis for ‘reality’ - clarifies little. Other authors, who 

are perhaps more conscious of relevant philosophical discussion, utilise opposites such as 

‘actuality’ (Deleuze 1994, 183; Foucault 1997 227), ‘physicality’ (Ito 1997, 88; Fisher 

1997, 121) or corporeality (Argyle & Shield 1996, 58). Despite this sophistication, the 

core premise of many of these works is that a distinction exists between these two locales 

of cultural practice solely because of the presence, or absence, of particular physical 

qualities. Few authors who examine and discuss the phenomena of the ‘virtual’, critically 

analyse the basis for this distinction (Miller & Slater 2000, 4). These discussions of the 

‘virtual’ also tend to ignore broader discussions found in sociology and cultural studies 

(Oldenzeil 1996, 61) that consider it within the increasingly commodified and 

consumption orientation of contemporary Western cultures. Also they often ignore, the 

enculturation (or, more simply, training) that individuals in these cultures have already 

had in the ‘virtual’ through mediums such as television, radio and films which provides 

them with a preexistent level of skill and comprehension (Vasseleu 1997, 46).  
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The other thread of definition for the ‘virtual’ that has increasingly emerged with the 

increasing popularity of the World Wide Web and the Internet is as a synonym to these 

spaces of cultural activity (Wellman 2001; Agre 2002; Fraim 2002). This understanding 

of ‘virtual’ coincides closely to the rise in the Web’s popularity but it also captures a 

more specific meaning that is not so heavily tied to a binary opposite as it is to a specific 

locale. The Web is ‘virtual’ and the ‘virtual’ is primarily the Web in these interpretations. 

The use of ‘virtual’ as a technical label helps to promote the World Wide Web and the 

Internet to a heightened level of importance within contemporary cultural practice. The 

virtual-as-web perspective de-emphasises, to a degree, the relevance of the ‘virtual’ as 

something not physical and promotes the ‘virtual’ more simply as another space for the 

conduct of cultural activities that are also enacted elsewhere (Tomas 1991, 31; Tyler 

2002, 204). The continuity of cultural practices between different spaces is then 

accentuated over their disruption and differences. This thesis largely adopts this second 

perspective in its use of the term, ‘virtual’, to suggest the presence of a different locale of 

cultural practice but one that is heavily linked to existing and previous social 

constructions and cultural meanings. The use of this term is not, however, intended to 

imply that the Web is the only possible space for experiencing the ‘virtual’ (Ostwald 

1997), other space in different contexts may also be considered ‘virtual’. However this 

work confines itself to understanding the Web as ‘virtual’ space. 

 

2.1.2. The Web 
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The web of our life is of a mingled yarn, good and ill together. (Shakespeare. 

First Lord, All’s Well That Ends Well, act 4, sc. 3) 

 

A range of writers have conceptualised the Internet in many ways. It has been described, 

for example, as an abnormal media institution (Buick & Jevtic 1995, 8), an anarchistic 

and anachronistic offshoot of various sixties movements (Rushkoff 1994, 18-19) or a 

knowable and comprehensible information system (Rheingold 1995, 44-47). All of these 

perspectives have validity and co-exist relatively comfortably. Costigan (1999, xvii) takes 

a more nihilistic approach by claiming that “I am not sure that I know what the Internet 

is; I am not sure anyone does.” Defining the Web as the context of this thesis rather than 

the more obtuse concept ‘cyberspace’ avoids a range of definitional problems. Chatterjee 

(2001, 80), for instance, champions the term, ‘cyberspace’, for its ability to resist singular 

interpretation or definition. Miller & Slater’s (2000, 14) observation of Internet users 

reveals a still more subjectivist position. “What we were observing was not so much 

people’s use of ‘the Internet’ but rather how they assembled various technical 

possibilities that add up to their Internet.”  

 

As a specific aspect of the Internet – one of its many services - the Web is an increasingly 

familiar term in both academic and popular literature (Bukatman 1995; Nunes 1995; 

Costigan 1999; Dartnell 1999; Dean 1999; Mitra 1999; Fraim 2002; Tyler 2002). The 

term itself, in contrast to the range of definitions of the Internet, is generally used 

relatively unambiguously and meaningfully without explanation. The assumption that the 

‘Web’ is automatically meaningful is perpetuated, to a degree, in the previous section - 
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2.1.1. What is meant by this term coalesces together a combination of technical terms that 

literally underlie and remain intentionally largely hidden from its popular experience and 

cultural practice. As a descriptive term in itself, the Web is more than the sum of these 

‘technical’ components. However, it is in and from this combination of technologies that 

the Web becomes the focus for social science research (Sudweeks & Simoff 1999, 31). A 

consequence of this position and of the focus of this work is that there is no need to 

directly examine the technology behind the many individual elements represented by the 

‘Web’, however, it is advantageous to an understanding of the different interpretations 

and discussions of it in the existing literature to see how these elements relate to one 

another. Examination of the technical background to the Web also assists in clarifying 

why such confusion exists in relation to the use of this term. 

 

The World Wide Web can simplistically be conceptualised as being on the outer surface 

of an onion. It is supported of a series of layers that in combination produce the 

experience we commonly understand as the Web (Sobell 1985, 13, Dr K 2000, 53). 

While ‘our’ experience is conducted on the outer layer of this onion, the various 

underlying layers provide essential support for this experience. These layers also 

represent a stratigraphy of technological developments that was first actualised in terms 

of computing technology in the early 1970s (Sobell 1985, 7). At the core of this onion is 

the physical network of interlinked but geographically separate computers. This network 

of computers first developed between universities in the United States in the 1970s with 

Department of Defense funds (Jonscher 1999, 158). The capability for internetworking of 

computers over long distances was initially enabled through the Unix operating system 
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and the range of modular and systematic technical solutions that it encouraged. Many of 

these solutions still form the basis for commonly used technologies including email, 

password based authentication and remote access to computers. Above the physical layer 

is the set of standard protocols embedded within modern operating systems that enable 

the networks to actually connect to one another in a consistent and reliable way. Of the 

many protocols that have been developed for computer networking, the Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP), forms the basis for the majority of 

Internet based services including the Web (King, Grinter & Pickering 1997, 17). The 

pairing of these two protocols acts as a type of simple post office system. The protocols 

are responsible for packaging up the network data and sending it to the right address. 

Many of the crimes associated with networked computers are conducted at this level (Dr 

K 2000, 159). Hackers manipulate the stream of data packaged up by TCP/IP to gather 

information related to specific computing installations and software configurations.  

 

Many popular publications, and even academic works, often blur the meaning of the 

Internet and the World Wide Web together, treating the two as synonymous (Gottlieb & 

Jacobs 2002, 120; Reynders & Wright 2003, 193). However, the World Wide Web is 

‘merely’ one of the many services that the Internet facilitates. It is important to make this 

distinction and to clarify this difference in the context of this work as it is possible that 

the World Wide Web may eventually become less popular and be substituted by another 

Internet-based service. The claimed need for a “new Web” is made by software engineers 

and computer scientists often to be greeted by an outraged public who fail to distinguish 

between the Internet and the Web (Pastore 2001). The most recent example of this 
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popular confusion has been the EU (and others) impetus to create networks of inter-

linked computationally powerful computers into what is described as the Grid and the 

Semantic Web. The Semantic Web has been described as the second Web (Ewatt 2002; 

Port 2002) although its primary purpose is to support the manipulation and analysis of 

academic qualitative research data. “SuperWebs” and other similar descriptions have 

received popular media attention with articles such as “Lock onto the Grid” (Piven 2000) 

implying that this research infrastructure is intended for, or already has, general consumer 

utility. The precedent for the shifting popularity and importance of individual Internet-

based services already exists. One of the former services that was popular on (top of) the 

Internet prior to the Web was a service developed at the University of Minnesota called 

Gopher, a weak pun meaning ‘Go fer it’ (Krol 1994). The service was used extensively 

by library services, universities and government departments through the late 1980s and 

early 1990s with varying degrees of success. However, Gopher services rapidly 

disappeared after the Web’s development and standardization. The fact that Gopher is 

now relatively unknown is a result of the two services offering similar advantages. But 

whereas Gopher systems required complex configuration and were solely text-based the 

Web offered a relatively simple document format and the ready inclusion of graphics and 

colours. In this light, the warnings of computer scientists regarding the long-term 

popularity of any single Internet service are more understandable: new Internet services 

will come and individual Internet services have gone. What the computer scientists, and 

others, who make these predictions ignore, however, are the significant levels of financial 

investment that have been made by large corporations and other institutions into the 

development and maintenance of their Web sites (Reifer 2002). The financial 
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commitment by large commerical organisations and national governments alone ensure 

longevity for the Web that extends beyond any indeterminate and solely technical ‘use 

by’ date. 

 

As a service of the Internet, the Web is a specific combination of storage locations and 

software that are accessible through the mechanisms - and the technology - of the 

Internet. Individual Web sites are not interlinked in any technical sense nor do the 

individual elements of a Web site have to be linked or associated with each other in any 

particular way. The absence of a co-ordinated structure is the technical ‘anarchy’ of the 

Web that writers such as Rheingold have represented as a social anarchy (Davis 1999, 38; 

Seger 2002, 101). The complete absence of any formal hierarchy or relationship is, 

however, one of the reasons for the popularity of individual Web projects, such as those 

found on the geocities.com or tripod.com Web sites, where ‘anyone’ is capable of 

becoming a Web author and publisher. There is no policing of the Web at this technical 

level, how a Web site is composed, or what it is composed of, is not directly restricted by 

the technology of the network itself. The relative ease that a Web site can be set up is best 

reflected by some of the recent releases of operating systems including Windows, Linux 

and the Macintosh OS. With the increased popularity of the Web, operating system 

developers have included the ability for an individual to create their own Web site on 

their own personal computer. In the case of Microsoft Windows XP ‘publishing to the 

Web’ may be not much more than a single click away. In these situations, becoming a 

‘publisher’ is automatic and requires no technical knowledge. The result is that the 

owners of these machines often had (or have) a Web site accessible to anyone with 
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Internet access offering up personal and sensitive documents without the owner’s own 

knowledge (cf. GeekNews 2002). The danger of unwittingly revealing personal 

information is still a major security risk on many personal computers. 

 

The final layer to the metaphorical onion is the software that enables access to the Web - 

the Web browser. The difference between the software and the Web itself is yet another 

source of confusion. The different class of technologies that are represented by a browser 

or the Web are often conflated together for ease of explanation to less technically capable 

computer users. The lack of precision in the identification of technology is perhaps the 

basis for the urban myth regarding the user who calls a help desk and says, “I think I just 

deleted the Internet.” The patient technician’s cynical response is, “That’s OK, we have it 

backed on tape here somewhere.” (rinkworks.com/stupid/cs_revenge.shtml). The 

conflation of browser and system is arguably one point of contention in the recently 

concluded anti-trust case against Microsoft, the producer of the most popular Web 

browser, Internet Explorer. The case claimed that Microsoft acted unfairly and took 

advantage of their predominant position as a supplier of operating systems to the personal 

computer market by integrating a Web browser into the core installation of their premier 

product (www.findlaw.com/01topics/01antitrust/microsoft.html). Integration of distinct 

technologies offered advantages, it was claimed by the US Department of Justice, which 

contributed to Microsoft overtaking in popularity its browser software rival, Netscape, 

and effectively prevented other developers from gaining broader support for their own 

browsers. The legal argument has taken a further twist that reflects the important 

influence of large corporations on software distribution and usage as well as the 
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increasingly strong intersection between global capitalism and software development. 

AOL-Time Warner, the company that bought the Netscape Corporation, continued 

distributing Microsoft’s Internet Explorer with their promotional disks for their Internet 

Service Provider (ISP) business rather than their own AOL or Netscape browsers 

(ComputerGram International 1998). However, AOL has since been reported as having 

moved to the open source mozilla engine (now badged as Firefox) originally developed 

from the Netscape product (Mook 2002).  

 

While Microsoft was found guilty in the anti-trust case, the implication of the integration 

of operating system and Web browser (and AOL’s subsequent adoption of the software) 

is even more significant in a cultural sense. Software is not culturally neutral (Greenhill 

et al 2000) and the significant dominance of the Internet Explorer browser shapes how 

the Web is perceived. Browsers manipulate and render the material retrieved off Web 

servers in particular ways that is not determined by the Web site. The way we see the 

Web then is shaped, perhaps imperceptibly, by the browser we use and by the cultural 

biases of the developers of that browser - including, ultimately, the hegemonic owners of 

the software companies. It should be noted that the impact of open source – and non-

commercial – software development in this context is significant (Raymond 2001). While 

a person visiting a Web site is generally willingly, and knowingly, exposing themselves 

to the influences and biases of a Web site developer this exchange is also being mediated 

by the unseen influences of their own browser. The cultural influence of software may be 

claimed to be neutral but recent releases of the Internet Explorer software, as well as 

other browsers such as mozilla and Opera, reveal the extent to which this influence can 
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extend. New Internet Explorer releases offer the capacity to link any word on a Web site 

irrespective of whether the user of the browser or the developer of the particular Web site 

wants this to happen. The “Smart Tag” system is intended for a collaborative 

environment and is based on the grammar and spelling tags that are used in all new 

versions of Microsoft Word but its potential includes the possibility that businesses could 

bid on “Smart Tag” links in a manner reminiscent of pay-for-placement search engines 

(Mitchell 2001). Microsoft’s tagging technology has to be actively turned off by the 

developer or by the user of the browser. Other more innocuous examples can be found in 

the predefined list of ‘hot’ websites and buttons that are present on a Web browser when 

they are first installed or in the customised toolbars that can be downloaded as addons to 

Internet Explorer or extensions in Firefox. Similarly ‘ISP free disks’ [Internet Service 

Provider] supplied on the cover of computing magazines often configure a user’s Internet 

access and the look and feel of their already installed version of Internet Explorer. 

 

The ‘Web’ is used specifically in this work to mean the combination of software, 

including the Web browser, and storage devices that the user of the browser access Web 

pages from. The term encapsulates the loaded set of cultural conditions that mediate the 

transaction from Web site to the user of a Web browser. It also assumes the pre-existence 

and relative permanence of the various underlying ‘layers’ of the ‘onion’ that are 

necessary to enable what we understand – and see - as the Web.  

 
2.1.3. The Artefact 

 
Culture relates to objects and is a phenomenon of the world; entertainment 
relates to people and is a phenomenon of life (Arendt 1993).  
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The artefact is an implicit focus of this research. Understanding the use of the Web within 

the framework of exchange practices, the presentation of a desired and sought after 

cultural complex assumes the presence of artefacts that are distinct from immediate 

human existence.  

 

‘Artefact’ is used interchangeably in various literature with terms such as ‘things’, 

‘items’, ‘objects’ or sometimes ‘tools’ (e.g. Miller 1991, 85; Buchli 1997; Miller 1998; 

Aunger n.d., 0724.020). The usage tends to be determined by the discipline or by the 

stated purpose of each individual writer. However, the core meanings attached to 

artefacts by each author are relatively consistent, the artefact has meaning because 

humans define it as having meaning (Shanks & Hodder 1997, 17). Narrower and usually 

older definitions tend to emphasise manufacture by humans as the predominant rationale 

for the definition of artefacts - as artefacts (Ingold 2000, 199). The presentation of 

artefacts as items of human manufacture reflects the historical parallels that material 

culture studies has had with archaeological practice particularly in the US context (Buchli 

2002). A narrow definition such as this itself offers up some interesting artefacts for 

discussion to the potential chagrin of more traditionalist archaeologists whose 

understanding of artefacts tends to be tied to ‘things’ found in a prehistoric provenance. 

However, in contrast to this view, contemporary artefacts include a wider ranging set of 

possibilities that extend beyond an archaeological provenance. For examples, the 

centuries old practice of selective breeding has produced an enormously varied but inter-

related set of artefacts in the form of domestic dogs, livestock and flowers, which are all 
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consequences of human manufacture and intention and are separate from immediate 

experience (Hodder 1995, 75). 

 

The fashion industry annually produces a varied range of artefacts that have meaning and 

inherently reference, either positively or negatively, contemporary cultural practices 

(Baudrillard 1993a, 93; Dant 1999, 86). The advent of the ‘modern primitive’ and the 

influences of the urgent dynamism of the fashion industry have also contributed to the 

increased awareness of the manufacture of the human body as artefacts (Larratt 2003; 

Perlingieri 2003). The understanding of bodies as artefacts is well recognised within the 

literature of studies of gender discourses (Rodaway 1994, 31; Fruhstuck 2000) but clearly 

extends the original intention of archaeologists in their study of prehistoric arefactual 

remains.  

 

The understanding of the artefact as a product of human definition also extends the 

possibilities for artefactual examination of cultural phenomena. Permanent geographical 

references such as mountains or waterfalls used in traditional stories and as wayfinders 

are both examples of the ways that natural phenomena can also be considered artefacts 

(Graham 2000 109; Harvey et al 2001 14). These sites are artefactual because of the 

human ascription and meanings placed on an identifiable and permanent part of the 

landscape. These places also remain geological but it is their use by humans that 

ascertains their roles within cultural practices.  
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The rising significance of tourism and global capitalism to national economies 

increasingly produces ‘in-between’ artefacts in which the negotiations between use and 

manufacture are conducted across cultures (Urry 1990, 13; Hooper-Greenhill 2001, 57 & 

92 & 106).  

 

The important themes from Material Culture studies literature and other disciplines that 

pursue an understanding of artefacts is the fact that artefacts have a cultural meaning that 

is attributable to them beyond that of immediate interpersonal social relations. “Things do 

not exist without being full of people, and the more modern and complicated they are, the 

more people swarm through them.” (Latour 2000, 10). Artefacts stand as proxies to 

immediate human experience (Richardson 1974, 4). As an aspect of cultural practice and 

everyday life the meaning of artefacts is also consequently fluid and dynamic (Pearson 

1997; Bloch 1997). An important link between the theorising of the artefact and 

contemporary information and communications technology can be found within current 

trends in software engineering. Software engineering has been influenced for the past 

fifteen years by what is described as ‘Object Oriented Programming’ (Doke, Satzinger & 

Williams 2002, 3-4). The central argument made for object orientation is that in 

developing software that is composed by the collecting together of objects the process 

becomes more intuitive and reflective of ‘natural’ or real life practices (Doke, Satzinger 

& Williams 2002, 14). Object orientation focuses on the idea that ‘objects’ are a 

collection of data - the information being stored - and methods - the ways in which that 

the data can be manipulated. Different objects store different data and ‘do’ different 

things. In software engineering this is described as encapsulation. In other words, the 
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object contains, hidden from direct view, a particular combination of data and methods. 

The design philosophy of these techniques also centres on two other qualities that objects 

can possess. Objects can ‘inherit’ particular qualities from more generalised and abstract 

objects. A common example is that of a generalised class of object called an aeroplane 

that incorporates wings and the capability of flight. Individual classes of aeroplanes 

inherit the general features of the aeroplane class as well as their own specific features. 

For example, a passenger plane might feature a bar and in-flight movies whereas a crop-

duster includes large storage tanks and DDT. Similarly, and in contrast to inheritance, the 

concept of abstraction offers a big picture view of the problem the software engineer is 

trying to solve. Abstraction allows design to proceed from the ‘big picture’ and the most 

general qualities of an object. Consequently, it is possible to look at a crop-duster and a 

passenger plane and understand that both are members of a common class of aeroplanes.  

 

While this is a simplified description of object oriented design methodology it does 

provide a generalisation of the way that artefacts can be understood albeit in a somewhat 

systematic and functionalist way. Although the objects designed and created by software 

engineers do not possess any ‘real life’ qualities they are artefacts in the same sense that a 

spear, a piece of pottery or a statue can be understood. The object-oriented inspired 

theorisation and understanding clearly leads to a possibility for systematic material 

culture treatments of software and other artefacts that do not have a direct physical form. 

Artefacts, such as software, search engine robots and web pages, possess the definitional 

qualities of an artefact in that they are separate from immediate human communication 

and act as a proxy to direct human action while lacking any prerequisite physical 
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qualities. Recognising and defining the “virtual” artefact reflects this work’s earlier 

rejection of the certain dichotomy of ‘virtual’ and physical as an essential point of 

analytical difference. The emphasis in this newly presented definition is upon the manner 

in which the artefacts relate and interact with cultural practice broadly rather than having 

a specific physical quality that imparts them with ‘thingness’. The separation of artefacts 

from direct human action and the ability of an artefact to persist without immediate 

human presence are also recognised by this definition, this does not, however, directly 

require these qualities to be imparted as a consequence of a physical presence.  

 

2.1.4. Cultural Complex 

The term ‘cultural complex’ is used throughout this work with the same meanings and 

intentions that are employed by archaeologists. A cultural complex is a collection of 

artefactual remains and cultural traits (Bahn 1992, 110). For the archaeologists, traits are 

interpreted from the artefactual evidence of many similar finds located in a similar 

provenance with a similar complex relationship other artefacts. Contemporary work has 

access to a variety of materials including popular media that cross-reference, correlate 

and confirm the existence of common traits. In archaeology the complex is often implied 

as being equivalent to a single culture. In a prehistoric and archaeological context, the 

artefacts of the cultural complex are the only direct evidence available to archaeologists 

regarding that culture. From these artefacts the archaeologist attempts to reassemble an 

understanding of the culture and its key traits (Latour 2000, 11). In European prehistory 

the Mousterian, Aurignacian, Magdalenian and Acheulian cultural complexes are 

represented as being synonymous with the peoples and cultures that made and utilised 
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these artefacts (Kuhn 1995, 8). Subsequent literate and historical cultures are also closely 

associated with specific artefacts. ‘Classical’ Roman and Greek cultures are similarly 

largely understood and represented by the artefactual evidence that remains for 

interpretation. The artefactual understanding of ancient cultures is supported by 

additional evidence in the form of contemporaneous literature for the cultural traits of 

these peoples. 

 

The term ‘assemblage’ is also used by archaeologists to label groups of artefacts that 

have been discovered together (Bahn 1992, 34). The systematic grouping of related 

artefacts reveals more about a culture than a single item because of the additional context 

provided by the grouping together of artefacts. Assemblages offer opportunities for 

interpretations regarding all aspects of the cultural meaning of found artefacts. A 

contemporary Web-based example of an assemblage is provided by the weekly lists of 

popular search terms offered by Google and Lycos. An assemblage based approach to 

interpretation is utilised in Section 5.3 of this work with the cultural analysis of the 

collected data. Considered together, the classes of terms show a variety of 

interrelationships and associations that cannot be revealed when each term or class of 

terms is considered in isolation. The gathered assemblage assists in the identification of 

predominant traits within the mainstream western cultural complex.  

 

Museology also places heavy emphasis upon the relationship between artefacts and 

culture (Hooper-Greenhill 1992, 7). As with the archaeologist, the museologist makes 

interpretations and gains understanding of a culture through the artefacts under 
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examination. The traits of a culture, its cultural exchange networks, inter-cultural 

communication, lifestyle practices and social organisation are all inferred from the 

examination of associated artefacts in conjunction with the use of ethnographic work. 

The ability to infer aspects of a people’s socio-cultural life world from their artefacts is 

possible because the artefacts themselves are embedded and integral aspects of everyday 

life or at least the practices of the possessing and creating culture(s). Museology, 

especially, emphasises this everyday life relationship of artefacts with cultural practice 

through collections of cooking and storage vessels, funerary items and building items. A 

change in the everyday life of the people of that culture alters their relationship to the 

artefacts that surround them. In turn, changes in the immediately accessible artefacts of a 

culture impact upon the experiences of everyday life (Miller 1998a). The most blatant 

and destructive example of this material influence upon everyday life can be discerned in 

inter-cultural contact situations. The importance of guns and horses among First Nations 

peoples are citable examples (Hope 1990; Whitfield 2003; Brand 2004, 45) of the impact 

of material culture upon cultural practices and relationships. The impact of these 

influences was so pervasive that colonial settlers of North America believed that the 

horse was native to the continent and an historical aspect of these cultures. The situation 

of the horse in North America is evidence of how a new artefact introduced to a culture in 

isolation and at a distance from colonial - or mainstream - power can still embody and 

convey some of the cultural power of the invaders to the ultimate detriment of the culture 

receiving it. Mintz’s (1995) anthropological discussion of sugar ascribes a similar impact 

to this foodstuff/artefact. The impact of these ‘things’ is the enactment of a cultural 
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hegemony that reveals the ability of artefacts to act as proxies to direct human action 

(Michaels 1996).  

 

2.1.5. Taxonomy 

Inanimate objects are classified scientifically into three major categories—
those that don’t work, those that break down and those that get lost (Baker 
1968).   

 
Taxonomic analysis is found primarily within the study of material culture as a means for 

interpreting archaeologically recovered artefacts (Brew 1946; Hodder 1995, 102). The 

taxonomy is an ordering principle in which ‘important’ features are used to group 

together those artefacts that are alike and distinguish them from those that are not. 

Taxonomies have been used successfully for almost any conceivable collection of 

archaeological artefacts and often act as a reference point for classifying and comparing 

other artefacts that are subsequently located within a similar provenance.  

 

Taxonomies, however, are not restricted to strictly academic works or usage nor are they 

solely applied for conceptual ruminations. Taxonomies are essential to most library 

services and provide a sufficiently simple and practical method for patrons to locate a 

specific item from large collections of material. Similarly, software engineers take 

advantage of a taxonomic approach to manage and locate the correct object for use in the 

development of software - through the use of ‘packages’ of related classes. However, 

probably the most famous scientific taxonomy is that composed by Linneaus in 1758 to 

categorise the world’s flora and fauna (Brands 2000). The strength of this taxonomy as an 

ordering principle - despite subsequent additions and revisions - can be found in the fact 

that it is still the primary means of classification for both botanists and zoologists. 
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Classification is part of the modernist project (Mourad 1997, 35; Gergen 2000, 87) to 

accumulate and structure all received human knowledge. 

 

The other significant work of taxonomy, in the form of folk taxonomy, which is of 

particular importance to this research is that of Lévi Strauss. Lévi Strauss’s (1966, 35) 

taxonomic approach to interpreting tribal cultural arrangements provides the impetus for 

the theoretical position of structuralism and for works that inspect a range of cultural 

situations through a similar theoretical lens. Lévi Strauss claimed that social 

organisations and arrangements followed a structured grammar that ordered relationships 

and defined oppositions. There is a tendency for the structures (and structuralism) 

implied from observed phenomena to be interpreted as overly static and reductionist - a 

direction that this thesis seeks to avoid. However, despite this criticism Lévi-Strauss’s 

structuralist contribution does identify a cultural basis for the individual choices that 

people make in their everyday lives that do not necessitate a directly functional 

explanation. These choices include, in the context of this thesis, the search terms that 

people choose to use on Web search engines.  

 

Taxonomies are not, however, an ultimate solution. They are usually composed with a 

clear cultural bias and with specific emphasis (Geertz 1993, 11). An example of this bias 

can be found in the taxonomy created by the Library of Congress to order its collection. 

The militaristic bias of the collection, and its guardians, results in an entire section - 

representing 10% of the total available codes in the system - being occupied by military 

matters. The more commonly used Dewey Decimal Scheme that was developed in the 
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19th century offers a particular set of historical biases too. Ten percent of the scheme is 

dedicated to classifying religion. In the 10% of the scheme dedicated to languages, 70% 

of the scheme is dedicated to European languages and only the remaining 30% is 

available to what are labeled ‘other’ languages. Most informed observers can locate other 

similar discrepancies. In some cases these biases are so apparent that technical librarians 

must apply creative solutions to enlarge sections of the classificatory system to satisfy 

their own collection’s specialty. Woolley (1992, 179) describes the Dewey decimal 

system as 

one of the greatest monuments of modernity, with its heroic attempt to order the sum of 
knowledge with a neat numbering system - is already stretched to breaking point, 
having to accommodate subjects that were never anticipated when it was first devised. 
The system has been unable to find a number that fits ‘theory’.  
 

This is not a fatal criticism of the taxonomies used in libraries but rather reflects how 

issues of practical library management intersect with what is a conceptual ordering of 

human knowledge and experience. Librarians need to classify individual items with the 

intention of creating a shelving order in order to facilitate the ready location of any single 

item in the collection. The impetus for library classification, then, is to isolate items 

uniquely rather than to cluster items together (www.udc-online.com/intro.html).  

 

The examples of taxonomic analysis on more specific sets of artefacts are still more 

encouraging in their application to research of culture and material culture. The work of 

Lauer (1974) on the pottery of the d’Entrecasteaux Islands, for example, is still an 

important reference for the analysis and classification of pottery collected from the Kula 

region. Taxonomy - in itself - has limitations, however, in its capacity to offer any details 

on the use or meaning of any given individual piece between their manufacture and their 
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final collection. In some cases, for example in the examination of individual pots for 

extraneous material such as the singes of a fire or the residue of fibres and foodstuffs 

provides this additional information. Interpretation of these qualities must be conducted 

from outside the boundaries of most formal taxonomies. It is a curiosity of taxonomies 

that while they do not describe any single artefact in detail they provide a generalised 

representation of the individual items within the taxonomy. So while a taxonomy cannot 

definitely identify whether a specific artefact is a cooking pot it can suggest the range of 

an artefact’s connections with other artefacts that have been ascertained to be cooking 

pots. Taxonomy - in this way - is itself a culturally specific tool of association and 

comparison for, it should be stressed, the classifying culture (Miller 1991, 116; Hooper-

Greenhill 1995, 5-6;). Ultimately, taxonomies are highly crafted artefacts in their own 

right. 

 

The classification of individual pieces also presents multiple choices within a single 

taxonomy (Preston 2000, 22). An example from the Trobriand Islands is found in the 

development of the shape of lime spatulas. The chewing of betel nut is well documented 

as an important cultural trait of many New Guinean groups including the Trobrianders 

(Rudgely 1993, 155; Hirsch 1994). However, the increasing influence upon these cultural 

groups by Western tourists and their demands for souvenirs that are ‘meaningful’ on their 

- the tourists’ - terms has transformed the style of some lime spatulas into an almost 

unrecognisable form. As an important accoutrement of betel nut chewing the spatula is 

used to extract the lime paste. As a tool in the process of consuming betel nut the spatula 

was generally carved as a functional item, most importantly they were relatively slim to 
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fit within the gourd containing the lime (Rudgely 1993, 156; Rudgely 2000, 33). The 

demand by tourists for artefacts that they understood as being representative of 

‘primitive’ cultures has, over time, transformed this item to more and more closely 

resemble a short wooden dagger (Figure 1). The cultural location of this item poses some 

difficulties in the construction of taxonomy although not necessarily for taxonomic 

analysis. An historical taxonomy of lime scrapers would position these dagger/scrapers as 

newer – corrupted - forms. A synchronic taxonomy of Trobriander’s carving might 

equally classify the scraper as a tourist artefact or as a lime scraper. A taxonomy of 

tourist items from the Trobriands would necessarily have to arbitrate between the 

meanings ascribed to the artefact by the Trobrianders themselves and by the tourists to 

whom they sell the scrapers/daggers. The decision to allocate any given artefact to a 

specific place in a taxonomy is not determined by the structure of the taxonomy itself, 

which is subjectively defined, but by the ‘taxonomer’. The act of classification 

incorporates individual and immediate craft and judgement in the same manner that the 

taxonomy being used has equally been crafted over time by a range of different 

taxonomers. The subjective basis for classification is founded around the multiple 

influences of individuals who are influenced by comparison, likelihoods and the 

precedents set by earlier peers in the field. Preston (2000, 23) observes that “if you have 

an artefact at all, it necessarily has some form or other. Thus form ends up being the most 

consistently available evidence for function. And its unreliability for that purpose is thus 

a consistently encountered difficulty.” 
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Figure 1: Lime Spatula from the Trobriand Island circa 1913, 39cm length 
(tribalartbrokers.net/details.asp?itemId=NGG) 
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Figure 2: “Tourist” Betel Nut scraper. Collected: Kiriwina Island tourist markets, July 1975 
 
These examples provide some of the cautions necessary to consider in the conduct of 

taxonomic analysis. A classificatory schema has limited dimensions, is historically fixed 
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and tends towards generalisations. Taxonomies also reflect a particular set of cultural 

meanings and understandings. To conduct a classification of an artefact is not the same as 

interpreting the culture. Artefacts are ‘notorious’ for slipping between cultural practices 

and even cultures - rapidly changing in their relationship and meaning to each 

(Baudrillard 1996; Buchli 1997). Utilising taxonomy to identify a cultural complex must 

be conducted with full awareness of the limits to the capabilities of this research 

approach.  

 

With these considerations for what is meant by taxonomy it is also important to 

emphasise that this research is not a taxonomy of physical artefacts. The thesis implicitly 

acknowledges, however, that the Web search terms being studied and classified are 

nonetheless themselves artefacts. 

 

2.1.6. Culture 

Throughout this work there is constant reference to ‘contemporary culture’, cultural traits 

and cultures. The term and the concepts implied by this term are the basis for a variety of 

long term and ongoing debates. Williams (1983, 87) claims that “culture is one of the two 

of three most complicated words in the English language.” Geertz (1993, 11) offers 

eleven separate definitions of the term while actually utilising a further definition to 

frame his own essays. The debates regarding the meaning of ‘culture’ are often 

internecine and conducted across disciplinary boundaries (Pope 2002, 66). There is 

emphasis on this term in the social sciences, in particular, as a direct result of the 

perceived need for coherently conceptualising groups of associated humans and a 
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reflection of the groups ‘seen’ by researchers. Arguably, the difference between 

anthropological and sociological interpretations and their respective understandings of 

the concept of culture is one of the major distinctions between the two disciplines 

(Johnson 2003, 12-13). Irrespective of this range of already available definitions and 

perhaps less readily acknowledged by other disciplines, is that material culture studies 

imbues the term ‘culture’ with additional meanings (Cruikshank 1992).  

 

Culture is often paired with society as an essential combination, for example in the use of 

the term ‘socio-cultural’. In this work ‘culture’ is used in a conventional anthropological 

sense to describe the shared beliefs, behaviours and customs of a group of people or as 

Geertz (1993, 5) describes it, “man [sic] … is suspended in a web of significance he [sic] 

has spun himself [sic]. The group level of human interaction is the form of social and 

cultural activity that taxonomies are arguably most capable of revealing. There is also the 

implication - in formal definitions of culture - that individuals who interact together 

through particular artefacts and with common styles, such as a particular Web site, might 

be considered in the context of a sub-culture (Hebdige 1979, 18). That is, a group of 

people who share a more specific, more narrowly defined set of common belief, 

behaviours and customs that do not represent the entirety of each individual’s cultural 

understandings. Aunger’s (n.d.) contemporary exclusionary claim that culture is “the set 

of behavioural practices specific to a group” offers a definitional flexibility that can be 

applied irrespective of a group’s size but prevents a cultural group itself from 

encapsulating difference. The gathered research data - because of its foundation in the 
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popularity of individual search terms - is a general representation of mainstream 

(Hammersley & Atkinson 1995, 256; Merriam 2002, 264) culture.  

 

The less common material culture use of the term ‘culture’ intersects with this wider 

usage. The narrower archaeological concept of a ‘culture’ has been used to described the 

collection of artefacts that is generally believed to be representative of a distinct or 

identifiable group of people (Bahm 1992, 121). The archaeological ‘culture’ is most 

commonly used to identify prehistoric periods in Europe and North America. For 

example, the Acheulian culture of the lower Paleolithic period in Europe generally refers 

to the collection of artefacts that have been dated to a similar period rather than the 

specific set of cultural activities of a common group of people (Ashton & McNabb 1995). 

The subtle distinction in the archaeological definition between people and things 

reinforces the relationship that artefacts have to the cultures who manufacture and use 

them. For researchers of prehistoric periods the artefacts will stand as the primary form of 

available evidence. The reliance of the archaeologist upon artefacts can be contrasted 

with the direct observations of culture that is available to ethnographers.  

 

A similar situation is presented to researchers with an interest in the cultural practices 

enacted through the Internet. The opportunity for direct - visual and physical - 

observation in the ethnographic sense is limited because the cultural practices themselves 

are part of a more expansive culture that is not solely conducted or experienced on the 

Internet. A curiosity of this culture is its geographically dispersed and indistinct nature 

(Galusky 2003, 195). Distanciation from others is not solely a consequence of the 
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Internet itself, although it is one of its defining features, but of what is also sometimes 

described as ‘media culture’ (Kellner 1995). What is left for the researcher to examine 

are the traces of culture left in the form of, among other things, search terms. These have 

become, in many respects, the archaeological traces of contemporary ‘media culture’. 

  

The identification and classification of the artefacts - and the desire for artefacts - found 

at an individual site reveals partial evidence for cultural practices enacted at a variety of 

locales. The aim of examining a particular site of cultural practice is not to represent a 

culture in its entirety but to constitute an understanding of the traits and qualities of that 

culture which are visible at that site. The subtlely required for this examination is made 

increasingly complex when a culture is revealed to be composed of smaller cultures while 

also being influenced by wider hegemonic and mainstream cultural and national 

influences. The observation and recording of cultural practice reveals the pluralistic 

nature of contemporary culture and the research process will inevitably represent the 

interests and qualities of smaller specific cultural groups (Hebdige 1979, 18). 

Contemporary culture is an expansive and dynamic construction that is, at best, 

imprecisely located and defined. The influences of media, high-speed communication, 

international trade and trans-national corporate structures contribute to the construction of 

indefinitely bound, geographically ambiguous and overlapping cultures. In this light 

identifying the combination of artefacts found at a single site or locale and discerning the 

dominant traits expressed by these artefacts offers the prospect for a more readily 

achievable task than the enormity of discerning and recording the ‘whole’ of 

contemporary culture (Lemonnier 1993, 12).  
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2.2. An ‘Official’ History  

There is an ‘official’ history of the Internet. It is not determined by one particular person 

or through any set of agreements. Nonetheless, an official history does exist. The official 

history could be described as heroic in the sense that it is celebratory and focused on 

specific achievements and events (cf. Hoskins 1987; Castells 2000, 11). These highlights 

are pieced together with a form of continuity that pays little regard to the rationales for 

individual developments. A glue to this grand narrative is provided by references to the 

quantifiable and ‘phenomenal’ growth of services such as the Web, email and, 

increasingly, instant messaging (Cohn 2001). The official history is repeated often and 

the documents that celebrate this history have themselves become incorporated into 

subsequent recounting of the story (Leiner et al 2003). Leiner et al’s (2003) article is 

hyperlinked with the observation that it is produced “by those who made the history” 

(http://www.isoc.org/internet/history/) 

   

This history - as with many histories - is about the winners who are victoriously cast 

against a background of morality tales that predict social and moral decay (e.g. Horin 

2003). The invisible enemies portrayed by these stories provide a rationale for the heroes 

of this history. The dates and choice of events are appropriately somewhat arbitrary and 

more is left unspoken than is incorporated thus reflecting Baudrillard’s (2001) concern 

that contemporary culture engages with history through a succession of media-framed 

events. This section examines this received history as a means of understanding the 

current manner in which the Web is conceptualised, the way it is used and why the Web 
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is understood through the various pervasive ‘virtual’/corporeal dichotomies (Miller & 

Slater 2000, 4). 

 

This ‘official’ history also celebrates specific heroes who are held up as icons for the 

pioneering spirit of the Internet. These figures are represented singly and often without 

acknowledgement of the corporate backing or research teams that contributed to their 

work on these lionised projects. These representations promote the myth of the lone 

programmer working long hours for innumerable months to bring their vision for social 

betterment to fruition. It is a myth that is crafted, for example, by Microsoft and authors 

of popular literature to honour the more entrepreneurial of its two founders, Bill Gates 

(Wallace 1993, 18 & 37 & 270; www.microsoft.com/billgates/bio.asp 2003). 

 

Other figures are prominent and more directly relevant to the history of the Internet than 

Bill Gates. A history - of sorts - can be recited in the form of a mutated linear family tree. 

Escobar (1995, 410) similarly observes that “studies of material culture and technology 

have suffered from dependence on what a reviewer of the field recently called ‘the 

standard view of technology’ (based on a decontextualised teleology that goes from 

simplest tools to complex machines).” Tim Berners-Lee created the Web and simplified 

the Internet allowing Marc Andreessen to create Netscape and created a graphical 

Internet (King, Grinter & Pickering 1997, 7). David Filo and Jerry Yang developed 

Yahoo and made it easy to find anything which enabled Jeff Bezos to begin Amazon.com 

and created Ecommerce making it easier for people to shop online (cf. Klatt 1996). 

Before this lineage there is no World Wide Web to celebrate or a user-friendly interface 
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onto the Internet. More popularly oriented writings imply an almost genesis-like creation. 

Dertouzos begins the foreword for Berners-Lee’s own book about the Web with an 

unabashed homage, claiming the work to be “a unique story about a unique innovation by 

a unique inventor” (Berners-Lee 1999, ix). The foreword ends in a similarly celebratory 

manner, Berners-Lee “opens a rare window into the way a unique person invents and 

nurtures a unique approach that alters the course of humanity.” (Berners-Lee 1999, xi). 

The Web appears, in these writings, out of the almost primordial complexity of Unix-

based operating systems, Department of Defense funded projects and university 

campuses as a fully-fledged, readily available global phenomenon. The sequence of 

development and improvement of computer hardware and software over the entire post-

World War II period is conveniently discarded for a more appealing and immediate myth 

(Connolly 2000). Connolly’s history starts at 1945 jumps to the 1960s and on to 1980 

with four entries. Despite the brevity of this history it provides a trivial link to the oldest 

existent Web page (www.w3.org/History/19921103-

hypertext/hypertext/WWW/Link.html) suggesting a very particular understanding of 

history heavily oriented towards the influence of the W3 consortium – the host Web site 

for Connolly’s own Web page. 

 

More sophisticated discussions of the history of the Internet acknowledge an origin in the 

1960s as part of the prevailing United States Department of Defense’s Cold War 

paranoia. The ‘Cold War’ perspective provides a three-stage progression for the 

Internet’s development from a military project through an academic phase before an 

explosion of commercial interest (Connolly 2000). These phases parallel the specific 
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development and popularisation of operating systems. Unix, one of the earliest ‘modern’ 

operating systems, and its derivatives still have a significant role ‘behind the scenes’ of 

the Internet. Popular and personal consumer preference saw Microsoft’s loosely derived 

and hurriedly purchased CPM clone, the Microsoft Disk Operating System (MS-DOS) 

become dominant in the personal computing environment (Cringely 1996, 133). 

Subsequently, the graphical user interfaces of Microsoft’s Windows products assisted in 

the popularisation and commercialisation of the Internet. These longer more expansive 

histories better reflect the scale of the development involved in delivering the ‘simple’ 

interface of the modern Web browser to millions of participants. The same histories, 

however, tend to shroud the origins of the Internet behind an impenetrable veil as a 

Department of Defense project and as the technology of an unfamiliar operating system - 

Unix.  

 

The third contributing factor to the received history of the Internet is found in the 

writings of commentators such as Benedikt (1993), Rushkoff (1994), Barlow (1996), 

Stenger (1993) and Rheingold (1991). Despite the age of these works and the stage of 

Web development in which they were written, they are still influential documents heavily 

referenced by subsequent writers both negatively and positively. The philosophy that 

underlies these early works reflects a series of utopian and emancipatory ideals that these 

writers brought to the Internet from the background of 1960s popular culture and 

existentialist philosophy (Dellinger n.d.). These ideals were solidified initially around the 

Whole Earth project that evolved into the Whole Earth ‘lectronic Link (The WELL). As 

one of the first web sites to self-referentially comment about itself, its purpose and the 
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Web as a phenomenon it exerted a heavy influence on other early commentaries of the 

Internet and the World Wide Web (Rheingold 1994; Rushkoff 1994; Turkle 1997).  

 

These writings present particular traits of a specific cultural group but offer them as part 

of a wider culture. They construct a heritage that harks back to the dream of a utopian and 

emancipatory Web. Winner (1986, 20) observes that such claims are regularly made for 

‘new’ technology. “The factory system, automobile, telephone, radio, television, space 

program, and of course nuclear power have all at one time or another been described as 

democratizing, liberating forces.” (Winner 1986, 20). The most consistent claim of these 

writers with respect to the Web is that it will free ‘us’ from a wide variety of constraints 

that currently impinge upon ‘our’ daily freedoms, including the constraints of physical 

bodies (James & Carkeek 1997; Poster 1997; Turkle 1997). They imply, for example, that 

‘we’ will be able to express ourselves freely online, that ‘we’ will be free from the 

influences of mass media, that ‘we’ will be our own publisher and media outlet, that ‘we’ 

will have all the information ‘we’ need immediately available to ‘us’ and that ‘we’ will 

become part of a global community. Escobar (1995, 411) criticises this representation of 

computing technology when he observes that these positions are “at best wishful thinking 

motivated by the seductiveness of virtual reality and like technologies and at worst 

misguided efforts at engineering social reality.” Despite the laudability of these 

sentiments, they are founded on little evidence beyond that derived from their author’s 

own unique experiences (Stallabrass 1995, Robins 2001; 14; Hine 2000, 17; Dellinger 

n.d.). Central to the description of these experiences was the WELL - a specific 

community with a stated manifesto and geographically convenient location in San 
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Francisco, near Silicon Valley and the heart of 1960s flower power and anti-war 

campaigns. The WELL also reinforced its online community with face-to-face meetings 

in locations around San Francisco (Wilson 1997, 149). Participants of other communities 

who bemoan a perceived lack of association often ignore the additional face-to-face 

contact and interaction available to WELL members. As a particular set of traits and 

cultural perspectives specifically located within a single community these writings should 

not be interpreted as being representative of the wider perspectives and experiences of all 

Internet users. 

 

The received, ‘official’ history of the Internet, particularly the Web, contribute heavily to 

its construction as ‘different’ and a binary opposite to the ‘reality’ experienced elsewhere 

(Stenger 1993; Rushkoff 1994; Turkle 1997; Wertheim1999; cf. Siering 1995; cf. 

Wellman 2001; cf. Tyler 2002). It presents an intertwined set of beliefs that have 

underpinned more recent, and particular commercially orientated examinations of the 

Internet (Wilde & Swatman 1999a; Spector 2000; Seger 2002). The first belief is of the 

individual genius of the creator (Wallace 1993; cf. Gilfillan 1970, 71). These people are 

presented as the heroes in the mythology of the Internet, without their specific invention 

being made available to the benefit of the Internet as a whole it would be experienced in a 

different form. The second belief is in the mysterious origins of the Internet. Partly 

because of the complexity of the combination of interrelated technologies that ‘make’ the 

Internet and partly because of the length of time the prerequisite technologies took to 

become consolidated as the Internet this history is more readily represented and 

understood as a creation myth (Allen 1999; Uimonen 2001; Mueller 2004).  The final 
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myth is of the broad and sweeping changes that this technology will engender upon 

contemporary cultures globally (Clark n.d.; Uimonen 2001; cf. Surman & Reilly 2003). 

The technological determinism inherent in these discussions is visible with the benefit of 

hindsight. It is a belief that is technologically biased and unreasonably places heavy 

emphasis on the positive effects of computer-mediated communication and interaction. 

Costigan (1999, xx) makes the observation of writings regarding the Internet that “much 

of what is written points to a personal perspective on the future of the Internet, based on 

how an individual thing will evolve. This is a history we are actively writing.” 

 

In the light of this combination of myths and the significant impact that they still have 

upon popular imagination of the Internet it is unsurprising to see them consolidated into 

almost theological interpretations such as Wertheim’s (1999) The Pearly Gates of 

Cyberspace. The importance of this history is increasingly problematic. As there is an 

increasing normalisation and acceptance of Web-based cultural activities the emphasis of 

this received history on difference and emancipation is incongruous with the immediately 

observable situation. Histories such as Wertheim’s also tend to generalise by assuming 

that there is a single differentiated Web culture. Assuming that a single ‘Web culture’ 

exists ignores the diversity of experience that is represented on the Web while also 

assuming that it is both separate and distinct from contemporary culture (Miller & Slater 

2000). A mono “Web culture” is a position that primarily benefits eCommerce rhetoric 

through its support for the claims that it rewrites the rules for commerce solely as a 

consequence of its ‘virtual’ provenance (Lubbe 2003, 34). In contrast, this thesis argues 

for the significance of Web-based exchange as an increasingly significant and indicative 
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aspect of a contemporary western mainstream culture. It does not argue for the unique or 

distinct presence of a ‘Web culture’ nor does it argue that only one culture can be 

identified through a Web based research lens. The data collected for this research is only 

capable of revealing the presence of a heterogeneous mainstream culture and this is 

acknowledged as a key limitation of the current work. The subtleties, variations and 

differences that Miller & Slater (2000) can identify as the uniquely ‘Trini’ (Trinidadian) 

cultural presence online is not readily accessible to this work with the current research 

data. In this light, this thesis is a complement to the intentions and meanings of previous 

works such as those of Miller & Slater (2000).  

 
2.3. Material Culture  

 
The research focus of this thesis is not primarily historical but artefactual. It thus provides 

an alternative approach to that given by the ‘official’ histories of the Internet and 

necessitates a different approach that can provide a theoried reading of the contemporary 

environment. The perspectives developed within the framework of Material Culture 

Studies are used by this thesis to develop an understanding of the phenomena that occur 

within the culturally constructed locales of the Web. Material culture studies has a 

lengthy history that is primarily associated with collectors, archaeology and the modernist 

project for knowing. Buchli (2002, 5) argues that entire super-category ‘material culture’ 

was itself an intellectual invention that, 

materializes something entirely new and uniquely Victorian and Western, as modern as the 
artefacts of industrialism on display at the Great Exposition of 1851 from which our more 
systematic nineteenth century collection of ethnographic material culture took their 
inspiration. 
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In the archaeological context artefacts are the primary evidence that tells archaeologists 

about past lifeways and traits. Kingery (1996, 2) observes that this is an uncertain task; 

“Archaeologists are the peer group for whom the object - its attributes, frequency, 

distribution, associations - is unfettered by textual evidence and for whom material 

culture interpretations are most difficult.”  

 

Material culture as a source of anthropological evidence and a means to understanding 

cultures generally fell from favour with the rise of the ethnographic turn in anthropology 

and the emphasis on long term fieldwork initially inspired by Malinowski (Buchli 2002, 

7). The new immersive paradigm placed emphasis on participant observation and the 

sustained presence of the researcher with the subjects of their research - specific cultural 

groups. (Hammersley & Atkinson 1995, 1) 

 

However, material culture studies has also developed a critical response to this modernist 

worldview that presents a re-expanded role for artefacts and at the same time blurs the 

meaning of an artefact by widening its scope. Material culture studies are not artefact 

obsessed, artefact bound or reduced to the tallying of physical remains. Material culture 

studies has matured into a discipline that has a central imperative to interpret cultural 

practice.  

 

This broad remit draws upon a wide-ranging collection of authors from many disciplines 

in the humanities and social sciences. The post-processual ‘turn’ in archaeology was also 

felt in material culture studies through the writings of Hodder (1989), Tilley (1989), 
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Buchli (1997, 2002) and Shanks & Hodder (1997) who draw upon the writings of 

postmodernists, critical theorists and feminists - among others - to articulate a nuanced 

reading of the artefactual aspects of the world. More critically nuanced studies have 

introduced a tightly integrated understanding of artefacts in relation to the cultures that 

produce, consume and interpret them (Miller 1991). The critical turn in material culture 

studies also posits an understanding that the cultural consumption of an artefact is not 

necessarily bound to its production. Tilley (2002, 27) makes this observation in relation 

to discussions of gender in a Melanesian context when he observes that this “is a way of 

thinking about the relationship between producers and their products centring upon 

activity. It is this that produces meanings and serves to gender both persons and 

artefacts.” Consumption based perspectives also allows material culture studies to break 

from the predominantly US-based association of artefacts with archaeological 

provenance. Material culture is capable of examining any artefact in the broadest sense. 

Increasing distanciation from the ‘traditional’ archaeological context also enables the 

examination of artefacts to move beyond looking at only functional and tool based items. 

Ultimately the flexibility provided by critical interpretation disconnects the assumption 

that physical presence is the central quality for ‘artefactuality’ for defining the presence 

of absence of an artefact. Oldenziel (1996, 65) poses the question, “What is materiality in 

cyberspace?”, to which she answers with another question and the implied claim that “Is 

it not more or less what semioticians have proposed for some time - that things are not 

existent and meaningless unless a meaning has been ascribed to them through essentially 

linguistic processes?”  
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A range of works have developed this broader view of artefacts and their relationship to a 

culture. Miller & Slater’s (2000) The Internet: an ethnographic approach reflects many 

of the sentiments of this thesis with respect to its theorisation of material culture. Burke’s 

(1978) Connections reflects a similar, condensed and more mainstream understanding. 

Other research such as Michaels’ (1986) The Aboriginal Invention of Television in 

Central Australia, Schwartz Cowan’s (1995) “How the Refrigerator got its Hum” and 

Winner’s (1986) The Whale and the Reactor all reveal individual interpretations of 

particular cultural processes and practices that are not locked into a deterministic view of 

reality.  

 

Prown (1996, 24) distinguishes two forms of material cultural researcher - ‘hard’ and 

‘soft’ - based on where each perceives the source of reality. ‘Hard’ material culturalists 

see reality as lying within facts, the solidity of the artefact and its capacity to be 

scientifically measured. Realist worldviews contrast with the ‘soft’ material culturalists 

who see reality as a social construction. They see the world as an object of interpretation 

in which they (and every) interpreter plays an active role inscribing and ‘creating’ the 

artefact. These differing points of view are also described by Buchli (2002, 2), who sees 

the distinction as being between soft ‘British’ and hard ‘US’ material culture studies. 

These are not definitive classifications and each group ‘borrows’ and learns from the 

other. I closely align with the ‘soft’ material culture perspective as described by Prown 

and draw upon the post-processual movement in material culture studies that represents 

the most recent apogee of this intellectual perspective.  

 
Tilley (2002a, 23) summarises the enormous scope of this project.  
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Things have thus become regarded as texts, structured sign systems whose 
relationship with each other and the social world is to be decoded. In various 
post-structural approaches to material forms the metaphors of language, or 
discourse, and text have remained dominant in an understanding of things. The 
new emphasis here has been on polysemy, biographical, historical and cultural 
shifts in meaning, the active role or ‘agency’ of things in constituting rather than 
reflecting social realities, power/knowledge relations and the poetics and politics 
of the process of interpretation itself, that we write things rather than somehow 
passively read off their meanings independently of our social and political 
location, values and interests.  

 

What Tilley describes here is a subjective and expansive project that overlaps its 

concerns with a variety of disciplines and philosophies. Interdisciplinary has strengthened 

the material culture perspective while also fracturing its articulation as a disciplinary 

approach. Analysis and interpretation of material culture regularly appears in journals 

based in sociology, critical management, geography and almost any ‘social science’ 

oriented discipline.  

 
 
2.4. Studies of the ‘Virtual’ 

 
As elements of the ‘virtual’ impact upon different aspects of everyday life and cultural 

activity it becomes increasingly less useful to focus research around general differences 

between the ‘virtual’ and ‘real’. Instead, a more specific mode of analysis is suggested 

that reconnects spaces of connected cultural activity. Culturally aware approaches de-

emphasise technologically determined discussions of contemporary ‘virtual’ spaces in 

toto and advocate a relative approach in which research is conducted with observation in 

the ‘virtual’ rather than of the ‘virtual’. 

 
In contemporary culture the ‘virtual’ has become synonymous with those social 

experiences enabled through the mediations of information technology (Thrift 1996, 
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1464). Popular emphasis upon the technology that enables navigation and access to the 

hegemonic and celebratory ‘virtual’, however, belies its thoroughly social foundations 

(Sheridan & Zeltzer 1997, 86). Uncritical fascination with technical capacity creates a 

coarse distinction between the qualities of an ill-defined virtuality and the equally 

uncertain parameters of experience within physical ‘reality’. The boundaries between 

these territories have, however, become blurred to the extent that the experience, 

expression and enactment of contemporary culture readily flows between these locales in 

what Nash (2000) describes in the context of the Irish diaspora as ‘circuits of culture’.  

 
Technology-oriented presentations of the ‘virtual’ - in the contemporary guise of 

cyberspace, the Internet or the World Wide Web, have cast it as a panacea for the 

problems and experiences of reality (Graham 1997: 41; cf. Stoll 1996: 10-11). IBM and 

Microsoft promote their tools as the key to globe-spanning successful commerce. In a 

similar vein some educational technologists predict the demise of the lecture theatre (cf. 

Stoll, 1996: 146). Although these claims solidify the ‘virtual’ as a definable aspect of 

cultural practice and as a space for social experience they do little to clarify the assumed 

or perceived distinction between ‘virtual’ and ‘real’ life. At an immediate and sensory 

level the ‘virtual’ is present in disembodied contrast to the ‘reality’ of physical presence, 

however, precursors of this form of experience can be located with radio listening and 

television viewing (Green 1997, 59). Disembodiment is the distinctive quality of social 

experience conducted within a ‘virtual’ provenance. However, and of equal significance, 

the ‘virtual’ reflects and imitates the practices of ‘real life’ (Whittle 1997, 12). 
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Regarding the Internet as artefactual necessitates a critical and interpretative position 

regarding the artefact itself, both in cyberspace and in ‘real-life’. The immateriality of the 

Internet emphasises artefacts, including those with a ‘virtual’ provenance, as culturally 

significant for the manner in which collected combinations of shared, sometimes abstract 

and complex, meanings can be encapsulated and interpreted in a single phenomena 

distanciated from immediate human presence - a single thing (Shanks & Hodder 1997, 8). 

Artefactual research worldviews are distinct from “everything-as-text” oriented 

interpretations. Gottdiener (1995, 22) claims: 

the issue is not the relationship between the everyday meanings and social 
practice, but of articulating a philosophy of consciousness independent of social 
context. Such a position, although challenging to philosophy and the sciences 
that depend on textual interpretation, has limited value in the analysis of material 
culture.  

 
If the ‘virtual’ is briefly considered beyond the scope of solely technological definitions it 

is most consistently described as a social space without physicality. Thrift (1996, 1465) 

cites a range of conceptualisations of the ‘virtual’ that are all founded upon spatially 

orientated definitions. Lefebvre’s The Production of Space (1991) is the starting point for 

many of these definitions. Lefebvre argues (1991, 38-39) that social space cannot be 

directly equated with physical space. He also cautions against the fetishisation of space in 

itself (1991, 90). “Itself the outcome of past actions, social space is what permits fresh 

actions to occur, while suggesting others and prohibiting yet others... Social space implies 

a great diversity of knowledge” (Lefebvre 1991, 73). Wise (1997) reasserts the 

significance of Lefebvre’s triadic conceptualisation of space and the privilege of 

‘representational space’ within other discussions of social space. Nuanced understandings 

of social space, Wise (1997, 78) claims, prevents the technological contributions to the 

formation of spatial practice from being disentangled, in a meaningful way, from the 
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symbolic representations of that space. These interrelated mediatory influences prevent 

discussion of the ‘virtual’ from descending into technological determinist arguments. 

 
Defining the ‘virtual’ within a critical framework should not discard the technology that 

mediates these cultural practices but neither should these approaches be driven by the 

mere presence of this, or any other, technology. Technology is intertwined with other 

cultural phenomenon and contributes to the particularity of the provenance in which these 

practices are found and shaped. The combined emphasis that has been placed upon 

technology should be assessed as a subjective claim that supports particular interest 

groups - and, it could be claimed, particular interested corporations (Bereano 1997, 27).  

 
 
The immediate problem for conducting critical ‘virtual’ research is to deliver a position 

that acknowledges a ‘virtual’ provenance of experience without automatically affirming 

the simplistic observation that everything ‘virtual’ is not ‘real’. The social sciences have 

expended considerable effort tackling ontological issues regarding reality through works 

that have entered the sociological canon such as those of Berger and Luckmann (1966), 

Arbib and Hesse (1986) and Foucault (1983). These analyses suggest that the assignment 

of quantities of ‘reality’ to social phenomena is illusory nor can the ‘virtual’ be dismissed 

or disregarded solely because it lacks corporeality. “Space is social morphology: it is to 

lived experience what form itself is to the living organism, and just as intimately bound 

up with function and structure” (Lefebvre 1991,  94). The boundaries to experience in the 

‘virtual’ are the consequence of the complexities of a specific provenance and not 

because the ‘virtual’ somehow lacks ‘reality’ - the ‘virtual’ is equally capable of 

producing cultural ‘truths’, meaning and engagement. 
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Seeking and finding ‘reality’ within the ‘virtual’ attenuates the differences between the 

space being observed from the space in which the researcher is observing. A similar 

situation is found in the ethnographer’s dilemma when they proceed among ‘other’ 

cultures (Atkinson 1990, 106). McBeath and Webb (1997, 258-259), however, argue for 

an emic perspective on cyberspace, “thus, this space has no meaning as this space, but 

rather has meaning for the cybernaut from its interior, an interior of which the cybernaut 

is part…”. However, placing primacy on the immediacy of experience in a single space 

potentially ignores the ways in which social experience and understanding of the social 

world is multi-locational. There is no ‘in’ in ‘virtual’ space that can be contrasted with 

being ‘in’ an offline space. Everyday life is simultaneously located in many spaces 

without specific qualification and it would be a similar methodological nonsense to 

disentangle the experience(s) of space(s) inside a car while parked in a shopping mall in a 

large city. 

 
A variety of ‘net’ activities indicate that the experience of the ‘everyday’ continually 

reaffirms the ‘reality’ of the ‘virtual’. These experiences include the significant stages of 

life such as marriage ceremonies, malicious activities such as stalking and rape 

(www.acm.cps.msu.edu/~jangchyn/TC860_97/msg/23.htm, 1998; Silver 2000, 22) and 

various forms of consumption including ‘on-line’ shopping and gambling as well as 

conventional written and spoken communication. Experiences that cross between 

‘virtual’ and physical space, by relating ‘sites’ of cultural engagement to one another, 

further stress that multiple provenances of experience combine to reconfirm the ‘reality’ 

of each space. An example of these intersections between ‘virtual’ experience and 
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physical consequence is the case of the cyberstalking of Jayne Hitchcock 

(members.tripod.com/~cyberstalked/story.html, 1998). During a two-year period the 

stalker used her name in fake ads for adult services, sent unwanted mail order goods and 

fake letters of resignation to her employers. The significance of these incidents is the 

manner in which the specific qualities of multiple provenances of cultural practice 

(Geertz 1993, 22; Marcus 1995) have been used to maximise the impact on each victim.  

 

Technology is ever present in this discussion as the transitional interface between 

physical and ‘virtual’ spaces. Information technology through constant implicit presence 

and its observational absence, assists in affirming the ‘reality’ of the ‘virtual’. However, 

experience of the ‘virtual’ does not directly equate with the experience of any specific 

technology, software or hardware although this does impart distinct qualities onto that 

particular “representation of space” (Lefebvre 1991, 38). 

 
The difficulty of conducting research in the ‘virtual’ is the authority associate with the 

binarism that determines the provenance of experience as being either within corporeal or 

‘virtual’ ‘realities’. The scale and diversity of ‘virtual’ experiences and their impact upon 

social relations makes this representation difficult to justify. Everyday life’s presence in 

virtual environments and the presence of the ‘virtual’ within urban space make clear 

distinctions impossible (Graham 1997, 41-43; Thrift 1996, 1467; Ostwald 1997). Oz 

(1994, 12) takes this position further still by claiming that, “cyberspace is any 

environment in which information exists or flows”. As the ‘virtual’ increasingly fractures 

the ‘real’ so too the ‘virtual’ is itself increasingly fractured and ‘discovered’ as an aspect 

of the ‘real’ (Balkin 2003). The fracturing of the certainty of ‘reality’ is not, however, the 
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direct result of any specific technical advance or invention. The continual bifurcation of 

the ‘virtual’ reflects its adoption and adaptation to extend, complement and, in some 

cases, replace other spaces of cultural activity. For example, tertiary education adds 

virtual space to the existing complement of learning spaces while business organisations 

seek virtual real estate to support their interests (e.g. www.beef.com). As ‘virtual’ spaces 

are utilised in increasingly diverse ways its significance within critical inquiry can be 

seen as (yet) another location for the comparison of connected cultural activities and 

interpretation. Identifying distinct activities that exclusively occupy a ‘virtual’ 

provenance, for example “Peer-2-Peer” file sharing, is a less fertile, although still valid, 

comparison that ignores Lefebvre’s entreaties against the fetishisation of space in itself. 

 
The focus on non-spatial aspects of the ‘virtual’ may be in the short-term an inevitable 

methodology that immutably binds analysis to particular technological artefacts. The 

abundance of articles that discuss web pages and web sites as the meaningful level of 

study indicates the appeal for this form of analysis (e.g. Rich 1998; Sclafane 1998; 

Cronin 1998; Smith 1998). Investigation of specific Web pages disentangles one object 

from its wider series of cultural and social relations, including other web pages, for which 

it is presumed to be a meaningful representative. In effect, the analysis of a particular 

artefact as an isolated object tends towards the effacement of its relationship to the 

experiences of everyday life and contextualises it as an artefact of technology (Wakeford 

2000, 35). One example of the obliteration of everyday life from examination of the Web 

is the insistence on “top down” consideration of Web sites that ignore search engines, 

bookmarks and even human memory. The object of seemingly neutral technology is then 

privileged with the ‘voice’ and hegemonic power of information technology and the 
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status of data. As a consequence the cultural meanings that remain to be interpreted from 

this object are mediated through the wider “meta” meanings attached to the technology 

that created it rather than the contextualised mediation of everyday use and experience. 

While examination of individual objects, such as web pages, is an important avenue for 

analysis it should not become the focus of all analysis of artefacts or actions found in a 

‘virtual’ provenance. Such an approach would necessitate every discussion of the 

telephone to be prefaced with a discussion of telephony and media studies would be 

required to speculate on the qualities and nature of the cathode ray tube and radio 

frequency (RF) propagation. 

 

2.5. The Immaterial Object 

 
Materiality is one of the qualities particularly ascribed to the artefact, and is sometimes 

insisted upon as the most significant quality of an artefact (Miller 1994, 3; Buchli 1997, 

189). Conflating of the artefact to a particular set of physical qualities can be questioned 

in the light of a usable and accessible cyberspace that extends beyond the capabilities of 

unmediated, immediate and personal exchange. The ‘virtual’ artefact also breaks down 

the apparent logic for the binarism and separation of symbolism and materiality (Buchli 

1997, 186). Seeing the artefact as an artefact allows the textual position to be discarded 

for an understanding in which the artefact is placed in a direct relationship to human 

agency (Thomas 1997, 211). This thesis extends this proposition a full circle to consider 

the “text as artefact”. In contrast to this position, insistence upon the need for a confirmed 

and personally affirmed physical reality leads, potentially, to the argument that for 

example an artefact must be visible (Criado 1997, 198), or touched, to be interpreted. 
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What is being touched, however, is a particular set of qualities associated with the 

artefact which is, in turn, bound to wider systems of meaning and power in various, and 

sometimes fleeting, ways (Richardson 1989, 186; Hirschman 1996, 168). Culture through 

its sharing of meanings mediates the experience of the physical object. Automatically 

conflating visible material qualities with a particular meaning (Buchli 1997, 191) is a 

position implied in some forms of museology. The construction of cyberspace, and more 

mundanely the Web, reveals that the sense of the artefact and its spatial relationships are 

among the other significant qualities that can be interpreted from an artefact. 

 

The presence of cyberspace as a space of contemporary culture emphasises, even stresses, 

the importance for gaining a ‘sense’ of an artefact rather than a particular experience of 

its apparently stable physical reality. This sense of artefacts - what could be described as 

artefactuality - differentiates the experience of cyberspace from that of a printed text or 

electronic media and many definitions that indiscriminately blur all virtual experiences as 

undistinguished totality. Similarly, a ‘real-life’ provenance imbues artefacts with an a 

priori ‘reality’ - an admittedly complex quality that includes qualities such as texture, 

volume and visibility. Artefactuality however is a quality of cyberspace and other social 

spaces that contribute to the construction of a subject’s experienced world. Artefactuality 

is not unique to cyberspace. However, the artefactual qualities that are emphasised within 

this space and the way they are distinguished from other social spaces emphasizes the 

importance of gaining a ‘sense’ of the artefact. Artefactuality does not necessarily impart 

coherent meaning but, rather, a polysemic, and potentially contradictory, range of 

meanings formed through the impact and relationship of other spaces, other artefacts and 
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other cultural meanings (Hirschman 1996, 167). This complexity ensures that there is 

never, and can never be, a ‘raw’ articulation or clean sense of meaning (Riceour 1981) 

but rather a conceptual and experiential cloud filled with related tendencies, possibilities 

and oppositions. As an extension to this perspective, artefacts, the desire for them and the 

sense of an artefact found in cyberspace do not necessarily require direct reference to 

similar artefacts that are defined in a solely material way. Reference of a virtual object to 

a real analogy is increasingly less necessary with the introduction of the Internet in the 

dominant cultures of post-industrial societies (Touraine 1974, 116). Difficulty arises for 

the immaterial artefact when meaningful artefactuality that can be culturally understood 

is absent. As Hirschman (1996, 163) suggests, in echoing Gadamer (1989, 242-54), 

without a fusion of horizons there can be no communication between parties. For the user 

and interpreter of artefacts who is fully immersed in the spaces of the Internet the lack of 

materiality is irrelevant as the artefacts and the sense of, and desire for, these artefacts are 

integral to their current location. The contradictions between material and non-material 

artefacts are a consequence of the conflict between the social spaces of the Internet and 

those of ‘real-life’ that continuously interrelate and intersect. Driven initially, and at 

particular level, by the visions of artefactuality contained in the science fiction of William 

Gibson, the libertarian politics of Barlow and currently by technocratic visions of the 

Internet cyberspace is increasingly filled with artefacts and artefactuality. 

 

Archaeologists infer the presence of absent artefacts from surrounding objects, and 

spatial relationships. The conventional archaeological record, too, only returns a selection 

of objects through the combined consequences of time and provenance and as a reflection 
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of the relationships of social power in that and subsequent periods of time (Pearson 

1997). Web-based artifacts and activity provide a denser strata but it is still one that can 

only be partially representative of the prevailing social and cultural relations found 

“online”. The online journal Slate summarises the representational nature of the Internet 

by claiming that “to archive the Internet with absolute fidelity would require cloning not 

only every computer on the Internet, but also every person using every computer” 

(Barnes 1997, 2). Baudrillard’s (1994, 1-2) more general observations regarding 

simulation extends this point. 

 
The territory no longer precedes the map, nor does it survive it. It is nevertheless 
the map that precedes the territory...today it is the territory whose shreds slowly 
rot across the extent of the map...But it is no longer a question of either maps or 
territories. Something has disappeared, the sovereign difference, between one and 
the other, that constituted the charm of abstraction. 

 

2.6. The Synthetic Artefact 

Attempting to identify an artefact on an interpretative plain within the shifting versions of 

‘reality’ and in relation to the contemporary culture is a fraught task. I initially utilise the 

term, ‘artefact’, in the conventionally received sense as ‘the product of human action’ 

(Richardson 1974, 4-5). However, what requires re-examination in light of the 

significance of the Web are the acts and actions that are understood to produce the 

artefact. In terms of the Web, what is of particular interest for an excavation of culture 

from available digital stratigraphy are the acts of ascription that ‘make’ an artefact. More 

widely it is the inter-relationship of artefacts and humans within particular environmental 

contexts that contribute to one another’s definition. It is in the constant re-configuration 

and shifting inter-relationships between people and artefacts – what is described 

elsewhere as culture – that produces a sense of the artefact: artefactuality. The artefact 
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has an intimate connection with the cultural. The indefinite, problematic and variously 

defined culture assumes a particular ‘reality’ when it is perceived through artefacts (Soja 

1989, 79). Seeking the ‘product of human action’ on the Web necessitates discarding the 

desire for an artefact to hold physical qualities in favour of understanding the artefact as 

the result of particular intersecting cultural relationships. Taking the definition of an 

artefact further, an artefact is an artefact because humans define them in that manner. 

Artefacts are ultimately tied to shifting frameworks of culturally constructed meanings 

and interpretations (Hides 1997, 11).  

 

Artefacts orbit within varying relationships of intensity to the constantly dynamic cycles 

of social and cultural interpretation and misinterpretation. The artefacts I found during 

the period of my data gathering are viewed as being grounded in a contemporary 

relationship with the socio-cultural and their role in the construction and contestation of 

all forms of power. Taking this framework of interpretation shifts methodological 

emphasis from those classificatory schemes primarily orientated around utility or style 

(Baudrillard 1996, 4). Artefactuality, as the collection of an artefact’s qualities, operates 

as a single unified signifier for an arrangement of social relationships (Miller 1991, 13). 

Given the name of the approach physical qualities are generally seen as the most 

significant aspect in the interpretation of material culture. Most significantly, archaeology 

deals initially with the physical qualities of the artefact in order to proceed to an 

interpretation of the social and cultural conditions in which the artefact was originally 

ascribed meanings (Tilley 1989, 191; Buchli 1997, 189). Material culture’s systematic 

practice is described as a process of scientific enquiry in recognition of archaeology’s 
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concern for the materiality, and reality, of artefacts. Archaeology, in its defence, 

generally has little access to the qualities of artefacts beyond the physically observable 

(Tilley 1989, 192). Archaeological understanding of specific artefacts is developed from 

a series of assertions and comparisons built out of knowledges surrounding the artefact’s 

provenance and previous interpretations of similar artefacts. It is the ability to associate 

‘like’ with ‘like’ that provides the opportunity to meaningfully construct and compare 

taxonomic classifications of artefacts. 

 

Artefacts are products of human manufacture which have a persistence beyond and 

outside individual subjectivity and are not bound to a specific subject’s immediate 

experience (Richardson 1974, 4). Artefacts have ‘fixed’ qualities that allow at least 

minimal interpretation over extended periods of time irrespective of spatial separation or  

its alienation from their creator. Miller (1991, 61-2) by drawing upon Munn identifies the 

persistence of meaning over significant spatial difference with the canoes of the Kula. 

What is being portrayed here is a concern with the creation of an object in which 
social relations are implicated, but which will ultimately be delivered up for the 
use of other people, by being launched into the Kula Ring. This is an example of 
the problem of alienation: certain conditions serve to separate the creators from 
the object of their creative processes. 

 

It is worth considering the extreme positions in these discussions of the artefact. For the 

realist, the artefact is ‘there’ telling ‘us’ about the cultural lifepaths of ‘others’ (Hides 

1997, 13). A postmodern position, in contrast, suggests that the artefact tells ‘us’ about 

‘ourselves’ as ‘our’ interpretation of the artefact is an act of autobiography revealed by 

our imparting of particular meanings on to its ‘presence’ (Baudrillard 1996, 105; Buchli 

1997). The distinction between the interpretations of the anthropologist from the 
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generally more casual observations of the non-anthropologist can be contrasted in a 

similar manner. To extrapolate cultural lifepaths from an artefact requires a range of 

knowledges that are not automatically inferrable from the examination of an artefact’s 

observable qualities. To achieve this form of artefactual interpretation requires the 

privilege, legitimacy and, probably, training of an anthropologist and the theoretical 

perspective of the ‘realist’. In contrast, interpreting the artefact as an act of 

autobiography, in relation to one’s own subjectivity, imitates more anticipated everyday 

processes of interpretation, ascription and meaning-making in relation to an artefact – a 

more nuanced postmodern attitude. The artefact can be considered by its various 

qualities, such as utility, aesthetic appeal, the social status it imparts, its value or 

comparative rarity in relation to the social experiences and motivations of those who 

engage with it (Buchli 1997, 190). Emphasising this series of qualities that can be 

indentifiied in an artefact reflects its provenance (Miller 1991, 104). 

 
The artefact is a culturally meaning-laden ‘thing’. However, discussion of the artefact 

inevitably conflates it with its physical qualities as an apparently coherent, necessary and 

synonymous relationship (Miller 1991, 31). A physical ‘thing’ that is ‘meaningful’ is 

always an artefact (cf. Shanks & Hodder 1997, 17). However, discussions that commence 

with a series of artefactual meanings and qualities do not necessarily bind to any 

particular material form.  

 
The anthropological treatment of the artefact, following the methods of archaeology, has 

often pre-supposed an inherent or knowable reality in its use and interpretation of 

artefacts (Gellner 1997, 48). In contrast, the postmodern turn in anthropology questions 
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the solidity or certainty of reality by citing the necessarily mediatory, interpretative and 

subjective role of the anthropologist (cf. Shanks & Hodder 1997, 5; Buchli 1997, 2002). 

This ‘turn’ however has generally not articulated any ‘way forward’ for the treatment of 

the artefacts in social environments which sustain a plurality of meanings, interlocking 

webs of power and, the widening ‘globalised’ distanciation of ‘manufacture’ from 

consequent interpretation (Gottdiener 1995, 65) .  

 

While meaning is generally perceived to shift around the anchorage of an artefact’s 

physical qualities, its qualities provide different forms of meaning-stabilising anchorages 

(Miller 1991, 116; Miller and Slater 2000). However, none of these anchorage points are 

individually stable entities; they are all, along with the artefact itself, a product of shifting 

social forces (cf. Miller 1991, 126-7). For example, the anchorage of style – in all its 

indefiniteness - is an important quality for many forms of artefacts (Lemmonier 1993, 

11). The continually changing form of domestic motor vehicles is tied to a range of 

qualities including prestige, style, economic imperatives and consequently petrol 

consumption and engine size. 

 
The tendency to anchor the artefact to physical qualities emphasises original manufacture 

as the point when a particular set of meanings are conceived (Miller 1991, 3). However, 

some qualities of the artefact must precede physical ones to enable its actual manufacture. 

Tools that aid manual labour are one example of the implicit need for ‘preceding’ 

qualities and the inter-relationship of artefacts with one another. The very specific utility 

of woodworking tools, such as planes, shapers and chisels reveals how particular artefacts 

do not simply develop without some recognition of future provenance, desire or need for 
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the physical qualities of the artefact. In these tools, qualities, such as utility and the 

relationship to the material that will be worked, are qualities of the final manufactured 

artefact that are as significant as its final physical form. While there is a need for pre-

existing artefacts to craft the indefinite but necessary environment for new artefacts to 

come into existence, after manufacture of an artefact, the relationship of physical 

qualities to an ‘intended’ meaning may hold only fleeting association that does not persist 

through space or time. The further the object is separated from its time and place of 

original manufacture the wider the range of potential meanings that will have become 

ascribed to it. Distance, acquired through temporal or spatial separation, is the most 

effective means of increasing the polysemous qualities of the artefact (Shanks & Hodder 

1997, 9).  

 
The increased fluidity that brings together combinations of an artefact’s qualities to 

define its presence can be seen as a hallmark of post-industrial culture (Smart 1992, 52 & 

143; Touraine 1974). An example of the cultural particularity of an artefact’s qualities   

can be found in the formulation of ‘laws’. Laws are a series of abstract and immaterial 

internetworked concepts within European cultures. Within parts of Japanese culture, laws 

possess distinct colours (pers comms Keith Fletcher, September 2003). The fascination 

and primacy of the physical within European cultures makes this understanding appear 

unusual as the colour of an artefact is generally considered to be a physical quality. 

Having ‘colourful’ laws, in turn, raises the possibility that the Japanese consider their 

laws as artefacts rather than ‘simply’ as texts. The Japanese example of a different 

cultural practice also raises the question of whether the presence of one artefactual 

quality is sufficient to develop the sense and sensation of an artefact. Conjoined to this 
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consideration is also the need to assess to what extent the possession of colour is a 

necessary quality of artefacts in Japanese culture (cf. Baudrillard 1996, 30-6; Ashkenazi 

& Clammer 2000). However, Shanks and Hodder’s observation regarding taxonomy-

making should be treated as a cautionary remark regarding the theorisation and 

generalisations that are inherent in discussing artefacts.  

Taxa are characterised by relative homogeneity. This is a legitimate strategy for 
coping with the immense empirical variety and particularity that archaeologists 
have to deal with. However, we should be clear that classification does not give 
the general picture; it gives the average (1997,9). 

 

 

The possibilities for an artefactual but post-material space such as the Web problematises 

the assumption that artefacts are constituted within a ‘real’ and knowable world. The 

relationship between the ideational and physical within contemporary culture is a highly 

negotiated position. Baudrillard (1994, 19) takes this ‘negotiation’ to an extreme with his 

claim that, 

The impossibility of rediscovering an absolute level of the real is of the same 
order as the impossibility of staging illusion. Illusion is no longer possible, 
because the real is no longer possible. 

 

Baudrillard’s theorisation of the ‘real’ and illusion enable their negotiation to be 

considered in the post-material context - and by implication the ‘virtual’ – effectively 

rendering the physical an unnecessary or at least optional artefactual quality. Another 

example, which also suggests that artefacts are not the consequence of a fixed or 

measured amount of any series of particular qualities comes, perhaps ironically, from 

archaeology. The material extracted from archaeological ‘digs’ again become artefactual 

through the ascriptions offered of them by archaeologists seeing through great cultural 
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and temporal distance (Hodder 1989, 67). The interpreted artefacts of archaeology 

possess a complex provenance. A complexity that is revealed by the range of claims that 

can be proposed regarding their origins and purpose. The debatable nature of meaning for 

any given artefact, offered by this theoretical perspective, also reveals the difference 

between the claims of realists and those who emphasise the ideational aspects of the 

social and cultural activity (Lemonnier 1993). 

 
These distinctions and assertions approach their greatest density within a museum. 

However, the museum, as an artefact that is a consequence of a series of socio-cultural 

conditions literally ‘set in concrete’, imparts a coherence and logic on to the encased 

artefacts for a presumed audience. The museum presents an environment of tightly bound 

and inter-related artefactual meanings that reflect and reproduce systems of power and 

authority. Bourdieu (1986, 273) even describes the museum as a ‘consecrated building’. 

The artefacts found within this privileged space become part of a series of contemporary 

power relationships that substitute, and have little connection to, the socio-cultural power 

structures of their original provenance. Museums that adopt a diorama approach to the 

presentation of their holdings (the increasingly preferred method) fix particular sets of 

cultural and social meaning to their artefacts that reflect the ‘solidity’ of the artefact that 

is the museum itself. Dioramas frame artefacts within colonial visions of symbolic power 

while defining an ‘other’ culture. The style of Ripley’s Believe it or Not ‘museums’ take 

the privileges imparted by the space of the museum and the emphasis on physical 

qualities to its extreme expression within the framework of popular entertainment. The 

museum presents wax replicas of oddities with varying levels of veracity for the 

amusement of an audience. The privilege of a museum is reinforced through authoritative 
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signs including dates, exhibition halls and a structured pathway through the exhibits. The 

claims made in this space rely solely upon the privilege of Ripley’s ‘being’ a museum. 

Once this illusion is shattered so too are meaning of the artefacts it contains. Traditional 

display methods in museums that visually present taxonomies of ‘like’ artefacts also fix 

cultural meanings and reinforce mainstream and hegemonic perspectives regarding the 

cultures under glass and under examination. The meanings ascribed to the displayed 

artefacts are products of the same culture as the museum itself (Baudrillard 1996, 98; 

Hooper-Greenhill 1992, 214-5). Taxonomic approaches, while offering less 

entertainment ‘value’, could be claimed as the more ‘ethical’ of the two approaches in its 

isolated representation of artefacts and its less focused attention upon crafting 

contextualised meanings. 

 
Artefactual qualities evoke particular understandings of the culture they exist in. The 

artefact can never be, in itself, a fully articulated system. An artefact may be understood 

by the presence or absence of certain qualities, however, it can only approach full 

articulation by being considered in situ and in relation to the other artefacts of that space 

(Miller 1991, 109-11; Shanks & Hodder 1997, 11). The contextual environment 

constructs an expectation for the artefact and, in turn, the artefact crafts an expectation for 

the space. This reciprocal expectation of place and thing presents the extended 

implication that a close association is present between specific artefacts and particular 

meanings. This is found with many artefacts, but particularly those that have the most 

“matter-of-fact” or assumed intensity of interpretation applied to them. These are the 

artefacts of the mundane and everyday life. The forms of bureaucracy - literally, the 

utensils of the kitchen and the tools of literacy, as a sampler series of examples, are all 
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artefacts that are expected to exhibit certain qualities or applications - a ‘normality’. 

Maintaining the notion that artefacts are the influence that produce cultural normality 

shares an intellectual kinship with Bourdieu’s (1986, 372-5) notion of the habitus and 

flexible structuralism (Miller 1991, 103). The expectation and even desire for normality 

provides a key anchorage around the meaning of an artefact in this association with a 

particular quality or set of qualities. Institutions associated with bureaucracy imply 

consequent action with the accurate completion of forms (as artefacts) and the power that 

can be exerted through these artefacts. In many respects there is a single rationale for 

bureaucratic forms that is found with the articulation of politicial, social and cultural 

power that they represent. The normalcy of the ‘form’ artefact is a powerful cultural 

construction that is bound by its artefactual qualities to a specific environmental context. 

The difficulty in imagining the bureaucratic form as anything other than a paper form – 

with the consequent possibilities for misinterpretation or alternative use - is a reflection 

of the power in the relationship perceived to exists between the subject and the artefact. 

 

In complex systems of inter-related artefacts power relations can also be reinforced by 

the production of transgressive and recuperated artefacts that appear to work in 

opposition to dominant social relations. In a mechanical sense, transgressive and 

recuperated artefacts are produced when they possess qualities as an artefact that differ 

from those implied by environmental knowledge and are incongruous with the normality 

of other artefacts that are juxtaposed with the transgressive artefact. To varying degrees 

this creates ‘strangeness’ and asemiosis. However, knowledge and application of this  

conceptual opposition has become a marketing technique to attract mainstream attention 
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in a media-obsessed and media-saturated culture. Social power can be obtained and lost 

through the manipulation of the relationship between artefacts, artefactual qualities 

themselves and the social relationships that are bound up with individual artefacts.  

 

Power is related to the extent, range and forms of interpretation that are applied to the 

artefact (Gottdiener 1995, 68). Artefacts that are representative of absolute political 

power, in forms such as totalitarianism, occupy a smaller interpretative plain and possess 

different artefactual qualities than more mundane items. Artefacts, for example, such as 

the British Crown Jewels and monumental architecture provide less opportunity for 

interpretation. The difficulty in offering a ‘misinterpretation’ for these artefacts of 

absolute political power defines any misinterpretation as an act of resistance to the 

present regime. An observation that offers at least a tentative explanation for the 

popularity of British humour in many Commonwealth countries while remaining 

unfathomable among many US audiences. Aunger (n.d., 00724.008) observes that “not 

all social messages are equally attended to or adopted by their receivers. In effect, 

selection among messages occurs.” The questioning of political authority, similarly, 

increases the intensity of interpretations that can be applied to these artefacts. The 

variation and density of interpretations are inversely related to the power that they 

represent and reproduce (Baudrillard 1996, 56). 

 
‘Everyday’ artefacts are also positioned within power structures. The paucity in the range 

of interpretations that are available is a consequence of their persistence within the 

mundane. Their interpretation is similarly a consequence of the particular power relations 

that act upon the artefact. Our belief that there is a limited range of interpretations that 
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can be applied to a fork is closely related to the extent that the fork is bound - through its 

mundaneness - into a dense system of artefactual relationships. In the example of the 

fork, it is bound into a range of other apparently mundane items with such intensity that it 

is hard to conceptualise the fork without the supporting understanding of the artefactual 

qualities brought by a knife. Such a stable micro-system of artefacts frames and supports 

larger networks and wider parameters of power including, for example, the British 

understanding of dinner time etiquette. 

 
Obversely, just as cultural relations can bind and restrict the interpretations of an artefact, 

cultural interpretations limit the artefact. The conflation of physical qualities of the fork 

with the artefact of fork restricts which artefacts can possess an artefactuality of 

‘forkness’. The notion of ‘fork’ imposes limits on the artefact of the ‘fork’ through 

received understanding of this individual artefact’s presumed qualities. Limitations  

introduced onto an artefact through its artefactual qualities are shifting and changing 

‘borders’ shaped by social and cultural forces (Miller 1991, 116). The artefact is 

temporarily restricted by these shifting boundaries of meaning but in continually different 

ways. These limitations are not inherent in the artefact itself but appear through the 

mediation of contemporary social and cultural relations and the manner by which 

artefacts are perceived. Tilley (1989, 191) says, “an object, any object, has no ultimate or 

unitary meaning that can be held to exhaust it.”  

 

The example of the fork reinforces the deceptiveness of understanding an artefact 

primarily through its physical qualities. The fork’s functional simplicity, as a fork, is a 

manufactured simplicity and reflects the lengthy heritage that has contributed to the 
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current physical forms of the artefact. None of this heritage can be understood or seen 

through direct, uncritical or untheoried observation. 

 

Defining the artefact as a cultural product which is an amalgam of various qualities 

provides the opportunity for an increasingly reflexive ‘material culture studies’. The 

cautionary aspect of these claims is that the ‘virtual’ artefact is very much a product of its 

time. Without the influence of debates about cyberspace the suggestion that the 

immaterial can equally be considered artefactual would be seen as esoteric or eccentric. 

The insistence for artefacts to possess physical qualities is also a culturally specific one 

perpetuated in ‘colonial’ disciplines such as anthropology. Adopting the argument that 

artefacts are those things that are experienced as single meaningful phenomena that exist 

beyond one’s own self provides for a wider ranging, contemporary and more workable, 

understanding of material culture. Arguably this dilutes Material Culture Studies focus 

upon the more physical “Stuff and Goods” (Shanks, 

metamedia.stanford.edu/~mshanks/weblog/?p=217). Making an argument for the 

broadest definition of artefacts blurs the distinction, if any exists, between ‘reality’ and 

ideational phenomena while simultaneously crafting a more phenomenologically inspired 

distinction between the self and “everything else”. Hodder’s (1989, 66) observation that: 

“... some artists are convinced that the only truth left is to reach beyond image to find 

reality, while at the same time accepting that reality is itself only an image” indicates 

some of the complexity  that is continuously negotiated between these philosophically 

dichotomous states. Taking a position that critically scrutinises all phenomena external to 
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the observer without the certainty of any quantifiable truth also feeds upon critical 

threads of post-structuralist and postmodern thinking in the last four decades. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1. Taxonomic Approaches 

 
The use of taxonomies to order and interpret data from a variety of sources has not been a 

popular solution recently for the development of social science based interpretations. The 

major exceptions to this methodological aversion are been found in archaeology, material 

culture studies and museology. The continued use of taxonomies as a methodological 

device is primarily a result of the type of evidence available to researchers in these fields. 

A central focus of researchers of these disciplines is to seek evidence of cultural activity 

and traits through recovered artefacts. Methods, such as taxonomic analysis, that offer 

systematic treatment of artefactual material enable ready comparison of cultural activity 

at a variety of levels from the personal through to the social and political 

(Csikszentmihalyi & Halton 1994, 146).  

 

In many specialised fields of academic enquiry - but particularly museology - a 

significant proportion of a researcher’s efforts go towards actually developing this 

systematic examination of the objects of their research. In some cases this ‘mechanical’ 

work is recognised for the time and skill that is required to develop such a project. These 

types of projects can become the reference in the field or laboratory for other researchers 

who share interest in similar objects of enquiry. While this respect is deserved, the 

taxonomy is not an end in itself in terms of a sustained and focused research project. The 

taxonomy is a means by which the cultural influences on a class of artefacts can be 

understood, compared and discussed in a common and meaningful way. In this way the 
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classification scheme - and the taxonomy developed from it - is a tool to aid the analysis, 

interpretation and understanding of cultural situations. A systematic mechanism for 

comparison is the rationale for utilising a taxonomic approach in this thesis. 

 

The possible configurations of a taxonomy for any given perceived class of artefacts are 

not a definite process. The emphasis and elements of an artefact that a taxonomy utilises 

to differentiate individual items and find similarities reflects the purpose and aims of the 

researcher. As the argument of Chapter 2 suggests, artefacts do not possess any inherent 

qualities that should or must be included in a classificatory schema. Some qualities of an 

artefact, however, will present themselves as more useful or plausible than others for a 

stated research project. For example, in analysing pottery from a particular region, 

qualities such as the thickness of the walls, the width of the neck, the height and 

circumference of the pot and the decorations or surface treatments on the item can all 

contribute to an understanding of the provenance, use and manufacture of the artefact 

(Gibson 2002). Other aspects of a pot may be itemised. In studies of food consumption, 

for example, the presence of pollen or other organic material provides telling detail 

regarding the usage of an item (Gibson 2002, 22). In contrast, other tools, including those 

of more complex manufacture and items described as high technology, have tended to be 

categorised by their function and their manufacturer’s stated purpose rather than by their 

form. An example of this is the differentiation of computers based on their operating 

system, whether it is Macintosh, Unix or Windows rather than any specifically physical 

or stylistic difference. While technical criteria are the specifications used to retail 

computers, day-to-day conversations regarding computers generally use descriptions such 
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as a “Unix Machine”, “Windows Computer” or, simply, a “Macintosh”. These different 

focal points for defining a class of artefacts reflects the varying criteria used in their 

examination.  

 
Taxonomies that consider and represent the tools and technologies of contemporary 

cultures may have other limitations. De Certeau (1988, xviii) in discussing the personal 

trajectories of everyday life claims that  

statistical investigation remains virtually ignorant of these trajectories, since it is 
satisfied with classifying, calculating and putting into tables the “lexical” units which 
compose them but to which they cannot be reduced, and with doing this in reference to 
its own categories and taxonomies. 
 

Historical relativity limits the utility of taxonomies across time for the examination of 

other technologies even if they share a similar purpose or function.  A taxonomic analysis 

of the means of transport that focuses upon the mechanical details may be sufficiently 

generalised to accommodate a broad range of artefacts over an extensive historical 

period. In contrast a taxonomy that classifies contemporary forms of cars may need to be 

regularly updated as manufacturers add new features and older features are retired or fall 

out of favour with designers and consumers. Other restrictions on the utility of a 

taxonomy could involve locational and variable ‘properties’. The Universal Decimal 

Classification scheme, discussed in further detail in the next section, at least tacitly 

recognises these restrictions and attempts to systematise the range of variations with the 

use of coded representations for the specific properties of an item.  

 

Taxonomies are by no means a perfect representation of groups of artefacts they purport 

to document. Taxonomies satisfy the need of a researcher to comprehend a complex set 

of interrelated and variable factors recognised between individual items within a 
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generalised collection (Csikszentmihalyi & Halton 1994, 146). Examining the Web 

benefits from the generalising and systematising aspects of taxonomies by consolidating 

the vast array of data that can be collected from ‘virtual’ research sites and representing 

this data in a systematic and meaningful manner. In overcoming the volume of data 

available from the Web through taxonomic classification the ‘virtual’ presents its own set 

of peculiar problems in comprehending the many properties of its artefacts. Awareness of 

the initial limitations of the taxonomic approach accentuates the need to understand those 

properties that can be identified, disentangled and interpreted. 

 
3.2. Utilising Taxonomies for the Web 

 
The Web offers a range of services and capabilities that extend human capabilities. 

Understanding their meaning in a cultural context can be undertaken in a range of ways. 

This section presents the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter as one of these services. 

The “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is in many respects a distillation of one of the 

central services offered through and for the Web; search engines. In considering some of 

the history and structure of the newsletter and of search engines more generally the 

possibility of applying a taxonomic approach to this data is considered in this section. 

 

The need for services such as the ‘Top 500 Search Terms’ newsletter and the 

development of the more advertising oriented search engine such as Overture.com 

reflects a range of issues that have impacted on the Web during its first ten years of 

development. The most immediate of these are the commercial imperatives that affect 

any business - they must eventually produce positive revenue. Many of the original Web-
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based search engines began as student projects or hobbies to offer navigational assistance 

through the rapidly expanding Web (www.search-marketing.info/search-engine-history/). 

As the Web itself has no inherent indexing system or references points, it became clear 

very early in the history of the Web that a system was necessary that delivered through 

the Web itself a friendly, fast and relatively simple entry point to other Web sites. 

Without the union catalogue of Web sites that is the search engine, the Web’s advantages 

over other information technologies such as Gopher could only be slight. Search engines 

are - for most users of the Web - still a major starting point for navigating the Web (Pew 

Internet 2002; Pew Internet 2002a). However, few, if any of these projects commenced 

with a clear business orientation or business plans. In many cases media companies 

speculatively bought the intellectual property of these developments and their often 

famous domain names. The case of Altavista is a clear example of this situation. The 

technology first passed from its original owners, Digital Equipment Corporation (better 

known as DEC) who had developed the search engine to showcase their technology to the 

Compaq Corporation when they purchased DEC. Compaq then sold the search engine to 

CMGi, an Internet advertising company, responsible for many of the ‘banner ads’ on 

large corporate Web sites. In a further twist that reflects the shifting and sometimes 

tenuous economics of ‘eCommerce’, CMGi sold Altavista to Overture.com in February 

2003 (http://www.websearchworkshop.co.uk/altavista-history.htm). Subsequently, the 

original Web directory, Yahoo, expanded its search technology holdings by buying 

Overture.com and its properties. 
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This potted history of Altavista also mirrors more general trends in the development of 

information technology. The sale of DEC to Compaq, which was the first company to 

produce a “100% compatible” PC, confirms the rise of the personal computer over the 

mainframe such as those manufactured by DEC (Cringely 1996, 171). CMGi’s purchase 

reveals the rise to dominance of software companies and the speculative models of 

eCommerce. The sale to Overture.com confirms this dominance of software and the Web 

while also reflecting a more restrained and refined form of eCommerce. 

 

The shifting terrain of the search engine ‘business’ is also found with another of the early 

search engines, The World Wide Web Worm, which eventually formed the original ‘free’ 

core to Overture.com/Goto.com’s database of pay per click advertisers. The ability to 

produce revenue from these search engines was, and still largely is, relatively limited. An 

increasing number of pay-for-placement search engines focus upon the revenue from the 

advertisers in their databases (Wakeford 2000, 33) although developers of ‘conventional’ 

search engines continue to experiment with other potential revenue models. The most 

tried of these alternative options, subscription services and user pays-per-view, have 

tended to be rejected by consumers. The continued suspension of the NorthernLight 

engine (which was funded primarily by paid searches for commercial information) is one 

example of this consumer resistance. 

 

The most commonly cited twinned and related causes for the failure of the ‘user-pays’ 

model are the resistance that Web-based consumers have in paying for any form of 

information and the seeming abundance of duplicated information that can be currently 
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found on the Web (Dvorak 2002). Abundance of information may be illusory as the free 

offerings of unauthorative web sites cannot be directly compared to commercial 

information brokers such as the online research databases including Silverplatter or 

academic information networks such as Athena. However it is the perception held by 

users of Web regarding this abundance of information and not a quantifiable comparison 

that currently prevents the acceptance of pay-per-view. The most successful exponents of 

the pay-per-view information brokering strategy tend to offer information that is unique 

or not readily gathered elsewhere (for example ovid.com and launch.yahoo.com). The 

NorthernLight search engine offered a free Web search engine service that includes, 

among its results, links to relevant documents that are available upon the payment of a 

fee that varies from a dollar to many hundreds of dollars. It is significant to note that 

NorthernLight has been currently offline (since August 2003) and was until recently 

promising a new “Business Search” for March 2004. The short message on the web site 

(northernlight.com) emphasises that they are ‘the tiny search engine company’ but offers 

no public indication why their search engine is now unavailable. 

 

With pay-for-placement, search engines attempt to recoup their investment by directly 

charging the Web sites who want to be listed. The result of this development is that the 

majority of listings seen on the most prominent search result pages of these pay-per-click 

sites tend to be commercially oriented. In other words, those sites who pay for a listing 

are generally only those who have something tangible to sell to their potential visitors. 

This strategy is a potentially self-defeating as the forms of artefacts being sought by users 

of the Web are most readily located at the larger, more expansive, older and free search 
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engines not at the pay-per-placement search engines . The limitations of this business 

approach are indicated in the collated “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter that suggests 

there is a sustained and broad interest in all types of things that are free. Recognition of 

the difficulty associated with producing profit from search engines at a corporate level is 

evident in the 14th of July 2003 press release (www.corporate-

ir.net/ireye/ir_site.zhtml?ticker=OVER&script=410&layout=0&item_id=430830) 

announcing Yahoo.com acquisition of Overture.com making it a wholly owned 

subsidiary. It is such a complex commercial environment that in the press release great 

effort is made not to describe each company’s major asset as ‘simply’ a search engine.  

 
3.3. Classificatory Schema and Universal Decimal Classification 

 
The Universal Decimal Classification scheme shapes the taxonomic approach of this 

work. This general system for classification orders the interpretation of the data obtained 

from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletters. While many works exist that have utilised 

taxonomies of some form, few have required the services of a scheme with such an 

expansive scope and the capability to incorporate individual items from a variety of 

provenances and of many forms. The only schemes that are currently in existence that are 

tested and have proven longevity are associated with the management of libraries. The 

three major schemes are described as the Library of Congress Classification, Dewey 

Decimal Classification and Universal Decimal Classification. Universal Decimal 

Classification is the least popular of these three schemes and its use is primarily confined 

to the UK and Europe. Each scheme covers the broadest expanse of human experience 

and understanding but of these it is the Universal Decimal Classification scheme that has 
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most regularly been applied to Web based problems of categorisation (for example 

sosig.ac.uk and udcc.org/research.htm). The rationale for this particular scheme varies 

between the Web sites that make use of it, however, the inherent features of UDC 

including its capacity to recognise items of different forms, its regularised approach to 

classification and its ‘universal’ scope offer advantages over the older Dewey Decimal 

scheme or less universal perspective of the Library of Congress scheme. Both these latter 

approaches are also more obviously targeted towards the problems of conventional 

library management.  

 
My rationale for the use of what is primarily a ‘library’ based and consequently 

generalised approach also precludes the use of other classificatory schemes. Other 

schemas are crafted for more specific solutions. For example, Standard Industries 

Classifications (www.softshare.com/tables/sic/), commonly used in national census 

taking, is appropriate for the taxonomies of labour division but offers little utility beyond 

this task. This narrow usage is further restricted by similar schemes used at a national 

level such as the Australia and New Zealand or United States codes. The “Topic Maps 

Published Subjects” (www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tm-

pubsubj) list offers more possibilities as a general list and its Web-based mission for an 

authorative web of information commends it in many ways to this work. However, its 

purpose is generally centred on the presentation of information and reflects an 

encyclopedic treatment and rationale for Web sites and the Web itself. While this clearly 

commends its use for the Web it does preclude other types of artefacts that are not so 

readily classified within the simplistic perspective of being a “Web site”.  
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The UDC uses a decimal system to divide human experience and understanding into ten 

separate classes of which nine are currently utilised. The main classes are represented by 

a single digit and describe the broadest levels of the scheme. Each class is then divided 

into a further ten sub-classes. These divisions are also represented with a single digit. For 

example, within the ‘Generalia’ class represented by a 0 can be found ‘Librarianship’, 

which is represented as 2. These digits are combined to unambiguously assign the UDC 

code of 02 to Librarianship. A further decimal division is then possible to create a three-

digit code. The code for “Church Music”, for example is 783. In the UDC a three digit 

class number can be directly read as a sub-division of the class 78 that represents ‘Music’ 

and the main class 7, which incorporates ‘The Arts, Entertainment and Sport’. Having 

multiple sub-divisions means that UDC allocations are not read as a conventional 

number. There is a significant difference between 007 and 7 and a somewhat more subtle 

difference between 7 and 700 – the latter number is for this reason not commonly used in 

the current classificatory schema.  

 

In addition to these main classes of classification the UDC offers a series of auxiliary 

tables. These tables provide additional information and clarification to the major 

classification. Auxiliaries are one of the strengths of the UDC in its capacity to accurately 

classify an item in ways that are not solely defined by their position within human 

knowledge and experience. It is possible to ascribe a range of second level classifications; 

a language, a region or location, a time, or a material. The auxiliaries also enable the 

introduction of non-standard notations to reflect everyday usage and understandings. 

Properties and form auxiliaries potentially enable the use of this system for the 
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classification of material culture artefacts in, at least, a general sense. The stated purpose 

of the UDC (British Standards Institution 1999, 5) does not include the intention to 

provide a scheme for museologists confronted with large collections of similar objects, 

particularly as specialist work generally exists in such fields, but this option does exist. 

The properties auxiliary covers areas such as “properties of existence”, “properties of 

structure”, “properties of shape”, “properties of arrangement” and others which enables 

an artefact to be positioned irrespective of its purpose. Another auxiliary of significance 

for material culture oriented studies enables the categorisation of “persons and personal 

characteristics”. The granularity of this auxiliary recognises the human influence upon 

artefacts and their relationship to cultural activity directly within the scheme. With the 

flexibility found in these wide ranging perspectives the UDC is provisioned with a broad 

scope and persistence.  

 

The other clear advantage of UDC in relation to the Web and to the systematic analysis of 

large datasets is that, while its initial design predates modern computer systems, it is 

compatible with contemporary and digital data manipulation tools. Using ‘regular’ 

punctuation symbols and a numeric code that embeds the structure of the scheme’s logic 

lends itself to use in the programmatic analysis of data and the rapid parsing of 

electronically based data into a systematic coded form. Nuanced use of auxiliaries 

meanwhile preserves some context of the collected data.  

 
The full power and scale of UDC has only been partly realised in this thesis. The UDC’s 

extensibility enables a systematic classification of Web sites in a manner that extends 

beyond a single brutal level of classification - the undifferentiated Web site. Similarly, 
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the UDC enables a preservation of some context for the data utilised in this thesis that 

may otherwise have been lost in subsequent interpretations and analysis.  

 

Data gathered from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is, at one level, ‘simply’ a 

systematic and columnar list of ranked words and the raw counts from which their 

ranking is derived. The relatively straightforward format of these lists enables the ready 

but somewhat rudimentary classification of keywords into major and minor UDC classes. 

The first two sets of data from the uncensored lists were used to test the initial process of 

classification before it was applied to the 16 months of data from the 14th September 

2001. These first two weeks of unedited data were discarded from eventual analysis in 

order to utilise the subsequently standardised format received in the form of a surge list 

and offers a consistent performer list of keywords. The initial examination of data also 

offered 500 initial keywords allowed the initial classification to become a base for 

consistent classification of data by ensuring that repeated keywords appear in subsequent 

lists were treated in the same manner. 

 

The data from the keyword lists received between March and December 2000 is not 

considered directly in the analysis or interpretation chapters of this thesis as it was 

received as edited lists with the ‘adult’ terms removed by the list’s developers. As later 

data reveals, ‘adult’ terms and concepts on these lists are a significant presence and the 

application of what is an ‘adult’ term, and what is not, can often be a personal and 

arbitrary delineation. During the classification process it became clear how readily 

assumptions regarding the intended meaning of a term can influence later interpretations. 
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It is also clear from these early edited lists that while specific ‘adult’ terms are removed 

from these lists the tallying of specific ‘adult’ entertainment Web sites are still included. 

The earlier lists are, however, considered less formally in Chapter 5 in the development 

of the discussion regarding taxonomies and these research sites.  

 
The data that was initially classified was systematically addressed. Specific Web site 

addresses were classified together so that ‘www.name.com‘, ‘name.com’ and, often, 

‘name’ are considered as a single artefact. Similarly, where the name of a Web site was 

not among these possible address variations these entries were also classified together. 

Such a subtle distinction appears to be most commonly associated with pornographic 

Web sites. This grouping of classificatory entries does not occur when the name, by 

itself, is generic nor has a broader interpretation. As there is no way of determining the 

context of the search for a specific word it is inappropriate to automatically assume that 

the intention of the search was to specifically locate the Web site that utilises that term. 

Probably the most common examples of the situations where the address and the isolated 

term were not assumed to reflect the same intention are in words such as, ‘mp3’ and 

‘netscape’. In most cases the classification of these keywords remains sufficiently 

close to that of the Web site of the same name to reflect the likely association that exists.  

 
The classification of the received data also groups together terms with upper and lower 

case variations of the same keywords and ‘slight’ misspellings of the main term where 

the intention of the misspelling is unambiguous. The most immediate and first example of 

this type of variation in the examined data were the range of variations for Osama bin 

Laden, e.g. ‘bin Laden’, ‘Osama Bin Ladin’, ‘bin ladin’, ‘Usama Bin 
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Laden’ and Nostradamus, e.g. ‘Nostradomus’, ‘Nostrodamus’, ‘nostradomas’, 

‘nostradomus’ and ‘Nostradamas’. Terms such as ‘Osama Bin Laden Photo’ 

and ‘Nostradomus Prophecies’ are classified separately but have a close proximity 

to the main entry reflecting an appropriate distinction in the intention of the original 

search while making a clear and close association.  

 

As the data examined involved over 26000 individual entries software was created by the 

author of this thesis to systematically examine each term and assign it a consistent 

classification if one had already been allocated or to prompt for a new classification 

where one did not exist. When this occurred the programme presented a selection of 

existing classifications that were programmatically considered to be close to the term 

under consideration. Programmatic support for maintaining classificatory consistency 

included phonetic comparison using the Double Metaphone algorithm. This comparative 

analysis was achieved with a publicly available programming class called 

DoubleMetaphone (Phillips 2000). The Double Metaphone algorithm utilises a series of 

standardised “rules” which reduces any English word into a four-letter representation. 

The intention of this examination is that ‘like’ sounding words should have the same 

encoding. Similar terms that meet the criteria for being added to the same classificatory 

space as an existing term could then be identified in this algorithmic manner. After these 

newly encountered terms had been classified from the main classes of the UDC the 

options of additional auxiliary table information was also added to the keyword’s entry. It 

is stressed that the software developed supported the task of classification and did not in 

any way automatically ascribe or assume classificatory assignments to the data. The 
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application provides a level of data management that enabled the initial parsing of the 

data to be consistent and compatible with the aims of this research. The software 

produced a modified view of data that ranked the search terms by the UDC’s main class 

counts. The software also calculated the cumulative raw count of total searches 

performed for each list from each week. Cumulative counts allow for the creation and use 

of percentiles for any given class or set of classes to have comparable meaning across a 

time series. The revised lists and the additional information attached to each keyword 

provided enough consistent information to create the graphical representations of the data 

in Section 5.2 and to develop the argument of this work made through Chapters 5 and 6.  

 
The use of the auxiliary tables of the UDC were extended in this parsing of the data in 

order to provide a clearer representation of the artefacts desired and sought by a particular 

search. The auxiliaries were used to indicate the ‘property of the desire’ and the ‘property 

of the term’. Not all the terms in the lists could be ascribed with these identifications as a 

result of the term’s own ambiguity or its generality. 

 

These search terms only provide the ‘noun’ for understanding a broad range of artefacts. 

What is absent from most of the most popular search terms is any form of ‘verb’ that in 

combination would define a clearer, more focussed, set of desired or sought after 

artefacts and assist in explaining what is intended to be ‘done’ with these particular 

artefacts. Such a limitation is a clear self-critique of the classificatory approach employed 

by this research and, particularly in light of its anthropological orientation; the 

provenance of these desired artefacts is unclear. The additional details that provenance 

provides would allow more specific interpretations to be made regarding the desires 
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expressed in individual search terms. Chapter 7 considers how the nuances of more 

precise data regarding provenance would allow further research to expand and clarifying 

the arguments of my current thesis. 

 

In contrast to the lack of provenance imparted by the collected data, the classificatory 

schema enables treatment of large-scale data across a period of time in a systematic 

manner. The use of the UDC scheme including its auxiliary tables enables individual 

classes to be extracted and compared in a way that indicates relationships that have not 

been arbitrarily imposed on the data by the researcher but reflect cultural associations that 

the UDC itself captures in its classificatory scheme. One use of examining these 

relationships is explored in Section 5.3 when, what are described as the cultural contexts 

of the cultural complex are examined. This approach proves to be particularly useful for 

recognising how the changeability in the desire for specific celebrities underlies a 

consistent interest in these categories of ‘artefacts’.  

 

3.4. Sociolinguistic Issues 

 

While this work is not primarily focussed on a socio-linguistic examination of the 

“virtual”, a series of broadly socio-linguistic issues do impact on the methodology of this 

work and the data being considered. In turn these issues and the forms of interpretation 

that are derived from this data are also affected. The heavy predominance of what appear 

to be “adult” concepts within the lists of the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletters and the 

consistently performing keywords most clearly evidences this cause for concern. One of 
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the key hierarchical “head words” for the classification of the adult material that is found 

in the data is the term ‘sex’. It is regularly in the top ten of consistently requested 

keywords and in the raw data received from the newsletter it often appears in first place. 

However, this position cannot be dismissed solely as final evidence for the claim that the 

Web is the most popular contemporary medium for distributing pornography. Mehta & 

Plaza (1997, 65) make the unsupported suggestion that “pornographic images on the 

Internet tend to represent the dominant interests of network users”. While an 

indeterminate percentage of requests must reflect this interest, the variety of other more 

specific and less ambiguous terms coupled with the name of specific pornography Web 

sites that appear in the list of consistently performing terms also suggests that those 

seeking pornography do so with a clear goal in mind. The issue of context in the case of 

this term and others is not directly resolved by the use of a classificatory scheme such as 

Universal Decimal Classification. Porter (1997, xi) makes the claim with respect to the 

Internet that “there are no vocal intonations, no signatures, no gestures or embraces. 

There are words, but they often seem words stripped of context, words desperately 

burdened by the lack of the other familiar markers of identity in the strange, ethereal 

realm.” There is no means for determining whether the term, ‘sex’, reflects an interest 

in human or non-human biology, is a request for educational material, or is to be read as a 

noun or a verb. The term ‘sex’ by itself reveals many of the limitations of current 

search engine technology. Having such a degree of fluidity associated with a single term 

also reflects some of the limitations of this research approach and the danger of ‘reading’ 

interpretations derived from it in isolation from other forms of cultural analysis and 

interpretation. 
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Other less common terms scattered through the lists also present potentially similar levels 

of obscurity. The difficulty is not solely the plurality of meanings associated with a single 

term but also the use of the same terms in different industries and environments or the 

cultural differences associated with the use of the same term. Examples of these include 

the terms ‘cloning’, ‘free’ and ‘quotes’. While the issue of cloning is a consistent 

performer in mass media reports, due, in part, to the varied range of emotive issues that it 

offers, it is also the name for an aspect of object oriented programming methodologies 

that are among the last to be grasped by students of software engineering. The 

predominance of technical information available to students on the Web suggests that it is 

possible for these two separate meanings to compete for importance within the collection 

of search terms being examined by this work. Ultimately without supporting evidence 

there is no clear means for discerning the artefact being sought (or indeed those found by 

the people who originally generated the search).  

 

The predominance of the term, ‘free’, within the lists also presents a classificatory 

difficulty. Considered by its own it does not provide a context for classification as the 

term modifies an unassociated and unstated noun. The term is not artificially isolated 

from another term in the list of keywords as a series of terms also appear in the list with a 

noun attached. The search for “free” things includes ‘free sex’, ‘free porn’, 

‘free clip art’, ‘free games’, ‘free download music’, ‘free fonts’, 

‘free greeting cards’ and many more. The term ‘free’ in isolation can only be 

classified with difficulty and then only within an auxiliary table of the Universal Decimal 

Classification scheme as a generic modifier.  
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‘Quotes’, also reveals the ambiguity of many commonly searched for terms found in 

the data. Stock market quotes and famous quotes are both popular services offered at 

many Web sites. The popularity for both types of ‘quotes’ is revealed by the presence 

of many more specific keywords within the lists that are linked to this ambiguous usage. 

For examples, the search terms, ‘Famous quotes’, ‘stock quotes’ and ‘love 

quotes’ all figure in the gathered lists. In this case, because the possible intention of the 

term represents only two major possibilities the more generic term is split between the 

two classificatory positions of “stock quotes” and “famous quotes”. The ability to do this 

reveals another advantage of the UDC schema. By enabling the researcher to join or 

associate two classes together symbolically it allows the scheme to represent more 

complex (or ambiguous) classes of artefacts. Conceptual linkages are shown with the 

appropriate class numbers joined together by a colon (:) or a plus (+). For example “PI 

Day” is classified as 083:398.3 to indication its connection to a 

mathematical principle as well as a form of celebration or 

festivity.  

 

A final initial curiosity is the fortunately rare situation where the “fame” of a domain 

name such as Altavista or Yahoo is used to capture people who misspell the name. In 

most cases these imitators are short-lived, remain dormant or are legally pursued by the 

owner of the more “famous” domain. Hijacking misspelling of famous names situation is 

common and can be readily tested by typing these names into a Web browser and 

substituting some or all of the vowels. Sites such as Yehaa.com, Yehoo.com, 

Atlavista.com and others have all attempted to capture an audience in this way. Only one 
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site regularly appears in the lists of search terms that blurs the intention of the original 

search; the security and hacking site ‘Astalavista.com’. While the possibility for 

mistyping ‘Altavista’ appears to be remote, the popularity of the Arnold 

Schwarznegger character in the film Terminator has meant that Altavista is often 

mispronounced as “Astalavista” in the mistaken belief that this is the name of the major 

search engine. It is also possible that a search for ‘Astalavista’ is actually an 

attempt to track down the source of this “famous quote”. The level of ambiguity 

associated with a single terms links this situation to other curiousities of this data. The 

popularity of the Astalavista site also means that it is a site often referred by other people 

looking for the type of resources that the site provides. Astalavista presents itself as a 

“security” site offering the software tools to defeat “black hat” hackers. Its brief is broad 

and extends to offering links to software hacks and cracks that specifically defeat many 

of the restrictions placed in commercial software or shareware. In short, while the term 

‘Astalavista’ is classified as a Web site related to security it encompasses a much 

broader range of topics than a single designation.  

 
The gathered data shows that the meaning of individual terms is more dependent upon a 

broad set of intersecting cultural conditions and events than a specific Web-based 

provenance. Awareness of this situation is significant because while this thesis is oriented 

around a discussion of popular Web search terms it is not “about” the Web. It is about 

how contemporary culture finds expression through search terms. 

 

These anomalies and complexities in the classification do not overwhelm or obscure the 

data to a degree that would make systematic classification nonsensical. In many cases the 
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classification process reveals the presence of a cultural and logical relationship between 

individual keywords that goes some way towards accounting for the possibility of 

multiple interpretations. It is a curious but unsurprising parallel that one of the most 

common complaints leveled at all search engines is the lack of relevance the presented 

results have to the query originally presented to it (Baeza 1998; Grewal 1999). Yet, given 

the ambiguity of these most popular terms and by implication the returned search results, 

it is surprising that in these circumstances search engines can provide any relevant 

results. What the person composing the search wants and what they type are not the same 

thing. Some search engines now recognise that a single simplistic interaction in which the 

search query is typed in and the ‘right’ results are then displayed is not appropriate or 

possible. One solution is to provide a focussing option like the “More results like this…” 

button that enables the search engine to respond to the initial request in a more focussed 

and, for the person searching, appropriate way. Metacrawler, and (formerly) Northern 

Light, both utilised grouping strategies to offer a greater degree of relevance. By 

examining the results returned by a search an internal logic is revealed through the other 

terms also associated with each result. Using groups (or folders) hopefully offers a 

parallel combination of concepts and desires as those intended by the person conducting 

the search. 

 

The data from each of the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletters presents these socio-

linguistic difficulties because of the process being applied to the data. The classification 

process is, in effect, taking the individual elements of data and placing them in a more 

specific context than when they are received as lists of keywords. A person navigating 
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the hierarchy of a classification tree - such as one based on the UDC - to locate Web sites 

that focus on a particular topic would have less concerns regarding relevancy but would 

sacrifice speed and a potentially short mouse trail of clicks to get to appropriate Web 

sites. A similar analogy can be found in the one between the all-encompassing scope of a 

search engine and the smaller directed navigation paths of directories such as Yahoo or 

the Open Directory Project.  

 

3.5. ‘Virtual’ Ethnographies/Ethnographies conducted in the ‘Virtual’ 

 

Ethnographies necessarily and inevitably present a bounded impression of cultural life. 

Selecting boundaries for the observation of cultural life, however, that are too narrow 

may describe a ‘sub-culture’ and stand as a metonym for broader cultural situations. 

Similarly too expansive a boundary will produce descriptions of the most homogenised 

level of cultural constructions. While neither of these extreme perspectives are ‘better’ or 

closer to an imagined ‘absolute truth’, each, in isolation, represents a ‘whole’ culture in 

deeply contrasting ways. Miller & Slater (2000, 21) in arguing for a traditional 

ethnographic approach in their own research express concern about the increasingly 

broad definition of this research method to the extent that “the idea of an Internet 

ethnography has come to mean almost entirely the study of online ‘community’ and 

relationships - the ethnography of cyberspace.” In this section I consider the received 

corpus of knowledge found in anthropology and other disciplines regarding the 

application of ethnographic methods. The application of these earlier methods is currently 

being tacitly, rather than critically, discarded in the name of conducting ‘virtual 
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ethnography’ (cf. Miller and Slater 2000). The concern is that virtual ethnography is 

being applied and used indiscriminately as a result of a relatively brief history of the 

electronically mediated ‘virtual’ and the immediate convenience and communication the 

‘virtual’ provides to those people most likely, and most capable, to critically review its 

significance - such as academics and IT professionals. It is these groups, in a very 

specific - possibly subcultural - way, that have largely represented the ‘us’ of 

cyberculture. Analysing cultural formations that are so ‘close’ to that of the researcher is 

a notoriously - in anthropology, at least - fraught task (Mengham 2001). However, while 

this factor is clearly a significant influence on any critical discussions of cyberculture, the 

more expansive definition for ‘us’ argued for by this thesis incorporates a cultural milieu 

that is closely intertwined with the current experiences of globalisation and pervasive 

commercially motivated technological determinism. The ‘virtual’ is consequently part of 

a ‘broader’, more vaguely defined ‘mainstream’ culture and consequently it is only 

loosely articulated, or identified with, by its participants. 

   
Much of the available literature concerning cyberculture and the ‘virtual’ follows a 

‘boundary-first’ approach (Vasseleu 1997, 47; cf. Turkle 1996, 21; Green 1997, 59; Mitra 

2000, 679). This defines the parameters for examining cyberculture within a claimed 

boundary between ‘virtual’ and physical actuality. In other words, much of the research 

that has been conducted into the ‘virtual’ almost arbitrarily delineates the field of study as 

being ‘all that is virtual’. The ‘virtual ethnography’ then sets out to describe a series of 

situations and interrelationships that, in the most extreme cases, treat the ‘virtual’ world 

as a distinct but single culture in itself (Hine 2000, 21). While these works generally 

acknowledge the ‘virtual’ as a significant location for contemporary cultural formations 
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they do not identify or perceive different ‘parts’ of cyberspace, nor do they consider the 

possibility that some ‘virtual’ artefacts are not de facto integral parts of cyberculture. 

 

There is a clear historical analogy here to the increasing subtlety with which 

anthropology has discussed indigenous Australians (e.g. Langton 2003). Rough coverall 

descriptions have given way to more sensitive and acute readings that, as a consequence, 

provide for more insightful understanding of specific cultural arrangements. These more 

sophisticated readings have developed with the increased contributions of the 

‘researched’ in a role that is antithetical to the researcher. In a subtle reversal, less refined 

readings of cyberspace mirror an historically specific moment in the earliest development 

of cyberculture - an environment in which even the most experienced researcher could 

only be an inexperienced ‘researched’ - a ‘newbie’ (Wakeford 2000, 33). Cyberspace and 

the ‘virtual, however, - as a wholly humanly defined construction - are increasingly 

articulated as a consequence of this research as well as a result of its increasingly broad 

popularity and use. Contrariwise, the experience of the ‘virtual’ cannot be reduced, or 

theorised, as simply ‘just another’ aspect of everyday actuality. The presence of 

cyberspace as a viable location for human interaction, communication and transaction is 

distinct from, but related to, previous forms of spatial arrangements and introduces a 

different combination of experiences, information and influences to ‘our’ everyday lives. 

In this light, I do not offer any ‘new’ methodological approach to the perennial problem 

of interpreting culture (or cyberculture). Perhaps more practically, this thesis - by 

eschewing the automatic use of ethnography - presents a greater level of subtlety and 

particularism in the interpretation of cultural phenomena observed in ‘virtual’ locations. 
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Understanding cyberculture as the culture of ‘us’ presents a wide-ranging and extensive 

landscape of phenomena that cannot be considered in toto - in detail. The scale of the 

Internet and the amount of human activity conducted on it reduces the capacity of 

ethnographic research in cyberculture to specific practices, events or sub-cultural group 

that can be distinctly identified. Arguably, no methodology with an ethnographic 

inspiration has ever had the capacity, despite claims to the contrary, to present an holistic 

perspective of cultural phenomenon in anything except abbreviated terms.  

 

Ethnographic methodologies are de facto seen as an identifying hallmark of 

anthropological research. For this reason alone, it is not surprising that anthropological 

research regarding cyberculture and the ‘virtual’ have employed this approach in a 

variety of interesting and innovative ways (Hine 2000, 21). Anthropology, as the study of 

culture, is well suited to take up the study of cyberculture (cf. Hakken 1999). Its founding 

anthro-centrism, the sensitivities to locality and spatiality as well as its capacity for 

particularism make an intellectual tradition that is accustomed to interpreting the 

‘strangeness’ found in the ‘virtual’ situations of cyberculture. However, to successfully 

undertake these tasks it is necessary to avoid the reification of specific technologies or to 

describe a technology as concomitant with a cultural phenomenon. Celebratory 

presentations are a tendency found in the earliest texts of cyberculture (Rushkoff 1994; 

Dyson et al 1994; Rheingold 1995; Turkle 1996; Barlow 1996) and one that is 

perpetuated through current mainstream journalism. Cyberculture is not, however, 

confined to computer-mediated - but socially constructed - cyberspaces. Cyberculture is 
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multi-located and multi-sited in an ethnographic sense (Marcus 1995). Wakeford (2000, 

39) takes this observation further by claiming that, “we constantly construct the Web as 

we conduct our research, rather than researching something that is already ‘out there’.” 

Cyberculture, as a whole, can only be described in the broadest most vaguely inclusive 

terms in the same ‘meaningful’ manner that ‘Western culture’ or ‘modern culture’ might 

be used - in this sense ‘cyberculture’ might be better described as a mainstream culture. A 

‘virtual’ ethnography that arbitrarily delineates its field of study at the border between 

virtual and ‘real’ may only be telling half of a complex story. 

 

A relatively straightforward example of the limitations of considering only the virtual 

aspects of a cultural phenomenon is found with the development of e-commerce. An 

increasingly common trend among ‘virtual stores’ that are managed from the United 

States is their refusal to ship outside the 48 continental US states. The development of 

these policies are unrelated to the increasing popularity of ‘virtual malls’ and online 

shopping but to more ‘physical’ fulfillment problems such as the cost of shipping, credit 

card fraud and the inability to meet demand. An examination of only the virtual aspects 

of e-commerce - an admittedly increasingly unlikely approach - would be confronted 

with the incongruous juxtaposition of the popularity of online shopping with restrictive 

shipping policies. E-commerce also must deal with the ethereal nature of money (Cohen 

1997, 233; Zelizer 1997, 11; Williams 1998). An artefact that is already simultaneously 

‘virtual’ and real, it does not clearly manifest itself but must be represented through 

artefacts that stand for it, for example; coins, credit cards and e-gold (.com). Other 

situations take the complex provenance of ‘money’ even further. The auctioning of 
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characters and ‘tools’ for use in various online role playing games (but particularly 

EverQuest) that is conducted through the ebay.com auction house emphasises the ‘reality’ 

of the virtual (Reynolds 2003). Participants choose to spend money on goods and even 

‘experiences’ that are only useful or ‘meaningful’ in the context of a single online gaming 

‘world’. Similarly, the rudimentary discussion of ‘hits’ to a web page often raises more 

questions than can possibly be answered from within an artificially narrowed ‘virtual’ 

perspective. Analysing these statistics reveals little of the contexts, pathways or rationale 

that generated any particular hit to a web page. A concern addressed in part by the focus 

of this thesis on search engine terms that are responsible for many Web site ‘hits’. There 

is no guarantee that a hit can be equated with a human viewing of a page merely that the 

hit was the consequence of some remote, but possibly deferred, human activity - such as 

a ‘web robot’ (see Section 5.1). ‘Hits’ in this way span ‘virtual’ and physical actuality in 

ways that associate both virtual and physical action.  

 
Any investigation of cultural phenomena must avoid the temptation to reify the 

technology of electronically mediated locations to the detriment of exploring the 

intricacies and vagaries of particular cultural activity that these technologies imply and 

represent. Few traditional ethnographies were, or are, satisfied to conclude with the 

discovery of artefacts of human activity. The ‘classic’, and rapidly aging, works of 

cyberculture such as Rheingold’s (1995) Virtual Community and Benedikt’s (1993) 

Cyberspace: First Steps, despite being criticised for their evangelical positions, all point 

to the historical continuity between the contemporary cultural formations including 

cyberculture and those cultural formations that have both preceded and informed them. 

Historical continuity is an aspect of cultural research and must be considered alongside 
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spatial continuities. The meanings of cultural activity do not conveniently exist within the 

arbitrary boundaries of ‘different’ locations (Marcus 1995). 

 
Tangible evidence for the extent and form of cyberculture pervades our daily lives 

through various artefacts and interactions. Broadcast media has assumed the “look and 

feel” of the “interfaces” to cyberspaces. The Australian television programmes Burke’s 

Backyard and Totally Wild or the BBC’s children’s channels, for example, have both 

utilised navigation bars to provide a ‘menu’ to each episode yet both still utilise a linear 

broadcast media. News and current affairs shows gain feedback about their stories 

through web-based discussion sites. Bands and entertainers get audience response about 

their recent shows through fan sites and, sometimes, modify their subsequent 

performances. Many independent bands utilise the MP3 or Ogg Vorbis format to 

distribute music to fans. Major web search engines advertise on the sides of buses. 

Grocery items including packaged foodstuffs, and even fast foods, carry web addresses 

on their packaging. Many Australian and international institutions of higher education 

have, have had or are pursuing “virtual” and flexible teaching and learning options. The 

rapid uptake of digital and ‘next generation’ cellular phones provide us with an ever-

present ‘nearly imminent’ form of cyberspace that intercedes in our daily lives on buses 

and trains and in lifts and movie theatres. These developments all serve to increasingly 

blur the already arbitrary boundaries of physical and ‘virtual’ experience. ‘Our’ culture 

and mainstream culture is cyberculture irrespective of our personal connection - or its 

lack - to the Internet or other cyberspaces. 
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The technologies that enable the presence of ‘virtual’ locations and the cultural practices 

that these spaces engender, in turn, exert influence on cultural activities conducted 

‘outside’ cyberspace. Most significantly, it is these influences that blur the boundaries of 

cyberculture from other presumably distinct cultures. Ethnographies traditionally looked 

towards a complex of arrangements, practices and artefacts in order to identify distinct 

cultures. Language, cultural practices and geographic proximity all help to define a 

cultural boundary. Despite these demarcations, debate still occurs regarding the 

classificatory accuracy of any ethnography (Davies 1999, 14-5 & 156). The boundaries of 

cyberculture are equally ‘fuzzy’ in their capacity to be readily defined and examined. 

 

A number of factors can be identified as contributory to both the definition and fuzziness 

of cyberculture. Globalisation and the colonising impact of computer-based technologies 

are among the most significant. In this environment, traditional markers of cultural 

difference such as language boundaries are less meaningful as a form of written (or more 

accurately ‘typed’) ‘net’ pidgin based on English, various keyboard symbols and other 

languages finds its way into emails, SMS texts, message boards and chat rooms as well as 

the text of web sites. Increasingly aspects of this ‘net’ pidgin encroach upon other forms 

of communication that are ostensibly unrelated to any specific cyberspace but are 

embedded in the wider experiences of cyberculture, examples of software manuals and 

goods bought via the internet or elsewhere all reveal that while the English alphabet is a 

commonly used set of symbols the meanings ascribed to particular combinations of 

symbols can be highly transitory. Email written by university students to their lecturers 
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often reveal a degree of comfort with “SMS English” as their primary written dialect - 

including concluding messages with “love xxx”. 

 

The capacity to communicate generalised meanings rather than the ability to articulate a 

specific formal language has become the criteria for participation within cyberculture. A 

low literacy skill participation requirement is perhaps one advantage of a primarily 

textual web-as-cyberspace. Written text can more readily be deciphered by speakers of 

other languages through online translation tools such as babelfish(.altavista.com) which 

can approximate a level of mutual comprehension. As with language, while geographic 

separation has not been effaced by globalisation its significance as a basis for defining 

cultural difference has been altered. The increasing contraction of physical distance – for 

example, through cheap international flights and increased emigration - has contributed to 

the homogenisation of cultural practices and is further reinforced by the way in which 

computer technology restricts the acceptable range of cultural practice to a known subset 

of possibilities. 

 

The use of particular software technologies, such as Microsoft Word to compose 

documents or Internet Explorer to surf the Web has an impact on the forms of 

understanding and cultural practices that can be enacted. A Web page that will not render 

in Internet Explorer cannot be seen by a majority of Web users. 

 

The methods for navigating through a non-linear text such as a Web page is a culturally 

specific skill yet it is a skill that is assumed to be possessed - to some degree - by all users 
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of the Web. A document composed with Word can only be written and presented in a 

finite number of ways - without the most laborious editing - because it is primarily 

designed for correspondence compatible with North American business sensibilities. The 

definition and articulation of cyberspace does however increasingly implicate software as 

an aspect of hegemonic power and mainstream culture. While we are not all ‘geeks’, and 

do not necessarily spend inordinate amounts of time online - effectively living online, 

‘we’ still feel the impact of cyberspace. The blurring of contemporary mainstream culture 

and cyberculture makes their distinction increasingly less distinct with the transformation 

of household material culture into ‘wired’ objects. LG, for example, offers a fridge onto 

the consumer market that incorporates a flat screen computer in its componentry 

(TechDigest 2003). It is claimed that the fridge will contact the service department if it is 

in need of repair. However, this expensive (over $US 6000) device is a minimal 

implementation of earlier claims that similar devices would monitor its ‘input’ and 

‘output’ and automatically order groceries from a local online supermarket once the 

contents of the fridge are depleted. Cyberspace, or at least the means with which to 

interface with it, is to be found in the most unexpected places and, in the case of the 

wired-fridge at least, gives a more tangible anthro-centric meaning to the logging of ‘hits’ 

on a personal fridge-based web server. 

 

Irrespective of these developments cyberspace is also defined as being analogous to, and 

an extension of, broadcast and mass media (cf. Holmes 1997a; Hardey 2002). However, 

this definition is a restrictive potentially misdirected one. The phenomenon of cyberspace 

is not solely a new communications strategy but rather a complex of cultural practices 
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that occupy multiple virtual and physical locations. Ethnographic perspectives of the 

locations are still largely focussed upon the use of a particular ‘site’ (Hine 2000; 

Greenhill et al 2002) (and often a MUD or a MOO) and the observed interactions 

between the participants. The focus of web-based ethnographies raises questions 

regarding the boundaries of ethnography, of the culture being examined, and whether 

these two delimitations should be parallel. These are boundaries imposed and defined by 

the researcher, in reference to a particular cultural landscape, which demarcates the flow 

of people, artefacts and communication between sites. 

 

Examining cultural phenomena in this locationally bound manner also raises the 

possibility, for this thesis, that its research concerns the sub-cultural practices of a much 

broader, less definite, culture. As a consequence, the discussions and conclusions 

concerning a sub-culture of mainstream and ‘cyber’-culture may be better understood in a 

metonymic relationship to this broader phenomena. The specific sub-cultural differences 

that are observed and discerned are spectacular anomalies against the wider backdrop of a 

‘whole’ culture. Reducing the extremes of practices observed in cyberculture to the realm 

of the sub-cultural superficially appears to efface traditional distinctions and reduce their 

significance to the status of museum curiosities. The homogenising effect of globalisation 

reduces difference within cyberculture as readily as it does in economics, capitalism and 

politics. It is however difference within the practices of cyberculture and other locations 

of cultural practice that are indicators of resistance and persistence. For cultural groups 

who have embraced cyberspace as a means of survival they must chart a path between the 

impetus to political and cultural action in order to maintain a separate identity against the 
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pervasive influence of an increasingly mainstream cyberculture that promotes an almost 

robotic uniformity in the form of standards that extend beyond ‘simply’ technological 

definitions (w3.org/TR/#Recommendations). In this context, it is also necessary to 

consider what defines cultural survival in the age of cyber- and ‘virtual’ culture. 

Persistence of cultural identity represents a series of political decisions regarding the 

form of association with mainstream culture, the technologies of cyberspace and one’s 

own culture.  

 

Described simplistically the work of the ethnographer in ‘virtual’ locations can sound like 

a commendably focussed and politically astute piece of research. However this would 

have us understand the research location as a cultural formation ‘in itself’ or more 

problematically as an entire culture. What is omitted in this form of research is not 

everything external to a particular culture but of the ‘rest’ of the culture itself irrespective 

of whether the culture in question is one resisting the mainstream or a mainstream culture 

itself. An oversight of this type potentially obscures the rationale for the research itself. 

To draw upon a media analogy analysis of Web ‘culture’ is of the same order of 

abstraction as attempting to wholly or accurately describe amorphous “Australian” 

culture through an examination of Neighbours episodes or interpreting “English” culture 

as a mirror of Coronation Street. While the television programme is a seminal 

representation of this culture it provides a condensed, abbreviated and privileged vision 

of the culture that inspires it. This problematises what is meant by ‘ethnography’ as 

analyses of Neighbours have been completed under the rubric of media and cultural 

studies (Wober & Fazal 1994; McKee 2001). Similarly, studying the ‘site’ of the ‘online’ 
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household fridge may give renewed impetus to the garbage studies of the 1960s and 

1970s. 

 

These conceptual and competing concerns do not necessarily place urgency on the 

manner in which ethnographies are conducted. The wide range of research activities that 

could be completed under the title of ethnography was already vast before the 1980s and 

the advent of the ‘virtual’ as a research location. More important, and particularly with 

the arrival of the ‘virtual’ ethnography, is the need to re-examine the intended object of 

examination desired by this methodology. The closely bound associations between the 

discipline of anthropology and ethnographic methodology as well as the interpretation of 

culture can obscure specific intention with an indefinite and ill-defined impetus to merely 

catalogue the visible traces of cultures and cultural practices. Examining the 

communicative transactions between the participants of a “chat space” or a MOO would 

appear to exhibit the worst excesses of the modernist imperative to obtain information for 

information’s sake. Knowing everything that occurred over a finite period in a specific 

location may not reveal much about the culture or the communities that are ostensibly 

being examined. 

 

An analogy can be found here with the anthropological examinations of the earliest forms 

of written culture. While occasional pieces provide broad illumination of the cultural 

practices of the period much preserved written history records land tenure and other legal 

contracts (Michalowski 1996; Fleming 1998; Diringer 1962). These documents concern 

only aspects of the culture they describe and broader cultural meanings are available only 
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through informed inference. Similarly, in the case of the ‘chat space’ or the MOO what is 

actually being inferred is contemporaneously present beyond the virtual ‘pale’ - in the 

physical actuality of ‘real life’. ‘Logging’ the use of an online coffee machine 

(cl.cam.ac.uk/coffee/coffee.html) is certainly possible but in an ethnographic sense 

understanding the ways in which the consumption of coffee and the ways that the 

associated office or university culture may have altered would probably provide a more 

bountiful ethnographic work. A work, however, with this focus would still remain a study 

of an aspect of mainstream and ‘virtual’ culture. 

 

The common inspiration for ethnographies appears to be remarkably consistent: to 

‘know’ a culture or community. Much ‘virtual’ ethnography perhaps as a result of the 

early booster literature (Dyson et al 1994; Rheingold 1994; Rushkoff 1994; Barlow 1996) 

not only starts with this inspiration but also with the assumption that a ‘consensual 

community’ is both pre-existent and present in the spaces that they are examining (Rutter 

2001; Jarvenpaa et al 2001; Oxendine 2003). For some works, there is also an assumption 

that these communities of association are independent constructions that have in effect 

developed spontaneously in cyberspace. This may actually be possible with groups such 

as ICQ users or Peer to Peer (P2P) users (and particularly the BitTorrent system). The 

plausibility of ‘spontaneous’ associations such as this are unlikely when most online 

groups define themselves in terms of a relationship that was initiated and is defined 

beyond the ‘virtual’, for example Metallica fans, Jungian Psychologists or Welsh 

Nationalists. There is also a need to disentangle the use of particular software as the basis 

for the conventional classification of common cultural practice such as is implied by the 
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discussion of an ‘IPod Community’ or an MSN group. This is not a new tendency in 

theoried examinations. The working of Bronze and Iron has been used as a meta-

description of historical periods of shared common technological traits but separate 

cultural identities (Bahm 1992, 71 & 230; see Gibson 2002 109-116). The individual 

cultures are delineated as distinctive because of the different methods they employed for 

working the metal, the different artefacts that they crafted from the metal and the manner 

in which these artefacts were then utilised. This analogy to software is problematic as it is 

not a ‘raw’ material or alloy from which artefacts are crafted. Software is itself an artefact 

(or even a complex of artefacts) that represents a condensation of human labour as well 

as the meanings laid onto it by its designers and its users.  

 

The problem of defining the limits of a culture is not, however, inherent in the locations 

of ‘cyberspace’ but a consequence of studying ‘ourselves’. ‘Ourselves’ and ‘us’ within 

cyberculture or mainstream culture are among the most fraught of definitional research 

categories. They encompass the rhetoric and impact of ‘globalisation’ as well as the 

difficulties of defining any group of people for the purpose of research. The classification 

of what does or does not constitute a community in contemporary culture is also itself a 

rich source of debate. These are not new problems brought by the presence of the 

‘virtual’. Rather, the presence of cyberspace within contemporary academic discourses 

accelerates ‘our’ own awareness of the potential meaninglessness of these terms and the 

definitions that underpin them. 
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It is both a curiosity and reassuring that cyberculture and the ‘virtual’ is discussed within 

an anthropological context. Other disciplines also stake claims to the analysis of 

cyberspace and its associated cultural conditions (specifically cyberspace in its 

manifestation as the World Wide Web). Brown-Syed (1999) outlines an information 

systems approach... 

The overall aim of the current research is to identify header and text elements [of 
a web page] which will assist researchers in determining quickly the relevance, 
authenticity, and value of digital artifacts, as well as information about the 
credentials of their creators. 

 

Beyond the veil of cyberspace this research would probably be received with a degree of 

caution. It is a phenomena of cyberspace and cyberculture research that researchers hear 

alarm bells when their artefacts acquire the status of being digital.  

 
Brown-Syed (1999) continues… 
 

We contend that the absence of editorial control, coupled with the alarming tendency 
toward deliberate skewing of Web search results by profiteers, will stress network 
bandwidth resources, contribute to a crisis of confidence in the Internet, and if 
unchecked, may potentially have far reaching consequences for the growth of scientific 
and scholarly knowledge, and for its dissemination to the public.  

 

A related example that similarly responds to Brown-Syed’s concerns that should be 

familiar to anyone involved in tertiary education has been the exaggerated fears related to 

the Internet and plagiarism. Increasingly, however, it appears that the power of Web 

search engines makes it easier to locate plagiarised work but not necessarily any easier 

for students to plagiarise. Often the task of verifying a blatant case is simple - a case of 

typing a select phrase from an essay into a search field and perusing the resultant 

matches. In some cases tangible evidence against the perpetrator is only two or three 
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clicks away and can be located in exactly the same manner that the student originally 

located ‘their’ work. 

 

The example of “web-based” plagiarism stresses the absence of ‘serious’ efforts at 

contextualisation in many works that examine cyberculture and cyberspace. Context is 

not bound by the arbitrary delineation of a location, including the ‘virtual’, yet this is 

treated as a bounding parameter for much research - including the research used in this 

thesis. In spite of these methodological determinations, ‘real-time’ chat sessions such as 

ICQ include obligatory introductions that generally attempt to geographically locate the 

participants - not necessarily to ensure a commonality or to reaffirm communality but to 

reassure each participant of the relatively safe physical and conceptual distances from one 

another. The distance provides the confidence to rapidly alternate between being a 

‘Norwegian Cindy Crawford’ or ‘short and solid’ as one person variously insisted to me 

in a single ICQ conversation, although admittedly these descriptions may have been 

intended to imply the same physical features. The postmodern penchant for playfulness is 

clearly an aspect of contemporary mainstream culture enacted in the ‘virtual’.  

 

The development of a contextual understanding (what might even be argued as an 

ethnographic understanding) can too readily be deferred to the construction of a 

specifically located description of a particular place. In my own personal experience of 

managing a chat space a specific location of the ‘ethnographic’ would appear to be 

plagued with difficulty, if not completely impossible. Many of the participants do not 

confine themselves to any particular ‘topic-based’ chat. They literally wander between 
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the ‘theology’, ‘anthropology’ and ‘architecture’ topics. As a consequence of one request, 

the generically labeled ‘music’ space has also become part of this repertoire. The regulars 

in each of these spaces often conduct their conversations in an almost random manner so 

that a linear description of any one location does not encapsulate the entirety of the 

conversations that any of the regular participants have had - as they may have added 

comments and discussion elsewhere at the same time.  

 

However, there is still a need to ‘own’ a space. One message appeared in the music chat 

space... 

um, looks like everyone has a page except me... eva has her art page, roch has his 
theology, firpo has his philosophy and d, mira, and calaf have their music page 
but....(music) What About Me.... sniff..  
by: g (transitory posting on www.spaceless.com/chat/music.html) 

 

This comment and my fleeting but long term exposure to this group of people 

increasingly suggests that these particular spaces are better understood as a form of 

cultural intersection - a meeting point at various points in individual’s everyday lives. 

However, the current form that the discussion takes in these chat spaces does not deny the 

possibility for the construction of some form of community or at the very least a sense of 

affiliation. There have been individual efforts by participants to solidify a community 

around this particular space. The most successful effort was dubbed ‘the blob’ by some 

regular participants of the architecture chat space. One participant packaged up some of 

his work (some sketches and plans) and mailed the material to another participant. The 

next recipient of ‘the blob’ added material and then posted it onwards to yet another 

regular. The intention was to add new people and as ‘the blob’ completed a complete 

circuit the original ‘blobee’ would remove their first round of material and add something 
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new. Unfortunately to the best of everyone’s knowledge ‘the blob’ mysteriously 

disappeared somewhere on its way from Jamaica to Australia. 

 

Although these events are clearly setbacks this collection of spaces appears to have been 

successful in bringing together a collection of people who share interests which extend 

beyond their own capacity to use a computer and the Web site has helped to maintain 

those interests. The success of the Web site appears to be at least partly related to the 

relatively non-commercial form of the site - the participants aren’t attempting to stand in 

the middle of the electronic equivalent of a ‘theme park’ or ‘shopping mall’ - places 

where these forms of conversation are both rare and subsidiary to the primary purpose of 

the space. Yet ‘stickiness’ - the e-commerce term for a web site that keeps users - is the 

very quality desired by the online malls and portals such as Yahoo, Lycos and Netcenter. 

Just as in other techno-social spaces you are in a wholly built environment which is 

constituted for a narrowly defined purpose. Unlike the electronic shopping mall however, 

the more conventional environment of the mall is prepared to eventually concede a 

‘human’ need to exit the mall albeit for potentially other techno-social spaces - including 

the car (Miller 2001; Dant & Martin 2001). 

 

Elsewhere on the web somewhat more concerted efforts are being undertaken to build 

virtual communities without a commercial impetus. One of the theology chat space 

regulars pointed me to the bishopric of Partenia (www.partenia.org) whose Web site 

describes the circumstance for the creation of this electronic community... 

In January 1995 Jacques Gaillot abruptly received his resignation [his notice] 
from his office at Evreux. In a rather surrealist way, this eviction was 
transformed in an appointment at an ancient and fictitious see, Partenia in 
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Algeria. This made him a kind of virtual Bishop of which his potential 
parishioners were spread all over the planet... A year later, he decided to take the 
institution at its word, he opened a web site to dialogue with every body in the 
world. It was immediately successful: thousands of Internet users from all over 
France, Canada, Australia and dozens of countries, laymen or clerics, Christians 
or non Christians, for or against, conversed on many various subjects. 

 

Partenia has clearly the potential to develop some form of communality. The means to 

undertake this may be electronically mediated but the inspiration for the community is 

founded upon much more traditional forms of association that are familiar to 

anthropologists and others.  

 

Watching the ebb and flow of the chat space I administer increasingly convinces me that 

virtual ethnographies should not represent a reification of provenance. Emphasising the 

reification of place reflects a particular technical moment in the development of 

mainstream culture and in the ‘virtual’ becoming part of ‘our’ culture. One of the people, 

Peter Taylor (Taylor, Lopez & Quadrelli 1996), who had been closely involved with the 

development of flexible learning at Griffith University often claimed that ‘flexible’ 

would soon not be in the title of his position as this would become the way all teaching 

and learning will be conducted. I make a similar claim for virtual ethnographies and 

cyberculture. Those who conduct ethnographies that include and attempt to comprehend 

virtual spaces are conducting the anthropology of ‘us’ and facing all the problems that 

self-reflexive methodologies introduce. We seek the ‘other’ of ‘virtual’ culture and find a 

mirror.   

 
 
3.6. Synthesis - ‘Virtual’ Taxonomies 
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In this work I have drawn together the various advantages that a taxonomic oriented and 

interpretative methodology offers. The necessary cautions that must be applied to the use 

of ethnographic methods in the context of the available data and in attempting to reflect 

the theoretical orientation of this work along with the focus implied by the primary 

research question all shape the approach utilised here. The awareness and perspective for 

which ethnographic approaches are academically respected do, however, underlie this 

work in its focus upon examining and, to an extent, revealing contemporary cultural 

conditions based on available evidence. The aim of the research and the methodology 

employed is not an attempt to create a definitive classification of the Web in its entirety 

or even a small piece of it but rather to provide a systematic means to interpret and 

understand the exchange practices conducted on the Web, the ‘types’ of artefacts 

exchanged and their relationship to contemporary cultural practices more generally.  

 

The examination of virtual artefacts is not a case of classification for classification’s sake. 

It is an attempt to understand the contemporary phenomena of the “virtual” in a more 

sophisticated and subtle manner than simply reducing everything observed to ‘just’ being 

a collection of Web sites. An analogous situation to such a coarse examination would be 

an effort to understand the impact of printing technologies on contemporary cultural 

practices by considering all artefacts produced by applying ink to a flat surface as books. 

To make this claim would impede any serious examination and requires ignoring the 

relationship of newspapers, pamphlets, posters and even tickets to cultural practice. A 

survey of Melanesian pottery groups would similarly offer little insight if every item was 

simply described as a “pot” (Lauer 1974). Ultimately, more subtle efforts at taxonomic 
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classification offer insight into a particular culture when used in conjunction with works 

that utilise other research methods including ethnography. The variety of 

ethnographically oriented work available relating to the Web and “virtual” cultures 

provides sufficient range and depth to complement the current work (Bukatman 1995; 

Adams 1997; Fisher 1997; Seidler 1998; Hakken 1999; Dean 1999; Mitra 1999; Miller & 

Slater 2000; Galusky 2001; Michaelson & Pohl 2001; Crang 2002; Watt et al. 2002; 

Parrish n.d.). Most of these existent works similarly avoid the dangers of reducing a Web 

site to being “just” a Web site by examining a single site as a nexus of interrelated 

cultural practices. 

 

The process used to examine the data gathered for this research is determined - in part - 

by the nature of the data itself. However, there is a general series of stages that was 

systematically applied. 

 

A. Initial data collection 

The advantage of studying the “virtual” is the relatifve ease that comprehensive 

collections of longitudinal data can be gathered. In the case of the “Top 500 Search 

Terms” the data was received as a weekly newsletter. My access and relation to the 

source of the research data and the relative ease that the data could be obtained solved the 

‘problem’ of data gathering.  

 

With sufficient access and a suitably automated method for gathering the data itself the 

study of “virtual” sites is particularly suitable for longitudinal studies. There are minimal 
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budgetary constraints and the main danger at this stage of the research is that too much 

data can be gathered than cannot be realistically deciphered in a timely manner. Any 

concern for being overcome by the volume of generated data is significantly outweighed 

by the possibility for studies of “virtual” phenomena to become the site for piloting and 

testing larger scale or wider ranging studies including those intended for corporeal 

environments (Tomas 1991, 31; Tyler 2002, 204). The potential offered by the ‘social 

laboratory’ is only possible however with the premise that the “virtual” is part of, and not 

distinct from, contemporary cultural practices. I pursue this idea as a central claim made 

throughout this thesis. 

 

B. Selection of a classificatory schema 

The broad scope of the data gathered from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter 

necessitated a classificatory schema broad enough to encompass the full scope of human 

experience and knowledge. Few existing schemes provide this scope and within the 

context of material culture studies and archaeological examinations of artefacts none 

exist. The Universal Decimal Classification scheme was selected as it provides the scope 

and flexibility to cover the range of artefacts desired and sought after through Web-based 

search engines.  

 

A scheme designed for library management tasks has its limitations and is by no means a 

definitive solution to the classification of cultural practices. Examinations of more 

specific aspects of cultural practices conducted in the “virtual” may be capable of 

utilising other schemes. However, it is also possible, in the tradition of archaeologists and 
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ethnographers in the field, that the development of more subtle, nuanced and appropriate 

schemes could be developed for this purpose.  

 

Other advantages of Universal Decimal Classification are its consistency, its recognition 

as a British Standard and its control by an international body, the UDC Consortium. 

While the scheme is used less worldwide in a library context than the Dewey or Library 

of Congress schemes it does have institutional adherents who are familiar with the 

scheme and its underlying concepts.  

 

C. Classification of the data items 

 

Each data item was examined individually through the interface of the classification 

software to determine a primary classification and, where appropriate additional auxiliary 

detail. In a small number of cases the use of more than one auxiliary was required. Where 

a classification had already been made for a particular term it was reapplied. In situations 

where no classification had been ascribed, the term was first examined for its similarities 

with existing classifications. The term was also examined phonetically for possible 

matches. If no matches could be found programmatically in this manner a broader survey 

of already classified terms was made to ensure consistency. In circumstances where no 

similar term could be found that had already been classified I examined the term in its 

own right and assigned classification data. 
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The initial list utilised for classification was derived from the Universal Decimal 

Classification Pocket Edition (1999). The 1999 edition of the classification scheme is 

considered to be a small edition and primarily intended for students of classification and 

those unfamiliar with the UDC. However, this edition proved sufficient for the research 

task as, unlike library classification, the aim of the classification process was to group the 

desire for ‘like’ artefacts together and not to separate individual items in order to produce 

a unique shelf order. 

 

These classifications and the phonetic representation of the term were then stored with 

the term itself. The outcome of this process, while time-consuming, expanded and more 

clearly systematised the information associated with each data item.  

 

My own knowledge and focus was a heavy influence on the process of classification. The 

classification decisions made at this stage influenced subsequent interpretations. 

Classification itself is not an obvious or flawless process. It requires knowledge of the 

items being classified and the context in which they will be used. In library contexts, 

classification tends to aim for the ease of locating items and simplicity. Overly detailed 

classifications produce less flexibility and can be confusing to their intended audience. In 

museological contexts the classification of items is complemented by accessioning 

numbers and management schemes that are disentangled from the specific details or 

knowledge of a particular item. In the context of a less definite desire and seeking of 

artefacts it is important to avoid making the classification of a specific item stand in 

proxy for that item or to make it the focus of the purpose for examining the item in the 
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first place. The purpose for the classification of the data in this manner is to understand 

the types of artefacts being sought and exchanged and to understand the areas of human 

experience and knowledge that are sought through Web-based search engines.  

 

D. Collation/Collection of the classified material 

With the classification of the data it is possible to produce an overview of individual 

weeks of data collection or of general trends within specific cultural activities across the 

Web`. The collection and collation process of the research was also handled 

programmatically by software I developed for this thesis. 

 

The data from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter included the total raw count of 

searches reported each week, the terms included in each week, a summary of the 

classificatory allocation across the nine major divisions of the UDC and the range in the 

raw count between the highest and lowest terms included in each list. The range and 

cross-referencing of data provides a summaary of the whole sample for each week of data 

collection.  

 

E. Textual/Graphical interpretation and representation of the taxa 

The final stage of this process is the graphical and textual representations of data and its 

interpretation through the classification scheme in a coherent and comprehensible 

manner. The software developed for this research incorporated the capacity to represent 

weekly data graphically in the form of a bar graph. The resultant weekly datasets that are 

produced can be visually compared while also revealing trends and changes that occurred 
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during the period of research. Any form of graphical representation offers a higher level 

of legibility over the collected raw data itself (Tufte 1997). The use of graphs also offers 

a visually clear means to represent the entirety of the UDC scheme without requiring 

intimate knowledge of its design rationale or the individual components of its classes. 

The systematic structure of the UDC scheme also offers a meaningful way of ‘zooming’ 

into parts of the represented data while retaining the same level of graphical 

representation and comprehension. A dynamic version of this representation, which is 

beyond the scope of the software currently developed for this research, could in fact 

provide a means for visually and unambiguously navigating the Web.  

 

These graphical representations complement the textual representation of the data that is 

found in, and occupies the attention of, the latter chapters of this thesis. An advantage of 

the ‘virtual’ provenance of the accumulated data is the relative ease with which it can be 

directly returned to in order to highlight specific points and anomalies. Immediate access 

and a consistent form of reporting offers a level of flexibility and provides a direct means 

for verifying the veracity of claims made in the interpretation of the data.  

 

The textual interpretation of the data is the rationale for the research process and 

consequently takes a particular focus out of a myriad of possibilities. Its attention and 

purpose are neither neutral nor apolitical and it services the agenda posited by the initial 

research question. In my research that agenda includes the promotion of attention to the 

artefact and a tacit questioning of the contemporary claims made regarding the Web and 

specific aspects of it such as eCommerce. Critical engagement with the research data is 
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done within a systematic and structured framework that services the original research 

question. As the research question is the outcome of decisions made by the researcher the 

political agenda of the research is complementary to these stated aims and does not 

impede their presentation. The conclusions that are ultimately reached through my 

research are the culmination and intersection of all these influences.  
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4. THE RESEARCH ‘SITE’ 

 
4.1. Top 500 Search Terms: ‘Site’ Description 

 
This chapter continues the examination of the data gathered from the “Top 500 Search 

Terms” newsletter that was introduced in the first chapter. A newsletter is an 

unconventional research ‘site’. There is no specific site in either the sense of a specific 

point of interaction or as a site of immediate cultural activity. The “Top 500 Search 

Terms” is received as a weekly newsletter that consists primarily of a list of 500 search 

terms that is emailed to its more than 88 000 subscribers (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3: Subscribers to the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter over time 
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The increasing number of subscribers - documented in each newsletter - reveals an 

increasing understanding of the importance of this material. However, the rising 

popularity of this newsletter has the danger of producing a feedback loop on the data 

collection process when subscribers ‘test’ top ranking terms. The list is associated with 

the wordtracker.com Web site as a free ‘teaser’ for their commercial services. 

Wordtracker.com claim that their services help to locate commonly searched for 

keywords that are appropriate for a paying client’s Web site but have very low or no bids 

at popular pay-for-placement search engines. It is claimed that the cost of the service is 

offset for the client by more targeted Web site traffic and a reduction in expenditure 

incurred from bidding at the pay-for-placement search engines. This work does not make 

any assessment regarding these claims or whether the stated benefits are actually 

produced by this service as this is beyond the scope of my current research. 

 

The list of search terms is gathered by wordtracker.com from a meta-search engine - 

while it is not stated, MetaCrawler is the most likely candidate - and is based upon the 

individual searches undertaken at this engine. The list as it is currently sent out is 

separated into two parts. The first part is a list of 300 words that represent surges of 

immediate interests. These are the words that have been the most popular searches in the 

last 24 hours. The second list consists of 200 words that are the most sought after terms 

over a four week period.  

 

The rationale for keeping the origin of the search terms secret is claimed by the editors of 

the list is to prevent an unscrupulous subscriber from boosting particular words by 
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robotically conducting hundreds or thousands of searches that would promote their own 

interests at these sites. Search terms ‘boosting’ activities do occur and can be evidenced 

in the popularity of the terms ‘qxapoiu’ and ‘beneauver’. Both terms have been 

described as ‘search engine spam’ as they do not appear to have any defined meaning 

(Perkins n.d.). However, this observation may be the result of a lack of specific cultural 

capital on my own and others behalf. The number of searches necessary to appear on the 

surge term list can be quite low. Consequently a series of searches generated in response 

to seeing these words in a film, a photograph, another Web site or in print - or in the list 

of the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter - may be sufficient to constitute it as a 

‘legitimate’ surge search term.  

 

Search engine spam (Perkins n.d.) is a more complex phenomena that does not appear to 

offer directly commercial or other benefits from the use (or supposed search engine 

popularity) of a nonsense word. The benefits of search engine spam to the spammers is 

also unclear and not directly related to the presence of a particular term in the “Top 500 

Search Terms” newsletter. Spamming the list of popular terms may work in a negative 

sense by forcing other ‘legitimate’ terms out of the list. This action decreases the interest 

in the term from other bidders and potentially allows the spammer to make lower bids on 

legitimately and formerly popular terms. The other possibility is that the apparently 

increased popularity of a term will increase the value for bids on these terms at pay-for-

placement search engines. However, the only clear beneficiaries for these activities 

would be the pay-for-placement search engines themselves and then only if the nonsense 

term was actually used in a search - a seemingly unlikely combination of actions. Perhaps 
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the most likely explanation for the search engine spam in the gathered data is the 

presence of automatic robots that have been directed to test the values necessary to 

appear in data relating to Web activity. Search engine spam would, in this way, provide a 

base or null value from which other more ‘sensible’ terms can be quantitatively 

compared. The number of robots currently operating on the Web cannot be directly 

quantified and their actual individual purposes are equally diverse. The readily 

availability of robot software in various guises, particularly wget and curl, enables 

computer users with even the most rudimentary skills to run robots from their own 

internet-enabled computer. This type of ‘system’ testing activity has precedence among 

virus and worm developers who regularly release software that will test new algorithms 

or camouflage techniques ‘in the wild’ of the Internet. For example, the prevalence and 

impact of the SoBig worm (BBC 2003a) through 2003 and into 2004 was increased 

because the anonymous author(s) continually released new versions as they learned from 

the behaviour of the previous versions. Arguably these releases were also based on a 

competitive spirit with authors of other viruses (TechStuff 2004). 

 

An initial collection of weekly lists was gathered for this research between March 2000 

and December 2000. In this set of weekly data there are two separate lists. The first 

consists of the top 500 keywords and the second list consists of 20 surge words. 

Unfortunately the initial data was edited at its source - the “Top 500 Search Terms” 

newsletter - to remove the ‘adult’ concept words. The second set of weekly lists was then 

gathered from August 2001 until February 2003. However, only two lists were received 

before the events of the 11th September 2001. The format of the lists from these two 
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initial weeks reflects the style and format of the earlier 2000 dataset. The list that was 

received on the 14th September 2001 followed a different format with a list of 300 surge 

words and only 200 consistent performers. The newsletter then consistently used this 

format until February 2003. These latter lists all included ‘adult’ terms and were 

unedited. The second subsequent set of weekly lists forms the basis for the discussions in 

this work. The first edited set of lists was used primarily to assist the research design and 

to create the classification software that was subsequently applied to the second set of 

search terms. This first set of data is included as Appendix 1 (on the attached CD). 

 

Alongside the ranking of each search term in the lists is a ‘count’ value. This represents 

the number of times a search was actually conducted for this term. These count values 

reveal the relatively low numbers of searches that are needed to gain inclusion on the 

surge list and implies that the number of unique searches conducted each week must be a 

seven digit number. To gain first place on the surge list in a ‘normal’ week takes 

approximately 2500 separate searches. The 300th place is filled by terms generally 

searched for less than 250 times. The significant anomaly captured by the dataset of the 

14th September 2001, immediately after the terrorist attacks of September 11th, shows that 

the top surge term, ‘osama bin laden’ was represented by over double the ‘normal’ 

number of searches, 5826. Variations on the capitalisation of the name also appear at 3rd 

and 5th position with each raw ‘count’ values higher than a ‘normal’ first placed surging 

search term. Other variations on the spelling of this name also appear throughout the 

surge list. This is a significant observation as the aftermath of the terrorist attacks is 

reflected by more individual searches in this period, which are specifically about the 
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attacks. The ‘usual’ search terms - the terms interpreted by this research in the context of 

desired artefacts and cultural traits - are still present. Ten days after 11th September the 

surge list still reflects heightened activity on the search engines but with a shifted 

emphasis. ‘Nostradamus’ and its variations fill the 1st and 8th place while terms such as 

‘World Trade Center’, ‘Insurance’ and ‘American Flag’ also occupy 

positions in the top 10 of the surge list. The impact of the attack was already waning, 

however, as the more usual surge words such as ‘hotmail.com’, ‘hotmail’ and 

‘yahoo’ had already reappeared in the top 10 of the surge list. By the 29th September, 

‘Hotmail’ was at the top of the surge list followed by ‘Hotmail.com’, 

‘Yahoo.com’ and ‘google’. ‘Sex’ also reappeared in the top 10 of the surge list as 

the sixth most popular terms, juxtaposed between ‘world trade center’ and ‘gas 

masks’.  

 

Within the longitudinal perspective of this data, the events of the 11th of September 

present an anomaly. Other events of significance captured and represented in the datasets 

are of a lesser scale and are found in more consistently sought out and desired classes. 

The terrorist attacks are an extreme event, the surge list of keywords tends to reflect a 

more consistent set of shifting and immediate concerns. Events that cause the most 

dramatic shifts in the surge lists are generally influenced by a combination of factors 

including annual holidays and the mass media at both international and national 

(primarily US) levels.  
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To borrow a commonly used term from the Web itself, the “Top 500 Search Term” 

newsletter is a type of meta-data. The data gathered from this source represents a cross-

section of the mainstream of human interests. There are a number of cautions that must 

be acknowledged in using data gathered from this type of source. The data does not offer 

any demographic or geographic detail that could enable a more sensitive ethnographic 

identification of the people who have generated the searches that have, in turn, been 

consolidated into the lists of terms. Lack of further context restricts the range of 

observations that can authoritatively be drawn from this data. However, this is not an 

impediment to the current project which, by utilising a taxonomic approach, is making 

use of a generalising methodology that is seeking to present a systematic and verifiable 

overview of cultural beliefs, events and traits rather than an direct ethnographic 

representation. As my research centres upon artefacts and their relationship to 

contemporary cultural practices the generality of the lists provides a framework for this 

understanding.  

 

A factor that cannot be identified from the data provided by the received lists of search 

terms is the individual number of times that a single person has conducted the same 

search at the same search engine over the period of a single week. This may appear to be 

a trivial observation but there is a possibility evidenced in the weekly surge lists that as 

there are relatively small count values and small differences in the count values between 

individual items one person of their own volition could readily propel a term into a 

weekly list. Evidence from the activity logs of the meta-search engine that I developed in 

a professional context indicates that a single person will occasionally conduct the same 
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search at the same site many hundreds of times within a short space of time. Personal 

communication (pers. comms Top-Pile, Internet World North, Manchester, 6th November 

2003) with employees from a ‘web placement’ agency has also revealed that these 

agencies often conduct many - possibly hundreds - of searches for their clients’ specified 

key terms. The rationale for this activity was not made clear in my personal 

communications as one search would be sufficient to establish a client’s position. 

However, this activity may relate to search engine spam as increased search activity on a 

term may raise the metric used by these companies in their communications with their 

clients. The count values of individual entries in the search term lists must not therefore 

be considered as an absolute indicator of human activity but rather an indicator that 

incorporates indefinite values of ‘perseverance’ and ‘marketing’. In this way, a single 

person who is motivated - for whatever motivation and by whatever means - to search for 

the same term repeatedly during a single week generates the same level of significance 

for a particular term as that of many people searching once for the same term in the same 

period. While consistently and clearly misspelled words in the lists would suggest that 

this is the situation the available data provides no means to confirm this speculation. As a 

reflection of these indeterminate but unsubstantiated concerns no adjustment of the count 

values has been made to represent this possible influence. An assumption has had to be 

made that for the most popular search terms there is a constant percentage of all terms 

that is generated in these types of ways. The consistent reappearance of the same terms 

and the consequently observed consistency of the distribution of terms between the nie 

main classificatory classes would suggest that if this influence does exist it also occurs 

consistently from week-to-week. It is a factor that can only be acknowledged. 
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A definite influence on the count values in the lists, and one related to the previous point, 

is the presence of Web robots. These are semi-automatic pieces of Internet capable 

software that traverse the Web with little or no human intervention beyond the initial 

instructions bound into their software. The presence of these robots has already been 

acknowledged as a possible factor for the presence of ‘search engine spam’. Some Web 

robots are ‘well-behaved’ and leave a site when asked, do not visit dynamic sites such as 

search engines or directories and do not take too much information from a single site in 

any single visit  - this good practice is formalised as the “Web Robots Exclusion 

Standard” (www.kollar.com/robots.html). Other Web robots do not behave. In the 

parlance of the Unix operating system they are not ‘nice’. They will not identify 

themselves to the Web site accurately, often masquerading as a ‘normal’ version of 

Internet Explorer, they will take too much data in a single visit, they will visit search 

engines - sometimes indefinitely and infinitely - and they will not leave politely. Web 

robots have been primarily used by search engines to check and gather material for their 

databases. Even these Web robots are not necessarily well behaved - Altavista’s scooter 

and the Opentext robot have gained notoriety for being particularly aggressive and 

persistent (Stein 1998). The caution that must be exercised in terms of the data collected 

from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is revealed by the documented behaviour of 

a Web robot caught in a loop and repeatedly sending the same query to one of the earliest 

Web-enabled large scale database (Stein 1996). Most Web robots, even badly behaved 

ones, will eventually give up but not until 100, 500 or more duplicate searches have been 

conducted. While Web robots are clearly themselves interesting examples of ‘virtual’ 
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artefacts, worthy of discussion and investigations, their presence does disrupt the 

interpretations that can made of the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletters. The compilers 

of this list do claim that this influence has been removed from their data but without 

detailing the methods for this exclusion. The influence of robots on search term 

popularity cannot be quantified directly, it is, in any event, an indirect indication of a 

human determination to locate specific items online. The difficulty in quantifying the 

impact of these actions is partially located in the fact that the human motivation for 

sending out a Web robot is less specific - and potentially more damaging - than a person 

themselves conducting multiple searches for a single term. Web robot’s are human ‘tools’ 

invented to reduce direct human labour and increase the rapidity with which a mundane 

task can be completed. The increasing prevalence and availability of Web robot tools also 

makes any interpretations regarding the human purposes for their presence indefinite. 

Ultimately, Web robots do not impede the claims made by thesis because as artefacts 

they themselves are immured within the culture being discussed. 

 

While these cautions are ever-present concerns throughout these discussions, the 

regularity and even monotony with which the same keywords appear in the consistent 

performers list in roughly the same position suggest that the impact of these all these 

issues on the formation of the list is relatively consistent and more importantly a 

legitimate aspect of the culture that these search terms reflect. More positively, and 

irrespective of these issues, the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is a unique resource 

for researching the interrelationship of the desire and seeking of artefacts with cultural 

traits and contemporary culture in an environment where change is rapid.   
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4.2. Data and Initial Site Examination 

 

The data from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is considered with three separate 

perspectives in order to offer a range of interpretation informed by the constructed 

taxonomy in Chapter 5. The first perspective is provided as a direct consequence of the 

consolidation that occurs when the data is classified through the use of the Universal 

Decimal Classification system. The UDC’s advantage as a decimal system is the 

capability to present different orders of magnification. A snapshot impression of the 

weekly data can be seen by viewing the volume of keywords within each of the nine top 

level orders of classification in the UDC. Each of these classes can in turn be examined 

individually down to the detail of individual classifications. This offers potentially minute 

detail with up to nine hundred classes, the use of decimal points for further divisions and 

the capacity to group and associate multiple classes together. In these initial discussions 

of the data the focus is initially upon the entire classificatory scheme. More detailed 

examinations are then presented regarding specific classes of the classificatory scheme 

where terms are densely clustered or where apparent anomalies have appeared in the 

collated and classified data. The data is represented visually throughout this work using 

two-dimensional bar charts. Figures 3 & 4 show visual representations of the top-level 

classes of classified data utilising the set of ‘surge’ and ‘consistent’ keywords received on 

the 22nd February 2003. This set incorporates ‘adult’ terms and is the last week of data I 

have used for the current project. Developing this view of the data brings together 

conceptually associated terms that appear separately in a variety of forms in the list. The 
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most conspicuous duplications in the original data are found in the variations of domain 

names. In the consistent list for the 22nd February 2003, ‘yahoo’ (ranked 5th), 

‘yahoo.com’ (rank 12th) and ‘www.yahoo.com’ (28th) all appear but in a 

classificatory sense these are unambiguously a single item. Similarly ‘google’ (4th), 

‘google.com’ (51st) and ‘www.google.com’ (63rd) are also treated as a single item. 

Considering these terms together, as representing a similar meaning and intent for the 

searcher, have the impact of making ‘yahoo’ the most searched for term in the list. 

However, in most other situations the terms are separate entities despite their 

classificatory similarities in the terms. For example - in the consistent list of the 22nd 

February 2003, ‘song lyrics’ (26th), ‘music’ (31st) and ‘Free Download 

Music’ (61st) appear to be similarly associated set of terms. The use of the Universal 

Decimal Classification scheme associates terms sufficiently to reflect a related intent and 

meaning within the ‘7’ class - Arts and Entertainment.  

 

 
Figure 4: Top Level Classes of ‘Surge’ Search Terms (22nd February 2003) 
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Figure 5: Top Level Classes of ‘Consistent’ Search Terms (22nd February 2003) 
 
The data also presents a series of keywords that cannot be classified by the UDC system 

employed for this research. In most cases these terms are nonsensical (in this context) 

single characters such as ‘l’, ‘a’, ‘h’, ‘k’, ‘j’, ‘g’, ‘m’, ‘f’ and ‘d’. 

While these characters may have meaning in specific contexts, this is not conveyed 

through the data and these terms are consequently classified with a ‘?’ - effectively 

outside the scope and capabilities of the classification scheme. It is also impossible to 

ascertain from the information available whether these searches, if they are meaningful at 

all, share the same context between individual searches. It is almost inconceivable that in 

the case of the letter ‘l’, 19428 searches could be generated accidentally in one week of 

data (14/09/2001). Only the vaguest physical (three key) proximity on UK, Australian 

and US keyboards to the ‘Enter’ key can offers some - very tentative - explanation but it 

is difficult to imagine any other reason for its prevalence. It could equally be suggested 

that the shock of the terrorist attacks prompted many individual but hurried searches. The 

data from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter do not reveal the number of times the 

semi-colon or single quotation mark are searched for and all the ‘punctuation only’ 

search appear to have been deleted from the newsletters before they are distributed. 

However, collecting data on these searches may actually provide regionalised 
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information as the keyboards in the UK differ from those in Australia and the US. In this 

way a more expansive collection of data could distinguish between searches for the ‘@’ 

and the single quote and make a strong argument for the proportionate use of a search 

engine by UK users (or at least those people making use of the UK keyboard layout). It is 

also an important curiosity of some possible significance that with the exception of ‘m’, 

all of the individual ‘character’ search terms are positioned on the centre row of a 

standard QWERTY keyboard. The otherwise unexplainable collection of characters 

reflects the way that the keyboard produces specific types of artefacts. The use of dummy 

or test passwords such as ‘qwerty’ or ‘asdf’ that employ a continuous string on the 

keyboard is discouraged by IT security advisors (Yan et al 2000) as it is a known 

password often used by hackers to gain access to a system. In a similar manner, single 

letters may also reflect some type of individual testing of a search engine. The final 

possibility for character searches returns to a common argument for these various 

anomalies. A single letter search may be used as a dummy value to test the capacity of a 

search engine - a common letter such as ‘a’ will reveal whether the search engine 

imposes any upper limits on the number of results that are returned for any specific 

search. Single letter searches may also reveal whether a search engine searches for 

individual strings of characters or word by word. While this is a subtle distinction, 

knowledge regarding this type of information is important for a Web site to secure a good 

position in a search engine’s results. A single letter search also has the ability to reveal 

‘bugs’ and weaknesses in a search engine that could be exploited by hackers. 
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The second perspective on this data is a temporal view offered by presenting the week by 

week shifts in the focus of interest and use of the Web by users of the search engine that 

provides data to the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter. These changes can be traced 

through both the weekly short-term surge lists and those of the long-term performers. 

Tracking these changes allows a representation that reveals shifts - or otherwise - in 

popularity between different classificatory classes and at the same time the relative 

volume of searches conducted in a specific week. A selection of search terms is examined 

over the duration of the collected data. These terms act as indicators that reveal the 

volatility of interests and the stability or otherwise of terms within the lists. These 

movements trace the rise and fall in popularity of particular phenomena, events and 

people. This charting also reveals particular cultural obsessions and traits as they 

manifest themselves on the Web. The resultant indices of contemporary culture are used 

to consider the extent to which this material offers an indicator of mainstream cultural 

activity and can represent particular cultural formations and particular cultures. 

 

The final perspective used to examine this data explores the movement of individual 

keywords and groups of keywords over the data collection period. A graphical 

representation is also employed for this perspective. For example, Figure 6 shows the 

movement in popularity of the third level class - 343 - that covers criminology and all 

forms of crime. The criminology class is not itself particularly unusual and rather is an 

indication of the sort of fluctuations in popularity over time that are identifiable in the 

collected data. Tracing shifts in search term interest over time reveals factors such as the 
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current season and the impact of mass media on the level of interest generated at a search 

engine for, for example, a film or an individual celebrity. 

343 class activity
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Figure 6: Shifting interests in the criminology and crime class (343) as a percentage of total 
searches 

 

In each of these three perspectives the raw count values provided by the “Top 500 Search 

Terms” list is the basis for this gathering up of the data. This readily enables a revised 

popularity ranking to be offered that utilises percentages and classificatory classes rather 

than the count of individual search terms used by the original data. Comparisons between 

the search term list of individual weeks are also possible with these percentage-based 

rankings. There is a week to week variation in the total number of searches enumerated in 

the lists and this justifies the use of a percentage in the diachronic examination of the 

data. Variations in the weekly popularity of searches are not a specific focus of this 
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research but this variability is acknowledged by the use of percentages instead of the 

rankings assigned in the original newsletters. 

Search Term Database Size (2001- 2003)
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Figure 7: Weekly size of search term database (2001 - 2003) 
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Figure 8: Total sample size for the weekly surge term lists 
 

The initial examination of the data involved classifying individual terms within the 

Universal Decimal Classification scheme. Terms that were ambiguous or could be 

allocated to multiple orders were classified in each order utilising the extension (the + 

symbol) syntax of the UDC.  Terms that could not be classified at all were left 

unclassified - this is indicated with the ‘?’ symbol. However, every effort was taken to 

classify each term and in each week’s data the level of ‘unclassifiable’ material was 

minimal. The first week of unedited lists received in September 2001 was the initial basis 

for this classification. This data is not included as part of my resultant discussion, 

however, as the format of the report was not consistent with subsequent weeks. To ensure 

the consistent application of the classification scheme from week to week this initial 

classification of a term was then applied to the reappearance of the same term in 

subsequent weeks. New terms that appeared in new lists were classified with every 
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attempt made to keep these classifications consistent with earlier classificatory decisions. 

Utilising software to identify and manage new terms also enabled the consistent 

application of classification decisions across both the surge list of terms and that of the 

consistent performers. As classification is a subjective activity every effort was made to 

keep the rationale for the assignment of terms to individual classes consistent. 

Maintaining the classification of an individual term between lists and across all the weeks 

of the gathered data ensures - at the very least - that if a term is ‘mis-classified’ it will 

consistently appear in the wrong class. 

 

In order to ensure methodological consistency and to note possible anomalies that were 

revealed a set of running notes was maintained through this process. My notes became 

the basis for the cataloguing rules of this gathered data. The notes were developed as 

follows: 

 
• Attempt to provide three levels of classification. 

 
• Attempt to minimise further levels of classification. This is done to maintain a 

level of comparability and to bring individual items together rather than to 
separate them. 

 
• Specific Web site names or addresses are marked with the place auxiliary - 0.03 
 
• The non-UDC auxiliary is used for the apparent form of the target being sought 

by the search term. 
• s = specific location 
• c = category of items 
• a = category of actions 
• i = indefinite or vague target 
 

• Use indexed terms as they are found in the UDC Pocket Edition (1998) if 
available. 
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• Use indexed terms as they are found in the UDC Condensed Edition (1961) if 
available and cannot be located in the UDC Pocket Edition and do not contradict 
recent changes in the UDC (i.e. pornography 176.7). 

 
• Use the : extension symbol rather than the + relation symbol - in order to facilitate 

the automatic and systematic processing of the classification data. This implies 
that the first classificatory class is weighted to have greater significance. This may 
have longer term and negative implications for interpretations and extensibility of 
this research. 

 
• Classification prioritises the item over its format (particularly computer based 

formats) thus ‘morpheus’ is a form of exchange (394) that is enabled through 
software rather than being a piece of peer-to-peer (exchange) software. This 
reflects the focus and the purpose of ‘morpheus’ as a file sharing system over its 
specific form. 

 
• Classifications of human groups are not assumed to be pornographically 

motivated - this is potentially problematic in the case of terms such as ‘lolita’  
(classified as 3-053.6): a young woman. 

 
• The UDC lacks the capacity to classify gifting and free exchange - this results in 

the use of the 394 class to indicate public/social life. This classification is overly 
broad and reflects an unstated and previously unacknowledged commercial 
assumption in the UDC when dealing with these issues. 

 
• The term ‘free’ is problematic for similar reasons as gifting oriented terms - this 

distinction is recognised with an (F) in the non-UDC auxiliary 
 
• People and groups of people are recognised with (P) in the non-UDC auxiliary. 
 
• Items classified under a slang terms are indicated with the non-UDC auxiliary, 

(S). For example, ‘quotes’ was classified as 398.1 C(S) by assuming that the 
aim of this search was to gather famous quotations rather than stock market or 
commercial quotes. Similarly ‘pussy’ was classified as 611 C(S) and is founded 
on the assumption that this is a slang reference to female secondary sexual organs. 
As there is no non-slang root for this word and it appeared unlikely to be a slang 
reference to feline house pets the intention of this search term was relatively clear. 

 
• Items of clothing are assumed to be personal items (646.4) rather than related to 

the manufacturing industry (687). This recognises that the type of apparel 
generally being sought is specifically women’s underwear or beachwear. This 
classification avoids, as with the classification of types of people, the assumption 
that searches for these terms are automatically pornographic in motivation. 

 
• ‘Counterstrike’ is classified as an aspect of war. However, counterstrike 1.3 

(which includes the version number for a computer game) is classified as a piece 
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of software. The popularity of this game is revealed by the regularity that the term 
appears in the lists and this would suggest that the more generic term is being 
applied in this narrower context. However, this is by no means certain and cannot 
be assumed in a post-911 short-term environment where a counterstrike response 
to the terrorist attacks received popular support among the US public. 

 
• ‘MSN Hotmail’ is classified as being synonymous with email. The ‘hotmail’ 

aspect of the term is given preference over the more generic MSN trademark. This 
classification more clearly reflects the presumed intentions of those searching for 
this term. 

 
• ‘Gay Gallery’ is classified as a non-specific request for pornography. The 

term ‘gallery’ is heavily and consistently associated with requests for 
pornographic material rather than any specific art galleries. The only exception to 
this consistent association of terms is in relation to clipart. Such an association - 
in this case - with a more simplistic form of imagery appears unlikely and 
unevidenced by the results returned from major search engines. 

 
• ‘Rose Red’ is classified as television programme - as it was broadcast at the 

same time as the surge that was recorded. This specific association appears to be 
valid, as the term would otherwise be classified as a colour and in this context 
would be singularly unique. No other colour or variation of colour appears in any 
of the gathered lists. The consistent demand for television, film and entertainment 
generally throughout the research period and the strong coincidence between the 
showing of the programme in the US and its appearance in the data support the 
rationale for this interpretation. 

 
• As Spanish terms some words existed outside my own general knowledge: 

‘Dónde noticias hoy’ and ‘chistes’ (2/2/02). These terms were some of 
the few that were not English language search terms. 

 
• The term ‘qxapoiu’ appears to be a form of search engine spam. This argument 

is made with specific reference to the data used here at both 
http://www.qubez.co.uk/insider/qxapoiu/ & http://www.aaxis.com/qxapoiu.htm. 
This supposition is also applied to the term ‘beneauver’ - 
http://www.google.com/press/zeitgeist/weeks-feb03.html. 

 
• While ‘Daniel Pearl’ is clearly identified as a journalist who was executed as 

an accused spy the comments and underlying message made at the Web site  
http://home.nyc.rr.com/janegalt/Videotapes.htm is somewhat unclear in this 
context. There may be a more specific and clearly articulated story associated 
with this person and the use of his name as a search term. 

 
• Some terms were virtually unclassifiable. Examples of these problem terms 

include ‘elin’, ‘rims’, ‘the big game’ (which is probably a lottery - but 
there are too many possibilities to be entirely definite), ‘Music City’ (which 
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also has too many possibilities but is probably related to filesharing and the 
morpheus peer-to-peer client. Searches for ‘musiccity.com’ were classified 
within this context.), ‘John Nash’ (too many people but the most probable 
reason for this search is the name of the main character of the film about John 
Nash), ‘Daisy Cutter’ (probably a reference to a ‘hi-tech’ bomb but also it is 
also a band and other ‘things’), ‘Lowes’, ‘ana’ (but is most probably related to 
Pro Anorexia) and ‘it’ (ambiguous by being too specific). In most cases, the 
problem was not that the term was too vague but that by being so specific - in the 
searchers framework of understanding at least - too many possible alternatives 
were available.   

 
• ‘none’ is left unclassified, as this may be the result of a search engine’s 

programmatic response to a blank query. Similarly, ‘blank’ is also classified in 
this way for the same reasons. Both terms are also concepts not readily classified 
in isolation within the UDC scheme. 

 
• ‘Dave Thomas’ is assumed to be the founder of Wendy’s as the surge of 

interest in the name came after his death. The relative lack of any other ‘Dave 
Thomas’ in search results at sites like google.com and altavista.com offers few 
other explanations.  

 
• ‘Klingle Mansion’ is classified as a building although the real interest that is 

reflected by its search popularity is in the murder that was committed there. This 
classification is clearly problematic as it appears to reflect a popular media 
description of the case and this overtly emphasises the place of the murder rather 
than the action, the perpetrator or victim. 

 
• ‘rock creek park’ is classified as a park although it was the site of the 

discovery of the murdered body of Chandra Levy. As with Klingle Mansion, this 
representation is deceptive by focussing attention on the locale of the murder and 
not the attack or the victim. 

 
• ‘Kazza’ is assumed to be ‘kazaa’. This single misspelling appears 202 times 

in a single week. This misspelling is commonly made on Web sites promoting 
KaZaA software however its sudden appearance cannot be directly explained from 
the available data.  

 
• Although ‘WxDataISAPI’ is a system file in the Windows operating system it is 

classified with hacking as this is the point of its interest. An identified weakness 
in this particular file was publicly announced with the expectation that those with 
an operating system that included this file would update it. 

 
• The term ‘snr0ncam1 jpg’ only appears to relate to the wordtracker Web site 

and the data that it produces. While it appears to be some form of file name 
related to a webcam or a specific software package no conclusive solution is 
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offered by searching the major search engines. This term is probably some type of 
search engine spam that may have the intention of ‘tricking’ searches related to 
images to a particular Web site. 

 
• ‘scripts’ is assumed to refer to programming and programming languages 

rather than film or television scripts. There is no clear rationale for this 
classification decision other than the observation that the general balance of 
unambiguous search terms tilt towards a computer orientation rather than towards 
the dramatic arts. 

 
• The term ‘update’ presents a similar problem to ‘free’ in that it is a generic 

verb when it is treated in isolation. Although the expected intention for the use of 
‘update’ was to locate new releases of software this was could not be assumed 
from the available information and consequently was classified with a ‘?’. This 
term - in isolation - could also be treated as a hacking term as the examination of 
update and patch software is one means by which hackers can seek out security 
holes in unpatched systems. 

 
• From the 10th August 2002 a lot of what appears to be hacking-related activity 

becomes evident. This appeared to be a major shift in the general activity 
recorded by the search term lists. 

 
• The term ‘snakehead fish’ appears to relate unambiguously to an indigenous 

North American fish and is classified in this way. 
 
• ‘Thong’ is assumed to be an undergarment rather than footwear. The general 

interest in underclothing and swimwear in the weekly list of terms and the 
generally Australian provenance of the second meaning supports this position. 

 
• ‘personal checks’ is classified with ‘background checks’ as a form of 

investigation. The US spelling of ‘cheque’ could render this term ambiguous but 
no other terms related to instruments of personal banking are included in the lists. 

 
• ‘Masters’ is classified as a ‘degree’ of education while ‘masters golf’ is 

clearly a specific tournament. This may reflect my own academic bias rather than 
a clear distinction in the intentions of users of these terms. 

 
 
The “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter is compiled by a group based in the United 

Kingdom - an influence that should be acknowledged. This may influence a distorted 

representation of the data. The animated cartogram of web users traced by Global Lab 

(www.globalab.org/eng/) indicates and then predicts that over time and with increased 
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penetration of communication and computing technologies the base population of a 

nation will become the major determinant for the national number of Internet users. The 

Cybergeography web site provides a variety of visual representations of this situation as 

well (www.cybergeography.org/atlas/census.html). While a conscious effort is made to 

consider African and Asian nations the general theme confirmed by this material is the 

historical predominance of the United States and Europe. The data and particularly the 

most popular search terms continue to reflect the influences of mainstream US media 

culture. Hollywood and the major US record labels dominate searches for films or music. 

Slang terms are also inevitably US or UK-inspired. The Web has even been disparagingly 

labeled as the United States Wide Web (U.S.W.W.) by less celebratory commentators of 

the phenomena (Fischler 2000; Agre 2002). Such a disparaging observation is a reference 

to the heavy bias on many of the most popular sites (which are largely based in the 

United States) to their domestic audience and their TV-like style. These commentators 

acknowledge in various ways that the relationship of the Web to individual national 

cultures is not universal or necessarily positive. This is similarly the direction of Miller 

and Slater’s argument in their work concerning the Internet and Trinidad (2000).  
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5. INTERPRETATIVE CONTEXTS 

The foremost logical prerequisite of a rigid classification is that a mental 
item belongs to no more than one category. Such either/or logic presupposes 
a digital mode of thinking, which, unlike its analog counterpart, does not 
tolerate any “gray” shadings among mental fields. “Digital thinking” has a 
staccato character somewhat evocative of the on/off nature of the 
conventional light switch or the convulsive progression of time on digital 
clocks, in marked contradistinction to the smooth, legato style of the dimmer 
or the traditional analog clock (Zerubavel 1991). 

 
Language is legislation, speech is its code. We do not see the power which is 
in speech because we forget that all speech is a classification, and that all 
classifications are oppressive. (Barthes 1978). 

 
Understanding the collection of taxonomic classifications that have been developed from 

the source data is possible through a range of perspectives. The cultural situations that 

these perspectives can reveal ranges from the expansive overview presented by a time 

series of the consistently performing search terms grouped by the nine top level UDC 

classes to the weekly charting of the ‘surge’ terms at the detail of the nine hundred third 

level UDC classes. While these representations of the data are drawn from the same 

source and classified consistently through the interpretive lens of a single taxonomic 

scheme, the details that they articulate and emphasise provides a range of opportunities to 

examine the claims of this thesis and to support its overall argument regarding the 

significance of web-based exchange practices. More specifically, the taxonomic 

classifications show the extent to which the Web is part of a continuity of the practices of 

everyday life. Cultural continuity as it is expressed in the desire and seeking of specific 

artefacts of everyday life also reflects and extends Western mainstream culture as it is, 

and has been, expressed in other locations. 
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The search terms that have been classified are not considered as artefacts in themselves. 

They reference a human desire or motivation to obtain - in some way - a specific artefact. 

The taxonomy can be seen in this manner as an indicator of cultural desires for a variety 

of artefacts rather than a museological catalogue or collection. In this way the taxonomic 

collection of search terms is a project that reveals broad understandings, trends and 

situations of contemporary mainstream culture. However, an effort is also being made 

here to avoid the construction of a totalising narrative that implies that what has been 

undertaken is the classification or representation of a single ‘whole’ culture. It is also 

important to acknowledge that a taxonomy, any taxonomy, is an artefact of human 

manufacture and interpretation. This is an unavoidable aspect of taxonomic analysis. 

However, the craft of the taxonomer and skill of the researcher is to make a consistent 

application of their interpretations of the taxonomy across the entirety of the collected 

data in order to offer a systematic view of the observed situation. If a specific term or set 

of related terms are mis-classified any fluctuations in their popularity and interest can still 

be consistently identified through representations of the classification. What is 

endangered with a taxonomer’s misclassification is the capacity to make comparisons 

based on the relative popularity of sets of items across different classes. For example, in 

the current classification of search terms, the names of actors irrespective of gender or 

genre were all grouped together. This provides for their ready identification in distinction 

from other objects of desire. However, by not distinguishing in any further detail, 

assessing the relative popularity of types of film actors - such as mainstream Hollywood 

or ‘adult’ entertainment - is not directly possible although it is evident that both genres 

are well represented in the gathered data.  
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Considering these limitations, what can be understood by the taxonomic collection of the 

most popular search terms is a narrow view-port onto a larger more complex environment 

and cultural situation.  

 

The taxonomic classification of search terms is large (sorted by term - Appendix 3 and 

sorted by UDC - Appendix 4) and incorporates a total of one thousand, nine hundred and 

thirty-one separate terms. There is, however, a degree of repetition in these terms in the 

form of spelling variations and case sensitive differences are treated as separate elements 

in the classification. For temporarily popular but hard-to-spell words this creates notable 

highlights and places undue attention on particular parts of the taxonomy - the 22 

variations for the spelling of ‘Nostradamus’ and the 10 permutations of ‘Osama bin 

Laden’ are the best - and most extreme - examples of this bias. It is also clear from the 

unified list of search terms that have been classified that there is not an even distribution 

of the terms across all of the available UDC classes. However, such a distribution would, 

in itself, be an extremely unlikely occurrence even in the most closely managed 

environments of a library or museum. In most conceivable circumstances an even 

distribution of elements collected from the field across the nine primary UDC classes 

would be a potential cause for concern regarding the data gathering and classification 

methods being employed. An observation more central to this research that can be made 

of the collected data as a consequence of the classifications made with the UDC 

taxonomy is the relative stability and consistency with which particular classes of terms 

are being sought out. The week-by-week graphing of surge terms and consistent terms at 
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the level of second and third classes of classification (Appendix 5 includes all the weekly 

graphs for all the consistent lists & Appendix 6 includes all the weekly graphs for the 

surge lists) not only share a similar balance in the distribution of elements between 

classes in the two sets of terms but there is also a general stability in this distribution 

throughout the entire research period. The changes that do occur in the distribution of 

interest for the consistently performing terms among the second level classes take place 

slowly over many weeks. It is only, and unsurprisingly, at the deepest level of 

classification that change occurs most dynamically and rapidly. There is a consistent 

weekly interest, for example, in some actor or musician but who that person might 

specifically be varies from week to week. The taxonomic classification incorporates one 

hundred and eight-six names of non-historical people across all the collected data 

including spelling variations. The specific interest in individuals varies to such an extent 

that - particularly in the lists of weekly surge search terms - the name of an actor or 

specific film may only occur once across the entire period of research. A more 

artefactually oriented example can be found with the generally consistent interest in MP3 

files and the filesharing tools that are commonly used to obtain them. The specific terms 

and software that is being sought from week to week, however, varies. Kazaa, Morpheus, 

imesh and gnutella are all represented in the taxonomy as file-sharing software. A further 

16 separate terms also reflects a desire for music in some form. These terms are very 

similar and as a group reveal the general form of the artefact that is being sought. This 

artefact is best represented by the single term that incorporates the majority of themes 

from the other 15 related terms - ‘Free Mp3 Music Downloads’. 
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In order to understand the taxonomic classification of search terms three contexts and 

three foci are utilised to offer a set of intersecting interpretations. Each context is used to 

broadly parallel an individual focus. The artefactual context examines what artefacts are 

being sought and desired as they can be discerned through the collected search terms. The 

most detailed lens of examination - the individual terms and the third level classes of the 

UDC taxonomy - are utilised to recognise the subtly of difference between the individual 

artefacts being sought and the variety of artefacts that are desired. At the closest level of 

detail a tension is revealed between the constant seeking of ‘newness’ in forms such as 

new movies, new music, new Web sites or new software and the narrow range of the 

types of activities and artefacts in which ‘newness’ is desired - most noticeably within 

media-based entertainment. Constantly shifting cultural interests are identifiable but it 

has clearly defined limits.  

 

While shifting cultural interests is based on polling popular terms, this tendency can be 

observed in both the consistent performers and the surge term lists. The relatively small 

number of weekly searches required to gain inclusion in the surge term list suggests the 

validity of this observation as part of a wider-ranging phenomenon. For example, 

searches for ‘Kelly Hu’, the actor, only reach the surge data list on three occasions in 

three consecutive weeks: 20th April 2002 in position 300 with 174 searches, 27th April 

2002 in position 136 with 280 searches and finally on the 4th May 2002 in position 263 

with 197 searches. A more extreme example of the same phenomenon can be found with 

the searches for Jason Priestley, the actor, whose name only reached the surge list of 

terms in one week (17th August 2002) in position 266 with 121 searches. This most 
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detailed examination of individual terms also informs the subsequent discussion of 

historical and cultural contexts. Artefacts irrespective of their provenance are also of, and 

for, exchange and are therefore an appropriate starting point for interpretation in the 

context of the current research question regarding the significance of web-based 

exchange practices.  

 

The historical context is revealed as a consequence of the duration of data collection from 

the ‘Top 500 Search Terms’. The historical context reveals the subtle but continuously 

shifting popularity of artefacts being sought and desired. The historical context reveals 

specific artefacts that have passed from popular interest and equally those artefacts that 

have entered into the popular imagination. By selecting terms (and their spelling 

variations) from each of the popular UDC classes a general understanding of the 

‘lifecycle’ of individual elements in these classes can be built up and comparisons can be 

made. A broader perspective complements the individual examination of artefacts and 

acknowledges the presence of relationships between them that is part of a cultural 

complex of artefacts and in a form of paradigmatic relationship with other artefacts. 

Understanding of the relationship between artefacts helps to identify a series of related 

artefacts that contribute to the semiosis and perpetuation of a cultural complex. 

 

The historical context also shows the shifting interests between elements of the UDC 

taxonomy that can be described as conceptual or artefactual. Within the first and second 

levels of the UDC there are classes that are more generally artefactual such as 600s - 

“Applied Sciences and Technology” or the 700s - “The Arts, Sports and Entertainment.” 
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There are more conceptual classes, most obviously the entirety of the 200s that 

incorporates all aspects of Religion. However, the Web-based focus of the data classified 

through the UDC does problematise this neat, and too-simple, class-based dichotomy 

between the conceptual and the artefactual. The 100s classify both Philosophy and 

Psychology, which clearly include many classes primarily concerned with conceptual 

aspects of human knowledge and experience. However, this is also the top-level class that 

includes the classification for pornography. Of the seventy-five individual terms that 

were classified within this top-level class, sixty-five of these are related to pornographic 

terms in a clearly artefactual sense. Forty-eight of these search terms can be specifically 

identified as the names of individual pornography web sites. The majority of elements 

found in this top level class consequently collect together a major series of sought-after 

artefacts in the form of pornographic images. The visible ‘excess’ of pornography reflects 

Baudrillard’s (1993, 12) observes that,  

sexual liberation has succeeded only in helping sexuality achieve autonomy as an 
undifferentiated circulation of the signs of sex. Although we are certainly in 
transition towards a transsexual state of affairs, this has nothing to do with a 
revolution of life through sex - and everything to do with a confusion and 
promiscuity that open the door to virtual indifference (in all senses of the word) 
in the sexual realm. 

 

The final context is described as the cultural context. The third context is a reflection of 

the material culture use of culture defined in Chapter 2 as “the collection of material 

culture that is generally believed to be representative of a distinct or identifiable group of 

people.” (Bahm 1992, 121) More specifically the classified terms are examined within 

the framework of a cultural complex. In this sense the classifications of the individual 

search terms are gathered together and examined within the broadest context of the UDC-

based taxonomy. Rather than look at the aspects of the UDC or make comparisons 
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regarding the relative popularity of classes of terms the groupings of terms are considered 

collectively. This context assists in overcoming any potentially mis-classified terms or 

terms that is closely inter-related to each other but is separated in a somewhat artificial 

way through the view-port of the UDC. Pornography, again, provides the clearest 

example of this issue. Pornographic Web sites have been classified together as similar 

sought-after artefacts however ‘sexual’ practices that could be considered immoral in a 

broader cultural context - such as ‘beastility’ [sic], ‘incest’ and 

‘chillporn’ [sic] - are classified separately as acts of immorality. Baudrillard (1987, 

72) observes that “sexuality has gone weightless. It is now reaching the state of 

‘obscenity.’ But everyone conspires to mask its disappearance by setting up trompe l’oeil 

stage decore.” It should also be acknowledged that considering these practices as solely 

or primarily sexual ignores the debate regarding these acts as acts of power (Williams 

1999, 15; Dworkin 2000, 26 & 31). Finally more ‘conventional’, or at least legal, sexual 

practices - such as ‘spanking’, ‘fisting’ and ‘masturbation’ - are also 

separately classified alongside classes for sexual orientation, ‘gay’, ‘lesbian’ and, 

the less clear slang term, ‘swingers’. Examining the cultural context of the taxonomic 

classification of the data approaches the limits of what can be realistically discerned 

regarding current cultural conditions and the experience of everyday life that can been 

seen through the lens of the Web. Looking at the collected sought-after and desired terms 

as a whole provides a window onto everyday life that also reveals much about the 

exchanges practices and the cultural complex of contemporary, mainstream and Western 

culture. The prevalent desire for both free and somewhat illicit material reveals a private 

side to contemporary culture that is not as readily discerned through interviews or 
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ethnographic styles of observation. The ‘cultural view’ is also the context of 

generalisation that allows comparisons to be made with other research.  

 
5.1. The Artefactual Contexts 

 
In this section I identify some of the key elements within the UDC taxonomy that are of 

particular relevance to this work’s research question and its general hypothesis regarding 

exchange and the continuity of cultural practices. Exchange activities are identified 

through a set of artefacts that are continually sought-after and are claimed in this work to 

form the iconic core of an artefactual complex of contemporary culture (Appendix 7 - 

Appearance count of search terms). Inclusion in this ‘core’ was determined by examining 

the number of occurrences of a term within the 66 collected consistent performance lists. 

Ninety-nine terms appear either 66 or 65 times and with only a small number of 

exceptions these terms also appeared in 60 or more of the 66 ‘surge’ lists. Within the 

taxonomic classification data individual terms are examined to consider whether they 

indicate a seeking of, or desire for, an artefact. It is evident from the union list of gathered 

search terms (Appendix 3) that most of the elements refer to some form of artefact. A 

direct observation that supports this claim is that only a relatively small number of the 

search terms can be described as ‘verbs’ or ‘adjectives’ rather than ‘nouns’, although this 

would admittedly take the definition of what an artefact is to a particularly extreme form 

of generalisation. The intended results for these searches and what is being sought 

through the use of these terms cannot be seen solely as the name of specific web sites. 

Only one hundred and forty three in the total union list of terms classified can be 

specifically and unambiguously identified as being a search for a particular Web site. In 
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most cases this can be identified by the inclusions of the ‘www.’ prefix or ‘.com’ suffix 

to the search term. Other terms do suggest that this is the intention for conducting the 

search but the term itself is more ambiguous. This is the case for company names (such 

as Ikea or Dell) or the names of specific software (imesh or gnutella) where the domain 

name parallels the name of the company or software development.  

 

One word that remains unclassified by itself but appears regularly as part of other 

searches is the term ‘free’. The ninety-seven occurrences of ‘free’ within terms in 

the taxonomic classification is of clear relevance to the discussion of web-based 

exchange practices and the general cultural context in which the use of web search 

engines is situated. Many of the iconic artefacts of the cultural complex are also included 

among the list of ‘free things’. The desire for, and the implied availability of, ‘free things’ 

is one of the six traits identified by this work in Section 6.2 as being part of the cultural 

complex of contemporary western mainstream culture The range of combinations and the 

terms themselves are revealing when they are listed in classification order. This ordering 

groups like terms conceptually together in relation to the artefact being sought rather than 

solely as a common desire for ‘freeness’. The bracketed numbers after each of the search 

terms list below is their UDC classification. 

 

Free (?), free stuff (?), free downloads (004.6), Free Downloads (004.6), Free Software 

Downloads (004.6), Free People Finder (004.65), free people search (004.65), Free 

People Search (004.65), Email Free (004.773), Free Email (004.773), free email 

(004.773), free fonts (044.22), free internet (044.738), Free Galleries (084), Free Images 
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(084), free pics (084), free pictures (084), Free Pictures (084), free erotic stories (176.7), 

free porn (176.7), free sex stories (176.7), freeones (176.7), freeones.com (176.7), free 

hentai (176.7:741.5), Free Resume Examples (331.5), free credit report (336.77), Free 

Background Checks (343.13), free incest stories (343.54), freeware (394:004.4), free 

cards (395), free e cards (395), Free E Cards (395), Free Ecards (395), free ecards (395), 

free e-cards (395), free email cards (395), Free Email Greeting Cards (395), free greeting 

cards (395), Free Greeting Cards (395), Free Online Greeting Cards (395), free christmas 

cards (398.3:395), Free Christmas Cards (398.3:395), Free E Valentine Cards 

(398.3:395), free valentine cards (398.3:395), Free Valentines Cards (398.3:395), free 

christmas screensavers (398.3:645.2:004.5), Free Christmas Wallpaper 

(398.3:645.2:004.5), free christmas wallpaper (398.3:645.2:004.5), Free Christmas Clip 

Art (398.3:766), free sex (57.017.5), free sex pics (57.017.5:084), free sex videos 

(57.017.5:791.43), Free Diet Plans (612.3), free motorola ringtones (621.39), free nokia 

ring tones (621.39), Free Nokia Ring Tones (621.39), Free Nokia Ringtones (621.39), 

free nokia ringtones (621.39), free ring tones (621.39), free ringtones (621.39), Free 

Backgrounds (645.2:004.5), Free Desktop Wallpaper (645.2:004.5), free screen savers 

(645.2:004.5), Free Screen Savers (645.2:004.5), free screensavers (645.2:004.5), Free 

Screensavers (645.2:004.5), Free Wallpaper (645.2:004.5), free wallpaper (645.2:004.5), 

free samples (658.845), free clip art (766), Free Clip Art (766), Free Clipart (766), free 

clipart (766), free graphics (766), Free Music (78), free music (78), free sheet music (78), 

Free Download Music (78:004.6), free mp3 (78:004.6), free mp3 downloads (78:004.6), 

Free Mp3 Downloads (78:004.6), Free Mp3 Files (78:004.6), Free Mp3 Music 

(78:004.6), Free Mp3 Music Download (78:004.6), free music downloads (78:004.6), 
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Free Music Downloads (78:004.6), Free Song Downloads (78:004.6), Free Game 

Downloads (79), free games (79), Free Games (79), Free Online Games (79), free online 

games (79), free movies (791.43), free fantasy football (794), Free Chat Rooms (81-25), 

free essays (82-4). 

 

Although this is a lengthy list the individual terms are grouped quite tightly around a 

small set of types of artefacts; most particularly software, images and entertainment (in 

the broadest sense of the terms). Each collection of terms also shows a broad desire for 

items and the means that allow the customisation and personalisation of ‘everyday’ 

technology such as computer desktops and mobile phones or the sending of electronic 

cards for celebratory days and holidays. Focusing attention on the visual and exterior 

aspects of high technology itself reflects the visual orientation of contemporary culture 

and the ways that cultures’ subsume and mould artefacts, particularly inventions, in their 

own image (Gilfillan 1970, 10). Interest in customisation also reflects the maturation of 

these technologies, as there is increased individual capability to manipulate some of its 

non-technical aspects. Complex technologies other than personal computers have 

similarly achieved this level of usability with general adoption into contemporary culture 

- most notably the car (Miller 2001; Dant & Martin 2001) and mobile phones. The extent 

that there is interest in high technology artefacts that can be identified from the classified 

search terms also incorporates the strong interest in the MP3 file format and 

downloadable music. The MP3 file format is especially interesting in this context as its 

original purpose and design was to overcome the constant technical limitation of the 

Internet - the incessant demand for more data to be moved through limited bandwidth. 
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The efficiency and the purposeful design of the file format itself for multimedia formats 

makes it suitable for music data. However, the popularity of the file format is primarily a 

result of its use within peer-to-peer file sharing software to digitally exchange music and 

the ease with which it can be used to copy (or ‘rip’) commercial material. The 

development of the desire and capabilities for customisation and ‘do-it-yourself’ within 

the cultural complex is possible because of the ready availability of artefacts that can 

support this attitude. Significantly - in the context of a web-based locale - the type of 

artefacts that support this attitude are primarily found within a digital provenance. In the 

material culture sense these artefacts can reveal the traits of a culture and the cultural 

situations that utilises them because these artefacts are ‘of’ this culture. I argue that 

customisation and do-it-yourself attitudes expressed towards digital items are important 

traits of the cultural complex of contemporary western mainstream culture that can be 

identified through the collected search terms.   

 

Free music and software is generally not gathered from mainstream Web sites or from the 

Web at all but from other Internet-based services. In this observation lies a tacit 

confirmation that these terms and activities reveal the wider ranging meaning of Web-

based search terms. The use of file sharing software has enabled the relatively easy and 

ready transfer of MP3 files (as well as other file formats) from ‘peer’ to ‘peer’. With the 

acceptance of this innovative distribution method for music it has made such an impact 

on licensed forms of distribution that major record labels have had to acknowledge and 

experiment themselves (Borland 2003). It is still important to stress, however, that the 

key point of significance for this form of distribution is that it is free and based around 
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sharing. This attitude for sharing draws, among other sources, upon the earlier founding 

sentiment of Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs) from the 1980s when users could freely 

download software, images and documents with few formal restrictions. However, BBS 

operators usually monitored their comparatively fragile and low bandwidth systems for 

‘file leeches’ - people who downloaded heavily without themselves uploading new files 

to the system. Users of BBSs who had high upload to download ratios were often 

rewarded with privileges such as extra login time, access to restricted parts of the system 

or the ability to manipulate and control part of the system. While this is the most obvious 

example of computer mediated interaction, this sentiment can be similarly identified in 

the rhetoric of early Internet writings (Dyson et al 1994; Negroponte 1996; also see 

Raymond 2001) regarding the ‘community’.  

 

Desire for freeness within the iconic core of the cultural complex can be discerned 

through the terms in the taxonomic classification. Within the UDC schema the 004 class 

subsumes most aspects of software, software development and computing in general and 

the 394 class represents the gamut of social life as a broad catchall for activities not 

shown elsewhere. The 004 and 394 classes are well represented in the taxonomic 

classification of the collected data. In the present union list of classification the only type 

of artefact - with the exception of ‘miss universe’ and ‘shareware’ - that is classed at the 

394 class are the various filesharing programmes. This is based on the understanding that 

peer-to-peer file sharing software is a form of sociality that was not specifically predicted 

or catered for within other classes of the UDC. Classifying these software in a separate 

class that is distinct from the 004 software classification emphasises their significance 
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beyond being ‘straight’ information technology and rather places significance on the 

these systems’ capacity and need for human reciprocity and interaction. Both Kazaa and 

Morpheus are included within the core of the cultural complex as highly sought-after 

artefacts that facilitate access to ‘free things’ - but primarily MP3 files. 

 

The 004 class of software and computing is also important in this discussion as it 

incorporates search terms that have been classified in relation to the illegal manipulation 

of software such as serialz, crackz and warez. While some of the interest in these terms 

may be generated out of curiosity, the purpose of these particular types of software is 

based on a single motivation - to gain unlimited access to a licensed software product 

without paying the required fee. This is entirely compatible with the attitude for ‘free 

things ‘ within the cultural complex and the popularity of the MP3 file format. In this 

case the immediate possibility for gaining a ‘free’ product overrides the longer-term 

possibility of criminal action. The popularity of the specific spellings of these terms - 

albeit the relatively simple use of ‘z’ to indicate pluralisation - suggests that there is 

sufficient cultural knowledge of the intention and meaning of these terms among the 

‘web searching’ population of Internet users that the more conventional spelling of warez 

or serialz (with an ‘s’) were not found in the collected data. ‘Cracks’, however, does 

appear in the taxonomic classification. The 004 class is also important for highlighting 

other key artefacts of, and influences on, the cultural complex. Seven specifically 

information technology-based companies (Dell, Hewlett Packard, Intel, Microsoft, 

Netscape and Norton) are incorporated within this class. This class is also rich with the 

iconic services of the Web that are represented by specific web addresses such as 
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Google.com or hotmail.com, general concepts such as ‘virus’, ‘browser’ or ‘email’ and 

more technical concepts such as ‘http tunnel’, ‘web hosting’ or ‘internet access’. 

Software and file formats are also found within this class, for example the compression 

utilities ‘winrar’ and ‘winzip’ and the ubiquitous element of many web sites, ‘animated 

gifs’.   

 

The range of named viruses represented in the 004 class offer an antithesis to the 

generally community-oriented basis for the cultural complex of artefacts and the ‘free 

things’ attitude that can be associated with the other elements in the 004 classifications. 

Viruses, as a general category of ‘virtual’ artefacts, are not items generally sought out or 

desired for themselves. They are not intended to be willingly shared, collected or used. 

Viruses are, at worst, fatally destructive to a computer system and, at best, an annoyance. 

Baudrillard (1993, 67) firmly positions viruses (and other artefacts) within the framework 

of contemporary culture;  

the high degree to which AIDS, terrorism, crack cocaine or computer viruses 
mobilize the popular imagination should tell us that they are more than anecdotal 
occurrences in an irrational world. The fact is that they contain within them the 
whole logic of our systems: these events are merely the spectacular expression of 
that system. 
 

Some viruses do, however, also offer a tacit but crude critique to the commercial 

exchange of software that centres upon the (conventional) business practices of the 

Microsoft Corporation. Viruses are generally only effective on specific configurations of 

hardware and software, which generally incorporates one or more versions of the 

Windows operating system. This is partly due to the popularity of this series of operating 

systems over its distant rivals. It is also, in part, a reaction to this success and the various 

security holes that exist in software that is developed in a closed-source environment 
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such as the one that is found in Microsoft (cf. Raymond 2001). The range of viruses that 

are evident through the period of data collection overly emphasises their importance as 

sought-after or desired digital artefacts. While there are a number of specifically named 

viruses included in the data most have relatively brief lifespans of interest. The Nimda 

virus which was seen as an especially virulent form appeared for only two weeks in the 

surge list of terms, on the 21st September 2001 as nimda (position 15, 1960 searches), 

nimda virus (position 65, 812 searches) and Nimda (position 203, 373 searches) and then 

a week later (28th September 2001) as nimda in position 272 with 286 searches. Another 

virus, goner, only appeared once (8th December) in the surge list at position 178 with 339 

searches. An important comparison to the appearance of these specific virus names is the 

relative rarity of the generic term ‘virus’ in the collected data. The term never reaches the 

list of consistent performers and only twice on 21st September 2001 and 8th December 

2001 during the Nimda and Goner attacks does it appear in the surge list of terms. This 

indicates that the appearance of individual virus names as a popular search term does not 

reflect a desire for the virus itself but for (free) information that will assist in combating 

its presence on an individually infected computer. This is compatible with the ‘free 

things’ attitude represented by other search terms also included in this class. 

 

In contrast to the relatively short-lived interest in any particular virus, other elements of 

the 004 class appear more consistently over longer periods of time and as a consequence 

are included within the iconic core of the cultural complex (Figure 9). Excite, the 

search engine, appears eleven times (in its various permutations) in eight separate weeks 

of the collected surge term data. Another search engine, Lycos, appears fourteen times in 
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fourteen separate weeks of surge list data. However, Google, which is arguably the most 

popular search engine at the current time and is clearly placed within the core of the 

cultural complex as it appears 242 times (with its various permutations) in every week 

that surge term data was collected. This consistent interest is not surprising in the light of 

the documented popularity of search engines or the claims that search engines are the 

most common starting point for locating the Web (Pew Internet 2002; Pew Internet 

2002a) What is unusual considering the source for this data is that these terms are used to 

query another completely different search engine. While the individual rationale for 

searching for a search engine from a search engine cannot be ascertained from the 

available data, a form of an explanation can be found by locating these better known 

search engines within the core of the artefactual complex as being representative of a 

broader range of cultural traits and a specific vision of the ‘virtual’ that prevents a direct 

one-to-one functional comparison with ‘other’ search engines. Google, particularly, has 

encouraged this situation by avoiding an initial public offering (IPO) for many years that 

was the hallmark of many web-based business ventures and the speculative business 

models they were based upon (Reinhardt 1998; Robinson 2000; Spector 2000; Conrad et 

al 2001). The company has also resisted the general business trend to present themselves 

as a one-stop media company that offers a large collection of free services that are funded 

through advertising revenue. The relative success of the portal approach to search engines 

is evidenced by the competitors to Google such as Altavista and the failed Excite@Home 

portal. It is no coincidence that while Google is central to the cultural complex; Altavista 

does not appear in either the surge lists of terms or the consistent performers list.   
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Figure 9: Sustained interest in search engines as a % of total searches 
 

The only other search engine - in distinction from Yahoo the web directory - which 

appears consistently throughout the list of terms is the meta-search engine, Dogpile. 

Dogpile is the only meta-search engine classified in the collected data and its popularity 

suggests that it is also a core element of the cultural complex. Dogpile itself claims that it 

is the most popular meta-search engine. The position of Dogpile should be regarded with 

some caution, however, as not only is it the only meta-search engine in the represented in 

the data but also because the data for the lists was originally gathered from a meta-search 

engine ‘spy’.  
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The two other core elements of the cultural complex found in the 004 class of the UDC 

are Yahoo and Hotmail. Yahoo is particularly significant to this research as it was one of 

the first categorised collections of web sites. Yahoo is actually an acronym meaning “Yet 

Another Hierarchical Officious Oracle”. Yahoo is not only central to the cultural complex 

identified through this research but to the Web itself. The almost mythical centrality and 

importance of Yahoo to the Web is not related solely to the quality of the directory of 

Web sites it provides. The collectively edited and widely distributed Open Directory 

Project at one time used as the directory service for Google and other search engines is 

arguably a more authoritative system. This is also the case for the specialist directories 

that focus on a specific class of web sites. The SOSIG (www.sosig.ac.uk) and ISWorld 

(www.isworld.org) gateways provide a far more authoritative service for their focus 

disciplines than Yahoo does. Similarly the World Wide Web Virtual Library 

(www.WWWVL.org) is housed on a range of web servers around the world and edited 

by experts in the field of their own Library ‘aisle’. This makes the WWWVL a more 

definitive library of Web-based material than Yahoo does. Both these ‘competitors’ differ 

from Yahoo by being collaborative and voluntary systems that focus on the sole task of 

presenting an ordered and hierarchical directory of web-based resources. However, 

Yahoo’s importance is not based on the quality of its directory. Its early availability on 

the Web contributes to this status but it is the mythical stories relating to its creators and 

its development positions it at the core of the cultural complex. Having the credentials 

and mythology associated with Web longevity has assisted Yahoo in becoming and 

remaining an icon of the Web for western mainstream culture irrespective of its 

commercial and corporate impetus towards profit.  
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Hotmail’s reputation as the first web-based email service and the myth relating to its 

purchase by Microsoft similarly assists it to a position within the core of the cultural 

complex. The concept of offering emails services through a web-based interface was an 

innovation developed outside the realms of corporate computing. The purchase of 

Hotmail by Microsoft in at the end of 1997, reportedly for $US 385 million (Reinhardt 

1998) however, provided legitimation that ensures its position within the core cultural 

complex. Unlike other Microsoft products, Hotmail’s success is a form of ‘proof’ for the 

power of independent developers over a corporate computing work environment 

(Raymond 2001). Despite their philosophical differences in development strategy, this 

approach of acquiring software projects is common practice within Microsoft as DOS 

(originally called QDOS and developed by Seattle Computer Products (Cringely 1996, 

132)), Internet Explorer (containing a core of code from a company called SpyGlass 

(Berners-Lee 1999, 99)) and Powerpoint (originally called Presenter and created by 

Forethought (Belleville n.d.)) similarly all started as independent software development 

projects. As with Yahoo, Hotmail’s position is heavily based on its historical precedence 

as the first web-based email system. As with Yahoo, Hotmail has its faults. The very 

popularity of the system can make it hard to find a suitably unique email address and this 

popularity can also flood the Hotmail web servers with legitimate activity making it hard 

to use. The popularity of Hotmail has also made it a convenient address (although not 

necessarily the location) with which spammers launch their campaigns. While these 

issues may impair the actual functioning of Hotmail this cannot detract from the 

importance of a web-based email system. Enabling other ‘traditional’ Internet service to 
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utilise the consistent and familiar Web interface serves breaks down the complexity and 

steep learning curve associated with the interfaces and ‘front ends’ with which older non-

graphical software were designed.  

 

It is not a coincidence that the elements of the core cultural complex that are classified 

within the 004 class are different but significant services for contemporary cultural 

practice; a search engine, a meta-search engine, a Web directory and an email system. 

These four services form the core of many other commercial and community-based 

developments and are also a basis for comparison. The free availability of these services 

means that any new search engine, web-based email service or similar will always be 

compared to the capabilities and features of these iconic services. Such a heightened level 

of significance perpetuates their centrality within the cultural complex and strengthens 

their iconic meaning. 

 

Other individual iconic artefacts that are core to the cultural complex are scattered 

throughout the UDC taxonomy but this does not imply that they are isolated or 

disconnected from one another. Artefacts are not impoverished as a search term by being 

less directly ‘computery’. Their meaning in relation to cultural practice is equally 

important and contributes to the specific form of the cultural complex of contemporary 

mainstream culture. In many respects it is those elements classified outside the 004 - 

computing - class that reveal the details and complexity of mainstream culture. The 

classification classes that are well represented in the search data is also an index of the 

degree that Web based computing has become an integral aspect of that culture. Strong 
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evidence of Web-based computing related activities also lend support to an effacing of 

the ‘virtual’/corporeal dichotomy. It is not possible to look at the collection of desired 

artefacts and suggest that all ‘free things’ are somehow connected to computers or are 

even ‘obvious’ choices for inclusion in the cultural complex. The most popular artefacts 

reveal an underlying cultural logic to contemporary mainstream culture. The remaining 

elements in the core of the cultural complex that will be discussed and considered within 

this framework of the cultural complex are ‘Ebay’, ‘Amazon’, ‘Dictionary’, 

‘CNN’, ‘ampland’, ‘the hun’, ‘voyeurweb’, ‘literotica’, ‘tattoos’, 

‘kazaa’, ‘morpheus’, ‘ecards’, Christmas & Halloween, ‘ringtones’, car & 

autos, ‘hotels’, ‘recipes’, ‘wallpaper’, ‘southwest airlines’, ‘zip 

codes’, ‘clipart’, ‘roms’, ‘jokes’, ‘chat rooms’ and ‘maps’. 

 

The presence of Ebay and Amazon within the cultural complex’s core is significant 

because these are the representatives of successful ‘pure’ eCommerce. Each has taken a 

different approach to how the Web can be used to conduct business. Ostensibly these two 

businesses are antithetical to a ‘free things’ attitude in the cultural complex. However, 

they do reveal other attitudes that are equally aspects of the cultural complex - 

‘participation’ and ‘do-it-yourself’. Ebay’s rationale - as an online auctioneer - is based 

heavily on the need for participation and interaction. The failure of a range of 

eCommerce ideas and projects through the early part of this century has also elevated 

Ebay to become the dominant method for individuals to ‘get into eCommerce’ and to 

‘make money on the Internet’. The range of unsolicited commercial emails that make 

offers to support this type of success do not provide quantitative proof of this claim but 
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do reveal the range of promoters who hope to gain from the success in this area. More 

tangible evidence for the popularity and success of this ‘DIY’ eCommerce can be found 

in the seller’s ratings and records on the Ebay site itself. Some seller’s have sold so many 

items - as indicated by the number that is automatically attached to each seller’s id - it is 

clear that this activity occupies many of their working hours (and even waking hours). 

The content of one of the more virulent recent spam emails also emphasises how you can 

give up current employment to sell items full time on Ebay (www.at-

homeworks.com/ebay_sellers_toolkit.htm). Wholesale and trade directories now 

advertise the suitability of some of their items for Ebay auctions (www.auction-sources-

exposed.com/) and a range of software has been developed around the Ebay system to 

assist people as buyers or sellers such as those offered by hammertap.com and SeeBay 

(webempires.netfirms.com/SeeBAY/product.html). Another indication of Ebay’s success 

is found in the range of items available and, in a more negative light, the range of suspect, 

fraudulent or simply unexpected items for sale including body parts, whole people, dirt, 

souls and a sense of humour (www.whattheheck.com/ebay/) This material and the range 

of available support mechanisms for buyers and sellers assist in placing Ebay at the core 

of the cultural complex.  

 

Amazon’s role as a harbinger of eCommerce practice has taken a somewhat less certain 

path. As a company it became very large, very rapidly and took a very long time to 

become profitable (Spector 2000). The competition that it faced from ‘bricks and mortar’ 

booksellers, but particularly Barnes and Noble prevented it from entirely defining the 

practice of online bookselling. However, while Barnes and Noble took a primarily 
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electronic catalogue approach to the selling of books online, Amazon incorporated - and 

continues to incorporate - features that are compatible with the cultural attitudes relating 

to participation and ‘free things’. One of the earliest features of the Amazon Web site was 

the capacity for any user of the site to post reviews and opinions about individual items. 

There was no requirement that you had purchased the book through the Amazon site 

effectively making this system a free large-scale opinion poll. More recent developments 

at Amazon have similarly promoted these attitudes. Amazon’s signing off on an 

agreement with publishers to enable full text search of the contents of books gives the 

potential for Amazon to offer a search engine that could rival Google in its capacity to 

offer free access to a vast body of human knowledge and experience (Wolf 2003). 

 

The presence of the term ‘Dictionary’ in the core of the cultural complex similarly 

reflects attitudes and the desire for ‘free things‘. In contrast to the volume of 

searches for the ‘Dictionary’ or ‘Online Dictionary’, searches for the specific 

‘Websters Dictionary’ or any other named dictionary are rare. The curious element 

of this search is the ready availability of a dictionary in desktop software such as 

Microsoft Word. This makes explanations regarding this term somewhat more complex 

and generally speculative. The limitations of the desktop dictionary found in Microsoft 

Word or other text editors may provide one rationale. The users of these types of 

dictionaries may not want the product embedded in a text editor or they are critical of the 

shortcomings of these dictionaries. These users are seeking a dictionary through search 

engines with the implied expectation that it will be free. It is unfortunate in this situation 

that the search term data cannot reveal anything more about the motivation or 
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demographics of the people seeking dictionaries as this would be needed to gain clearer 

understanding of the context in which a dictionary is being sought out. The format of a 

dictionary, any dictionary by definition, is entirely compatible with an attitude for 

information-richness. 

 

A more definite element with a clearer rationale for inclusion in the cultural complex is 

‘CNN’. It is the only news oriented element found at the core of the cultural complex. 

Other specific terms such as ‘NBC’ and ‘CBS’ as well as generic terms such as ‘news’ 

and ‘newspaper’ are regularly found in the weekly search term lists but none reach an 

equally dominant level to that of CNN. CNN’s rationale for continuous and live news 

differentiates it from these other companies in form and practice (Dellinger n.d.). CNN 

also holds an increasingly metonymic relationship to news. It has also benefited from the 

role it has played in times of large scale disasters and emergencies, particularly in relation 

to war and terrorism. The CNN reporting of the two gulf wars and the twin towers 

terrorist attack coupled with the syndication of these reports worldwide has popularly 

made it the basis of comparison for journalism and media reporting (Flournoy & Stewart, 

1997; Dellinger n.d.). Although these sort of claims may not withstand critical analysis of 

CNN’s techniques or bias the basis for its presence in these lists is based upon popular 

use of search engines and it is in this respect that CNN dominates. CNN’s reporting style 

and 24 hour format also supports an attitude and desire for ‘information-richness’.  

 

The presence of pornography - in some form - within the core of the cultural complex is 

not unexpected. The ‘adult’ element of the Web is perhaps the most bemoaned (Ferguson 
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2003; Castles 2003) of all its services. Four pornographic web sites are named: 

‘Ampland’, ‘The Hun’, ‘Voyeurweb’, ‘Literotica’ in the core of the cultural 

complex. It is difficult to claim that these four represent ‘different’ aspect of 

pornography; however, there is some degree of demarcation in style and focus. The four 

sites and other similar unmentioned ones are a literal representation of Baudrillard’s 

pessimistic claims that “after the demise of desire, a pell-mell diffusion of erotic 

simulacra in every guise, of transsexual kitsch in all its glory. A postmodern pornography 

if you will, where sexuality is lost in the theatrical excess of its ambiguity.” (Baudrillard 

1993, 22). All four web sites reveal an intersection of the range of the attitudes that 

inform the cultural complex. All four sites are founded around the attitude for ‘free 

things’ as access to pornography at these Web sites is largely unrestricted and funded by 

advertising revenue from ‘paysites’. The ‘information-richness’ of these sites also 

provides a clear basis for the inclusion of these particular directory-style sites. 

Voyeurweb, too, hints at the attitude for DIY and participation that is found elsewhere 

within the cultural complex. The presence of Pornography is problematic within the 

cultural complex as it cannot be accepted uncritically without recognition of the 

relationship it holds to power relations more generally (Williams 1999, 15; Dworkin 

2000, 26 & 31).  

 

The importance of tattoos within the cultural complex is perhaps the most unexpected of 

the included search terms. The commodification of the body and its contextualisation as 

an artefact is confirmed by the popularity of the four pornography Web sites and is 

reinforced with this term. Two corollary terms, ‘Tattoo Designs’ and ‘Tattoo 
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Pictures’ assist in some way to clarify the popularity - and consequently the 

importance - of this term. Seeking designs suggests that this term represents two 

intersecting desires, to get a tattoo and to see other people’s tattoos. The implied series of 

action upon, and permanent use of, the physical body makes the term particularly 

interesting as it is the only element at the core of the cultural complex that specifically 

requires a corporeal presence (or more simply ‘reality’) to sustain the term itself. Hentai 

and other forms of ‘virtual’ pornography have even removed the need for the physical 

presence of a human to construct a visual image. I cannot currently locate a gallery of 

‘virtual’ tattoos. Tattoos also drives an attitude for ‘customisation’ to a logical extreme in 

the sense that a tattoo is a customisation of one’s own skin that does not directly impact 

on the body’s internal operations - an organic analogy to Windows wallpaper or WinAmp 

‘skins’. The popularity of tattoos as a cultural statement, a fashion adornment (Larrat 

2003; Perlingieri 2003) and a search term reveals the close intersections of interest that 

can be found between the use of the Web, everyday life and the identified cultural 

complex.  

 

Ecards - electronic greeting cards - were an early example of the interactivity that was 

capable through a Web-based interface. The original development by Blue Mountain 

allowed free access to a range of images that could then be customised with a message. 

With technical development of the Web, new features were also added to the 

customisation options including an attached soundtrack, animations and more 

sophisticated message handling. The many imitation services that sprung up all followed 

this general format and approach. However, unlike other innovators and originators such 
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as Yahoo and Hotmail, Blue Mountain (BlueMountain.com) has never received a similar 

level of recognition. Its corporate sale to the Excite network in July 1999 for $US780 

million - half of which was represented by a straight cash payment (Conrad, Grice & 

Borland 2001) may have had some impact on obscuring the recognition of Blue Mountain 

as the original ecard web site. More significantly, for the identification of ‘free thing’ and 

for the company itself, was the decision to introduce paid membership and to restrict the 

amount of free content available on the site. The ability to support the desire to customise 

and for DIY attitudes remains available at Blue Mountain – but only as part of a paid 

membership. The relative simplicity of the ecard concept may also impact on the ability 

for any single ecard supplier to become iconic. The base element of customisation - the 

main image of the card - is also the main limitation of any one system. If one ecard site 

does not have an appropriate image or that site is charging for its use it is possible to 

move to the next site. Attitudes towards ecards and ecard sites contrast with a search 

engine or web-based email system where the pivotal customisations come from the 

search term or inscribed message. In this way each ecard site is distinctive because of 

their different opportunities for customisation while web-based email and search engines 

are functionally and more visually generic. 

 

‘Ringtones’, ‘Wallpaper’ and ‘Clipart’ each reflect the customisation attitude 

and also imply the desire for ‘free things’ that enable the personalisation and 

customisation of a commercial product. Nokia, through interchangeable covers and 

ringtones and Microsoft through ‘skins’ and ‘themes’, for example, have tapped an 

important aspect of contemporary cultural practice. It is important to note that while the 
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elements of customisation are part of the core of the cultural complex neither Nokia nor 

Microsoft appear with the same degree of intensity in the lists of search terms. Nokia only 

appears in the context of ‘Free Nokia Ringtones’ not uncoincidentally confirming 

a more prevailing desire for ‘free things’. The absence of these two companies as popular 

search terms also indicates that it is the act of, and ability for, customisation that is being 

sought. Nokia’s introduction of the customisable mobile phone has contributed in no 

small part to the success of the mobile telephony even if the company itself has not 

profited as well from this rapid uptake of technology as might be supposed (BBC 2003). 

In fact, the phone-based downloading of ringtone and icons for modern mobile phones 

has itself become a big business that has millions of downloads and billions of US 

Dollars in turnover (Gracia 2003; Marriott 2004). Using the Web to locate ringtones 

interestingly reveals an indirect logic that supports the argument for the presence of six 

predominant attitudes of the cultural complex identified in this thesis in Section 6.2. 

Commercial ringtones are obtained by phone however as an information-rich location 

and an important source in contemporary culture for ‘free things’ the Web is where 

people who are unwilling to pay for their ringtones through the phone seek their ringtones 

- with the presumed expectation that what they find will be available for free.  

 

Wallpaper, the background image of an operating system’s graphical user interfaces, are 

found on hundreds of Web sites and like ecards no one site can offer a definitive 

collection of images to satisfy every taste, interest or indeed cultural preference. The 

importance of ‘wallpaper’ as a search term can be better understood by the fact that the 

results generated by a search are the ‘best’ directory of screen wallpaper available online. 
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The regularity and number of searches for wallpaper also reveals the close association 

between attitudes for DIY and customisation. Those who create their own wallpapers are 

not likely to be searching for ‘free wallpaper’. However, the skills and time necessary to 

create wallpaper while not high may be more than offset by the ease that it takes to 

download an image and install it onto an operating system as wallpaper.  

 

Clipart also balances the attitudes for customisation and DIY. As with wallpaper, no 

clipart site can offer the range of possibilities that is sought by each individual user of 

clipart. Clipart relationship to the attitude for ‘free things’ is also problematic. The most 

readily available and free clipart is generally the most clichéd, overused and of the 

poorest quality. This is best evidenced by the clipart supplied in the Microsoft Office 

application suite when conference attendees are confronted by endless Powerpoint 

presentations that share common colour images, poor line images and standard layout 

templates. The quality and relatively small choice offered by Microsoft Office may 

actually be the reason for the popularity of clipart and its presence as a core element of 

the cultural complex. The most popular clipart web sites including the generic 

clipart.com, have attempted to build a business between the contradiction of offering 

commonly and publicly available free images and individual’s users preparedness to pay 

for images that will genuinely customise and personalise their communications. 

Clipart.com has also attempted to draw upon prevailing attitudes for participation by 

encouraging those who are more graphically adept to contribute to their Web site’s own 

information-richness in order to expand their collection of commercial and free clipart. 
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Generic terms, including ‘car’ or ‘autos’, ‘hotels’, ‘recipes’ and ‘maps’ all 

figure highly in the cultural complex. These terms reveal the level of information richness 

that is provided by the Web and web search engines. These terms represent central 

themes and starting points for more refined searches and activities. While it might be 

assumed that recipes and maps are also being sought after as ‘free things‘ this is not 

certain and is not a combination used in any of the collected data - there are no searches 

for ‘free recipes’ or ‘free maps’.  

 

A curious inclusion as a core element of the cultural complex is ‘Southwest 

Airlines’. Southwest is the only ‘bricks and mortar’ business included within the 

cultural complex and it can only be utilised by people within the US. While Amazon and 

Ebay are both US-based companies their eCommerce focus and their effort to register 

regional domain names such as ebay.co.uk gives them an international or at least wider 

provenance. Southwest Airlines does share some of the features that can be identified in 

Amazon and Ebay. Each employs what are (or were) innovative business strategies for 

their specific sectors (www.southwest.com/about_swa/airborne.html) and each business 

does claim that their innovation helps to reduce the price of their goods or services. 

Southwest claims on their web site that they are “the United States’ only major short-

haul, low-fare, high-frequency, point-to-point carrier.” This is perhaps the closest to ‘free 

things‘ that any commercial enterprise could sustainably offer. The Southwest Airlines 

Web site reveals two key reasons for its importance within the cultural complex. 

“Southwest was the first airline to establish a home page on the Internet.” “On May 30, 

2002, the Jupiter Media Metrix named Southwest the airline that best utilizes the Internet 
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and provides brand synergy between its main line and online presence.” As a result of the 

publicity and Web longevity of Southwest over 50% of the company’s flight bookings 

now come through its Web site. The intertwined relationship of the Web and Southwest’s 

core business reveals the close interconnection between search terms and their 

relationship to cultural practices, organisations and artefacts beyond the Web. 

 

The importance of travel and spatial references to corporeal experience within the 

cultural complex is also found with the inclusion of ‘maps’. While various attempts have 

been made to chart the Internet and the Web in some form of cartographic manner 

(www.cybergeography.org/atlas/atlas.html), maps have a clearer meaningful 

representational relationship to the physical world. Many map services are available 

online with the claimed largest, Mapquest, but none have a predominant position in terms 

of reputation and none are the pre-eminent site. The competition for market dominance in 

the mapping field is evidenced by the unusual presence of a general term rather than a 

specific Web site in the cultural complex. The inverse situation can be seen with search 

engines where Google predominates while the term ‘search engines’ sits at the very 

periphery of the cultural complex’s core. As with search engines all of the map sites have 

opted for a business model that is predominantly based around free products. The 

majority of services at sites such as mapquest, multimap, streetmap.co.uk, maps.com and 

the services offered by various automobile associations are free. Each services relies on 

additional value-added commercial services to sustain the delivery of free ‘things’ 

through products such as satellite photographs and specialist printed maps. Maps and 

particular those in the form of driving directions - another term also on the periphery of 
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the core of the cultural complex - are closely associated with the use of cars. There is also 

a close relationship both on the mapping sites themselves and in the general connection to 

travel between the terms ‘maps’ and ‘hotels’.  

 

While ethnographic knowledge of the people who initiate searches can only be inferred 

from the terms they use, the presence of so many terms related to the general activity of 

travel within the core of the cultural complex does suggest a highly mobile people. 

Southwest Airlines, car & autos, hotels and maps are the most evident of a still wider 

interest in travel with a range of terms found just outside the core of the cultural complex 

including driving directions. 

 

The inclusion of ‘zip codes’ within the core of the cultural complex is significant as, 

like Southwest Airlines, it is a regional phenomenon that is specifically US-based. Like 

Southwest Airlines, zip codes relate to travel - albeit by proxy in the physical items of 

mail. The close relationship of zip codes to ‘snail mail’ also references a form of 

communication that in many respects is a more expensive competitor to email. It is also 

cost, or rather the desire for ‘free things‘, that provides explanation for the inclusion of 

zip codes within the core of the cultural complex. By way of an explanation for this claim 

one of the more prominent results from a search for ‘zip codes’ at google.com is  

zipcodedownload.com - a business offering the entire US zip code database for $29.95 

(September 2003). While the product is ‘simply’ a database of all the available zip codes 

in the US, zipcodedownload.com makes a number of claims for their database and more 

broadly the zip code system itself. A prominent claim is that zip codes provide, “The 
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Power To Innovate, The Power To Sell, The Power To Help You...Succeed.” 

Comparisons are also offered with other company’s products that include suggested 

prices between $US100 and $US2000.  

 

However, this is not the only site concerned with zip codes and many offer free zip code 

tools and data. The National Address Server (www.cedar.buffalo.edu/adserv.html) 

provides the capacity to actually produce accurate address labels based on a minimum of 

entered data. However, the site also stresses that this service is intended for personal use 

only. Similarly, the US postal service, who is the primary users of zip codes, offers the 

ability to check zip code information on their Web site. The key connecting theme 

between these various services and the major rationale for the inclusion of zip codes in 

the cultural complex is that they are free. Being a free source of ZIP code data does not, 

however, in itself explain the desire for zip codes. The US postal service offers some 

enlightenment, however, in its zip FAQ (www.usps.com/zip4/zipfaq.htm) which briefly 

describes the history of zip codes from their introduction in 1963. In 1983 the US Postal 

Service introduced zip+4 which results in a 9 digit number that identifies very specific 

geographic locations in the US (similar to the current UK system). The nine digit zip 

code scheme, however, is not compulsory. The rationale for this change is to improve 

mail delivery performance. It is primarily designed for businesses that post many 

individual items of mail. The desire for zip codes twenty years after this change may be 

the result of the complexity and confusion caused by this newer system. The business 

focus of extended zip codes may also offer a partial explanation. One sector of business 

that most heavily uses the postal service are bulk mailers and bulk advertisers. The 
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increasing use of this form of marketing by a widening range of businesses may provide 

some explanation as these businesses look at ways of reducing running and operational 

costs by accessing free information.     

 

An attitude and desire for interaction and engagement is reflected in the importance of 

‘jokes’, ‘poems’ and ‘chat rooms’ within the cultural complex. As ‘chat rooms’ 

are specifically Web-based phenomena that were among the earliest forms of Web-based 

interactivity the range of ‘rooms’ now available is unquantifiable and easily ranges into 

the thousands. The success of this form of interaction and the relative ease that they can 

be set up and maintained on any ‘standard’ web site has resulted in the bifurcation of chat 

rooms into more and more specific areas of interest. Almost any popular band, television 

programme or fan club has some type of chat room. The majority of these chat rooms are 

free to access. 

 

‘Jokes’ are a form of communication with a broad provenance that are part of the core 

cultural complex reflected in the most popular Web search terms. Less common but more 

specific terms suggest the types of jokes being sought: ‘dirty jokes’, ‘funny 

jokes’, ‘halloween jokes’, ‘thanksgiving jokes’ and ‘christmas 

jokes’. Jokes figure significantly in the lists of surge terms and are generally ranked 

within the top 10 of the list. The most notably exception to this trend was in the list 

compiled immediately after the 9/11 terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre when 

‘jokes’ was ranked 42nd.  Proposing an inverse relationship between an interest in 

jokes or humour more generally and significant events of public tragedy is beyond the 
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capacity of the available data but it does suggest that this is an area for further detailed 

investigation. 

 

‘Poems’ are also consistently desired during each week that data was collected. As 

another form of literary expression, poems form a counterbalance to the general focus of 

the desire for jokes. The most common qualification to the generic search for poems is 

‘love poems’. However, the impact of annual celebrations is also identifiable with 

‘christmas poems’, ‘mothers’ day poems’ and ‘valentine’s day poems’ 

all briefly figuring in the weeks leading to these festivals in the surge list of terms.    

 

The term ‘roms’ is somewhat unusual and outside the general corpus of everyday speech. 

However, both ‘nes roms’ and ‘snes roms’ appear consistently and are at the core 

of the cultural complex. Roms are physical items containing a Read Only Memory 

(ROM) chip that contain the data for a game intended to be played on either the Nintendo 

Entertainment System, hence NES, or the Super Nintendo Entertainment System usually 

described by the acronym SNES. This system of distributing games was intended to 

prevent illegal copying and distribution by intimately bringing together the software of 

the game with a specific and non-standard hardware device. Other games systems, but 

particularly Sony’s Playstation and Microsoft’s Xbox, use the more readily copied but 

more conventional CD format to distribute games. However, this does not imply that the 

distribution method has lead to the success of the Playstation or Xbox over the Nintendo 

system. 
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However, the Web does not offer an alternative free avenue for obtaining NES or SNES 

roms. The majority of sites that offer free ROMs are emulators. Games downloaded 

through the Web are intended to be played with the aid of intermediary software that 

makes the PC act and respond in the same way as the original games consoles. Arguably 

emulators ‘dumb down’ a PC in order to make them work with older technology. 

 

Another aspect of the desire for NES and SNES roms that prevents the exchange of 

copyrighted material from being condemned in the same manner as popular music is the 

degree of ‘link hell’ that users are subjected to by the sites that figure prominently in the 

results of searches for these terms. ‘Link hell’ - in this sense - refers to the barrage of 

pop-up webpages and a convoluted navigation path through advertising and commercial 

web pages that a user of a search engine is subjected to when seeking a specific thing. 

The trail to a sought-after object is punctuated with advertisements for associated 

products that have a high likelihood of being of interest to a person with an interest in 

ROMs. The end result of these trails - when the searcher does not give up completely - is 

a dead end, an advertisement or a teaser for a commercial product, or a link back to the 

smaller number of free sites that actually offer the ROM software being sought. ‘Link 

hell’ is a phenomenon that can also be linked with searches for fonts and clipart. 

 

Christmas and Halloween have also been included in the core of the cultural complex as 

two specific events that figure heavily as terms in their own right but also as a qualifier to 

many other search terms. Other annual events also appear in the list of surge terms but 

none make it into the list of consistently high performing search terms. To enter this list 
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requires sustained attention from the users of a search engine for at least a month. Some 

indication of the significance and the degree to which they collectively consume cultural 

attention can be found in the range of ‘Christmasy’ artefacts that are being sought in the 

weeks leading to Christmas itself. Items such as clipart, wallpaper, screensavers, songs, 

cards, carols, music, jokes, crafts, trivia, party games and jokes are all prefixed with 

‘christmas’. The earlier set of items suggests that the seasonal customisation of 

computers is a common activity in the weeks leading up to the holiday. The range of 

items being sought indicates the extent that Christmas activities are planned with the aid 

of a search engine. The absence of ‘christmas recipes’ in the list does however 

suggest the maintenance of some personal and private traditions. It might be argued that 

the Christmas material being sought is an attempt to overcome some of the repetition and 

sameness that is found in most individual’s and family’s annual activities. However, 

Baudrillard’s (1993, 41) observation regarding the contemporary status of events offers 

an equally plausible explanation; “in earlier time an event was something that happened - 

now it is something that is designed to happen. It occurs, therefore as a virtual artefact, as 

a reflection of pre-existing media-defined forms.” The interest in Christmas also reflects 

the attitude for customisation that is a defining feature of the cultural complex - an 

attempt to cast a ‘personal’ - but pre-manufactured - touch on this annual event. The 

exception and perhaps one of the central elements to Christmas celebrations are the 

rituals relating specifically to food that are more personal and specific to individuals and 

groups. Another aspect to the interest in Christmas ‘things’ may be a reassertion of what 

are claimed as the authentic aspects of Christmas and an, at least covert, rejection of the 

consumption emphasis found in most contemporary celebrations of Christmas.   
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The twinned impact of Halloween with Christmas reveals a wider explanation for the 

significance of these two holidays appearing within the core of the cultural complex. 

These events are both celebratory and entertainment oriented holidays that have lost 

much of their original religious connections. The entertainment aspects of these holidays 

associate them with attitudes for participation and customisation. This is shown in part by 

the various ways in which Halloween is used to qualify searches. There is also a parallel 

between the Christmas artefacts being sought and those that are sought for Halloween. 

However, there are also sought after items that reflect the more heavily entertainment 

oriented nature of the holiday over the Christian basis for Christmas. The underlying 

themes for Halloween are reveals with search terms including ‘halloween 

costumes’, ‘halloween recipes’, ‘halloween games’, ‘halloween 

pictures’, ‘halloween clipart’, ‘halloween stories’ and the ‘history 

of halloween’. Halloween Web sites are also revealing as they reflect the impetus and 

focus of the holiday. Halloween-online.com offers a series of links to other Web sites 

including The Yard Haunter, Got Fog which claims to be the Web‘s premier source for 

fog machine information and Pumpkin Carving 101 which similarly claims to be the #1 

source for pumpkin carving information. The information richness relating to Halloween 

is even more evident at the generic Halloween.com which offers information relating to 

various broad aspects of the holiday including “the Christian Perspective”, “Scary Tales, 

Fun and Games” and, somewhat more obtusely at the head of the list of options 

(December 2003), the “Vampires” link produces a further series of links to “vampire” 

Web sites.  
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The annual nature of these holidays coupled with the more or less compulsory 

participation for the people of contemporary, western, mainstream culture immediately 

promotes the case for their inclusion in the core cultural complex. The opportunity for 

‘free things‘ and the information richness of Halloween and Christmas sites all further 

support their inclusion as core elements of the cultural complex. 

 

The inclusion of ‘jobs’ in the core of the cultural complex is a result of the 

information richness that textually describes a job. The vast range of job-based web sites 

also makes search engines one of the few means of accessing a broad range of these sites 

in order to maximise the chances of locating an appropriate advertisement. A situation 

already previously identified in relation to clipart, fonts and wallpaper. Job web sites 

have also tended to specialise by either region or work specialisation. This further 

increases the necessity for the jobseeker to access a broad range of web sites.  

 

Another aspect of seeking jobs through the Web is the relativity level of anonymity and 

privacy that this affords. For employees who are seeking a new position judiciously 

concealing their intentions is more easily achieved through the Web than by telephone, 

personal visits to employment agencies or other means.  

 

The Web has also widened the audience of potential jobseekers that each employment 

agency can expect to have. Broad audiences have enabled the cost of recruitment through 

agencies to be borne entirely by the future employer and more significantly it has made 
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job-seeking entirely free. The ready availability of job information complements 

increased employment mobility (Australian Bureau of Statistics, Labour Mobility, 

6209.0) and reflects the increasing rarity for workers to remain with a single employer for 

long periods of time.  

 

Perhaps the most likely class of employment that would be expected to make most use of 

the Web is for ‘tech jobs’. Unsurprisingly, this is the only qualification of the 

‘jobs’ search, however, it only reaches the surge list twice on the 8th and 15th of 

February 2003 which were also the last two weeks that data was collected. Rather 

curiously these two surges reached 7th and 8th position in the lists for these weeks while 

the broader term ‘jobs’ was ranked at 33rd and 48th in the same weeks. 

 

The significance of ‘gay’ within the cultural complex is also a reflection of the desires 

for privacy and anonymity found with many elements at the core of the cultural complex. 

The acceptance of homosexuality as sexual preference and lifestyle is in no way a 

universal aspect of contemporary western mainstream culture. The ability to gather 

information about ‘being gay’, to in some way participate in ‘gay’ activities and to meet 

like minded people is readily accommodated through the Web without immediate fears 

for safety. The need for safety – in a variety of ways - is confirmed by the only 

qualification to the term ‘gay’ in the data: ‘gay.com’. This site is clearly targeted to a 

middle-of-the-road political and cultural sentiment with a US focus. The site offers a 

range of material that covers the entire gamut of lifestyle possibilities and is supported by 

mainstream advertising including Visa and DVD and CDs - featuring the Will and Grace 
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back catalogue. The site claims to have over 1.7 million personal profiles and offers 

memberships which provide access to specific parts of the site including the details of 

these profiles. The inclusion of gay within the core of the cultural complex reflects the 

claim that “gays and lesbians tend to be particularly active Internet users and more 

comfortable than heterosexuals with shopping and dating online,” 

(www.jsonline.com/bym/tech/news/jun03/150197.asp 2003). In addition to this interest, 

Chatterjee (2001, 83) links together two aspects of the core cultural complex with the 

observation that “pornography becomes a cultural space in which alternative sexualities 

can be articulated and explored.” The combined activities of these two groups in addition 

to the confusion of sexualities identified by Baudrillard (1993) all contribute to the 

popularity of this Web site and this sexuality and lifestyle online.  

 

These claims in themselves do not entirely explain the degree to which gay is such a 

sought after artefact within the collected data. Some percentage of these searches can be 

seen as regular users of gay.com or similar sites mistakenly typing the term into a search 

box. But even discounting this possibility the repetition that the term appears in both the 

lists of consistently performing terms and the surge lists suggests that there is a regular 

and steady influx of users the Web who are gay, identify as gay, are gay-curious or gay 

friendly. 

 

The core of the cultural complex represents approximately 5% of the total number of 

sought after artefacts that were classified from the collected data there are many more 

that are located in the shadow of this core. These desired artefacts generally support or 
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are premised on at least one of the six central attitudes that shape the cultural complex - 

‘free things’, ‘participation’, ‘information richness’, ‘do-it-yourself’/‘customisation’, 

perversion and privacy/anonymity. There is also a great deal of association between the 

core of the cultural complex and those artefacts that are located outside it. Consideration 

of the wider collection of search terms is pursued in the third section of this chapter 

which shows the heavy degree that other terms group around those in the core of the 

cultural complex. The second section of this chapter similarly extends the examination of 

the cultural complex by identifying the regularity that individual terms (as well as 

classificatorily similar groups of terms) appear with very similar proportions of interest 

throughout the period of data collection. 

 
5.2. The Historical Contexts 

 
In this section I examine the research data within an historical context. Attention is 

particularly given to those ‘things’ identified in the previous Section 5.1 as forming the 

core of a complex of desires and sought-after cultural artefacts. Heavy use has been made 

in this section of visual representations to clarify the discussion. Visualisation offers a 

means to enable comprehension and representation of the vast amount of textual data that 

was originally collected and the similarly large amounts of data that were generated as a 

consequence of the classification of each search term.  

 

The historical view of gathered search terms presents an expanded view of the cultural 

complex that represents its persistent features. An historical view of the gathered research 

data also reveals the shifting interests in particular artefacts of contemporary culture and 
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the shifting fame of individual ‘celebrities’. More significantly the historical view of the 

data reveals the consistent levels of interest in a wide range of the cultural items and 

practices. By representing the volume of searches for a particular term as a percentage of 

the total number of searches for that week comparisons can be made directly between 

each week of the collected data. As the size of the sample from each week varies the 

consistency of week-by-week interests is still more revealing. The combination of data 

from the list of surge terms and the consistent performers also reveals the details and 

variation between short-term and long-term cultural changes of practice, attitude and 

interest. Long-term changes are reflected through the list of consistently performing 

terms. In general this change is gradual and with few fluctuations against the observable 

long-term trends. The surge list reflects a different aspect and level of cultural practice. 

Weekly surge lists reflect volatile variations from week-to-week with many terms rising 

briefly into the list and then rapidly disappearing.  

 

The first view of the gathered data is an overview of the data showing the weekly 

fluctuations for each of the nine top level universal decimal classification classes (Figures 

8 and 9). This overview is also the starting point for the third - cultural - perspective. The 

graph of the consistent terms between September 2001 and February 2003 (Figure 10) 

reveals an extremely consistent balance between the nine top-level classes. Three major 

historical discrepancies appear during this period. The first discrepancy is readily 

identified as the medium term impact of the 9/11 terrorist attacks on New York. In the 

two months after the attack the 200 class is represented. This class incorporates all 

aspects of theology and religion. The term primarily represented in this class is 
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‘Nostradamus’ and all its spelling variants. Any form of religious or theological 

references is completely absent from the gathered data after this period. The other class 

that proportionally increases during this same two month period after September 2001 is 

the 900 class which covers geography and history. Other classes accommodate these 

increases with inversely slight decreases, this is most noticeable in the 100 class that is 

described as ‘Philosophy and Psychology’ but in the context of the current data includes 

classifications for pornographic terms. The second discrepancy occurs in late August 

2002 when a large increase in the search for terms classified within the 600 and 800 

classes is balanced by a reduction in the 100 class again. Such a visible ‘spike’ in the 

generally consistent balance of terms foreshadows the third, more subtle, discrepancy in 

the consistent search data, a general narrowing of interest in terms from the 100 class and 

increases in the 000 and 600 classes towards Christmas in late 2002. These are relatively 

small variations that should not overshadow the general consistency of the weekly lists of 

consistently popular search terms. Relative stability between individual classes is further 

evidence for the close articulation that popular search terms have with contemporary 

western mainstream cultural practice.  
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Consistent terms classified by top level UDC class
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Figure 10: Weekly fluctuations in consistent search term interest. 

Surge terms classified by top level UDC class
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Figure 11: Weekly fluctuations in surge search term interest. 
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The same approach applied to weekly surge lists of search terms (Figure 11) reveals a 

more volatile balance between the nine UDC top classes classes. However, the impact of 

the 9/11 terrorist attack, the spike of late August 2002 and the gentle rise towards 

Christmas 2002 can all be discerned. Less significant spikes reflect the rapid rise and fall 

of interest in specific topics and artefacts that overlay the more consistent appearance of 

topics related to search engines, pornographic Web sites, software and music. There is a 

degree of semiosis that can be identified in this historical view of the data. A more 

asemiotic collection of data would not reveal fluctuations in individual classes that then 

return to a more consistent baseline relationship with other UDC classes. 

 

A starting point for the specific examination of search terms in the historical context of 

the gathered data are the most popular search engines, Dogpile, Google, Excite and Ask 

Jeeves. The chart (Figure 12) shows a number of consistencies between the search 

engines as well as some significant differences. The most visible similarity is the 

mirrored movements in the percentage of the total sample for the consistent performance 

of Google and Excite. As these are searches for the actual domain name the consistent 

performance of these two terms provides an indication of the relative levels of use - or at 

least the intention to use - these search engines. The accuracy of this twinned movement 

also indicates that this particular search activity is significantly influences by regular 

‘robotic’ (and by implication software driven) activity. The chart also reveals the shifting 

combination of activities that individuals collectively conduct on the Internet. The 

shifting percentage of searches for these engines indicates fluctuations in Web usage 

between search-oriented and unfocused free-form activities. One anomaly in the steady 
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rise of search activities through the latter half of 2002 in the Google, Excite and more 

visibly in the Ask Jeeves data occurred in the week that included the first anniversary of 

the 11th September terrorist attacks on New York City and Washington. The downward 

trend recovered over the subsequent four weeks until the week of Christmas 2002. There 

is a shift in web activity from unfocused search - searching for search engines - to more 

focused and directed activities. Similar movements are also reflected with more subtlety 

in the surge data list for the 14th September 2002 which incorporates variations upon 

searches for ‘September 11’ at 3rd, 7th, 20th, 21st and 24th position. The consistent 

performance data for Dogpile and Ask Jeeves represent much smaller percentages of the 

total number of searches conducted and do not so closely parallel the other two search 

engines’ performance. However all four search engines reveal a consistent presence in 

the overall data revealing a generally stable level of significance and, by implication, 

usage.  
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Figure 12: Long term interests in individual search engines 
 
The surge data (Figure 12), in contrast, reflects a greater level of instability with the 

weekly interest in Google changing by an entire percentage point across the duration of 

the week-by-week data collection. The volatility of weekly interest in Google reflects the 

smaller scale of the sample that generally incorporates about 100,000 individual searches 

in contrast to the 5,000,000 searches sampled by the consistent performance list. As a 

result the observed fluctuations in the weekly Google surge data could be caused by 

approximately 100 or less searches. Personal communication with search engine 

optimisations (SEO) specialists suggests that their own examination of the Web for 

clients could cause this level of fluctuation (pers. comms with Top-Pile representatives, 

Internet World North, Manchester, 6th November 2003). Other robotic examinations of 

the Web could equally influence the observed surge data in a systematic manner. There is 

no regular peaking of surge interest in the search engines that is apparent from the 

gathered data. The expectation, if these automated activities were solely responsible for 

the volatility for the list, would be for a peak to occur in the same week of each month. 

No pattern of this type can be discerned during the entire period of data collection 

suggesting that these activities may only contribute to the identified volatility 

surrounding these terms but is not the sole explanation.  

 

The importance of search engines within the broader cultural framework of the Web also 

suggests that these fluctuations reflect surges of general interest in public affairs. The 

greatest peak in the surge data for Google is found in the week before the first 

anniversary of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack followed the next week by the 
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greatest drop in the surge list for the term Google. Other influences on the interest in 

Google may relate to economic cycles - three of the highest peaks of interest in Google 

are for the weeks ending 12/1/2002, 9/3/2002 and 1/6/2002 implying a near-quarterly 

release of figures or social ritual - two of the lowest peaks of interest in Google are the 

Christmas weeks of 2001 and 2002. The temporal overlap of these influences produce the 

variable peaks in the surge data for Google and this prevents the clear identification of 

any single central causal factor. Weekly variability reveals that the desire for Google - 

and other search engines - shifts with general cultural attitudes and opinions. In itself the 

information about Google is not sufficient to extract specific details about the specific 

cause of a particular peak in the surge of interest in the term ‘google’. Google, in this 

sense, is a specific representation of the Web making interest in this search engine a sign 

of general interest in the Web itself. 

 

The examination of the surge and consistent data for the directory Yahoo, the world’s 

largest service provider AOL and one of the premier eCommerce sites, Ebay reveal a 

different more focussed and specific series of interests (Figure 13). The surge data while 

volatile is less susceptible to the large weekly variations seen with the search engines and 

closely reflects the commercial influences that shape the interest in these three terms. 

When Ebay announced (February 2002) that it would be raising the fees for auctions this 

was immediately reflected in the surge list by a drop of 2% from 3.2% of all weekly 

surge list search terms to 1.2% (the total sample of searches). The surge list interest in 

AOL also dropped in the same week from 0.4% to 0.2% of the total sampled search terms 

suggesting that the impact of one commercial decision has a roll-on effect for other well-
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known eCommerce operations. Increasingly the intertwined web of common ownership 

between the largest Web businesses, such as the intimate business interrelationship 

between Yahoo, Altavista and Overture and others make this association a valid 

assumption.    

 

The Yahoo surge data hits a high point on the 27th July 2002 rising 1.3% to 4.4% of the 

total searches. Such a dramatic rise suggests that an important announcement occurred in 

this period. Speculation occurred in this week that Yahoo would continue using results 

from Google for its web search - this announcement was only formalised some months 

later (Sullivan 2002). Speculation may have arisen as a consequence of Google winning 

the contract to supply search results to Ask Jeeves search engines 

(www.google.com/press/press02.html). While this is an apparently trivial speculation it is 

clearly a significant decision for users of Web-based search engines.  

 

In contrast to the volatility of search engines the data for AOL does not change noticeably 

across the period of data collection. Stability in the week to week interest in AOL may be 

a result of the nature of their business, providing access services for the information rich. 

The historical stigma of being an AOL user in the context of the Internet may be a 

moderating influence on the weekly data. The only group of Web users likely to search 

for the AOL home page are AOL users themselves. The integration of the AOL home page 

as part of the setup process for new AOL users to the Internet also avoids the need for 

users to actually search for it. The AOL home page is the first page AOL users see when 

they start up their web browser. 
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The historical interest in Ebay does not offer clear indications for its variations and surges 

in interest. The interest in Ebay through the period of data collection is not during periods 

of gift giving - Christmas - but between March and June 2002. This places greater 

emphasis on the relationship between the interest in Ebay as a search term and its 

business activities and corporate identity.  
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Figure 13: Shifting interest in ‘Web’ businesses 
 
 

The interest and significance of other computer oriented companies are, in comparison to 

Web-based businesses such as Ebay, less consistent and highly variable. Intel, Microsoft 

and Netscape due to their fame and importance as leading information technology 

companies are among the small number of businesses included in the gathered data. 
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However, the representative percentage of these three in the weekly surge data is very 

low - under ¼% of the total searches conducted - and only Intel appears regularly in 

consecutive week’s of data (Figure 14). These infrequent appearances appear to be 

closely linked to corporate activity and media announcements.  

 

One rationale for the relative lack of interest in these companies is their role in relation to 

contemporary culture at large and the use of the Internet in particular. These companies 

provide the infrastructure and the framework for the Internet. The solely technological 

relationship of these companies to everyday life results in them not being a focus for 

specific searches. 
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Figure 14: Interest in ‘infrastructure’ businesses from ‘surge’ lists of data 
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One of the key qualities that define the complex of artefacts that are desired through 

search engines is their ‘freeness’. Charting the historical variations in the searches for the 

term ‘free’ and for all the search terms that include the word ‘free’ reveals an upward 

surge of interest in the February 2002 to June 2002 period (Figure 15). This also mirrors 

the surge of interest in the consistent data for Ebay.  
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Figure 15: Interest in ‘free’ and any type of ‘free’ things. 
 
While all the ‘free’ things considered together form a somewhat amorphous 

categorization the consistent volume of ‘free’ searches is a more significant point of 

discussion. Representing over 8% of all searches for such a long period of time reinforces 

the importance of ‘being free’ for the Web. 
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5.3. The Cultural Contexts 

 
The cultural context of the gathered data and its relationship to the artefactual complex is 

examined through the ‘wider lens’ provided by the examination of the nine top level 

classes (consistent data, Figure 16; surge data, Figure 19), the second level - with 90 

classes (consistent data, Figure 17; surge data, Figure 20) and the third level - with 900 

classes (consistent data, Figure 18; surge data, Figure 21) - of the Universal Decimal 

Classification taxonomy. Multi-level examination of the data provides a view of the data 

that brings together terms with similar meanings and intentions in a way that can be 

simultaneously compared with other classes. These views of the taxonomy are distant 

from the specific human intentions and desires represented in the original searches. A 

representation of this type has the effect of flattening out or at least moderating the 

influences of any single term in a specific week of the gathered data set. These week-by-

week views of the gathered data also offer a means for overall visual comparisons in a 

manner that echoes DNA “fingerprints”. As one intention of the classification process is 

to group conceptually-like sought after artefacts the three charts for each week offer 

different levels of magnification on the same dataset while remaining understandable and 

readable at each level.  

 

The finest level of magnification has a key shortcoming in its visual representation - nine 

hundred separate classes cannot be easily shown in limited space offered by the printed 

page. The most detailed level of representation may offer few additional benefits over the 

other magnifications as only a small subset of the classes are ever utilised in the current 
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taxonomic distribution of search terms. An obvious example of this lack of difference 

between the three levels of magnification is found in the top level 100 class. This class is 

primarily the container for pornographic Web sites that are all classified at the third level 

class of 176. As a result of this overwhelming popularity the percentage of total searches 

in the three views are the same for the top level 1 class, the medium level 10 class and the 

176 class. Similarly the classes that incorporate reference to information technology also 

maintain the same percentage level of representation across the three views of the data.  

 

The coarsest and top level view of the data in contrast overly groups together concepts 

and artefacts. This prevents a more subtle level of comparison within classes that cover a 

wider range of popular searches. The 6 level class - Applied Science - and 3 level class - 

Social Science - both contain a diverse range of classifications that would overly 

represent the significance of these classes in their entirety at the coarsest level of 

representation. These factors all make the 90 class middle-level magnification of the 

UDC a compelling choice. The rationale for this choice can be made visually with the 

surge and consistent charts for the first week of data collection, the week ending the 14th 

September 2001. 

 

 

Figure 16: 900 class representation of the consistent data - 14th September 2001. 
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Figure 17: 90 class representation of the consistent data - 14th September 2001 
 

 

Figure 18: 9 class representation of the consistent data - 14th September 2001 
 

These three charts reveal the relatively minimal difference between the 900 and 90 class 

representations. The two ‘computer spikes’ at 00 and 01, the ‘pornography spike’ at 17, 

the ‘fame spikes’ at 62 (actors) and 78 (music) and the ‘travel spike’ at 91 are equally 

evident in both charts. The variety of other classes within the top level 3, 6 and 7 classes 

are also not obscured through the process of accumulation found with the broader 9 class 

chart.  

 

Figure 19: 900 class representation of the surge data - 14th September 2001 
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Figure 20: 90 class representation of the surge data - 14th September 2001 

 

Figure 21: 9 class representation of the surge data - 14th September 2001 
 
The 90 class level graphing of weekly data is the primary view used to discuss the 

cultural contexts of the gathered data and the relationship of these searches to 

contemporary western mainstream culture and its associated cultural complex. Focus is 

given to the surge search term lists to examine the detailed change in interests through the 

period. The consistent performers list produces a reliable reference representation. The 

benefits of a reliable set of data can be seen in the graphing of the average values of the 

90 classes (Figure 22). The majority of the graphs of the individual weekly data closely 

parallel this average representation. The twinned computer spikes (00 and 01), the 

pornography spike (17), the twinned acting and music spikes of fame (64 and 78) and the 

travel spike (91) generally appear in these same proportions week-by-week. The 
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celebration and sociality spike (39) varies more significantly but the influence of 

Christmas and the Thanksgiving/Halloween period is such a major influence on the total 

period of data collection (incorporating two of both these celebratory periods) that the 39 

class does noticeably shift from week-to-week. 
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Figure 22: Average % values of interest in second level classes (consistent lists 2001-2003) 
 

In contrast to the relative stability of the consistent data the surge data charts from the 21st 

September 2001 week of data collection presents an unusual view of Web search 

activities and is a reflection of the significant cultural impact of disastrous human 

terrorist activity. The categorical spikes that can be seen in the consistent terms data are 

also visible in the surge data. This activity is complemented by other more unusual 
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activity. The appearance of search terms within the religion and theology class provides 

evidence for a massive cultural shock. The rise of other classes in this week also confirms 

this shock. The 07 class, incorporating searches for newspapers and news sources, is the 

most popular class for this week’s data. Interest in these religion and news does not 

appear again in any of the remaining collected data. The cultural response to this terrorist 

activity is also reflected by diminishing interest in other classes. Both the ‘pornography 

spike’ (at 17) and the two ‘fame spikes’ (68 and 73) are still identifiable in this week’s 

data but with noticeably reduced significance.  

 

An important utility of the surge data in the cultural context that is so immediately 

revealed in this first week of data collection is the manner that search terms show the 

mainstream response to contemporary weekly events. Baudrillard (1993, 37) argues that  

we are subject to a veritable bombardment by ‘superconductive’ events - by the 
kind of untimely intercontinental whirlwinds which no longer affect just states, 
individual or institutions, but rather entire transversal structures: sex, money, 
information, communications, etc. 
 

The ‘surge’ data provides a finer level of analytical granularity as the sample is drawn 

from searches over previous 24 hours. Gathering search surge information allows 

breaking news stories, the fleeting fame of individual celebrities and specific festivities to 

be emphasised. The immediacy of events does not so readily evidence itself in the 

consistent data lists which record a persistent and consistent level of interest in activities, 

people and artefacts that is not so sensitive to daily variations. In the case of the 11th 

September 2001 attacks the immediate response was to seek revelatory guidance in the 

form of Nostradamus’s writings and authoritative news sources including newspapers and 

electronic media outlets such as CNN. This seeking of knowledge in various guises is a 
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collective response to the unknown - terrorism on American soil, an unknown group, the 

scale of the disaster and the reasons for this aggression (Piper 2002). The immediacy and 

shock of the 2001 terrorist attacks and the fear of the unknown that it generated subsided 

rapidly. By the following week (21st September 2001, Figure 21) the balance between the 

classes in the surge list has shifted. The immediate shock of the unknown revealed by the 

interest in Nostradamus is mediated by surges in the 92 class with variations on 

‘American Flags’ and the 32 class for the many variations of ‘Osama bin Laden’. 

The previous emphasis on predictions and current news has dropped and the 

‘pornography spike’ has crept upwards towards more ‘regular’ levels.  

 

These trends reveal a better informed and increasingly patriotic response. Patriotic 

fervour hints at the extent to which contemporary western mainstream culture and search 

engine activity is US-focused and dominated. The rising pornography spike reconfirms 

the gendered hegemonic mainstream aspects of this culture and the rapidity that many 

cultural participants and their everyday practice loose interest in any specific event - even 

ones of such enormity (Piper 2002). The consistent term data for the 21st of September 

(Figure 23) reveals the balance of underlying cultural practices that the short-term 

interests in the surge data orbit around and tend to move back towards after unexpected 

or celebratory events.  
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Figure 23: 90 class representation of surge data - 21st of September 2001. 

 

Figure 24: 90 class representation of consistent data - 21st September 2001. 
 

The response to the 11th September, 2001 terrorist attacks that can be discerned in the 

first few weeks of data collection is completely absent 2 months later in the surge data for 

the 10th of November (Figure 25). The 00 and 01 computer oriented spikes, the 

pornography spike and the two fame spikes more closely reflect the consistent search 

terms patterns. However, other events have appeared. The spikes at the sociality and 

celebrations (39) and the domestic science (64) classes have both noticeably risen as has 

the labour and economics (33) class. The trade and communication (65) class has also 

risen. A combination of movements such the one in this wekk captures the combined 

influences of a closely grouped series of regular events. The domestic science class is 
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dominated by searches for recipes of ‘festive’ foods such as ‘Deep Fried Turkey’ 

and ‘Candied Yams’ as well as ‘prom dresses’ and ‘Christmas wallpaper’. 

The 39 class reinforces these intersecting activities with searches for ‘pumpkin 

carving’, ‘ramadan’, ‘christmas’, ‘halloween’, a variety of celebratory cards, 

clipart, puzzles, trivia and poems. Other aspects of this class include classifications for 

costumes, and ‘prom hairstyles’. 

 

The rises in the 33 (economics) and 65 (business and trade) classes reflect the wider 

consequences of these celebratory activities and their position within a capitalist 

economy. The 33 class includes search terms such as ‘jobs’, ‘loan calculator’, 

‘IRS’ and ‘tax forms’. Although it is generally finance oriented this class also 

classifies all the various US state lotteries. Surges in interest around lotteries indicate the 

degree that financial planning is a regular activity prior to Christmas and the end of the 

calendar year.  

 

Figure 25: 90 class representation of surge data - 10th November 2001. 
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The surge data from the 9th November 2002 (Figure 26) shows a consistent picture in 

terms of the importance of four classes (33 - economics, 39 - ways of life, 64 - domestic 

science, 65 - business) although the balance with other classes have altered slightly. 

 
Figure 26: 90 class representation of surge data - 9th November 2002. 
 
The week prior to the Christmas weeks of 2001 and 2002 (22/12/2001 - Figure 27 and 

21/12/2002 - Figure 28) show a shifting combination of priorities in which increasing 

attention is being placed on the celebration of Christmas rather than its ancillary 

preparations. A general drop in the interest for other popular classes accompanies the 

increased focus on the celebration class. However, across these two Christmas 

celebrations (2001 and 2002) there is no single class or coherent group of classes that 

declines in response to the increasing interest in holiday. The difference between these 

two Christmases is most visible among the most popular classes; computers (00) 

pornography (17), finance (33) and actors (62). These shifting differences in a period that 

is so clearly influenced by a single annual event reinforces the utility of this cultural 

perspective on the classified search terms. It shows that despite the importance of 

Christmas, other unrelated activities, desires and events still continue to influence the 

searches being conducted in that week. A complex intertwining of influences can be seen 

with a discernable consistency in the literature class (82) between the two Christmases. 

Rising interest in literature is not directly a Christmas influence but rather reflects the 
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December release dates for the first two Peter Jackson movie adaptations of the Lord of 

the Rings trilogy which were times to coincide with Christmas holidays.  

 

 
Figure 27: 90 class representation of surge data - 22nd December 2001. 
 

 
Figure 28: 90 class representation of surge data - 21st December 2002. 
 
The rising popularity of some classes of activities and artefacts is sometimes 

accompanied by sinking popularity with other classes. This is an identifiable tendency 

rather than a direct cause and effect or correlative relationship. The most identifiable of 

these combinations can be seen in the shifting balance between the celebration and 

sociality (39) and the jobs and finance (33) classes (Figure 29). Explanation for these 

related shifts is not a simple inverse relationship as the jobs and finance class includes the 

classification of various US state lotteries and powerball competitions. The 39 class 

covers a large range of topics that includes the peer-to-peer sharing systems such as 
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Napster, Morpheus and Gnutella, free e-cards, a variety of celebrations including 

‘secretary’s day’ and ‘wedding’, sexual relationships such as ‘masturbation’ 

and ‘gay’, fantasy creatures such as ‘unicorns’ and body modifications such as 

‘tattoos’. The tendency is for the activities represented in the 33 class to sink when 

the activities of the 39 class rise to 10% of the total number of classified searches. The 

one week in which searches within the 33 class proportionally rose above the 39 class 

was on the 28th December 2002. This was the result of a surge of interest in US 

‘Powerball Results’. The Christmas jackpot was $US170 million and the previous 

draw 4 days earlier had a jackpot of $US177 million. Both these figures were 

significantly higher than the ‘average’ jackpot. More commonly, proportional rises in the 

39 class during a given week also reveal a proportional drop in the 33 class. Conversely 

weeks in which drops in the proportion of searches in the 39 class are observed the 

proportional level of searches in the 33 class rises towards the level of the descending 39 

class. The relative proportions of these two classes meet when the proportion of total 

searches in the 33 class increases over 6%. These observations suggest an inter-

relationship between these two classes and are a tentative confirmation that with the 

process of classification I have captured a general principle of relationship between 

related but specific and individual search terms. 
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Figure 29: Interrelationship between the celebration and finance classes (surge lists) 
 
Other weeks produce single anomalies that relate to mainstream media reports and the 

related cultural responses that this can produce. In the case of the 13th October 2001 the 

rise of the health class (61) over the entertainment classes at 62 and 78 shows the large 

number of searches for ‘anthrax’ - the number one surge search term in this week. 

Interest in anthrax reflects the media panic being developed on top of the terrorist attacks 

in the previous month (Kellner 2003). The anthrax scare produced an isolated spike that 

reflects a desire for knowledge regarding anthrax which follows upon fears generated 

through mainstream media from unsubstantiated US Government concerns and an 

‘internal’ terrorist attack that relied on the fear generated through the 11th September, 

2001 attacks (Rosenberg 2002; Piper 2002, 55). The spike is isolated from the general 
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interests of everyday life and as a consequence its impact, influence and interrelation with 

other classes is only to produce a general reduction in other classes representation for that 

week’s searches. Panic subsided over the ensuing 4 weeks and was again overtaken by 

more mundane events.  

 

Somewhat unexpectedly the peak in the 61 class reappears again in the surge data for the 

8th December 2001. However, this is a different health panic that is a more closely tied to 

the Web itself. This week saw a surge of interest in ‘anorexia’ but this interest was 

more specifically defined by searches for ‘pro-anorexia’ or, the slang term, ‘pro-

ana’. An anomaly like this is of particular interest because of the interconnections 

between the Web, mainstream media and the weekly surges identified in Web searches. 

The debate and interest in pro-anorexia Web sites - sites that argue for anorexia as a 

positive body image for women - grew around pressure for these sites to be formally shut 

down (Dolan 2003, 1). The social outcry was reported widely (for example, on 

ABCnews.com, WTEN.com, msn.com and shift.com without date or attribution) and 

subsequently the number of searches increased to the point that the many variants of this 

search term (and its underlying interest) reached the surge list of terms. Recent estimates 

suggest that there are approximately 400 pro-ana Web sites (Dolan 2003, 1; Zwerling 

2003) which shows that the interest in this topic during this week heavily outweighed the 

available supply of information. The relative stability of the other classes during this 

week - and in the lead up to Christmas - places the pro-ana peak in a similar context as 

the anthrax panic. Such a visible panic is a media-driven event that is distanced from the 
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practices of everyday life but nonetheless an aspect of contemporary, western, 

mainstream culture.  

 

The 5th January 2002 data reveals a different type of unexpected and isolated anomaly. 

The weather class (55) rises rapidly in this week. Internationally weather conditions were 

particularly disastrous with heavy snow and extremely cold conditions in Europe and 

bush fires driven by winds, high temperatures and dry conditions in Australia. The US 

was experiencing record high (Winter) temperatures in the mid-west states. However, 

another weather event offers a more primary rationale for this spike; the expectation of 

the first snowfalls in the eastern US. The lack of any specific geographic qualification to 

any of these terms suggests an underlying assumption regarding the type of weather - or 

more specifically its location - that is being sought. Only the 97th and 270th most popular 

search terms in the surge list for this week hint at any type of location for this interest, in 

the form of capitalised variations of ‘local weather’. In the context of the Web this 

is an overly vague and indefinite specification that reflects an assumption regarding the 

dominant focus of the Web in general and suggests American assumptions underlying 

these searches. 

 

The weekly list of consistent search terms has a recognisable and steady equilibrium over 

most of 2002. There are weekly variations in the emphasis on particular classes but no 

anomalous spikes. During this period the gathered data shows that despite the individual 

weekly variations in the specific terms being searched for and desired by individual users 

of Web search engines the balance of the types of interests they express fall repeatedly 
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into the same class. The stability represented in the data for the first week of July 2002 

also shows that celebratory events - such as Independence Day - with a solely US focus 

are not necessarily capable of shifting or manipulating the more ‘usual’ tendencies found 

in the gathered weekly data. The cultural stability suggested by the regular appearance of 

the same search terms is maintained until the anniversary of the terrorist bombings. In 

this week (14th September 2002) the news (07) and politics (32) classes rise significantly 

but then sink to more ‘usual’ levels by the next week. The pattern of activities seen in the 

last quarter of 2001 and after the bombings is repeated in the last quarter of 2002. The 

influence of the terrorist attacks appears in early September - first as an unexpected event 

and the following year as a memorial - but these are followed by the late October/early 

November peak that relates to the Thanksgiving and Halloween celebrations. Christmas 

then introduces the next peak of interest that appears in the celebration and sociality (39) 

class. Christmas also introduces influences on the popularity of the games and sports 

class (79) and a reduction in the popularity of the news (07) class. In the week following 

Christmas the 79 class rises to become one of the dominant spikes in the graph. Interests 

represented by this class includes computer and console based games and more 

importantly ‘cheats’ relating to these games. Traditionally, the Christmas week is a 

period for annual sporting events such as the Sydney to Hobart yacht race but there is no 

reference to any specific sporting event during these weeks and the only sport being 

sought out in this week’s list is the less traditional ‘paintball’. The post-Christmas 

spike, instead, appears to reflect a response to gifts of computer software and the desire 

for (free) information that assists in solving their intricacies. The brief rise of this interest 

in ‘cheats’ to help complete computer games also reflects a brief holiday period with 
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the general return to work in the new year which diminishes the impetus and abilityto 

complete games.  

 

These celebratory periods, and especially the Christmas period, are also indicated by a 

consistent drop in the reference and business classes; dictionaries and definitions (03), 

Internet domain names (04), business (06) and news (07). These groups of classes 

generally represent a small percentage of the total number of searches conducted. The 

most volatile of these classes is news (07), however, the graph (Figure 30) reveals that its 

most volatile aspects period represents the 11th September terrorist attacks, its 

anniversary and its after-effects. The mid October 2002 peak in the news (07) class 

reflects a ‘news heavy’ period. This was the week of the terrorist bombing in Bali, 

Saddam Hussein’s successful re-election and George W. Bush’s statements that, with 

hindsight, can be seen as his first tentative declaration of war on Iraq. The mid-May peak 

is somewhat more complex as it is an intersection of the tensions between the US 

Government and militant Islamic groups and the Web itself. The peak related to the 

release of what has become known as the ‘Daniel Pearl Video’. This video is a 

propaganda piece released by an Islamic militant showing the beheading of the US 

journalist Daniel Pearl who was accused of being a spy while he was researching 

underground Islamic groups (Bartlett 2002; Rosenbaum 2002). The US authorities acted 

to censor access to this video but it was placed online on Web sites by Americans who 

justified their action by invoking their ‘freedom of speech’ liberty 

(aztlan.net/pearlvideo.htm).  
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Figure 30: Fluctuations in the news (07) class (2001-2003). 
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Figure 31: Frequency of musicians and music forms in all the collected data. 
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Figure 32: Shifting interests in the 780 (music) class  
 
These two charts (Figures 31 and 32) provide one example of how the cultural 

perspective of the search term data reveals a general tendency despite the vast range of 

specific terms that contribute to a single class. The 780 class is used to classify 

contemporary popular musical artists and the generic term, ‘Free Music’. The first 

chart (Figure 31) show the total number of times that each of the artist’s name appeared 

in both the surge lists and the lists of consistently performing terms. The lists offer the 

potential for an individual name to appear over 132 times; at least once in each list 

without including spelling variations or more specific search such as ‘50 cent 

lyrics’. Irrespective of this broad view and possibility only the generic term ‘Free 
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Music’ and ‘Britney Spears’ and ‘Eminem’ appear more than once in any week of 

collected data. In this class the terms appear consistently as between 2% and 3% of the 

total searches conducted while the surge list shows greater variability with a significant 

contribution to this variability being the rush for ‘music downloads’ in the post-Christmas 

2002 holiday. A period already identified in the discussion of the news (07) as a holiday 

with “unusual” activity.   
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Figure 33: Shifting interest in actors and television programmes 
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Figure 34: Frequency of actors and television shows in all the collected data. (Also included on 

the attached CD in the spreadsheets directory for better readability)  
 

Applying this same perspective to the media (629) class reveals a similar situation 

(Figure 33). The majority of the terms classified in the 629 class are actors, television 

programmes and films. Figure 33 shows the variety of people and programmes that are 

being sought out by the users of Web-based search engines. Pamela Anderson 

predominates over any other individual with 64 appearances across the 66 weeks of surge 

and consistent search lists. Orlando Bloom with 23 appearances and Natalie Portman 

with 21 appearances are the second and third most common individuals respectively. 

American Idol with 42 appearances, Big Brother (including all its regional and spelling 

variations) with 27 appearances and Survivor with ten appearances are the three most 

popular television programmes. The remaining 64 individual films and television 

programmes individually appear less than 8 times throughout all the weeks of gathered 

data. Forty-one of these terms relating to individual actors or television programmes only 

appear once or twice across the entire period of data collection.  

 

The relatively brief appearance of any single actor or television programme in this class 

can be contrasted with the overall representation of this class in both the consistent and 

surge list of terms (Figures 32). Initially in both types of weekly lists the 629 class 

appears regularly at between one and two percent of the total searches conducted. After 

June 2002 this percentages consistently increases towards 5% of the total number of 

searches conducted. The sampling of individual actors and television programmes 

however is gathered across the entire period of data collection. The pattern of activity 
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concerning so many individuals suggests that there is a general rise in the interest in 

actors and television programs but that still no one single actor or television program 

occupies the attention of users of Web-based search engines for very long. The cliché that 

fame is fleeting is appropriately applied in this context. While Pamela Anderson and 

Orlando Bloom’s fame is temporarily assured no other actor can be reassured by their 

momentary appearance in the lists of the most popular search terms. In the wider context 

of this work the relationship of fame to the cultural complex and contemporary 

mainstream western culture is foreshadowed by De Bord (1994, thesis 60) who claims 

that “media stars are spectacular representations of living human beings, distilling the 

essence of the spectacle’s banality into images of possible roles. Stardom is a 

diversification in the semblance of life.” 

 

The cultural context of these observations presents a complex overlaying of interests and 

influences that cannot be readily disentangled with a conclusive identification of 

particular causal factors. Nor, is this the intention in the presentation of this perspective. 

The cultural context emphasises interconnection and relationship across the various 

classificatory classes. A holistic context offers a view of contemporary western 

mainstream culture that reveals how certain classes of artefacts are consistently flagged 

as important and relatively stable in their relationship to other classes. Cultural stability is 

achieved irrespective of the influences of recent history such as the terrorist attacks of 

11th September 2001. It is important to observe too not only those artefacts that regularly 

appear week-by-week in the gathered data but those artefacts that do not. There is a 

consistent absence of references to many of the UDC classes. Religion and theology only 
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appears as references to Nostradamus and only in the context of the terrorist attacks. The 

many classifications for Science in the first half of the 500 classes only appear rarely and 

almost exclusively in the context of a predicted meteor shower. Only this search term that 

class reveals the connection of science to everyday life: ‘Meteor Showers Tonight’. 

Other professionally oriented or industry specific classes also appear in the data rarely. 

The agriculture class (63) is only represented by four terms; ‘fishing’, ‘gardening’, 

‘Marijuana pictures’ and the potentially misclassified ‘poison ivy’ which is 

possibly a contemporary filmic reference to the Batman films. Similarly the dual history 

classes (93/94) whose scale reflects the usually large section in a conventional library’s 

holdings is almost entirely empty. The terms that are classified in this class reflects a 

brief and event-driven connection of history to everyday life and specifically to the 

celebrations of ‘black history month’. These absences reconfirm a central claim of 

this thesis that the Web is increasingly an integral aspect of everyday life in the context of 

contemporary western mainstream culture rather than in a library or museological sense. 

The fact that the data gathered for this research is founded upon the rising or falling 

popularity of specific terms reinforces the scope of this perspective as more technical and 

specialised searches will not garner sufficient interest across the broad spectrum of 

people utilising Web based search engines to be presented in any given week’s most 

popular 200 or 300 search terms.  

 

A significant absence across the entire collection of research data is the general lack of 

any geographic identification. Such an omission could be mistakenly read as a reflection 

of US dominance and cultural hegemony. While this may offer a partial explanation, a 
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weather search term offers a different perspective. The term, ‘Local Weather’, may 

reflect an assumption of the Web‘s proximity to one’s own physical location. ‘Local 

weather’ embodies a level of self-interest and assumes that one’s own local weather 

will be available and discernable from out of the huge collection of many potential local 

weathers. 

 

The graphical representations of classified terms utilised in this discussion must be seen 

as the ‘tip of the iceberg’ for hundreds of thousands of other searches that are conducted 

each day. A large proportion of these terms would be classified within the already 

popular classes but some of the other terms would appear in currently unrepresented 

classes. A small and selective sample of the search terms used at search engines such as 

Google and Yahoo that resulted in a link to the spaceless.com domain shows the variety 

and detail of terms that are continually being used (Figure 35). The spaceless.com sample 

is from only the first 3 days of November 2003 with all the terms that produce a link to 

this specific domain. This information was gathered from spaceless.com activity logs 

indicating that not only was this the search term used at a Web-based search engine but 

that the person conducting the search completed this activity by following a link from the 

search engine to spaceless.com. In effect, this shows that the search was not randomly or 

mechanically generated and that the search itself represents some form of genuine desire. 

how to cite references from the internet 
Warming up your engine 
home remedies to remove facial hair 
Plato’s Education theory 
good wine japanese food 
hell michgan 
strange cultures 
japlish images 
LINGUISTICS FOREIGN LANGUAGES TEACHING 
tires squealing low air 
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dog cause a traffic accident 
paris urban spaces 
sell photos postcards 
“spanish crown jewels” 
market for hickory nuts 
craik, j -researcher 
online courses in sexual intercourse 
yahoo sex education viagra 
drink wine belly button 
medieval castle by the sea 
how to make a hollowed out book 
computers and social skills 
loyalty ethics 
different references materials in the library 
example programs in java swings 
International Association of empirical Aesthetics 
 
Figure 35: Terms used at a search engine with the final destination at spaceless.com 
 
It is worth noting that none of these search terms are single words, a clear distinction 

from most of the data gathered for this research. As more complex search terms that 

combine various aspects of human knowledge and action these terms would also not be 

so readily classified in any single class of the UDC. The search term, ‘yahoo sex 

education viagra’, being a clearly difficult example. These more complex and 

consequently individually rarer search terms clarify some of the intentions and desires 

underlying the term itself. They are more revealing of the individual everyday life 

practices of the people conducting the search. For example ‘how to make a 

hollowed out book’ offers a strong indication of a potential individual future action. 

A similarly complexity of classification is also found in the phrase; ‘drink wine 

belly button’.  

 

The observations regarding the gathered data within this cultural context perspective is a 

necessary double abbreviation of a complex situation. The classification process abstracts 

a general meaning from specific search terms, which are themselves, a representative 

selection of many thousand more search terms. However, this produces clarity in relation 
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to understanding what artefacts are being sought and desired through the Web. The 

various ‘spikes’ of popularity reveal a consistent and shared series of interests. These 

interests consistently include information and communications technology (found in the 

00, 01, 39, 64 and 79 classes), pornography (17), celebrations (39), media and 

automobiles (combined in the 62 class), music (78) and travel (91). However, these 

classifications are not themselves mutually exclusive. For example the celebration class 

includes ‘Christmas screensavers’ and ‘Christmas clipart’ and the music 

class includes terms such as ‘Free MP3 Files’. While these terms include references 

to technology they are classified by the type of artefacts they represent rather than their 

form or delivery medium. This helps to clearly represent a range of interests and desires 

that might otherwise be obscured in a homogeneous ‘technology’ classification. 

 

The cultural view of the gathered search terms, then, reveals a consistent series of 

interests in a small range of areas. The most popular interests expressed through Web-

based search engines relate closely to experiences of everyday life within contemporary 

western mainstream culture. De Certeau’s general observations regarding everyday life 

reflect these observations  

…our society is characterized by a cancerous growth of vision, measuring 
everything by its ability to show or be shown and transmuting communication 
into a visual journey. It is a sort of epic of the eye and of the impulse to read. The 
economy itself, transformed into a “semiocracy”, encourages a hypertrophic 
development of reading. Thus for the binary set production-consumption, one 
would substitute its more general equivalent: writing-reading. Reading (an image 
of a text), moreover, seems to constitute the maximal development of the 
passivity assumed to characterize the consumer, who is conceived of as a voyeur 
in a show-biz society (de Certeau 1988, xxi). 
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6. INTERPRETATIONS 

It is more of a job to interpret the interpretations than to interpret the 
things, and there are more books about books than about any other 
subject: we do nothing but write glosses about each other (Montaigne 
1588). 

 
My research provides an insight into contemporary western mainstream culture. It shows 

the extent that the Internet and Web are integral aspects of this culture. The relationship is 

mutually reciprocal and interdependent. The Web is shaped by wider cultural practices 

and experiences and it in turn helps to further shape the practices and experiences of 

everyday life. This interconnection makes a clear statement regarding the cultural 

significance of Web-based exchange practices; these practices are part of contemporary 

everyday life. The complexity is in the detail. What types of exchange are occurring, 

what is being exchanged, to what (or which) culture do these practices relate and what 

can be understood of this culture itself? 

 

It is this detail that is discussed here in light of the description and analysis of the 

gathered data presented in the previous chapter.  

 
6.1. Types of Exchange 

 
The exchange practices of the Web are symbolic in the sense that the activities being 

conducted - and especially those discussed in the previous chapter - are not directly 

economically motivated. The activities described as eCommerce, including the sale of 

access to pornographic web sites, presents a more definitively economic perspective to 

the Web. These commercial activities are, however, oriented around and orbit the 

constant and more central defining activity - the consumption of signs. Miller and Slater 
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(2000, 20) observe that a “website in a network of hyperlinks can expand the ‘fame’ of its 

creator by placing them in an expanded circulation of symbolic goods.” Symbolic 

exchange is also hallmarked by the absence of an expectation regarding immediate 

reciprocation or of profit. Symbolic exchange is a “spontaneous exchange or 

communication which is based, neither upon the dominating logic of the ‘code’, nor upon 

the logic of general equivalence, in which everything has its price in terms of something 

else, via the intermediary abstraction of the market, but upon open and spontaneous 

communication” (Connor 1994, 53). Symbolic exchange practice allows for the 

effectively unlimited opportunity for the exploration of desires and the seeking out of 

artefacts ranging through the full gamut of possibilities from the most mundane to the 

most exotic.  

 
Despite the range of possibilities for the artefacts that can be sought out, these exchange 

practices fall into a relatively narrow and consistent series of categories. The tight scope 

of categories reflects a cultural logic of exchange practices that is tied to prevalent 

structures of social power as a point of resistance and as a mechanism for the 

reinforcement of power. The Web distanciates the ultimate act of exchange between 

human actors through the mediation of many artefacts. The users of Web-based search 

engines seek out and desire an identifiable collection of cultural artefacts through the 

interface of the Web itself with the expectation of immediately finding relevant results. 

These results are indiscriminately supplied by indefinite and undifferentiated creators and 

suppliers. These actors are so indefinite that distinguishing between a personal or 

corporate identity is problematic in the context of Web pages. However, in the context of 

cultural exchange practices, the original source, creator or disseminator of a cultural 
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artefact is not directly relevant to the process of exchange in the context of contemporary 

western mainstream culture consumption or accumulation. The cultural artefacts that are 

sought and desired embed the cultural logic of exchange - they are integral parts of the 

culture that creates them as they are also part of the cultures that desires, obtains and 

utilises them. 

 

Exchange in this discussion, and in the observed environment, is a consumption oriented 

process that does not necessarily represent or reflect antecedent processes of production. 

Baudrillard claims a complete effacement of this relationship. “Production, the 

commodity form, labour power, equivalence and surplus-value, which together formed 

the outline of a quantitative, material and measurable configuration, are now things of the 

past.” (Baudrillard 1995, 9). Consumption and the variety of cultural practices that beget 

and support this consumption have become according to Baudrillard (1987, 60) defining 

hallmarks of contemporary culture. It is the act of consuming itself that is itself of central 

importance rather than the actual artefact that is ‘being’ consumed. This consumption is 

best and most immediately reflected in the fame aspects of contemporary culture and this 

is confirmed in the data gathered for my research. The desire for fame in the form of 

‘pop’ or film stars is a relatively constant feature of the most popular searches from week 

to week. However, no one star is of sufficient interest to sustain more than a few weeks 

as a popular desire of Web-search engine users. A similar observation can be made 

regarding the shifting popularities of individual pornographic web sites. While the 

popularity of these sites within the weekly ranking of search terms varies from week to 

week, the volume of interest ensures that these sites appear more regularly than 
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individual actors or musicians. Still more revealing of the degree to which the act of 

consumption is distanced from acts of production and creation are the popularity of 

search terms such as ‘incest’ and ‘incest stories’, both terms appear in every 

week that data was collected. A further refinement on these two terms is ‘free incest 

stories’ implying that ‘incest stories’ have some form of commercial value but 

also recognising that a particular economic form is required. The desire for ‘incest’ 

may be entirely innocent and driven by a quest for knowledge. However, other terms that 

are classified with ‘incest’ are more blatantly sexual and further reveal the disregard for 

the innocent people involved in the process of creation and production that provides the 

opportunities for consumption that are represented by searches such as ‘bestiality’, 

‘Childxxx’, ‘Underagesex’ and ‘rape’. Other than ‘beastility’ [sic] which 

appears in each week of the gathered data these terms appear rarely in the list of most 

popular searches. Bestiality is a recurrent theme for electronic pornography. Shade (1996, 

17) has previously noted the variety of interests and scale of activity on the 

alt.sex.bestiality newsgroup. Mehta & Plaza (1997, 56) suggest that because “users select 

which images are posted, pornographic images on the Internet will reflect the taste of 

consumers and might not have the same frequency of themes as images in sexually 

oriented magazines and videos.” However, Mehta & Plaza (1997, 57) further define these 

consumers with the assumption that “it should be no surprise that those who use the 

Internet most frequently are posting pornographic material that suits the predilections of 

young men.” The presence of these terms in this list at all however suggests that these 

interests are relatively common and not necessarily restricted to such an indefinite and 

imprecisely defined cohort. One (complex) term that appears once during the entire 
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period of data gathering suggests some level of tension among Web search engine users 

between searching for pedophilic material and the consequences that the production of 

this material has on innocent people - ‘virtual child porn’. The implication of this 

search is that while the search reveals a desire for morally difficult pornographic material 

its ‘virtualness’ further separates it from the processes of production that are involved.  

 

Similar explanations also have meaning in relation to the terms ‘anime’ and ‘hentai’ 

which are seen as forms of Japanese cartoon art and have an increasingly wider 

provenance on the Web as forms of pornographic imagery. While ‘anime’ is a general 

description for the distinctive form of Japanese animation, ‘hentai’, more bluntly, is the 

Japanese word for perverted (www.lelola.net/misc/hentaifree/definition.shtml; Poitras 

1999, 12; www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Hentai). Very little academic 

literature recognises the significance of this material in relation to the Internet and more 

broadly within contemporary everyday life. Such theoried inattention is despite the 

popularity of both terms and their appearance in the majority of the weekly lists of search 

terms. The consumption focused argument clarifies the prevalence of these sexually 

oriented and often violent images as forms of voyeuristic escapism that are readily 

created and distributed. Virtuality enables anime and hentai images to accommodate 

‘specialist’ interests and desires that go beyond the conventionally acceptable range of 

sexual practices. A limitation of the gathered data is that it can provide no definitive 

indication of the basis for the persistent popular desire for these images. A combination 

of possibilities is suggested by other simultaneously popular terms from the weekly lists. 

The ‘cartoon’ form of these images may be interpreted by consumers of these images as a 
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victimless consumption of pornography. The people who create these images are 

cartoonists in the relatively conventional sense of the art and this production quality 

removes the direct association of pornography with the variety of exploitative practices 

associated with actors involved in the production of photographic or filmic images. To 

suggest that hentai and anime are completely free of this exploitation overly binds such 

images to individual, politically neutral and ethically closed cycles of production and 

consumption. The cartoonist producer and Web using consumer cannot be morally 

dislocated from the wider context of cultural practice. Hentai and anime remain aspects 

of the broader cycle of the exchange of pornography incorporating and contributing to all 

the morally questionable and exploitative acts associated with this broad category of 

practice. While women or children are not being directly exploited in these images the 

role of the woman as the object of male sexual fantasies and the vessel for male activities 

is repeatedly – and sometimes violently - reconfirmed (Easton 1994, 8; Dines, Jensen & 

Russo 1997, 12 & 100). The capacity for unbound fantasy in these images offers broad 

(and specialist) appeal - in effect any fetish image or practice can be accommodated. 

Graphical images such as these utilise archetypically ‘Japanese’ characters that may be 

yet another basis for their appeal and popularity. As drawn representations of film and 

media celebrities and political or historical figures they can all be incorporated into these 

pornographic cartoons. The association of hentai with homosexually specific images 

offers a further explanation for sustained interest. The popularity of ‘gay’ and 

‘gay.com’ in the gathered weekly data shows the extent that sexual orientations beyond 

hegemonic mainstream male heterosexuality have become central aspects of 

contemporary culture. Hentai images offer alternative non-stereotypical views of male 
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homosexuality that appeal to a wider variety of consumers including women. Broad 

popularity of hentai and anime also reveal a normalisation (and recuperation) from pre-

Victorian moralities of certain images that were previously seen within western 

mainstream culture as obscene. The process of normalisation can be attributed in part to 

the persistent western belief that cartoon and comic images are youth oriented or even 

“child-like”. While none of these explanations solely explain the popularity and desire for 

hentai and anime the combination of these factors offers a tentative explanation for their 

popularity as search terms. 

 

6.2. Six Traits of Contemporary Western Mainstream Culture 

The exchange practices that can be identified from the gathered data reveals six 

predominant traits of contemporary western mainstream culture. These traits are 

discernable not only in the gathered data itself but can be confirmed through mass media 

reports and other observations of contemporary culture. The six traits are defined here as 

a series of cultural practices and attitudes that are represented through a variety of desired 

attitudes and qualities. They are desires for freeness, participation, customisation/DIY, 

anonymity/privacy, perversion and information richness. Identifying these traits is not a 

definitive summation of all the gathered search terms and not all the terms gathered 

through the research can readily be identified through these six traits. However, the ‘core’ 

most popular and regular terms that appear in the collected data (discussed in Section 5.1) 

can more readily be identified as being associated with one or more of these qualities and 

attitudes. The importance of these six traits is not specifically that they can be identified 

in the gathered search data but the degree to which they epitomise contemporary western 
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mainstream culture’s consumption oriented and event-driven exchange practices. The 

identification of cultural traits has been criticised as an unnecessary and artificial 

approach to culture (Aunger n.d., 0724.013). Aunger (n.d.), however, makes the 

argument that “seeing culture as an integrated whole that transcends the minds of 

individuals – is analytically barren, since there is no contesting a representation that is 

built up by the imagination of the ethnographer.”  

 

Evidence for the significance of these attitudes and qualities within the cultural complex 

represented by this search data can be confirmed by general trends in the gathered 

information and from other sources that trace the development of the Internet including 

newspapers indexes such as InfoTrac Executive and the Recall search engine which offers 

the capacity for full text searching of regular archival footprints of the Internet over the 

past seven years. The results of Recall searches reveal the number of relevant web sites 

that were available in response to a search term at a specific point in the Web’s history. 

Web-based and proprietary document archives indicate the number of newspaper articles 

relevant or related to these six traits over a comparable period of time. The newspaper 

indexes from ArticleFirst, InfoTrac Executive and the Guardian newspaper offer 

particularly useful data as they can be searched year by year across a range of 

newspapers. InfoTrac Executive searches the primarily UK based Daily Telegraph, The 

Sunday Telegraph, The Independent, The Independent Sunday, The Mirror, The Sunday 

Mirror, The Times, The Sunday Times and The New York Times. 

 

6.2.1. Freeness 
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Information wants to be free (various attributions) 
 
You should think of “free”’ as in “free speech”, not as in “free beer”. 
(Free Software Definition, gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html) 

 
One of the most prominent qualities evidenced throughout the gathered data is the desire 

for ‘freeness’. Jones (1994, 85) identifies the desire for freeness as a cyberpunk attitude 

that has a heritage in popular literature and with inventors such as the enigmatic Tesla – 

“what puts him squarely in the ranks of the cyberpunk is his desire to transmit his 

information for free to any point on the planet.” Castells (2000, 275) in a similar vein 

claims that “the Internet is indeed a technology of freedom.” The trait that desires 

freeness is most readily evidenced by the regularity that the term ‘free’ is used to qualify 

popular search terms; 2017 times over 66 weeks for the surge term lists and 1498 times 

over the same period for the consistent performers list. Freeness is not a quality 

specifically confined to particular classes of artefacts and is used to qualify many of the 

artefacts that can be identified as being at the core of the cultural complex. Cards, fonts, 

ringtones, email, credit reports, erotica, pornography and music (in a variety of forms) are 

all regularly popular ‘free’ searches (Section 5.2). The pervasiveness of this attitude is 

also revealed by the popularly of the generic search terms ‘free’ and ‘free stuff’. 

While ‘free’ does not appear by itself on a weekly basis in the consistent performers or 

surge lists it does appear in the majority of the weekly lists. The appearance of searches 

for ‘free’ by itself - generally ½% of the total search in both lists is an unusually high 

volume for a term that is otherwise used as a non-specific adjective. Equally significant is 

that the total number of all searches utilising the term ‘free’ - in some form - is 

consistently between 8% and 10% of all the collated search terms. This makes the desire 

for freeness a predominant type of search (Figure 36). 
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Evidence for increasing importance of the term ‘freeness’ can be identified in other data 

sources. The Recall Machine at the Internet Archive documents the number of web sites 

that returned positive matches for a search term during specific historical periods. The 

results for both ‘free’ and ‘free AND internet’ between 1996 and 2002 chart a 

steady rise in the number of media reports that have covered these - admittedly broad - 

searches (Figures 35 and 36). Another Internet-based source Google Groups provides the 

means to search postings on netnews group forums over an even longer period of time. 

Between 1995 and 2002 the number of references to ‘free AND internet’ also 

reflects a steady rise in relevant postings. Searches for the term ‘free’ conducted 

through Google’s news search shows 39 million references each year between 1995 and 

2002 revealing an undocumented limitation in the engine’s capabilities rather than a 

consistent interest. Both these sources of data must be considered in the light of an 

increasingly large and popular Internet. The increasing number of web pages indexed by 

major Web-based search engines (searchenginewatch.com/reports/article.php/2156481) 

reflects this increase, as does data from the Office of Californian Library Cooperation 

(OCLC) (wcp.oclc.org). 
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Figure 36: Media Interest in “Free Internet” by number of articles 
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Figure 37: Media Interest in “Free” by number of articles 
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Media index sources also confirm the increasing importance placed upon the quality of 

freeness in a broad cultural sense with greater degrees of subtlety. The Guardian 

Newspaper database, the InfoTrac Executive newspaper database and ArticleFirst can all 

present results on a year by year basis. These multiple sources of data verify a broad and 

increasing interest in freeness that is not ‘simply’ a consequence of the design or format 

of an individual database. While the increase is not as dramatic as that found through 

web-based indices the increasing presentation of ‘free’ and ‘free AND internet’ 

within articles indexed by these services is still noticeable. These print indexes also 

reveal that the increasing interest in freeness has slowed and that in the case of ‘free 

AND internet’ the number of articles has returned to 1998 levels after a surge of 

interest in 1999 and 2000. The ebb and flow of activity can be partly explained by the 

collapse of the speculative ‘dotcom’ boom when many of the ‘free internet’ providers 

failed to achieve their claims and were forced to change their business models (McCarthy 

2001, 222; Savitz 2001).  

 

6.2.2. Participation 

The village had institutionalized all human functions in forms of low 
intensity.... Participation was high and organization was low. This is the 
formula for stability (McLuhan 1994). 

 
Hot media are, therefore, low in participation, and cool media are high in 
participation or completion by the audience. Naturally, therefore, a hot 
medium like radio has very different effects on the user from a cool 
medium like the telephone (McLuhan 1994). 

 
The attitude for participation is not as readily evidenced in the collected research data as 

the quality of freeness. The classification process of the collected data presents a 

rudimentary and subjective distinction of search terms. One of these divisions represents 
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actions and separates them from classes of objects, specific items or indefinite terms 

(Appendix 3 - Union list, alphabetical listing). Identification of action was not a 

simplistic classification of all the search terms that could be constituted as verbs. Search 

terms were identified by the results that are generally return and the expected relationship 

that the person conducting the search would have with these results. Terms were marked 

as being actions if they implied that the person conducting the search would consequently 

be engaged in some form of related physical activity associated with the term. Terms 

such as ‘education’, ‘lesbian’, ‘lifestyles’, ‘hairstyles’, ‘pumpkin 

carving’, ‘download music’, ‘masturbation’, ‘send flowers’, 

‘mortgages refinance’ and ‘lingerie modelling’ were all classified as 

implying a directly consequent human action. Other terms were classified as actions 

because they implied specific actions even though they might not necessarily be 

conducted by the person actually conducting the search, including terms such as 

‘jihad’, ‘fisting’, ‘human cloning’, ‘nudism’, ‘underagesex’ and 

‘terrorism’.  

 

Some specific terms have a clear connection between a desire for participation and the 

gathered search terms including most notably ‘chat’ and ‘chat rooms’. However the 

importance and significance of the desire for participation is that it is not restricted to any 

specific part of the Universal Decimal Classification scheme or to particular groups of 

terms. Desire for participation can be found in all aspects of the classification scheme 

reflecting an underlying cultural attitude (Appendix 4: Union List of Terms sorted by 

Classification). 
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The desire for participation is also closely associated with other traits of the cultural 

complex and most particularly the desire for freeness and customisation. The anonymity 

and perversion aspects of the cultural complex also interact with the desire for 

participation but these qualities moderate the clarity with which a desire such as this can 

be identified through the research data. Chatterjee (2001, 75) argues with respect to 

Internet-based pornography that this material “may be implicated in the construction of 

new cyber identities - users of pornography in cyberspace can no longer be seen only as 

passive and inert consumers, but also potentially constructed and deconstructed through 

their interaction with cyberpornography.” Tyler (2002, 203) also identifies a “group of 

people whose life might be changed by the Internet are those who have some taboo 

aspects of their identity, whether the desire to engage in socially frowned-upon activities, 

the desire to express extreme views or some other issue.” Participation is an essential 

aspect of perpetuating cultural practice in general and can be discerned in some way with 

the examination of any cultural material. The gathered data reveals a specific range of 

activities and the specific forms of participation in contemporary cultural practice that 

individuals searching the Web seek to gain knowledge of and, possibly, undertake. 

 

Previous research that considers the impact of the Internet upon the degree and form of 

individual participation supports the claim of this research that participation is a central 

aspect of contemporary western mainstream culture. Baudrillard (1993, 77) observes the 

significance of participation in contemporary culture. “Deplore it as one might, the fact is 
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that two hundred seats smashed up at a rock concert is a sign of success. Where exactly 

does participation pass over into too much participation?” 

 

6.2.3. Do-it-Yourself / Customisation 

If you want transparent screws to match your acrylic case, or for any 
other modding purpose, then this guide will show you how to go about 
making them.  If you make your own screws does that make you hardcore?  
Yes (http://www.casemodgod.com/howto.htm). 

 
A long-lasting and persistent aspect of computing in general is the desire to do-it-yourself 

and for customisation. The desire to customise predates the widespread adoption of 

graphical user interfaces such as Microsoft Windows and was a capability available in the 

earliest multi-user Unix based systems in the form of, for example, .login, .logout and 

.cshrc files (Sobell 1985, 268). While the initial reason for this flexibility was to enable 

individual users to customise their operating system’s environment in order to allow them 

to accommodate their technical requirements it was also utilised to personalise the 

environment in a more aesthetic sense. The original Apple computer was Steve 

Wozniak’s do-it-yourself project developed in his garage to impress his friends at the 

‘Home-Brew Computer Club’ (Cringely 1996, 62). The Apple Computer company and its 

Macintosh range of computers have subsequently become one of the key hallmarks for 

computer-based customisability and aesthetics.  

 

The capacity for customisation has been extended and increasingly represented as a 

feature of the recent releases of operating systems based around graphical user interfaces. 

Major contemporary systems include Macintosh OS, the many variants of Linux as well 

as the range of Microsoft Windows releases. As operating systems have become 
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increasingly modularised the number of aspects of the system that can be modified to suit 

personal tasks has increased. Increased technological capacity has resulted in the 

introduction of ‘skins’ - the configurable visual components of an application that ‘wrap 

around’ the functional aspects of the software.  

 

The technical capability of an artefact to be customised does not in itself create the desire 

for an individual to actually undertake some form of customisation. A key factor that 

limits an individual’s ability to customise an operating system is the need for appropriate, 

alternative graphical images. Different items of the computer system that can be 

customised have different technical requirements and more mundanely require a ‘good’ 

image to use. It is this need for alternative images that provides the clearest and more 

direct indication for the prevalence of this attitude. The customisable items found in the 

data gathered from the Web based search engines include ‘winamp skins’, ‘fonts’, 

‘wallpaper’, ‘icons’, ‘screensavers’ and ‘wav files’ (a format more 

commonly used for Windows system sounds than for music files). The rising interest in 

these specific types of customisations is reflected in data obtained from the Recall search 

engine (recall.archive.org). Comparing the results for these specific artefacts against the 

estimated number of Web sites (wcp.oclc.org) between 1998 and 2002 shows a steadily 

rising number of opportunities to customise a computer (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38: Web sites referencing customisable features relating to personal computing 
 
There is a history of customisation within material culture studies that relates to artefacts 

which predates information technology by thousands of years. Carvings and markings on 

Neolithic tools and pottery reflect similar practices of customisation (Edmonds 1997, 26 

& 35; Gibson 2002, 66). In the context of information technology the practice of 

customisation is also a method for constructing the computer as a newly mundane 

household artefact. An examination of free wallpaper, screensaver and theme Web sites 

reveals that the most common freely available on-line images primarily relate to non-

technology themes such as film or television personalities, sports stars and fantasy 

images. More recent releases of Microsoft Windows have also enabled customisations 

that remove the limits of a rectilinear window format and allow windows to be a range of 
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non-rectilinear shapes. These capacities also enable the computer to become less 

‘computery’ and increase its recognition as a household appliance. Turning the computer 

into a household item also gives the customer (and presumably its primary user) control 

over a complex and ill-understood technology. The desire for customisation of computer 

technology is not - in this sense - far removed from the carving of an abstract symbol into 

a utilitarian tool. Customisation ultimately provides an illusory sense of control and 

power over artefacts (Spier 1973, 5). Providing a level of superficial surface flexibility 

through computer technology enables issues of political and hegemonic control to be 

obscured from the majority of ‘users’.  

 

The prevalence of the desire to customise and control technology is also revealed by the 

increasing number of specific and technical customisable features for information 

technology. A range of software is available to simplify the process of customizing and 

modifying a computer system. Software such as EzyWin and mySB from the Australian 

publisher SayeSoft (www.sayesoft.com.au) allow users to change and animate the startup 

screen, start buttons and system menus of a Windows XP installation. More technically 

skilled users of computer technology customise their computer cases, add larger internal 

fans, incorporate cool fluorescent tubes, build water cooling systems and add full sound 

systems (e.g. www.hitechmods.com). Computer customisations known as ‘mods’ shift 

from the simple manipulation of software to encompass the entire computer system. 

Sophisticated modifications allow a computer to run faster (more accurately the CPU has 

been overclocked and the modifications cool the machine rapidly enough to prevent it 

from burning out) all these technically adept activities underlie the more central issues 
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that humans seek to exert control over artefacts and to individually ‘mark’ the artefacts 

that they possess.  

 

6.2.4. Anonymity & Privacy 

Anonymity Is Dead. Long Live Pseudonymity (Brøndmo 2004). 
 
Jones (1994, 81) suggests that the significance of anonymity and privacy in relation to 

contemporary culture is an unsurprising relationship by claiming that “the social 

construction of reality is precisely what information gathering is to many people – with 

the difference that electronic media permit (and necessitate) that construction to be 

private.” Foster (1997, 26) comments on the dangers of this desire within computer-

mediated communication and particularly the Internet when he identifies “solipsism, or 

the extreme preoccupation with and indulgence of one’s own inclinations is potentially 

engendered in the technology. The reification of private space occurs as one’s own 

idiosyncratic world view acts as a protective enclosure against the onslaught of a brave 

new world of information.” Desire for privacy has been practically expressed in a number 

of recent developments of Internet technology; the most visible of these being the 

concern that eCommerce must protect the details of credit cards being sent electronically 

(Bradley et al 1996). Filesharing and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks also emphasise to 

various degrees the anonymity of the exchanges that are occurring. In the context of the 

gathered research data it is the search terms themselves that show the extent that users of 

search engines are confident of their anonymity and privacy. The range of terms that 

reference sexual violence and deviance reflects a specific (anonymous) relationship 

between the individual searching for terms, the search engine, the Internet and 

mainstream culture. The seemingly aberrant nature of these terms shows how these 
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activities are understood as being enacted privately outside the public realm of 

experience. Other terms also indicate this situation. The brief surge of interest in ‘pro 

ana’ and ‘pro anorexia’ is part of a more consistently sustained interest in medical 

and health related issues; ‘depression’, ‘dieting’, ‘apathy’, ‘women’s 

health’ and a variety of others.  

 

The private aspect to the use of Internet search is also reflected in the day-to-day 

mundaneness of many search terms. The popularity of ‘gardening’, ‘recipes’, 

‘fishing’, ‘sweet potato pie’, ‘house plans’ and ‘driving directions’ 

shows the domestic side of the Internet. These terms reflects the degree to which the 

Internet and the use of search engines have become part of the everyday life of 

contemporary mainstream western culture.  

 

Literature regarding the issues of privacy and anonymity in relation to the Internet 

present two separate concerns. The concern that is dominant in studies of technology and 

management focuses upon notions of trust and the creation of trust networks (Rutter 

2001, 374). Anonymous users must be positively recognised in some way by the 

eCommerce system in order to prevent fraudulent transactions. At the same time these 

anonymous users must be reassured that their financial details will not be intercepted by 

an (equally anonymous) third party. These discussions are generally centred upon the 

successful facilitation of eCommerce strategies (Jarvenpaa, Tractinsky & Vitale 2000).  
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The alternate and opposite perspective expresses critical concern regarding the 

disembodied aspects of Internet-based interaction (Miller, 1996; cf. Champion 2004). 

Dislocation from physical reference points in the context of online activity is discussed 

within both positive and negative frameworks. As a negative and destructive force the 

Internet impedes the perpetuation of conventional social networks and participation. 

More positive and utopian approaches see the same disembodied form of interpersonal 

communication as a facilitator for political and social action that is released from 

conventional constraints. Hardey (2002) synthesizes this range of perspectives to claim 

that the anonymity of the Internet encourages trust relationships and real world 

relationships. 

 

The pervasive desire for anonymity and the enactment of searches that presume 

anonymity exists within the framework of a much more complex cultural situation where 

an immediate and apparent social anonymity is ever-present but is itself achieved in an 

environment that is readily surveilled and retrospectively logged. The complex 

interaction of technological artefacts means that nicknames and online identities are fluid 

and can be phantasmal. However, the location of the person crafting and manipulating 

this fluid identity can be geographically pinpointed with increasing accuracy (Woolley 

2000, 332). Anonymity in this context is created through obfuscation - it is generally too 

difficult for the everyday user to access and interrogate the various disparate data sources 

required to identify an ‘anonymous’ Internet user.  

 

6.2.5. Perversion 
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We called sadism a sexual perversion; but you must first have the idea of a 
normal sexuality before you can talk of its being perverted; and you can 
see which is the perversion, because you can explain the perverted from 
the normal, and cannot explain the normal from the perverted (Lewis 
1996, 50). 
 
Pornography is only the paradoxical limit of the sexual, a realistic 
exacerbation and a made obsession with the real - this the “obscene,” 
etymologically speaking and in all senses. But isn’t the sexual itself a 
forced materialisation, and isn’t the coming of sexuality already part of 
the Western notion of what is real - the obsession peculiar to our culture 
with “instancing” and instrumentalising all things? (Baudrillard 1987, 22) 
 

An expected quality that is identified as part of the Internet and the cultural complex of 

contemporary culture is the pervasive presence of perversion. Perversion is defined here 

as being an activity or practice that is considered ‘unusual’ or ‘unexpected’ in 

contemporary culture. Freud (1974) presents five forms of perversion that connect closely 

with what is found in popular search terms. They are: disregarding the barrier of species, 

overstepping the barriers against disgust, against incest, against members of ones own sex 

and transferring the part played by the genitals to other organs and areas of the body 

(Freud 1974). Freud’s now dated and at least homophobic list reveals the shifting 

understanding of what a culture will define as perversion and by inference the extent of 

activities that can be recuperated by the mainstream. In the context of the Web, 

perversion is also activities and practices that are publicly stated as culturally 

unacceptable but are enacted privately. The contradictions of public and private in the 

context of the Internet are an indication of the close interrelationship between the six 

traits identified in this thesis. Perversion in the contemporary sense of the Web is 

culturally constructed with specific activities fluidly defined as being perverse. 

Baudrillard (1987, 15), in the context of discussing pornography, observes that there is a 

new sprial of sexual simulation in which sex finds a second existence and takes on the 
fascination of a lost frame of reference… It may well be that pornography is there only 
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to reactivate this lost referent in order to prove a contrario, by its grotesque 
hyperrealism, that there is however some real sex somewhere. 
 

The gathered search terms reveal the private aspect of Web usage and the extent to which 

there are no boundaries within contemporary western mainstream culture to the human 

interest in perversion. Mehta & Plaza (1997, 58) point out the role of PGP (Pretty Good 

Privacy) – an encryption scheme, and anonymous servers in the distribution of 

pornographic material including child pornography. Internet-based tools enable the scope 

and forms of perversions to be experienced amongst a far larger audience with shared 

‘specialist’ interests. Anthropology has famously proclaimed that the only universal 

prohibition to human activity is incest; this is one of Freud’s (1974) own five categories. 

Yet, the collected data reveals that both ‘incest’ and ‘incest stories’ are popular 

search terms each week in both consistent and surge lists. There is no suggestion here that 

those searching for these terms are intending to act upon them directly. However, the 

constant level of voyeuristic interest clearly assumes that representations of incest are 

readily (and freely) accessible and documented on the Web.  

 

The identification of perversion as significant within the cultural complex is not solely a 

reflection of the impact of pornography and pornographic Web sites on the Internet 

although this is a significant influence in the identification of this quality. The OCLC’s 

estimate of the number of pornographic Web sites shows that while there are an 

historically persistent percentage of ‘adult’ sites on the entire Web it does not constitute a 

large percentage (Table 37). Balnaves (2001, 82) claims that the percentage of 

pornographic sites in 1999 was only 1.5% of the total Web. These authoritative estimates 

must be balanced against the often-cited 1998 estimate in USA Today that pornographic 
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Web sites represent 30% of all the Web (Zyla 1998, 15). The quality of perversion, 

however, also represents other important aspects of the Internet including the 

infringement of copyright, interest in the details of ‘sensational’ murders and cheats for 

console games.  

Adult Sites Number of Sites Percentage of Public Sites 
1998 34,000 2.3%
1999 42,000 1.9%
2000 68,000 2.3%
2001 74,000 2.4%
2002 102,000 3.3%

Figure 39: OCLC estimate of total adult Web sites (source: wcp.oclc.org) 
 

One Web site that reached the surge list in sixteen of the examined weeks summarises a 

broader interest in perversion - rotten.com - and in Freud’s terms represents an 

overstepping of the barriers of disgust. The site proclaims itself as “an archive of 

disturbing illustration.” Effectively, it is a collection of crime-scene, autopsy, physical 

deformities or abnormalities and other intentionally disturbing photographs. The site is 

not directly pornographic - although it does offer links to pornographic sites - and 

exemplifies the use of the Web as a means to circumvent the censorship applied to 

broadcast and print mediums in Western nations. The entertainment value of rotten.com - 

as this can be its only intended purpose - is founded on the ability of individual images to 

offend and horrify in a high technology equivalent of the circus freakshow. Baudrillard’s 

(1993, 76) comments on the terrorist attack in Belgium in 1985 when he described 

interest in the event as “the sort of fascination, of mass appeal, exercised by the terrorist 

model” can also be applied to the interest in rotten.com. 
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Almost every class of the collected data incorporates some form of perversion. The ‘000’ 

class includes cracking, hacking and warez terms, almost the entire ‘100’ class references 

specific pornographic web sites or general categories of sites, the ‘300’ class includes 

terms relating to underage sex, serial murders and cheats. Classes such as ‘600’ which 

groups together terms relating to ‘applied science and technology’ more subtly reflect this 

interest in pornography in the form of references to specific human body parts including 

‘boobs’, ‘tits’, ‘vagina’, ‘clitoris’, ‘penis’ and ‘penis enlargement’. 

The ‘600’ class also reveals a long-term interest and detailed but private cultural 

knowledge of a vast range of pornographic movie ‘starlets’. However, interest in any 

individual ‘starlet’ is momentary with their popularity usually rising and falling in the 

space of a single week in a pattern that reflects the more mainstream media figures also 

represented in this class. Interest in pornographic starlets is only discernable in the 

weekly surge lists, which requires a numerically smaller number of searches to show this 

interest. The knowledge of specific starlet’s names, even if this is only represented in a 

single week of data, reveals an underlying cultural awareness of these individuals and 

their chosen profession. Searches for ‘Tawny Kitaen’ or ‘Tera Patrick’ are not 

accidental and represent a pervasive underlying set of private cultural knowledges that 

are momentarily revealed publicly. 

 

A recent confirmation of the degree that the trait for perversion identified in the search 

term data reflects broader cultural ideologies can be seen in popular mainstream media 

representations. The video of G-Unit’s remix of 50 Cent’s “P.I.M.P.” song includes three 

topless women dancing with the singers (the censored version is available at 
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mpegrom.wallst.ru/sh_new.php3?video=888; the uncensored version is currently traded 

on Ebay.com). Other video clips have also enthisiastically embraced this exploitation of 

women to promote their music most notably Snoop Dog who regularly and with at least 

some justification describes himself as a pimp. The use of blatantly naked women crosses 

a boundary for music video clips - that have been seen as the most risqué of media (Ford 

1999) - by being a ‘soft porn’ format rather than referencing it. This approach of 

referencing ‘adult’ films was most famously began with Duran Duran in their 1981 

“Girls on Film” video. However, Duran Duran is not an isolated example. The cultural 

acceptance of pole dancing through its filmic presentations and its promotion as the 

‘exercise regime of the stars’ ignores its purpose to display women for prostitution and 

the commodification of women’s bodies (Figure 40).  
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Figure 40: Shifting interest in “Pole Dancing” and “Lap Dancing” (Logarithmic Scale) 
 

Other media representations also reveal the manner in which the perverse qualities of the 

Internet reflect wider cultural beliefs. The status of Quentin Tarantino as a contemporary 

Twentieth Century auteur reifies the media representations of extreme violence and 

disregard for fellow humanity as an art form. Tarantino’s films are argued to be more 

visually and blatantly violent than the works of previous auteurs but also as a reflection 

of contemporary culture (Botting & Wilson 2000). In the context of this thesis these 

observations regarding Tarantino appears to have valid justification. 

 

6.2.6. Information Richness 

Originally defined by Daft & Lengel (1986) as the “ability of information to change 

understanding within a time interval,” the concept has been applied with increasingly 

wide meanings. The capacity to transfer large quantities of specific information to 

individual clients is an underlying quality of the Internet that compels it to both business 

and private individuals. Jones’ (1994, 83) discussion of the fictional representations of 

virtual environments also identifies this feature. “Cyberspace is a virtual space of 

information, an area through which the mind, by means of a computer interface, has 

immediate access to a global information network. Databanks dot the landscape.” (Jones 

1994, 83). The other five cultural traits identified here would be impeded without this 

specific quality and capability. Information richness describes the relative density of 

information at a particular locale. Other information rich localities precede the Internet, 

particularly libraries, classrooms and - in a different context - television. These 

‘traditional’ locales have shaped many understandings of the Internet as a form of parallel 
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cultural phenomena. This has resulted in the development of, for example, Internet-based 

libraries, e-learning and Internet-based television. In contrast to these preceding models 

however the Internet’s information richness is more directed, more detailed and offers a 

greater density of information. The multimedia aspect of the Web also enables an 

integration of capabilities that are not possible with other examples of information 

richness. The sound and images of television converge with the interactivity of a book 

and the immediacy of the telephone effectively intensifying the density of information 

that can be delivered to an individual user. The technology of the Web, specifically its 

hypertext capabilities reinforces the information rich experience by enabling the 

interlinking of distant sources into a potentially seamless stream of information.  

 

The information richness of technological-enabled locales is particularly the focus for 

dispute surrounding web-based teaching and learning (Watt, Lea & Spears 2002, 64). The 

education perspective regarding information richness offers two conflicting perspectives. 

Critiques of the information rich classroom argue that increasing the density of 

information in this environment does not equate to be more positive learning outcomes 

(Lash 2002, 2). The general density of information within many spaces of contemporary 

cultural practice, it is argued, necessitates the development of more critical and 

discerning perspectives in which students are encouraged to utilise less high quality 

information in preference to large volumes of poor quality information. These critiques 

recognise the difference between the process of learning and the mere presence of large 

quantities of information. The alternative perspective offers the obverse opinion. The 

information rich classroom, it is claimed, increases the opportunities for diverse teaching 
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practices and the means to reach students in a variety of new - and creative - ways 

(Bowman et al 1999). Neither of these perspectives however deny the presence of, or the 

opportunity for, information rich environments in a teaching and learning context and 

with more sophisticated applications of information technology to the classroom may not 

realistically be seen as contrary positions. Business, too, generally takes a positive view 

on the potential for information richness. This is particularly expressed in the ability to 

offer a dense collection of information regarding specific business practice. The 

advantage is a ‘simple’ economic one. Information delivered as a consequence of the 

client’s own volition reduces the need for staff providing the same information. Banks 

exploit the business opportunities of information richness by offering highest savings 

percentage rates for their ‘Web-only’ products. As these rates have approached (and even 

briefly rised above) national base rates the difference between bricks and mortar banking 

practice and Web-only alternatives are clearly significant. 

 

The importance of the quality of information richness for the cultural complex also 

introduces another related debate regarding the Internet. The digital divide describes a 

coarse dichotomy of social relations constituted by the ‘information rich’ and the 

‘information poor’ (National Telecommunications & Information Administration 1999; 

Silver 2000, 27). The issue of richness or poorness in this context is not simply 

determined by individual access to information rich sources such as the Web. ‘Being’ 

information rich also subsumes the skills to manipulate and use information to social and 

personal advantage. This social category is distinct from economic wealth or education, 

however, these and other factors do have an interlocking and positive relationship with 
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information richness. The debates regarding the digital divide acknowledge and 

emphasise a growing social division that has developed and been accentuated with the 

increased use and acceptance of information technology. None of these debates dispute 

the presence of information rich locales in which the ‘rich’ of the digital divide interact 

and consequently benefit. Critical and emancipatory presentations of the digital divide 

argue for the need to reduce the extremes of this discrepancy (Mitchell 1995; Ebo 1998, 

16; see Rowe 2002). The achievement of this aim is increasingly difficult in a cultural 

environment that incorporates an information rich environment as part of the everyday 

life - for the information rich at least. 

 

The growth of the Internet and particularly the Web is itself the most appropriate 

evidence for the significance of the density of information and its importance in 

contemporary western mainstream culture. The capacity for increased information 

richness and density is a compelling justification for a wide range of uses for the Web 

including commercially, institutionally and personally. Quantifying the size of the Web, 

however, is notoriously variable with a range of indexes offering indicative evidence. The 

OCLC offers an annual calculation of total Web sites (Figure 40). This presents one 

metric for quantifying the Web. However, while OCLC is one of the most authoritative 

indicators available, it has limitations as the figure ascribes an equivalent value to small 

single page Web sites as it does to large central sites such as Yahoo. Indexes that 

estimate the number of total Web pages are also problematic as many sites dynamically 

generate their Web pages. For example, google.com may only be a few dozen pages in 

size but, when all the permutations of possible searches are considered, it may be millions 
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of pages in size. Other sites also offer difficulties. Parked Web sites often utilise remotely 

hosted services from a different Web site, thus creating an exact duplicate. Estimating the 

number of duplicated Web pages between different servers is technically complex and 

requires the infrastructure equivalent to one of the large search engines to enable this 

form of identification. The recent but short-lived move by the domain name registrar 

Verisign to redirect all requests for non-existent domain names to a valid ‘holding page’ 

also makes the quantification of Web pages uncertain (Abreu 2003). Programmatic 

approaches to solving this problem, such as the large search engine systems, could 

readily be deceived by this strategy and this would inflate estimates of both Web sites 

and individual Web pages. 

Year Count 
1998 2,851,000 
1999 4,882,000 
2000 7,399,000 
2001 8,745,000 
2002 9,040,000 

 
Figure 41: The total number of Web sites (source: wcp.oclc.org) 
 

Other strategies for quantifying the Web have also been employed to overcome the 

inaccuracies introduced at this level of analysis. By examining the Internet at the more 

technical network layer an arguably less distorted picture is offered. A number of 

software tools have been developed that can map the Internet at this level. The most 

recent, opte.org, has been able to create network maps of approximately 1/4 of the 

Internet in a few hours. The developer hopes to eventually be able to map the entire 

Internet in a 24 hour period from a single conventional personal computer. In the context 

of this research however, despite the appeal of this approach, the network maps both the 
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machines that are Web servers and those that are clients - personal computers. The 

growth of the network reveals increasingly personal connection and interest in the 

information rich environment of the Internet but it does not directly indicate the detailed 

development of that environment.  

 

6.3. Contemporary Western Mainstream Culture 

This research refers to a culture that is hallmarked by the cultural complex of artefacts 

that are themselves revealed through the collation and examination of the most popular 

search engines terms through a 16 month period. This culture is described as 

‘contemporary’, ‘western’ and ‘mainstream’. None of these terms are unproblematic and, 

consequently, they are not utilised without critical examination and explanation. This 

description is also used in distinction and preference to descriptions such as ‘mainstream’ 

culture. The intention is not to label the artefacts and traits of the cultural complex 

identified and described in the analysis of Chapter 5 as being solely representative of this 

culture. The Web and the Internet intersect with the everyday lives of participants of 

many cultures in a variety of ways. In turn, the cultural practices conducted on the Web 

do not in themselves constitute a single and separate culture - a claim that was, at least, 

implied in some early theorisations of the Internet (see Burnett & Marshall 2003, 25). 

The problematic definition of the term, culture, also makes the identification of a culture 

based on the available evidence problematic. By labeling and defining the ‘culture’ that is 

implied in the identification of a series of desired artefacts and revealing the traits of the 

cultural complex mitigates the definitional ambiguity but it is although not entirely 

effaced. Identification of a cultural complex in an archaeological context is seen, in the 
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absence of any other evidence, as being representative of the culture itself (Spier 1973, 5; 

Bahm 1992, 110; Gibson 2002, 137). However, evidence gathered from the Web and the 

Internet is not undertaken in an environment with such a paucity of material. It is 

consequently inappropriate to make a sweeping generalisation through the identification 

of an undifferentiated ‘mainstream’ or sweeping ‘western’ culture. My research offers 

tentative observation of many parallel ‘mainstream’ and ‘western’ cultures. Cultural 

complexity reveals the intricate balance that exists in the description of a particular series 

of cultural traits and desires. The identification of an all-encompassing culture - such as 

‘western’ - involves a small number of artefacts and traits that are claimed to be essential 

and show a thread of commonality between groups of people and their practices. At the 

narrowest level of identification the difference between culture and sub-culture can 

become blurred. A tighter combination of interrelated traits and artefacts offers a more 

detailed perspective on a smaller group of people (Hebdige 1979, 76).    

 

The gathered evidence supports identification of a coherent cultural complex that is 

representative of a pervasive and dominant set of cultural attitudes. The ‘Top 500 Search 

Terms’ used here reveals the continued popularity of specific search terms against a 

much larger background of millions of possible terms. In this way the collected data 

represents an average and distilled set of interests. There is no suggestion made by this  

current research that participants in contemporary western mainstream culture all share 

the same degree of interest, or even any interest at all, in all the artefacts being sought at 

the core of the cultural complex. The relationship between the cultural complex that has 

been identified, any specific culture and the participants of this or other cultures is a less 
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definite and more fluid series of relationships. However, the artefacts and traits of the 

cultural complex do influence and have meaning to individual members of contemporary 

culture(s). The cultural complex is meaningful to participants of a culture because of their 

enculturation within it rather than as a directly observed museological experience. While 

no one person can be identified as holding an interest in all of the artefacts that are 

desired through the search engines or in subscribing to all the traits of the cultural 

complex many people do connect to many of these artefacts and traits in various 

combinations of circumstances. 200000 separate searches for ‘google’, 60000 separate 

searches for ‘incest’ or 40000 separate searches for ‘zip codes’ each month reveal a 

variety of juxtaposed interests. The evidence utilised for the Achelian or Aurignician 

cultures is informative here (Spier 1973, 6). The Achelian cultural complex includes 

evidence for the use and working of obsidian to create workable and incredibly sharp 

handtools. This evidence is received in the form of shards and remnants from the activity 

of creating these tools. However, it would be presumptuous and an over-reading of the 

available evidence to suggest that all Achelians were skilled obsidian craftspeople. 

Achelians, however, as a definite group of people did gain advantage from these stone 

tools. It is impossible to ascertain the level of awareness Achelians had regarding these 

artefacts but they possessed a definite long term relationship with them. Consequently, 

the traits of this culture are influenced by this combination of humans and artefacts. The 

importance of these specific tools within Achelian culture cannot be reified as the only 

material for tools of this culture or present the implication that it is only material artefacts 

that shape cultural traits - other less persistent materials in the archaeological record may 

also have been used. In effect the cultural complex does not represent a definitive 
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collection of artefacts and attitudes that are drawn from a specific culture but are instead 

a series of tendencies and preferences that reflect the attitudes and activities of that 

culture at a particular historical moment. The cultural complex becomes - in the 

archaeological context - the defining aspects of a culture rather than reflecting it. 

 

The use of ‘contemporary’, ‘western’ and ‘mainstream’ to describe this culture indicates 

the influences acting upon the cultural complex and the artefacts that are most sought 

after within it. It is ‘contemporary’ in the sense of immediacy and currency. The artefacts 

that are being sought reflect current understandings and attitudes towards the social world 

and its current composition. The contemporary aspect of these desires is reflected in the 

seeking of specific software titles, companies and Web sites. These are artefacts that 

currently have significance and meaning in themselves without becoming generic 

categories of goods. These are also, in most cases, artefacts that did not hold the same 

meaning or relationship to a specific artefact five or ten years ago and may equally 

relinquish that meaning within the next ten years. The level of dynamism reflected by this 

fluidity in the meaning of contemporary culture does not imply that the specific artefacts 

identified in the cultural complex are themselves temporary. Individual artefacts are 

significant for the current moment in a continuous but connected process of development 

and evolution that builds upon what has come previously in an artefactual and cultural 

sense and which will provide and inspire the artefacts that will become contemporary in 

the future. The recent evolution of file sharing software already exemplifies this process. 

The significance of Napster as the first file sharing application to gain popular acceptance 

was its capability to digitally concretise the practice of ‘taping’ and other means of music 
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reproduction that had been practised since the ready availability of the cassette tape. 

However, Napster’s predominant position as the premier file sharing application has been 

lost with escalating legal action from the recording industry and the US-based RIAA 

(news.findlaw.com/legalnews/lit/napster/index4.html; see also 

laws.lp.findlaw.com/9th/9856727.html). The pursuit of these applications by the 

recording industry has shaped the structure and formats of file sharing application in 

order to shift responsibility regarding copyright to the users of the system rather than the 

system itself. This lack of decentralisation was a key reason why Napster could be 

pursued legally for copyright infringement, the system kept track of files – irrespective of 

whether they were legally copied or not. However, a variety of other systems have 

subsequently proliferated that are legally more difficult to pursue including Ares and 

BitTorrent (Ricart-Costa, Subriana & Valor-Sabatier 2004, 102).  

 

‘Western’ is used in a similarly fluid and indefinite way to describe the artefacts and 

traits of the identified cultural complex. ‘Western’ has increasingly become a term of 

derision and indefiniteness in the light of scholarship that questions monolithic 

categorisations of what is an amorphous concept (Fox & Gingrich 2002, 3). These 

uncertainties suitably reflect the amorphous artefacts, practice and attitudes identified 

within the cultural complex. ‘Western’ is used as an exclusionary device to indicate a 

culture related to a range of nation-states including Australia, the United State and the 

United Kingdom. It is also a description for the media-obsessed, event-driven and 

consumption-oriented situations that are experienced in these, and other, nations that 

reify the average lowest common denominator experience of everyday life. ‘Western’ is 
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not intended to be a description of a monoculture but rather of cultural practice in which 

difference is subsumed, recuperated and consumed until it eventually becomes part of 

then everyday until it is then discarded. An indicative example of this ‘western’ cultural 

practice of consumption can be found with the popularity of searches for ‘tattoos’. As 

a form of permanent body modification tattoos are traditionally the preserve of specific 

employment categories, traditional cultures or secret societies. However, the western 

acceptance of tattoos and their introduction into everyday life propels the interest in 

tattoos as a search term high into the list of regularly desired and sought after artefacts.  

 

The culture being examined is ‘mainstream’. This is a term used widely to represent the 

inherent power relationships and structure that shape and define contemporary hegemonic 

culture (Oakley 1998). De Bord (1994, Thesis 23) also observes that “at the root of the 

spectacle lies the oldest of all social divisions of labour, the specialization of power. The 

specialized role played by the spectacle is that of spokesman [sic] for all other activities, 

a sort of diplomatic representative of hierarchical society at its own court, and the source 

of the only discourse which that society allows itself to hear.” The use of this term 

reflects the expansive scale of the culture being discerned from activities of seeking and 

desiring artefacts through Web-based search engines. Subtleties and variations of practice 

that can be discerned in and are a part of a culture are effaced by hegemonically dominant 

cultural attitudes. The data gathered for the current project is only capable of revealing 

these aspects of culture because it relies upon the popularity of individual search terms 

over a defined period of time. For an individual term to appear in the lists of persistent 

search terms its popularity must be sustained for at least four weeks. What is revealed of 
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this mainstream culture is a relatively consistent series of general interests (Figure 4). 

From the evidence of these lists the traits and artefacts of this culture are hallmarked by 

generic categorical terms such as ‘jobs’, ‘jokes’, ‘bikini’ and ‘pictures’. The 

popularity mechanism that determines which terms will appear in a list largely prevents 

any detail from being represented. Collecting the ‘most popular’ ters leaves only broad 

meaning to be revealed through the popular terms that describes the gendered hegemonic 

mainstream aspects of this culture. These are the dominant attitudes and interests that 

reflect a primarily masculinist perspective. This is an acknowledgement of the 

androcentricity of contemporary culture that can be directly seen in the persistent interest 

in, for example, named pornographic Web sites, generic sexually oriented terms such as 

(presumably) ‘lolita’ and ‘beastiality’ [sic] and categories of artefacts such as 

‘autos’ and ‘kelly blue book’. Being mainstream does not imply that the interests 

of the cultural complex are exclusively masculine. There is sufficient variety of terms that 

reveal what may conventionally be regarded as feminine, such as ‘baby names’, 

‘recipes’ and ‘hair styles’. These ascriptions rely on classical, supposedly 

natural and prejudiced dichotomies of maleness and femaleness. Considered together this 

is a combination of attitudes and desires that is mainstream culture. 

 

The argument that mainstream culture is hegemonically masculine is also a tacit critique 

of the arguments regarding gender fluidity (Poster 1990; Stallabrass 1995; Turkle 1997; 

Dodge & Kitchin 2000, 23) online. These arguments suggest that gender becomes 

increasingly fluid when a user of the Internet is online. However, to subscribe to this 

argument reinforces the ‘virtual’/reality dichotomy and is similarly based on the single 
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premise that physical presence - in the same sense as artefacts - is the primary 

determinant of gendered identity. The mainstream argument however suggests that the 

composition and form of contemporary culture is so immured in the power relations of 

gender identity that to escape ‘simply’ by going online disregards the mediation of this 

influence. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

My research uses a material culture perspective to investigate the symbolic exchange 

practices – and other cultural phenomena – that are conducted or aided through the use of 

the World Wide Web. The thesis has identified a series of artefacts and cultural traits that 

form a cultural complex representative of a contemporary western mainstream culture. 

Examination of the contemporary cultural complex reveals the interplay and blurring of 

public and private aspects of everyday life (Shade 1996, 15). By drawing upon the works 

of “postmodern” writers such as Baudrillard and De Bord I present this culture as being 

in constant movement from one event or spectacle to another. Event-driven activity 

creates cultural dynamism within the cultural complex however this thesis shows that this 

cultural complex is grouped around a relatively narrow set of interests. Symbolic 

exchange of cultural knowledges confirms and provisions this culture with shared 

meanings and understandings (Poster 1990). Porter (1997, xiii) observes that,  

viewed collectively over a period of time, such [Internet-based] interactions 
come to take on these discernible features and to reveal those characteristic ‘ways 
of being’ in a virtual world that an anthropologist might regard as together 
constituting the culture of such a place. 
 

In the context of the Web, exchange practices and activities are enabled through 

hypertext links and search engines. The legitimacy of the Web as a place of everyday 

cultural exchange and associated practices is extended by emailed information – 

including spam – and the incorporation of Web site addresses in print and electronic 

media. The research reported here confirms that these practices create a cultural complex 

within contemporary western mainstream culture.  
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7.1. Methodological contributions 

The central methodological contribution of this work is found in its efforts to research 

and interpret Web based phenomena as an integral cultural aspect of “everyday life”. 

Inquiries conducted in and through a ‘virtual’ provenance have informed a wider critical 

analysis and practice. The relative depth of analysis possible with the approach employed 

here suggests a variety of problems inherent in earlier methodologies rather than an 

incompatibility between the methodology and the virtual space itself. Investigations of 

the Web, as has been done here, can provide an increasingly reflexive and critical venue 

for the researcher of cultural phenomenon - and a potential test-bed for more widely 

implemented projects. Tyler (2002, 204) describes the potential for the Internet to be used 

as a form of “social laboratory”. Tomas makes a similar claim that “advanced digital 

technologies, such as those that generate cyberspace, hold considerable promise as a 

testing ground for post-ritual theories and practices, in particular as conceptualized by a 

critical postindustrial, postorganic anthropology.” (1991, 31). The opportunity for 

‘virtual’ research to stand as a microcosm of everyday is possible through the 

construction of the ‘virtual’ as one of many locales of cultural activities that are enacted 

and experienced across multiple provenances.  

 

Through this thesis I have shown that the ‘virtual’ or more mundanely the Web – as a 

technologically mediated locale of cultural activity - does not obliterate everyday life 

distinctions such as socio-economic status, gender inequality, or ethnic intolerance but 

provides another place for their articulation and experience – albeit in a sometimes 

modified form. For those who have experienced the electronic enactment of racial hatred 
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or sexual violence the effects are equally real irrespective of the locale. Utopian claims 

such as those of Rheingold (1994) and Rushkoff (1994) that the ‘virtual’, as a 

consequence of being virtual, can obliterate social inequality is ultimately a conservative 

position that obscures political and ethical issues (Wakeford 2000, 33). This position 

drives a technological determinist discourse that shifts attention from the concerns of 

cultural experience (and inequality) towards strategies to ‘wire’ everyone else (Bereano 

1997, 31). There is a need to continue and further the investigation of ‘virtual’ spaces as 

another provenance for cultural activities. The approach and data utilised in this thesis 

has opened a number of opportunities to consider areas of contemporary cultural practice 

which, to date, have received little critical attention within the epistemology and 

methodological frameworks of everyday life. 

 

I also make a methodological contribution through the use of artefacts and their desire as 

a central focal point for research of Web oriented practices. My approach is a critical but 

complementary response to the centrality of ethnographic works within the discourses of 

‘virtuality’ and cyberculture. The necessary articulation of a definition of artefacts also 

contributes to material culture studies through its examination of the specific qualities of 

artefacts as the primary determinants of their “artefactuality”. The use of the artefact as a 

central concept of interpretation articulates a response to the “everything as text” position 

that engender specific ways of thinking about and interpreting cultural phenomena. 

 

Natural history museums utilise the Linnean scientific taxonomy to order their 

collections. This taxonomy is perhaps the best known systematic representation of a 
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particular aspect of the observable world. Despite arguable limitations, it is still utilised 

because, in part, it fulfils a need. The advantage of examining data in an electronic 

context, such as the Web, is that taxonomic classification (and subsequent interpretations) 

can present a systematised and interpretable view of a particular situation. This view is 

not restricted to any one definitive taxonomic representation - such as those found in the 

shelfmark order of a library. Interpretations developed from a taxonomy are, however, 

less tightly bound - physical examination of any library’s shelves reveals the variety of 

interpretations that can exist for this single, supposedly unambiguous, taxonomy. 

Multiple taxonomies are possible in an electronic environment and these taxonomies can 

be utilised simultaneously to provide a clearer articulation of the cultural traits and 

artefacts (or other phenomena) that they reflect and ‘speak’ of. The potential for multiple 

taxonomies and interpretations is not explored here, but remains a possibility for future 

endeavours.  

 

With further formalisation of the taxonomy of popular search terms that I have employed 

there is an opportunity for studies comparing competing interpretations to be conducted. 

A parallel can be seen with the Linnean taxonomy when individual and groups of animals 

can be – as a consequence of further research and debate – reclassified in the Linnaean 

hierarchy. In the context of the Web and the extension of understanding of its relationship 

to cultural practices and traits the broad perspective offered by the data gathered from 

Web-based meta-search engines could be compared against other search engines 

including regional and national search engines or searches conducted at ‘ecommerce’ or 

community sites. The approach used here to examine culture can be conducted nearly 
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contemporaneously with the moment when the desire for a particular artefact is expressed 

and a search is enacted. In contrast to the methods used here to gather search terms data 

through an intermediate aggregator, the ‘real time’ sampling of activity and desire could 

reveal the cultural significance of emerging events. Additional search-term data – built up 

over a period of time - would also enhance identification of nuances in search activities 

that reveal the differences between media-inspired, annual celebratory, terrorist-driven or 

other “types” of events. My research contributes to the decipherment of the ‘maps of 

meaning’ (Hall in Hebdige 1979, 14) that are consolidations of cultural practice and 

create semiosis around and through artefacts. 

 

In my research I have offered an interpretative methodology to the examination of the 

Web that is not bound to specific Web sites as the locus of communities of action (Foster 

1997, 25), or to Web or Internet metrics such as site impressions (Sterne 2002) or to the 

examination of the “interface” of Web sites (websitesthatsuck.com). The lack of these 

anchorage points exposes my work to a range of alternative criticisms – which are 

hopefully recognised through the critical perspective employed here – but the advantage 

of the approach lies in its capacity to achieve the same degree of fluidity that the 

culture(s) under examination itself exhibits. 

 

The experimental nature of the methodology employed by this thesis presents its own 

advantages and disadvantages. The type of data that has been used to develop the 

discussion is readily available - in such an information-rich culture - but the sheer volume 

of data that information richness provides requires systematic and consistent treatment. 
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My own previous experiences with large datasets, with Web based resources and with 

programming technologies have clearly shaped the methodology of the research 

represented here. The relationship between methodology and theoretical (as well as 

ethical and political) positions has also been a strong influence on how and what has been 

presented. A central motivation for the use of a classificatory methodology is as a 

response to the current predominance of observational and ethnographic based research 

that focuses around a single self-contained ‘virtual’ site such as a chat group or 

newsgroups. The implication in these approaches is that such groups are ‘whole’ in the 

sense of a community, a sub-culture or even some type of culture. The use of taxonomic 

classification to discern cultural traits that can be evidenced through Web search terms 

offers a new direction for disentangling and understanding the relationship of high 

technology environments such as the Web in relation to “our” everyday lives. The 

systematic nature of a taxonomic approach also offers possibilities for further and future 

comparison. 

 

The methodological contributions of my research are: 

• An experimental approach for examining Web-oriented phenomena 
• Enables critical interpretation of observed Web-oriented phenomena 
• A systematic and consistent approach 
• Offers comparability  
• Applicable at the micro-level of a single Web site as well at the macro level 

employed here 
 
 
7.2. The theoretical contribution 

In the face of the threats of a total weightlessness, an unbearable lightness of 
being, a universal promiscuity and a linearity of processes liable to plunge us into 
the void, the sudden whirlpools that we dub catastrophes are really the thing that 
saves us from catastrophe. Anomalies and aberrations of this kind re-create zones 
of gravity and density that counter dispersion. (Baudrillard 1993, 69).  
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Proving or evidencing Baudrillard’s often pessimistic worldview is not an aim of my 

research. Despite the acknowledged theoretical influence of his work on this research, the 

contemporary culture being discussed here is not represented as irredeemable, morally 

bankrupt or at its self-destructive zenith. The “end of history” debate represented by 

Fukuyama (1993) and Baudrillard (1993a) does have relevance in the shaping of an 

understanding of contemporary culture but ultimately both arguments become nihilistic 

calls to lethargic apathy. I have taken a critical view of contemporary culture and the 

multitudinous forms in which it presents itself. Culture itself cannot be judged as bad or 

wrong as some commentaries, including that of Baudrillard, sometimes imply. 

 

“Culture” - arguably the central subject of this research - however, is no more and no less 

a complex conceptual framework for interpretation both explicitly by researchers and 

implicitly by participants within a given culture. I make no claim that there is one culture 

“on” the Web or that the Web is exclusively western or masculine. “Our culture is a 

culture which conceives and knows itself as culture and as one among many: a culture for 

which ‘culture’ has become a theme of reflection and a practical problem.” (Markus 

1993, 3). What I do claim is that the defining and labeling of a contemporary, western, 

mainstream culture is a tentative and fluid identification developed from the indications 

offered by a particular collection of observed artefacts and traits. As such the culture 

being described is part of, and interacts with, a multitude of cultures that continuously 

shape and define one another. Porter (1997, xi) observes that “if the Internet can be 

understood as the site of any culture at all, it is not, presumably, culture in the sense 

either of an elitist enclave or of a homogeneous social sphere.” The concept of subculture 
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is not present in this work - all that is present are cultures that are more or less inclusive 

within “contemporary western mainstream culture” representing a more expansive and 

consequently generalised culture. From a material culture perspective, “it is not just 

consumption but mass consumption that lies at the basis of contemporary relations to 

object.” (Ashkenazi & Clammer 2000, 5). A central premise of this work - which embeds 

the fluid definition of culture - is the notion that culture is an aggregative concept that 

incorporates traits, learning and understanding – the ‘mental’ and ideational aspects of 

culture, as well as artefacts - the extra-human, shared and ‘material’ aspects of culture. 

Within the framework of discussions regarding the Web and the Internet arguing for the 

primacy of the ‘material’ - or material culture - aspects of culture ostensibly appears to 

contradict claims regarding its form (Geertz 1993, 10). Emphasis is, however, placed on 

the persistence and distanciation of an artefact, irrespective of its form, from explicit 

association with a single human rather than any particular material quality (Aunger n.d., 

0724.022). Artefacts are the identifiable traces of human action and cultural practice. As 

a consequence, while the search terms have been classified and analysed here as 

indicators of a desire for, and seeking of, artefacts, my approach is founded on the 

implicit understanding that these search terms are themselves cultural artefacts. In light of 

this observation, the technologies, tools and components that considered together are 

called the Internet are all equally cultural artefacts. Hebdige’s (1979) work reveals the 

degree to which various artefacts obtain a definitional significance in the many 

discussions of culture. In many of his case studies Hebdige (1979) interweaves a 

representation of the attitudes and beliefs of individual (sub)cultures with descriptions of 

their clothes, their footwear, accoutrements (such as a jar of vaseline) (1979, 1) and the 
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built environment in which a particular culture interacts. Culture, for Hebdige and a 

sentiment shared by myself, incorporates and is at least partly defined by those artefacts 

that can be exchanged, spoken of and discarded.  

 

The unpredictable identification of culture does not invalidate the research conducted 

here or the claims that are being made. Culture as a frame of analysis is defined in many 

ways. By utilising an understanding of culture heavily informed by material culture 

studies the culture that is actually “seen” and described may be indiscernible to other 

works regarding the Internet presented with differing nuances – including, for example, 

those of Miller & Slater (2000), Holmes (1997), Benedikt (1993) or Rheingold (1991). 

The combined use of artefacts and cultural traits to define a cultural complex is itself 

potentially contentious in the light of those works that emphasise the ideational aspects of 

culture (cf. Lemonnier 1993, 11). Similarly, describing the identified cultural complex as 

being representative of a culture would be antithetical to processual archaeologists 

(Gibson 2002), sociologists and ethnographers (Geertz 1993, 5). The strongest criticism 

of the claims that I am making is the lack of “self-identification” that can be found among 

the unidentified (in this thesis) participants of contemporary western mainstream culture 

(Brumann 2000). As this research treats the culture and its participants as “unknown” and 

directly inaccessible through the received research data, it is not possible to tell if such a 

quality is, in fact, present. Aunger (n.d.), however, partially rejects the need for self-

identification as an essential aspect of culture. He (Aunger n.d., 0724.017) argues that  

the actual group influenced by some cultural process or knowledgeable about 
some domain of belief or practice may vary from domain to domain. This 
suggests that there is a fluid boundary to the social group to be identified as 
sharing cultural traits. At best, one might be able to identify a network of people 
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who tend to be linked together for a wide range of cultural traits but, in the end, 
no easy solution to this problem has appeared. 
 

Sproull & Faraj (1997, 35) share a similar view when they observe that “discussion about 

network access and use are based on assumptions about people who use the net – who 

they are, what they want, what they do.” Throughout this research caution has been 

applied in assuming too much of the culture(s) that leave, and are leaving, artefactual 

traces of their presence in the form of search terms. The most significant assumption 

surrounding these observations of cultural practice and presence is that they are the 

product of at least one and probably more cultures. Markus (1993, 21) argues; 

“everything that is produced by human effort, that is brought into existence solely by our 

makings and doings, pertains to the proper realm of the cultural.” The claim is supported, 

at least in part, by the third party evidence utilised to support the definitions and claims 

regarding the six dominant traits of the cultural complex and, by implication, of the 

culture itself. In a similar vein many of the works drawn upon here leave such an 

articulation unstated or assumed (Costigan 1999). Baudrillard speaks of components of 

what may be described as a culture but he is generally careful not to speak of “a society” 

or “a culture”. De Bord (1994) speaks critically of the “society of the spectacle” but 

ultimately his society is defined by implication through his explication of the spectacle. 

  

The combined frustration and satisfaction of the “culture concept” is that there is no one 

required parameter that definitively makes a declaration and definition of a culture 

correct or incorrect. “It is not culture, but its concept – a concept, however, which 

practically permeates the way we comprehend and exercise our activities – that indicates 

something fundamental and specific to modernity.” (Markus 1993, 3). Culture is, as a 
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concept, very much what is made of it. As a central defining term and framing concept to 

the research endeavour, culture is a loaded political device that emphasises certain aspect 

of everyday life and shapes what the researcher (chooses to) see. So why use culture at 

all? Irrespective of the various (academic) demands for some formal definition of culture 

there is an underlying sense of connection, understanding and even logic in the 

description of what has been “seen” of the cultural activities and knowledges that are 

revealed in the interpretation of the gathered research data. It is a somewhat disturbing 

and somewhat predictable view of everyday and contemporary life. It is not a culture that 

any one person would assume or participate with in toto or unreservedly. However, 

despite these concerns, an examination of the popular search terms and events that shape 

the weekly lists of popular search terms presents a level of familiarity to “us”.  

 

The significance of the identification of a contemporary western culture is that it is a 

culture of the mainstream and of hegemonic dominance (Nguyen & Alexander 1996, 

107). Resistance to mainstream culture and to the attitudes that are being presented here 

is not represented – and probably could not be in the current research framework. As the 

data is based upon the most popular search terms and access to less popular searches are 

restricted, identifying moments of resistance directly as a search term would be unlikely 

unless resistance reached a certain popular and ‘critical mass.’ Similarly acts of resistance 

that are linked to more popular terms cannot be contextualised with the currently 

available data – a limitation of the data more generally. Negative and positive attentions 

to a specific search term are received without any form of positive or negative 

qualification. However, individual and personal readings of the most popular search 
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terms will variously reveal the forms of resistance and arguably other cultural formations 

that exist simultaneously and symbiotically with this particular culture. “We” are 

connected to mainstream culture but we do not necessarily accept, appreciate or enjoy 

such a revelation – an observation which distinguishes my research from the nihilism of 

postmodern commentaries. Resistance does occur and at times, and in various forms, is 

recuperated by mainstream culture through these same practices of symbolic exchange. 

Specific examples of this reinvention of, and reintegration into, mainstream culture can 

be identified from the research data. For example, the interest in tattoos and Web sites 

such as gay.com reveals the constantly changing orientation of mainstream culture.  

 

My research reveals a logic to the cultural practices enacted on and through the Web that 

is intimately bound to broader socio-cultural configurations. From the data examined 

these practices reveal and reflect the traits and power of a mainstream culture that has 

been labeled here as being contemporary, western and mainstream. Contemporary culture 

is consumption oriented and shaped by a never-ending sequence of events that are 

variously managed, regular or unexpected. Exchange, and particularly symbolic 

exchange, figures heavily in contemporary culture as a means for defining its continual 

reconfiguration. 

 

At its broadest level I address the debate regarding the meaning of culture. Drawing upon 

many of the understandings of culture offered through Material Culture studies and, to a 

lesser degree, archeology and applying them to what is seen as an almost “ethereal” 

environment forces attention on the arbitrariness of many classificatory boundaries that 
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are often uncritically assumed within social science (and other) research. An examination 

of this type also questions the need for basing and understanding cultural distinctions and 

differences ‘simply’ on environmental differences, specifically the relevance of the 

division of ‘virtual’ from physicality. At no point is there an attempt here to claim that 

the ‘virtual’ is absent from our contemporary everyday experiences but stresses that 

basing interpretation around one distinction potentially disregards the increasing range of 

connections that run between the ‘virtual’ and the ‘physical’ and will minimise the 

significance of any consequent research observations. The general argument I make here 

is that the Web is an integral part of the everyday life of participants in contemporary, 

mainstream, western culture. The integration of the Web into contemporary culture is 

occurring irrespective of personal access to the Internet or individual exposure to specific 

technologies. 

 

The theoretical contribution of this thesis encompasses: 

• Critical examination of the meaning of culture 
• Effaces (or at least minimises) the significance of the ‘virtual’/physical dichotomy 
• Argues that there is an integration of high technology environments within the 

everyday life of contemporary culture 
• Argues that contemporary culture is event-driven, media obsessed and 

consumption oriented 
• Argues that the Internet can be utilised as a ‘social laboratory’ for contemporary 

culture 
 

7.3. Limitations of this research 

 
This thesis has a number of limitations in its scope and final presentation. Preference has 

clearly been given to “culture” as the primary framework for my research. A “cultural” 

approach does not introduce any discussion of the equally amorphous concepts of 
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community or communities of practice. Such an absence is a limitation imposed by the 

scope of the research and of the data that was examined. However, as Costigan (1999, 

xxii) observes “community on-line is fluid.” “Unlike off-line, on-line communities are 

often constructed and destroyed not because they have challenges with structure…but 

because the connection is not time sensitive.” (Costigan 1999, xxii). Such a distinction is 

a crucial aspect for the focus and identification of an event-driven culture focused on by 

my research. The data that was collected is not associated with any specific location or 

site unlike many of the works that consider the Web and the ‘virtual’ (Bukatman 1995; 

Adams 1997; Fisher 1997; Seidler 1998; Dean 1999; Hakken 1999; Mitra 1999; Miller & 

Slater 2000; Galusky 2001 Michaelson & Pohl 2001; Crang 2002; Watt et al 2002; 

Parrish n.d.). The research data eschews the cultural association of users of the Web to a 

particular Web site – a predominant theme and approach for a research locale of this type 

(Argyle & Shields 1996). This results in a focus on a “bigger culture” that is not so 

readily identified as being constituted “at” a particular Web site than it is found 

“between” many Web sites – the many potential selections that are the result of any 

single search. This perspective consequently avoids the many assumptions of both the 

online and offline communities discourse. Anderson’s (1991) Imagined Communities 

argument, while focusing on the discourse of nationhood and nationality, provides the 

basis for a range of critiques for the communities’ discourse in relation to the Web and 

contemporary cultural practice in general. 

 

The scale and scope of the current research limits the conclusions that can ultimately be 

drawn. The data was collected over a sixteen month period. This period was initially seen 
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as being lengthy in “Web terms” where the compression of time (Kershaw 1999, 193) is 

emphasised and the influence of rapidly developing technology can render many 

observations obsolete in very short time spans. The focus taken here and the general line 

of argument being made has proven to be largely impervious to these influences. The 

claims regarding a contemporary western mainstream culture hallmarked by a continuous 

sequence of events could be more appropriately shown across many years of collected 

data. A traditional longitudinal approach would reflect the influence of annual events, for 

example Halloween and Christmas, which are not affected by any claimed time/space 

compression on the Web. Similarly, the influence of terrorism and open warfare on the 

gathered data needs to be examined in the light of a longer term study. The purpose of the 

current work would not be to disprove the significance of the influence of these events or 

activities but to identify whether the range of expressed desires continue to reflect a 

similar dominant set of cultural traits.  

 

The source and form of the data used in this research places limitations on what can be 

“seen” of the Web and contemporary western mainstream culture. The popularity based 

criteria for listing and representation search terms restricts the available view of 

contemporary culture. As the received data is based around individual search terms rather 

than concepts or groups of terms it is possible that some of the groups of desired artefacts 

and the cultural traits that are identified through them unduly emphasis some aspects of 

cultural practice. Of greater concern is that the significance of many concepts and even 

some individual terms is obscured because of their complexity or vulnerability to 

misspelling. The many variations on the spellings of “Osama bin Laden” and 
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“Nostradamus” that did make it into weekly search term listings suggests that a great 

many more variations were also used in the weeks following 11th September 2001. 

Search logs of individual Web sites also reveal the range of permutations that are 

employed by individual users of the Web for more complex concepts. The logs at 

spaceless.com where the World Wide Web Virtual Library for referencing online 

resources is hosted, for example, reveals a range of terms used to access the same place 

on the Web. These terms include, ‘citing internet references’, ‘citations’, 

‘scholarly citations’, ‘academic referencing form’, ‘how to cite 

references from the internet’, ‘academic citation references’ and 

‘citation for referencing primary sources’ (spaceless.com/logs.html). 

Conceptually and taxonomically these search terms are the same but, in the mechanistic 

gathering of words rather than concepts or terms, such an interest could easily be 

obscured. However, the regularity with which the most popular terms appear in the 

weekly data appears to minimise these concerns. 

 

The limitations of this research include: 

• The fluidity of the culture being examined 
• Although considered a ‘long time’ by Web terms there is still a constraint in 

having ‘only’ 16 months of collected data 
• As the collected data only provides the most popular search terms more subtle 

phenomena are obscured 
• The interpretative and subjective nature of the classification process 

 
 
7.4. Possibilities for further research 

 
Given the identified limitations there are many possibilities for future research with the 

perspective outlined here and with the research data that has been used. What commends 
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the utilised approach and data for further investigation is its immediacy, scalability and 

detail.  

 

My research is already open to direct comparison against other data sets and other 

historical periods. Further collection of search terms in a method similar to the present 

work or with an expanded list of popular and consistent search terms would reveal the 

event-driven basis for contemporary culture. Further collection of data would help to 

clarify and refine the types of events that are significant and predominant within 

contemporary culture. An extension of the time-span of the data collection, and 

potentially an ongoing process of data collection, would reveal the further subtleties, 

patterns and variations of everyday life within contemporary western mainstream culture. 

Further data collection would also help to further refine and reveal the traits of 

contemporary western mainstream culture. Longevity of the research protocol may 

ultimately prove or disprove the presence of a culture or of many cultures. In many 

respects such an approach argues for attempts at the multiple representation of culture - in 

the spirit of the paradox revealed by Baudrillard’s reflections on the Borges’ map of the 

world. This may also, over time, refine the “culture concept” and its relative worth as an 

interpretative classification. 

 

Further research would not only extend the data collection process and subsequent 

interpretation through time but also in scale. The current research is limited to analysis 

and understanding based upon weekly lists of the 300 most popular search terms in the 

past 24 hours and the 200 most popular search terms over a four week period. The 
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received data offered no further flexibility or depth. Examination of a wider set of terms 

in these and other time frames may offer further clarification and explication regarding 

the relationship of Web search terms to desire for artefacts, to cultural traits and to 

“culture”, in its broadest sense. Gathering the 1000 most popular terms over longer and 

shorter time frames may provide additional understanding and help to reveal whether 

popular interests cover a wider range of classes of interest or whether there is “more of 

the same”. Shorter time frames of examination would further reveal the relationship of 

interest and popularity for individual events to mass media reporting and representation. 

Shorter time frames of analysis would also enable recognition of the rise and fall in 

interest of “micro” events. Wider sampling over shorter timeframes would also help to 

articulate and identify the way in which events, and the interest in them, evolves. The 

current research was able to chart and follow the extreme example of the terrorist attacks 

of the 11th of September 2001 because the scale of the event was of sufficient magnitude 

to be recognised in the collected data. The terrorist events revealed the shift in interest 

from the building and attack itself, to the attackers and their organisation, to the 

predictions of Nostradamus and then to the patriotic fervour embodied in the US flag 

(Collins 2004). Less extreme events could similarly be identified and traced with greater 

detail. 

 

The concerns and limitations expressed here regarding my research could be addressed 

with further examination of similar data with a similar perspective. Most significantly, 

work conducted in a similar framework to that outlined here could address the issue of 

regional and national variations to what is this work’s “big” identification of culture by 
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making use of search engines based in a single country. Australia, the UK and Germany 

are particularly good candidates for this research as all three have well-established 

national search engines that are well known within each country. Somewhat ironically the 

United States is the most difficult nation on which to conduct more detailed research. 

Such an unexpected situation is a result of the close interweaving of a US orientation 

with what is seen as an international perspective in the major search engines and 

directories including the most popular of these categories, Google and Yahoo. With 

access to the private data of other national search engines or directories the research 

could be readily extended. Some directories offer search facilities on their Web site that 

simply point to Google or another international - and generic - search engine. However, if 

the content of the searches that are initiated at a site with a regional or national focus 

could be captured this would assist in identifying whether the person conducting the 

search is more likely to identify with a specific nation or region irrespective of whether 

their search is completed at a generic search engine that, itself, does not recognise these 

distinction. National research could contribute to debates regarding national identity and 

the notion of the imagined community. National representations of culture lend 

themselves to comparison both between nations and with the work conducted here. The 

expectation, and perhaps the hope, of my research would be to articulate the meaning of 

cross-cultural difference in the context of Web based searches.  

 

At a still greater level of detail the approach and direction employed here could readily be 

incorporated with more specific ethnographic examination of a single ‘site’. The searches 

and other activities conducted by people at a single site could be associated with 
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ethnographically oriented observation and interaction. The examination of search terms 

would then complement other observations. 

 

Further investigation suggested by the directions outlined here is the possibility of 

introducing considerations of the community into the research. Taking an approach like 

this would also extend the previous suggestion for national comparisons and cross-

cultural research. The claim (Pew Internet 2002) that search engines are the primary way 

in which users of the Web locate Web sites points to a need for examination of search 

engine terms in conjunction with the Web sites that become the destination for these 

activities and thus, in effect, tracing and understanding the next click of the person who is 

utilising the Web. I have made some minor use of the server logs generated at 

spaceless.com to consider the many permutations and variations of search terms that 

result in access to the same Web site, or even, single Web page. These type of logs are 

stored by almost all Web sites as a standard feature and a simple means for judging the 

popularity of a Web site. Examination of these logs for activity that was generated from a 

search engine reveals the search term, and consequently the visitor’s enacted desire, that 

prompted this visit. Bringing the type of data used in this research into communication 

with the information revealed by examination of Web site logs offers the means to 

examine the achievement of individual desires and to further pursue research on the 

exchange practices that are being engaged in at individual Web sites. Connection of a 

Web site to search term(s) also offers benefits for the processes of taxonomic 

classification and national identification. De Certeau (1988, xii) argues for the 

significance of these connections when he claims “the analysis of the images broadcast 
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by television and of the time spent watching television should be complemented by a 

study of what the cultural consumer ‘makes’ or ‘does’ during this time and with these 

images.” Being able to “see” what is being desired can assist the taxonomer in their 

classificatory judgment while also offering a confirmation of their assessment. This 

improves a taxonomy not because it becomes “more” correct but by reducing ambiguity. 

Similarly, the logs of a Web site include the address of the machine being used to make 

the request. Increasingly sophisticated techniques are being applied which can help to 

identify the physical geographic location of that machine with a good degree of certainty. 

Applying the knowledge gained from this research could, in turn, help to articulate more 

nuanced understandings of the collected search engine data itself. 

 
A final area for future research includes the use of taxonomic based methods. As an 

interpretative approach, there are many opportunities to extend the current taxonomy. 

Long-term data collection will continue to add to the current list. The opportunity exists 

for debate to develop around the classification of a specific term and for alternative 

schemes to be offered. With critical engagement and debate the use of the Universal 

Decimal Classification schema could evolve to more closely reflect the locale in which it 

is being applied. An updated scheme would emphasise and offer more detailed forms of 

classification for important classes while other classes may be allocated less significance 

within the schema. Auxiliaries that are less useful or irrelevant in the context of the Web 

might be replaced or subsumed by more appropriate indications of particular and 

significant contemporary qualities. A contemporary schema would produce a new 

taxonomic scheme that more closely reflects high-technology enabled culture itself. Any 

ongoing engagement with general categories of artefacts would necessarily be dynamic.  
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The possibilities for the development of future research include: 

• Further insight gained from longer term collection of data 
• Additional nuances available through expanded examination of less popular terms 
• Comparisons that are possible based around national, regional or single site data 
• Greater use of Universal Decimal Classification auxiliary tables for more nuanced 

classification and consequently greater level of comparability and understanding 
 
 
7.5. Final Observations 

The introductory chapter recognised the multidisciplinary aspects of the research as well 

as its founding connections to Anthropology and Cultural Studies. I have actively sought 

to avoid the criticism leveled by Hampton (1999, 1579) that, 

like many who have written in this field of CMC [Computer-Mediated 
Communication] there is a general failure to recognize that this is the 
continuation of a debate into the nature of community relations and the effects of 
technological change on community and society that is as old as sociology. 

 

The Internet and the World Wide Web are complex artefacts of contemporary western 

mainstream culture. Identifying and understanding the cultural practices that these 

artefacts have enabled in a critical and insightful manner is fraught with distractions and, 

to use a netspeak term, trolls. The temptation to overly emphasise technological wizardry 

over people, even when the discussion is overtly stated to be about culture, is a route that 

has been followed by even the most experienced researcher. The excess of nihilistic 

postmodernism in which everyday life and every “thing” becomes abstract is an 

alternative extreme that has, also, appealed to researchers in their efforts to understand 

the multiple intersections of culture and the Internet.  
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I make a contribution to the examination of the Internet as a cultural phenomenon and in 

its definition, discussion and treatment of culture more generally. The identification of a 

cultural complex as a combination of artefacts and traits commends itself to the 

examination of the Web by acknowledging that the people of a cultural complex are as 

unknowable and as mysterious as is found in the archaeological use of the material 

culture of prehistoric groups (Graves-Brown 2000, 5). The general thrust here is to reveal 

the mystery of contemporary people through the examination of the remaining traces of 

their everyday activities. From the available data six dominant cultural traits can be 

discerned. These are freeness, participation, do-it-yourself/customisation, 

privacy/anonymity, perversion and information richness. Interest and identification with 

these traits is especially evidenced among the one hundred most popular search terms 

examined here. Most of these terms are able to be associated with more than one of the 

major traits. The documentation of these traits is supported by evidence from additional 

secondary sources. The artefacts that are desired by these people and the traits that these, 

in turn, reveal enable a tentative identification of a culture that is consumption orientated 

and event driven.  
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9. APPENDICES 

The appendices included on the CD are located in the indicated directories. The CD is 
“autorunnable”, this means that inserting the CD into a relatively new computer should 
automatically start your Web browser with conventional links to each of these directories. 
 

9.1. Appendix 1: Summary of the Universal Decimal Classification Schema 

0 Generalities, Science and Knowledge, Organization, Information, 
Documentation, Librarianship, Institutions, Publications 
00   Prolegomena, Fundamentals of knowledge and culture 
01   Bibliography and bibliographies, Catalogues 
02   Librarianship 
[03] 
030 General Reference Works, Encyclopedias, Dictionaries 
[04] 
[05] 
050 Serial Publications, Periodicals 
06 Organisations and other types of cooperation, 

Associations, Congresses, Exhibitions, Museums 
[07] 
070 Newspapers, The Press, Journalism 
08  Polygraphies, Collective Works 
09  Manuscripts, Rare and remarkable works 

1 Philosophy, Psychology 
[10] 
101 Nature and the role of philosophy, scope, limits, methods 
11  Metaphysics 
[12] 
122/129 Special Metaphysics 
13 Philosophy of the mind and spirit 
14 Philosophical systems and points of view 
[15] 
159.9 Psychology 
16  Logic, Epistemology, Theory of knowledge 
17  Moral Philosophy, ethics, practical philosophy 
[18] 
[19] 
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2 Religion, Theology 
21 Natural theology, theodicy, De Deo, Rational theology 
22 The Bible, Holy scripture 
23/28 Christianity, the Christian religion 
23 Dogmatic theology 
24 Practical theology 
25 Pastoral theology 
26 Christian church in general 
27 General history of the Christian church 
28 Christian churches, sects, denominations 
29 Non-Christian religions 

3 Social Sciences, Statistics, Politics, Economics, Trade, Law, 
Government, Military affairs, Welfare, Insurance, Education, 
Folklore 
30 Theories, methodologies and methods in the social 

sciences in general, sociography 
31 Demography, Sociology, Statistics 
32 Politics 
33 Economics, Economic science 
34 Law, jurisprudence 
35 Public administration, government, military affairs 
36 Safeguarding the mental and material necessities of life, 

Social work, Social aid, Housing, Insurance 
37 Education, Teaching, Training, Leisure 
[38] 
39 Ethnology,Ethnography, Customs, Manners, Traditions, 

Ways of life, Folklore 
4 [Vacant] 
5 Mathematics and natural sciences 

50 Generalities about the pure sciences 
51 Mathematics 
52 Astronomy, Astrophysics, Space research, Geodesy 
53 Physics 
54 Chemistry, Crystallography, Mineralogy 
55 Earth Sciences, Geology, meteorology 
56 Palaeontology 
57 Biological sciences in general 
58 Botany 
59 Zoology 
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6 Applied sciences, Medicine, Technology 

61   Medical sciences 
62  Engineering, Technology in general 
63 Agriculture and related sciences and techniques, 

Forestry,  Farming, Wildlife exploitation 
64  Home economics, Domestic science, housekeeping 
65 Management and organization of industry, trade and 

communication 
66 Chemical technology, Chemical and related industries 
67 Various industries, trades and crafts 
68 Industries, crafts and trades for finished or assembled 

articles 
69 Building (construction) trade, building materials, 

building practices and procedure 
7 The Arts, Recreation, Entertainment, Sport 

71 Physical planning, regional, town and country planning, 
Landscapes, parks, gardens 

72 Architecture 
73 Plastic arts 
74 Drawing, design, applied arts and crafts 
75 Painting 
76 Graphic arts, graphics 
77 Photography and similar processes 
78 Music 
79 Recreation, entertainment, games, sports 

8 Language, Linguistics, Literature 
80 General questions, Philogy, Rhetoric 
81 Linguistics and languages 
82 Literature 

9 Geography, Biography, History 
902/908 Archaeology, prehistory, cultural remains, area studies 
91 Geography, Exploration 
929 Biographical and related studies 
93/94 History 
930 Science of history, Ancillary science 
94  General history 
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9.2. Appendix 2: Data gathered from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter - 

2000 - 2001 old data format with ‘adult’ terms removed.  

Data included on the supplied CD in the directory “2000 data” 
 
9.3. Appendix 3: Data gathered from the “Top 500 Search Terms” newsletter - 

2001 - 2003 new data and uncensoired format 

Data included on the supplied CD in the directory “2001 data” 
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9.4. Appendix 4: Union list of collated and classified data sorted alphabetically 

Term UDC   Form Place Time Non  Person Metaphone 
Numbers and Symbols 
- ?     I   
11071108.exe 79:004.33    S  1107 
1901 census 314     S  1901 
2001 323.28     A  SPTM 
2001 323.28     A  SPTM 
2002 election results 324     S  2002 
24 621.39     S  24 
50 cent 78     S(P) -57 50KN 
50 cent lyrics 78     S(P) -57 50KN 
8 mile 791.43     S  8ML 
9/11 323.28     A  911 
9/11 photos 323.28:084    C  911F 
9/11 pictures 323.28:084    A  911P 
9/11/01 323.28     A  9110 
911 323.28     A  911 
9-11 323.28     A  911 
911 Attack 323.28     A  911T 
9-11-01 323.28     A  9110 
 
A 
a ?     I  A 
Aaliyah 78     S(P)  AL 
aaliyah 78     S(P)  AL 
abc 070     S  APK 
abc news 070     S  APKN 
abc.com 070     S  APK 
abortion 618.39     A  APRX 
abraham lincoln 32     S(P) -57 APRH 
Abraham Lincoln 32     S(P) -57 APRH 
acid rain 614.7     C  AKTR 
Address Phone Number 018     C  ATRS 
Addresses 018     C  ATRS 
adios ?     I  ATS 
adipex 613.88:612.3    S  ATPK 
Adolf Hitler 32    32 S(P) -57 ATLF 
ads 659.1     I  ATS 
adult 3-053.8     C(P)  ATLT 
Adult Costumes 176.7     C  ATLT 
Adult Halloween Costu 398.3     C  ATLT 
Adult Stories 176.7     C  ATLT 
Afganistan 913     S  AFKN 
afganistan 913     S  AFKN 
Afghanistan 913     S  AFKN 
afghanistan 913     S  AFKN 
Afghanistan Map 913   (581)  S  AFKN 
Afghanistan Taliban 329.3:913    C(P)  AFKN 
air canada 656.7     S  ARKN 
air conditioner 644.1     C  ARKN 
air conditioners 644.1     C  ARKN 
airline tickets 656.7     C  ARLN 
airlines 656.7     C  ARLN 
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aj test keyword 1 ?     S  AJTS 
al jazeera 070     S  ALJS 
al4a 176.7  0.034   S  AL4 
aldi 339.1     S  ALT 
alice in chains 78     S(P) -57 ALKN 
Alicia Kozakiewicz 3-053.6     C(P)  ALKK 
alisa camplin 796.9     S(P) -57 ALSK 
amateursex 176.7     C  AMTR 
amazing race 621.39     S  AMSN 
amazon 655.4  0.034   S  AMSN 
amazon.com 655.4  0.034   S  AMSN 
america under attack 323.28     S  AMRK 
American Airlines 656.7     S  AMRK 
american airlines 656.7     S  AMRK 
american flag 929.9     C  AMRK 
American Flag 929.9     C  AMRK 
American Flag Pictures 929.9     C  AMRK 
american flag pictures 656.7     S  AMRK 
american flag wallpaper 929.9:645.2:004.5 (74)  C  AMRK 
american flags 929.9     C  AMRK 
American Flags 929.9     C  AMRK 
american idol 621.39     S  AMRK 
American Idol 621.39     S  AMRK 
american music awards 78   (079.2)  S  AMRK 
american red cross 362.191    S  AMRK 
American Red Cross 362.191    S  AMRK 
ampland 176.7  0.034   S  AMPL 
ampland.com 176.7  0.034   S  AMPL 
amtrack 656.2     S  AMTR 
amtrak 656.2     S  AMTR 
ana ?     I  AN 
ana 101 612.3     S  AN10 
anal 611.3     S  ANL 
anarexia 612.3     S  ANRK 
Ancient Egypt 913   (620) 639 C  ANKN 
ancient egypt 913   (620) 639 C  ANKN 
andrea yates 343.61     S(P) -57 ANTR 
animal sex 343.54     A  ANML 
animals 591     C  ANML 
animalsex 343.54     A  ANML 
animated gifs 004.5     C  ANMT 
anime 741.5     C  ANM 
aniston 621.39     S(P) -57 ANST 
Anna Kournikova 796.3     S(P) -57 ANKR 
anna kournikova 796.3     S(P) -57 ANKR 
anna nicole smith 621.39     S(P) -57 ANNK 
Anna Nicole Smith 621.39     S(P) -57 ANNK 
anorexia 612.3     S  ANRK 
anthrax 616.981.51    S  AN0R 
Anthrax 616.981.51    S  AN0R 
anthrax symptoms 616.981.51    S  AN0R 
Anthrax Symptoms 616.981.51    S  AN0R 
aol 017  0.034   S  AL 
Aol Anywhere 017  0.034   S  ALNR 
Aol Mail 004.773    C  ALML 
aol.com 017  0.034   S  AL 
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apartments 728.1     C  APRT 
apathy 616.89     A  AP0 
apolo anton ohno 796.9     S(P) -57 APLN 
Apolo Anton Ohno 796.9     S(P) -57 APLN 
apolo ohno 796.9     S(P) -57 APLN 
april fools 088.5     A  APRL 
area codes 656.8     C  ARKT 
art 7     I  ART 
ask jeeves 004.65  0.034   S  ASKJ 
Ask Jeeves 004.65  0.034   S  ASKJ 
Ask Jeeves. Com 004.65  0.034   S  ASKJ 
associated press 070     S  ASKT 
astalavista 004.65:004.49 0.034   S  ASTL 
astrology 133.52     C  ASTR 
astronomy 52     C  ASTR 
at&t prepaid phone card 621.39     S  ATTP 
atf ?     I  ATF 
atkins diet 612.3     S  ATKN 
attack of the clones 791.43     S  ATKF 
Attack on America 323.28     S  ATKN 
attack on america 323.28     S  ATKN 
Attorney 347.77     S  ATRN 
Attorney/Legal 347.77     S  ATRN 
auctions 017.3     S(F)  AKXN 
Audio Cd Covers 784:766    S  ATKT 
audio galaxy 394:004.4    S  ATKL 
audiogalaxy 394:004.4    S  ATKL 
aurora borealis 551.594    S  ARRP 
Australia 913   (94)  C  ASTR 
australia 913   (94)  C  ASTR 
Ausvc 004.49     S  ASFK 
author 808.1     C(P)  A0R 
Auto Accesories 629.331    C  ATXS 
auto parts 629.331    C  ATPR 
Automobile 629.331    C  ATMP 
Automobiles 629.331    C  ATMP 
autos 629.331    C  ATS 
avril lavigne 78     S(P) -57 AFRL 
Avril Lavigne 78     S(P) -57 AFRL 
 
B 
baby names 018     C  PPNM 
bachelorette 621.39     S  PXLR 
background checks 343.13     C(F)  PKKR 
backgrounds 645.2:004.5    C  PKKR 
Bacteria Anthrax 616.981.51    S  PKTR 
bang bus 176.7  0.034   S  PNKP 
bangbus 176.7  0.034   S  PNKP 
bank of america 336.73:061.5    S  PNKF 
banners 659.1:004.738    S(P) -57 PNRS 
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United States Flags 929.9   (74)  C  ANTT 
United States Map 912   (73)  I  ANTT 
update ?     I  APTT 
ups 656:061.5    S  APS 
urban legends 398.2     C  ARPN 
us flag 929.9   (74)  C  ASFL 
Us Map 912   (73)  I  ASMP 
us open tennis 796.3     C  ASPN 
us yimg com 017  0.034   S  ASMK 
usa today 070     S  ASTT 
Usama Bin Laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
usama bin laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
Used Autos 629.331    C  ASTT 
used books 655.4     C  ASTP 
Used Car Prices 629.331    C  ASTK 
Used Cars 629.331    C  ASTK 
used cars 629.331    C  ASTK 
used textbooks 655.4  02   S  ASTT 
 
V 
vagina 611.6     S  FJN 
valentine 398.3     I  FLNT 
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valentine card 398.3:395    I  FLNT 
Valentine Cards 398.3:395    I  FLNT 
valentine cards 398.3:395    I  FLNT 
valentine clip art 398.3:766    C  FLNT 
valentine clipart 398.3:766    C  FLNT 
Valentine E Cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentine ecards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentine e-cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentine poems 398.3:82-1    C  FLNT 
valentines 398.3     I  FLNT 
valentines cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentines day 398.3     I  FLNT 
valentine’s day 398.3     I  FLNT 
valentines day cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
Valentine’s Day Cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
Valentines Day History 398.3:93    C  FLNT 
verizon 621.39  0.034   S  FRSN 
version 196696 004.43     I  
veterans day 398.3     I  FTRN 
viagra 613.88:615.3    S  FKR 
vice city 79:004.33    S  FKKT 
vice city cheats 79:343.7    C  FKKT 
vice city codes 79:343.7    C  FKKT 
vidsvidsvids 176.7  0.034   S  FTSF 
vietnam 913   (597)  S  FTNM 
vietnam war 355.01     S  FTNM 
Vietnam War 355.01     S  FTNM 
vin diesel 621.39     S(P) -57 FNTS 
Vin Diesel 621.39     S(P) -57 FNTS 
Vin Diesel Pictures 621.39:084    S(P) -57 FNTS 
virginia lottery 336.77     S  FRJN 
virtual child porn 343.54     C  FRTL 
virtual porn 176.7  0.034   C  FRTL 
virus 004.49     S  FRS 
volcanoes 551.21     C  FLKN 
Volunteer Organizations 061.2     C  FLNT 
voyeurweb 176.7  0.034   S  FRP 
voyeurweb.com 176.7  0.034   S  FRP 
Vuitton 339.1     S  FTN 
 
W 
W3schools 37:004.6    C  3SKL 
w3schools 37:004.6    C  3SKL 
wallpaper 645.2:004.5    C  ALPP 
wallpapers 645.2:004.5    C  ALPP 
walmart 339.1     S  ALMR 
walmart.com 339.1     S  ALMR 
warcraft 3 79:004.33    S  ARKR 
warcraft 3 cheats 79:004.33:343.7   S  ARKR 
warez 004.4:343.7    C  ARS 
Warez 004.4:343.7    C  ARS 
Warez Downloads 004.4:343.7    C  ARST 
Washington Post 070   (753)  S  AXNK 
washington post 070   (753)  S  AXNK 
Watch Movie Trailers 791.43     S  AXMF 
watches 681.11     S  AXS 
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wav files 004.22     I  AFFL 
Weather 551.5     I  A0R 
WEATHER 551.5     I  A0R 
weather 551.5     I  A0R 
Weather Channel 621.39     S  A0RX 
weather channel 621.39     S  A0RX 
weather forecast 551.5     C  A0RF 
Weather Forecast 551.5     C  A0RF 
weather.com 551.5     I  A0R  
web design 74     C  APTS  
web hosting 004.738    S  APST  
webcam 004.738    S  APKM  
webshots 084:004.738    C  APXT  
webspanol 80   (460)  C  APSP FRSN 
Websters Dictionary 030     S  APST  
wedding cakes 392.5:664.6    S  ATNK  
wedding dresses 392.5:646.4    S  ATNK  
wedding favors 392.5     S  ATNK  
wedding invitations 392.5     S  ATNK  
Weight Loss 613.2     A  ATLS  
weight loss 613.2     A  ATLS  
weight watchers 613.2:061.9    S  ATXR  
Welland Canal 626.1     S  ALNT  
west nile virus 616.988    S  ASTN  
West Nile Virus 616.988    S  ASTN 
West Nile Virus Sympto 616.988    S  ASTN 
west wing 621.39     S  ASTN 
westminster dog show 599.742.1    S  ASTM 
wheels 62-25     C  ALS 
white house 351:69     S  ATS 
White Pages 018     C  ATPJ 
white pages 018     C  ATPJ 
wicca 291.33     S  AK 
wifelovers 343.54     A  AFLF 
wild cherries 343.54     C  ALTX 
wimbledon 796.3     C  AMPL 
winamp 004.4     S  ANMP 
winamp skins 004.4     S  ANMP 
windows xp 004.45     S  ANTS 
winmx 004.45     S  ANMK 
winona ryder 621.39     S(P) -57 ANNR 
winrar 004.6     S  ANRR 
Winter Olympic 2002 796.03     S  ANTR 
winter olympics 796.03     C  ANTR 
winzip 004.6     S  ANSP 
wisconsin lottery 336.77   (775)  S  ASKN 
women 3-055.2     C(P)  AMN 
Women Health 613.9     I(P)  AMNL 
Womens Health 613.9     I(P)  AMNS 
work at home 331.8     A  ARKT 
work from home 331.8     A  ARKF 
World Atlas 912     S  ARLT 
World Cup 796.33     S  ARLT 
world cup 796.33     S  ARLT 
world cup 2002 796.33     S  ARLT 
World Cup 2002 796.33     S  ARLT 
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world cup soccer 796.33     S  ARLT 
World Map 912     I  ARLT 
world map 912     I  ARLT 
world maps 912     I  ARLT 
world news 070     C  ARLT 
World News 070     C  ARLT 
World Trade Center 725     S  ARLT 
WORLD TRADE CENT 725     S  ARLT 
world trade center 725     S  ARLT 
World trade center 725     S  ARLT 
world trade center video 725   (747)  S  ARLT 
World Trade Centre 725     S  ARLT 
world trade centre 725     S  ARLT 
world trade towers 725   (747)  S  ARLT 
world war 2 355.01     S  ARLT 
World War 3 Prophecie 291.32     S  ARLT 
World War Iii 355.01     S  ARLT 
worldcom 621.39:061.5    S  ARLT 
Worlds Tallest Buildings 725   (747)  S  ARLT 
worldsex 176.7  0.034   S  ARLT 
worldsex.com 176.7  0.034   S  ARLT 
wpad dat 004.738    S  PTTT 
wtc 725     S  TK 
WTC 725     S  TK 
wwf 796.8     S  F 
wwf.com 796.8     S  F 
www.aol.com 017  0.034   S  AL 
www.census.pro.gov.uk 314  0.034 (410)  S  SNSS 
www.cnn.com 070     S  KN 
www.ebay.com 017.3  0.034   S  AP 
www.google.com 004.65  0.034   S  KKL 
Www.hotmail 004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
www.hotmail.com 004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
www.irs.gov 336.2  0.034   S  ARSK 
www.msn.com 017  0.034   S  MSN 
www.oprah.com 621.39     S(P) -57 APR 
www.pogo.com 79  0.034   S  PK 
www.ready.gov 551.5:35 0.034   S  RTKF 
www.thehun.com 176.7  0.034   S  0HN 
www.thehun.net 176.7  0.034   S  0HNN 
www.unclaimed.org 339  0.034   S  ANKL 
www.voyeurweb.com 176.7  0.034   S  FRP 
www.weather.com 551.5     I  A0R 
www.worldsex.com 176.7  0.034   S  ARLT 
www.yahoo.com 017  0.034   S  AH 
WxAlertIsapi 004.056    S  KSLR 
WxDataISAPI 004.056    S  KSTT 
 
X 
xbox 004.388    S  SPKS 
xbox cheats 79:343.7    C  SPKS 
Xupiter 004.49     S  SPTR 
xxx 176.7  0.034   C(S)  SKS 
xxx passwords 176.7:004.056 0.034   S  SKSP 
 
Y 
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yahoo 017  0.034   S  AH 
Yahoo 017  0.034   S  AH 
Yahoo Com 017  0.034   S  AH 
Yahoo Email 004.773 0.034   S  AHML 
yahoo mail 004.773 0.034   S  AHML 
Yahoo Mail 004.773 0.034   S  AHML 
Yahoo People Search 004.65     S  AHPP 
Yahoo Search 017  0.034   S  AHSR 
Yahoo Search Engine 017  0.034   S  AHSR 
Yahoo. Com 017  0.034   S  AH 
yahoo.com 017  0.034   S  AH 
yellow pages 018     C  ALPJ 
yoga 294.527    S  AK 
yom kippur 398.3     I  AMKP 
Yom Kippur 398.3     I  AMKP 
young girls 3-053.6     C(P)  ANKJ 
yugioh 741.5     S  AJ 
yu-gi-oh 741.5     S  AJ 
 
Z 
zip code 656.8     C  SPKT 
Zip Code Directory 656.8     C  SPKT 
zip codes 656.8     C  SPKT 
zoo 59.006     C  S 
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9.5. Appendix 5: Union list of collated and classified data sorted by UDC order 

Term   UDC   Form Place Time Non  Person Metaphone 
 
Unclassified 
-   ?     I   
a   ?     I  A 
adios   ?     I  ATS 
aj test keyword 1 ?     S  AJTS 
ana   ?     I  AN 
atf   ?     I  ATF 
beneauver  ?     I  PNFR 
big game  ?     I  PKKM 
black bear  ?     I  PLKP 
blank   ?     I  PLNK 
chistes   ?     I  XSTS 
D=nde noticias hoy ?     |  TNTN 
daisy cutter  ?     |  TSKT 
Daisy Cutter  ?     |  TSKT 
disturbed  ?     I  TSTR 
dss   ?     I  TS 
elin   ?     I  ALN 
f   ?     I  F 
Free   ?     (F)  FR 
free   ?     (F)  FR 
free stuff  ?     C(F)  FRST 
ginger   ?     I  KNKR 
i   ?     I  A 
it   ?     I  AT 
jjj   ?     I  JJ 
john nash  ?     I  JNNX 
k   ?     I  K 
l   ?     I  L 
lowes   ?     I  LS 
m   ?     I  M 
music city  ?     I  MSKK 
musiccity  ?     I  MSXT 
musiccity.com  ?     I  MSXT 
none   ?     I  NN 
qxapoiu   ?     I  KKSP 
rims   ?     I  RMS 
Send   ?     I  SNT 
snr0ncam1 jpg  ?     I  SNR0 
The   ?     I  0 
the big game  ?     I  0PKK 
The Big Game  ?     I  0PKK 
update   ?     I  APTT 
 
Generalities, Science and knowledge, Organisations, Information 
science   001     C  SNK 
einstein   001.5     S(P) -57 ANST 
crop circles  001.9     C  KRPK 
moon hoax  001.9     S  MNKS 
moon landing hoax 001.9     S  MNLN 
books   002     C  PKS 
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signs   003     I  SNS 
passwords  004.056    C  PSRT 
safeweb  004.056    S  SFP 
WxAlertIsapi  004.056    S  KSLR 
WxDataISAPI  004.056    S  KSTT 
fonts   004.22     C  FNTS 
wav files  004.22     I  AFFL 
dvd   004.33     C  TFT 
Computer Deals 004.38     C  KMPT 
computers  004.38     C  KMPT 
gamecube  004.388    S  KMKP 
playstation 2  004.388    S  PLST 
xbox   004.388    S  SPKS 
drivers   004.4     (S)  TRFR 
skins   004.4     I  SKNS 
winamp   004.4     S  ANMP 
winamp skins  004.4     S  ANMP 
dell   004.4:061.5    S  TL 
dell computers  004.4:061.5    S  TLKM 
hewlett packard  004.4:061.5    S  HLTP 
intel   004.4:061.5    S  ANTL 
microsoft  004.4:061.5    S  MKRS 
netscape  004.4:061.5    S  NTSK 
norton   004.4:061.5    S  NRTN 
sony   004.4:061.5    S  SN 
cracks   004.4:343.7    C(S)  KRKS 
Cracks   004.4:343.7    C(S)  KRKS 
crackz   004.4:343.7    C(S)  KRKS 
No Cd Crack The Sims 004.4:343.7    C(S)  NKTK 
Serial Cracks  004.4:343.7    C(S)  SRLK 
serialz   004.4:343.7    C  SRLS 
Software Cracks 004.4:343.7    C  SFTR 
warez   004.4:343.7    C  ARS 
Warez   004.4:343.7    C  ARS 
Warez Downloads 004.4:343.7    C  ARST 
software engineering 004.41     A  SFTR 
java   004.43     I  JF 
scripts   004.43     I  SKPT 
version 196696  004.43     I  
cgi bin   004.43:004.738    S  KPN 
windows xp  004.45     S  ANTS 
winmx   004.45     S  ANMK 
Ausvc   004.49     S  ASFK 
elf bowling  004.49     S  ALFP 
goner virus  004.49     S  KNRF 
jdbgmgr.exe  004.49     S  JTPK 
mcafee   004.49     S  MKF 
nimda   004.49     S  NMT 
Nimda   004.49     S  NMT 
nimda virus  004.49     S  NMTF 
norton antivirus  004.49     S  NRTN 
spybot   004.49     S  SPPT 
sulfnbk.exe  004.49     S  SLFN 
virus   004.49     S  FRS 
Xupiter   004.49     S  SPTR 
animated gifs  004.5     C  ANMT 
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icons   004.5     C  AKNS 
Download  004.6     I  TNLT 
download  004.6     I  TNLT 
downloads  004.6     C  TNLT 
free downloads  004.6     C(F)  FRTN 
Free Downloads 004.6     C(F)  FRTN 
Free Software Downl… 004.6     C(F)  FRSF 
real player  004.6     S  RLPL 
winrar   004.6     S  ANRR 
winzip   004.6     S  ANSP 
ask jeeves  004.65  0.034   S  ASKJ 
Ask Jeeves  004.65  0.034   S  ASKJ 
Ask Jeeves. Com 004.65  0.034   S  ASKJ 
dogpile   004.65  0.034   S  TKPL 
excite   004.65  0.034   S  AKST 
excite.com  004.65  0.034   S  AKST 
Find People  004.65     C  FNTP 
Finding People  004.65     C  FNTN 
Free People Finder 004.65     C(F)  FRPP 
free people search 004.65     C(F)  FRPP 
Free People Search 004.65     C(F)  FRPP 
ftp search  004.65     C  FTPS 
Goggle Search Engine 004.65  0.034   S  KKLS 
google   004.65  0.034   S  KKL 
Google   004.65  0.034   S  KKL 
Google Search  004.65  0.034   S  KKLS 
Google Search Engine 004.65  0.034   S  KKLS 
Google. Com  004.65  0.034   S  KKL 
google.com  004.65  0.034   S  KKL 
Locating People  004.65     C  LKTN 
lycos   004.65  0.034   S  LKS 
metacrawler  004.65  0.034   S  MTKR 
people finder  004.65     C  PPLF 
People Finder  004.65     C  PPLF 
People Locator  004.65     C  PPLL 
people search  004.65     C  PPLS 
People Search  004.65     C  PPLS 
Peoplesearch  004.65     C  PPLS 
Person Finder  004.65     C  PRSN 
search engine  004.65     C  SRXN 
search engines  004.65     C  SRXN 
www.google.com 004.65  0.034   S  KKL 
Yahoo People Search 004.65     S  AHPP 
astalavista  004.65:004.49 0.034   S  ASTL 
Email People Search 004.65:004.773    C  AMLP 
dsl   004.7     C  TSL 
internet access  004.7     C  ANTR 
http tunnel  004.72     C  TPTN 
browser   004.738    C  PRSR 
web hosting  004.738    S  APST 
webcam  004.738    S  APKM 
wpad dat  004.738    S  PTTT 
Aol Mail   004.773    C  ALML 
email   004.773    C  AML 
Email   004.773    C  AML 
Email Free  004.773    C(F)  AMLF 
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email.com  004.773    C  AML 
Free Email  004.773    C(F)  FRML 
free email  004.773    C(F)  FRML 
Hotmail   004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
hotmail   004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
Hotmail Email  004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
hotmail.com  004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
Msn Hotmail  004.773 0.034   S  MSNT 
msn hotmail  004.773 0.034   S  MSNT 
Www.hotmail  004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
www.hotmail.com 004.773 0.034   S  HTML 
Yahoo Email  004.773 0.034   S  AHML 
yahoo mail  004.773 0.034   S  AHML 
Yahoo Mail  004.773 0.034   S  AHML 
directx   004.9     S  TRKT 
divx   004.9     S  TFKS 
flash   004.92     C  FLX 
metric conversion 006.91     A  MTRK 
time zones  006.924    C  TMSN 
Barbara Olson  012     S(P) -57 PRPR 
barbara olson  012     S(P) -57 PRPR 
Dr. Seuss  012     S(P) -57 TRSS 
Tamim Ansary  012     S(P) -57 TMMN 
aol   017  0.034   S  AL 
Aol Anywhere  017  0.034   S  ALNR 
aol.com   017  0.034   S  AL 
bomis   017  0.034   S  PMS 
br yimg com  017  0.034   S  PRMK 
geocities  017  0.034   S  JKTS 
msn   017  0.034   S  MSN 
msn.com  017  0.034   S  MSN 
MSNBC  017  0.034   S  MSNP 
msnbc   017  0.034   S  MSNP 
msnbc.com  017  0.034   S  MSNP 
My Yahoo  017  0.034   S  MH 
us yimg com  017  0.034   S  ASMK 
www.aol.com  017  0.034   S  AL 
www.msn.com  017  0.034   S  MSN 
www.yahoo.com 017  0.034   S  AH 
yahoo   017  0.034   S  AH 
Yahoo   017  0.034   S  AH 
Yahoo Com  017  0.034   S  AH 
Yahoo Search  017  0.034   S  AHSR 
Yahoo Search Engine 017  0.034   S  AHSR 
Yahoo. Com  017  0.034   S  AH 
yahoo.com  017  0.034   S  AH 
auctions  017.3     S(F)  AKXN 
E Bay   017.3  0.034   S  AP 
ebay   017.3  0.034   S  AP 
e-bay   017.3  0.034   S  AP 
Ebay .com  017.3  0.034   S  AP 
eBay.ca  017.3  0.034   S  APK 
ebay.com  017.3  0.034   S  AP 
online auctions  017.3  0.034   C  ANLN 
www.ebay.com  017.3  0.034   S  AP 
pubmed  017:61     S  PPMT 
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Address Phone Numb… 018     C  ATRS 
Addresses  018     C  ATRS 
baby names  018     C  PPNM 
names   018     I  NMS 
reverse lookup  018     C  RFRS 
Search Phone Numbers 018     C  SRXF 
Telephone Directory 018     C  TLFN 
White Pages  018     C  ATPJ 
white pages  018     C  ATPJ 
yellow pages  018     C  ALPJ 
dog names  018:599.742.1    I  TKNM 
Definitions  030     C  TFNX 
Dictionary  030     C  TKXN 
dictionary  030     C  TKXN 
encyclopedia  030     C  ANKK 
Websters Dictionary 030     S  APST 
online dictionary 030:004.738    C  ANLN 
Online Dictionary 030:004.738    C  ANLN 
free fonts  044.22     C(F)  FRFN 
Domain Names  044.738    C  TMNN 
Domain Register 044.738    C  TMNR 
Domain Registration 044.738    C  TMNR 
free internet  044.738    I(F)  FRNT 
new domains  044.738    C  NTMN 
consumer reports 047     C  KNSM 
Consumer Reports O… 047     C  KNSM 
calendar  059     C  KLNT 
Calendar 2002  059     C  KLNT 
calendars  059     C  KLNT 
enterprise  06     I  ANTR 
NASA   061.1     S  NS 
nasa   061.1     S  NS 
Volunteer Organizati… 061.2     C  FLNT 
enron   061.5     S  ANRN 
shell   061.5     S  XL 
TotalFinaElf  061.5  0.034   S  TTLF 
TotalFinaElf.com 061.5  0.034   S  TTLF 
ticketmaster  061.7     S  TKTM 
abc   070     S  APK 
abc news  070     S  APKN 
abc.com  070     S  APK 
al jazeera  070     S  ALJS 
associated press 070     S  ASKT 
bbc   070     S  PK 
BBC   070     S  PK 
bbc news  070     S  PKNS 
Bbc World News 070     S  PKRL 
boston globe  070   (744)  S  PSTN 
boston herald  070   (744)  S  PSTN 
Boston Herald  070   (744)  S  PSTN 
boston phoenix  070   (744)  S  PSTN 
Breaking News  070     C  PRKN 
cbs   070     S  KPS 
cbs news  070     S  KPSN 
cbs.com  070     S  KPS 
CNN   070     S  KN 
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cnn   070     S  KN 
cnn en espanol  070     S  KNNS 
Cnn Headline News 070     S  KNTL 
cnn news  070     S  KNNS 
CNN News  070     S  KNNS 
Cnn News  070     S  KNNS 
cnn.com  070     S  KN 
Current Events  070     I  KRNT 
daniel pearl  070     S(P) -57 TNLP 
Daniel Pearl  070     S(P) -57 TNLP 
Daniel Pearl Video 070     S(P) -57 TNLP 
daniel pearl video 070     S(P) -57 TNLP 
Daniel Pearl video 070     S(P) -57 TNLP 
drudge report  070  0.034   S  TRJR 
fox news  070     S  FKSN 
Gordon Sinclair  070     S(P)  KRTN 
gordon sinclair  070     S(P)  KRTN 
live news  070     C  LFNS 
London Evening Stan... 070   (410.111) S  LNTN 
london evening stand… 070   (410.111) S  LNTN 
Msnbc News  070     S  MSNP 
nbc   070     S  NPK 
nbc news  070     S  NPKN 
new york times  070     S  NRKT 
New York Times 070     S  NRKT 
news   070     C  NS 
News   070     C  NS 
NEWS   070     C  NS 
Newspapers  070     C  NSPP 
pearl video  070     S(P) -57 PRLF 
reuters   070     S  RTRS 
sky news  070     S  SKNS 
smoking gun  070  0.034   S  SMKN 
The New York Times 070   (747)  S  0NRK 
the smoking gun 070  0.034   S  0SMK 
time   070     S  TM 
time magazine  070     S  TMMK 
usa today  070     S  ASTT 
Washington Post 070   (753)  S  AXNK 
washington post 070   (753)  S  AXNK 
world news  070     C  ARLT 
World News  070     C  ARLT 
www.cnn.com  070     S  KN 
naked news  070:390.4    S  NKTN 
news radio  070:621.39    C  NSRT 
Pi   083     S  P 
pi   083     S  P 
Pi Day   083:398.3    S  PT 
Free Galleries  084     C(F)  FRKL 
Free Images  084     C(F)  FRMJ 
free pics  084     C(S)(F)  FRPK 
free pictures  084     C(F)  FRPK 
Free Pictures  084     C(F)  FRPK 
images   084     C  AMJS 
Images   084     C  AMJS 
Photos   084     C  FTS 
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Pics   084     C(S)  PKS 
pics   084     C  PKS 
pictures   084     C  PKTR 
Pictures  084     C  PKTR 
webshots  084:004.738    C  APXT 
funny pictures  084:82-7    C  FNPK 
Funny Pictures  084:82-7    C  FNPK 
april fools  088.5     A  APRL 
 
Philosophy, Psychology 
astrology  133.52     C  ASTR 
Daily Horoscope 133.526    C  TLRS 
horoscope  133.526    C  HRSK 
horoscopes  133.526    C  HRSK 
silyia brown  133.526:343.61    S(P) -57 SLPR 
sylvia brown  133.526:343.61    S(P) -57 SLFP 
pledge of allegiance 172.1     A  PLJF 
Adult Costumes  176.7     C  ATLT 
Adult Stories  176.7     C  ATLT 
al4a   176.7  0.034   S  AL4 
amateursex  176.7     C  AMTR 
ampland  176.7  0.034   S  AMPL 
ampland.com  176.7  0.034   S  AMPL 
bang bus  176.7  0.034   S  PNKP 
bangbus  176.7  0.034   S  PNKP 
camel toe  176.7  0.034   S  KMLT 
dogfart   176.7  0.034   S  TKFR 
elephantlist  176.7  0.034   S  ALFN 
erotic stories  176.7     C  ARTK 
erotica   176.7     C  ARTK 
free erotic stories 176.7     C(F)  FRRT 
free porn  176.7     C(F)  FRPR 
free sex stories  176.7     C(F)  FRSK 
freeones  176.7  0.034   S  FRNS 
freeones.com  176.7  0.034   S  FRNS 
Gay Gallery  176.7     C  KKLR 
girls gone wild  176.7     C  JRLS 
greenguy  176.7  0.034   S  KRNK 
hardcore  176.7     I  HRTK 
huns yellow pages 176.7  0.034   S  HNSL 
literotica  176.7  0.034   S  LTRT 
literotica.com  176.7  0.034   S  LTRT 
marks bookmarks 176.7  0.034   S  MRKS 
milf   176.7     C  MLF 
persian kitty  176.7  0.034   S  PRSN 
playboy   176.7     S  PLP 
Playmate Pictures 176.7     C  PLMT 
porn   176.7  0.034   C  PRN 
porno   176.7  0.034   C  PRN 
redway.org  176.7  0.034   S  RTRK 
richards realm  176.7  0.034   S  RXRT 
sex stories  176.7     C  SKSS 
sublime directory 176.7  0.034   S  SPLM 
sublimedirectory 176.7  0.034   S  SPLM 
sublimedirectory.com 176.7  0.034   S  SPLM 
the hun   176.7  0.034   S  0N 
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the huns yellow pages 176.7  0.034   S  0NSL 
The Huns Yellow Pages 176.7  0.034   S  0NSL 
the hun’s yellow pages 176.7  0.034   S  0NSL 
The Huns Yellowpages 176.7  0.034   S  0NSL 
Thehun   176.7  0.034   S  0HN 
thehun   176.7  0.034   S  0HN 
thehun.net  176.7  0.034   S  0HNN 
thumbzilla  176.7  0.034   S  0MPS 
thumbzilla.com  176.7  0.034   S  0MPS 
titworld   176.7  0.034   S  TTRL 
tommys bookmarks 176.7  0.034   S  TMSP 
vidsvidsvids  176.7  0.034   S  FTSF 
virtual porn  176.7  0.034   C  FRTL 
voyeurweb  176.7  0.034   S  FRP 
voyeurweb.com  176.7  0.034   S  FRP 
worldsex  176.7  0.034   S  ARLT 
worldsex.com  176.7  0.034   S  ARLT 
www.thehun.com 176.7  0.034   S  0HN 
www.thehun.net  176.7  0.034   S  0HNN 
www.voyeurweb.com 176.7  0.034   S  FRP 
www.worldsex.com 176.7  0.034   S  ARLT 
xxx   176.7  0.034   C(S)  SKS 
ultrapasswords  176.7:004.056 0.034   S  ALTR 
xxx passwords  176.7:004.056 0.034   S  SKSP 
free hentai  176.7:741.5    C(F)  FRNT 
hentai   176.7:741.5    C  HNT 
love   177.6     A  LF 
smoking  178     A  SMKN 
euthanasia  179.1     A  A0NS 
 
Religion, Theology 
bible   22     S  PPL 
nastradamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nastradamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
nastrodamus  291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostadamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTT 
nostradamas  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostradamas  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
nostradamis  291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradamos  291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamos  291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamos Prophecy 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamous  291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradamous  291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
NOSTRADAMUS 291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostradamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostradamus 1654 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamus 1999 291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostradamus predicti… 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamus Predicti… 291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradamus predicti… 291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradamus prophec… 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamus prophec... 291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradamus prophecy 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradamus Prophecy 291.32     S  NSTR 
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Nostradamus Quatrain 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradomas  291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradomas  291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradomas Predicti… 291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradomis  291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradomis  291.32     S  NSTR 
nostradomus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostradomus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostradomus Predicti… 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostradomus Prophe… 291.32     S  NSTR 
Nostredamus Prophe… 291.32     S  NSTR 
nostrodamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
Nostrodamus  291.32     S(P)  NSTR 
nostrodomus  291.32     S  NSTR 
notradamus  291.32     S  NTRT 
Notradamus  291.32     S  NTRT 
Predictions  291.32     C  PRTK 
predictions  291.32     C  PRTK 
Predictions Future 291.32     C  PRTK 
Prophecies  291.32     S  PRFK 
prophecies  291.32     S  PRFK 
prophecy  291.32     S  PRFK 
sollog   291.32     S(P)  SLK 
World War 3 Prophec… 291.32     S  ARLT 
salem witch trials 291.33   (744)  S  SLMX 
wicca   291.33     S  AK 
jihad   291.7     A  JHT 
Greek Mythology 292   (495)  C  KRKM 
greek mythology 292   (495)  C  KRKM 
yoga   294.527    S  AK 
islam   297     S  ALM 
 
Social Sciences, Politics, Trade, Law, Folklore 
lifestyles  304     A  LFST 
Medieval Life  304:93     I  MTFL 
Alicia Kozakiewicz 3-053.6     C(P)  ALKK 
girls   3-053.6     C(P)  JRLS 
kids   3-053.6     C(P)  KTS 
lolita   3-053.6     C(P)  LLT 
lolita bbs  3-053.6     C(P)  LLTP 
lolitas   3-053.6     C(P)  LLTS 
Preteen   3-053.6     C(P)  PRTN 
preteen   3-053.6     C(P)  PRTN 
preteen models  3-053.6     C(P)  PRTN 
teens   3-053.6     C(P)  TNS 
young girls  3-053.6     C(P)  ANKJ 
Bikini Girls  3-053.6:646.4    C(P)  PKNJ 
Bikini Teens  3-053.6:646.4    C(P)  PKNT 
adult   3-053.8     C(P)  ATLT 
larry pavlik  3-053.8     C(P)  LRPF 
People   3-053.8     C(P)  PPL 
women   3-055.2     C(P)  AMN 
parent   3-055.52    C(P)  PRNT 
Parents Magazine 3-055.52  051  C(P)  PRNT 
celebrities  3-057     C(P)  SLPR 
models   3-057     C(P)  MTLS 
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teen models  3-057     C(P)  TNMT 
1901 census  314     S  1901 
census   314     C  SNSS 
census 1901  314     C  SNSS 
Uk Census 1901 314   (410)  S  AKKN 
www.census.pro.gov.uk 314  0.034 (410)  S  SNSS 
abraham lincoln  32     S(P) -57 APRH 
Abraham Lincoln 32     S(P) -57 APRH 
Adolf Hitler  32    32 S(P) -57 ATLF 
ben laden  32     S(P)  PNLT 
bin Laden  32     S(P)  PNLT 
Bin Laden  32     S(P)  PNLT 
bin laden  32     S(P)  PNLT 
bin laden jokes  32     S(P)  PNLT 
bin ladin  32     S(P)  PNLT 
colin powell  32   (73)  S(P) -57 KLNP 
george washington 32     S(P) -57 JRJX 
George Washington 32     S(P) -57 JRJX 
gettysburg address 32  042   S  KKTS 
martin luther king 32     S(P) -57 MRTN 
Martin Luther King 32     S(P) -57 MRTN 
martin luther king jr 32     S(P) -57 MRTN 
Martin Luther King Jr. 32     S(P) -57 MRTN 
Osama Ben Laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
Osama Bin Laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
Osama bin Laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
osama bin laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
Osama Bin Laden Ph… 32     S(P)  ASMP 
Osama Bin Ladin 32     S(P)  ASMP 
osama bin ladin  32     S(P)  ASMP 
paula jones  32     S(P) -57 PLJN 
state of the union 32   (73)  S  STTF 
Usama Bin Laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
usama bin laden 32     S(P)  ASMP 
rosa parks  323.1     S(P) -57 RSPR 
Rosa Parks  323.1     S(P) -57 RSPR 
Civil War  323.26     A  SFLR 
civil war   323.26     A  SFLR 
september 11 2001 323.28     A  SPTM 
September 11 2001 323.28     A  SPTM 
9/11   323.28     A  911 
9/11/01   323.28     A  9110 
911   323.28     A  911 
9-11   323.28     A  911 
911 Attack  323.28     A  911T 
9-11-01   323.28     A  9110 
america under attack 323.28     S  AMRK 
Attack on America 323.28     S  ATKN 
attack on america 323.28     S  ATKN 
flight 93   323.28     A  FLT9 
ground zero  323.28     A  KRNT 
Pics Of September 11 323.28     A  PKSF 
sept 11   323.28     A  SPT1 
September 11  323.28     A  SPTM 
september 11  323.28     A  SPTM 
September 11 Attack 323.28     A  SPTM 
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September 11th  323.28     A  SPTM 
september 11th  323.28     A  SPTM 
sniper   323.28     C(P)  SNPR 
terrorism  323.28     A  TRRS 
terrorist   323.28     (P)  TRRS 
terrorist attack  323.28     A  TRRS 
terrorists  323.28     (P)  TRRS 
tribute 9/11  323.28     A  TRPT 
9/11 photos  323.28:084    C  911F 
9/11 pictures  323.28:084    A  911P 
september 11 2001 323.28:084    A  SPTM 
September 11 2001 S… 323.28:084    A  SPTM 
September 11 Photog… 323.28:084    A  SPTM 
September 11 Pictures 323.28:084    A  SPTM 
september 11 pictures 323.28:084    A  SPTM 
2002 election results 324     S  2002 
Election Results  324     C  ALKX 
election results  324     C  ALKX 
Local Election Results 324     C  LKLL 
slavery   326     A  SLFR 
rush limbaugh  328.13   (73)  S  RXLM 
taliban   329.3     C(P)  TLPN 
Taliban   329.3     C(P)  TLPN 
Afghanistan Taliban 329.3:913    C(P)  AFKN 
careers   331.5     I  KRRS 
Employment  331.5     I  AMPL 
employment  331.5     I  AMPL 
Free Resume Examples 331.5     C(F)  FRRS 
Job Listings  331.5     I  JPLS 
Job Search  331.5     I  JPSR 
job search  331.5     I  JPSR 
Jobs   331.5     I  JPS 
jobs   331.5     C  RSM 
resumes  331.5     C  RSMS 
tech jobs  331.5     I  TKJP 
contractors  331.8     C(P)  KNTR 
work at home  331.8     A  ARKT 
work from home  331.8     A  ARKF 
real estate  332.2     I  RLST 
realtor.com  332.2  0.034   S  RLTR 
mortgages refinance 332.7     A  MRTK 
refinancing equity loans 332.7     A  RFNN 
loan calculator  333.33     C  LNKL 
mortgage calculator 333.33     C  MRTK 
Mortgage Interest Rates 333.33     C  MRTK 
mortgage rates  333.33     C  MRTK 
Mortgage Rates  333.33     C  MRTK 
mortgages  333.33     C  MRTK 
better business bureau 334.7     S  PTRP 
BUSINESS  334.7     I  PSNS 
business  334.7     I  PSNS 
Internal Revenue Ser… 336.2     S  ANTR 
internal revenue service 336.2     S  ANTR 
IRS   336.2     S  ARS 
irs   336.2     S  ARS 
irs forms  336.2     S  ARSF 
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irs.gov   336.2  0.034   S  ARSK 
tax forms  336.2     S  TKSF 
www.irs.gov  336.2  0.034   S  ARSK 
turbo tax  336.2:004.4    S  TRPT 
Lombard Odier  336.7     S(P)  LMPR 
checks   336.71     C  XKS 
paypal   336.71:004.738    S  PPL 
cantor fitzgerald  336.73     S  KNTR 
Cantor Fitzgerald 336.73     S  KNTR 
Consolidate Debt 336.73     A  KNSL 
morgan stanley  336.73     S  MRKN 
bank of america  336.73:061.5    S  PNKF 
fafsa   336.73:37    S  FFS 
currency converter 336.74     C  KRNK 
euro   336.74     S  AR 
exchange rates  336.74     C  AKSN 
stock market  336.76     C  STKM 
Stock Quotes  336.76     C  STKK 
stock quotes  336.76     C  STKK 
stocks   336.76     C  STKS 
big game lottery  336.77     S  PKKM 
california lottery  336.77     S  KLFR 
California Lottery 336.77     S  KLFR 
California Lottery Result 336.77   (794)  S  KLFR 
california lotto  336.77   (794)  S  KLFR 
California Super Lotto 336.77   (794)  S  KLFR 
credit cards  336.77     C  KRTT 
credit report  336.77     C  KRTT 
florida lottery  336.77   (759)  S  FLRT 
free credit report 336.77     C(F)  FRKR 
georgia lottery  336.77     S  JRJL 
illinois lottery  336.77     S  ALNS 
lottery   336.77     C  LTR 
Lottery Results  336.77     C  LTRR 
michigan lottery  336.77     S  MXKN 
missouri lottery  336.77   (778)  S  MSRL 
nj lottery  336.77     S  NJLT 
pa lottery  336.77   (748)  S  PLTR 
power ball  336.77     S  PRPL 
Powerball  336.77     S  PRPL 
powerball  336.77     S  PRPL 
Powerball Lottery 336.77     S  PRPL 
powerball lottery 336.77     S  PRPL 
Powerball Numbers 336.77     S  PRPL 
powerball numbers 336.77     S  PRPL 
Powerball Results 336.77     S  PRPL 
powerball results 336.77     S  PRPL 
Powerball Winning … 336.77     S  PRPL 
powerball.com  336.77     S  PRPL 
texas lottery  336.77   (764)  S  TKSS 
Texas Lottery Results 336.77   (764)  S  TKSS 
texas lotto  336.77   (764)  S  TKSS 
virginia lottery  336.77     S  FRJN 
wisconsin lottery 336.77   (775)  S  ASKN 
unclaimed  339     I  ANKL 
unclaimed money 339     C  ANKL 
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unclaimed property 339     C  ANKL 
unclaimed.org  339  0.034   S  ANKL 
www.unclaimed.org 339  0.034   S  ANKL 
aldi   339.1     S  ALT 
Best Buy Store  339.1     S  PSTP 
circuit city  339.1     S  SRST 
costco   339.1  0.034   S  KSTK 
ikea   339.1     S  AK 
kmart   339.1     S  KMRT 
Replica Vuitton  339.1     S  RPLK 
Replicas Louis Vuitton 339.1     S  RPLK 
Vuitton   339.1     S  FTN 
walmart   339.1     S  ALMR 
walmart.com  339.1     S  ALMR 
united nations  341.1     S  ANTT 
nato   341.232.1    S  NT 
Nato Countries  341.232.1    C  NTKN 
holocaust  341.48     S  HLKS 
Holocaust  341.48     S  HLKS 
NATO   341.232.1    S  NT 
constitution  342.4     C  KNST 
background checks 343.13     C(F)  PKKR 
Free Background Che…343.13     C(F)  FRPK 
personal checks 343.13     C  PRSN 
elizabeth smart  343.43     S(P) -57 ALSP 
animal sex  343.54     A  ANML 
animalsex  343.54     A  ANML 
beastiality  343.54     A  PSXL 
bestiality  343.54     A  PSXL 
Childxxx  343.54     C  XLTK 
Chillporn  343.54     C  XLPR 
free incest stories 343.54     C(F)  FRNK 
incest   343.54     A  ANKS 
incest stories  343.54     C  ANKS 
Underagesex  343.54     A  ANTR 
virtual child porn 343.54     C  FRTL 
wifelovers  343.54     A  AFLF 
wild cherries  343.54     C  ALTX 
rape   343.541    C  RP 
andrea yates  343.61     S(P) -57 ANTR 
chandra levy  343.61     S(P) -57 XNTR 
serial killers  343.61     C(P)  SRLK 
suicide   343.614    I  SKT 
child abuse  343.62     A  XLTP 
cheat code central 343.7  0.034   S  XTKT 
cheat codes  343.7     C  XTKT 
Cheat Codes  343.7     C  XTKT 
cheats   343.7     I  XTS 
Cheats   343.7     I  XTS 
pc cheats  343.7     C  PKXT 
Cheat For Pc  343.7:004.4    A  XTFR 
capital punishment 343.8     A  KPTL 
death penalty  343.8     A  T0PN 
gift baskets  347.472    C  JFTP 
gift ideas  347.472    A  JFTT 
gifts   347.472    C  JFTS 
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love coupons  347.472    S  LFKP 
Attorney  347.77     S  ATRN 
Attorney/Legal  347.77     S  ATRN 
mesothelioma attorney 347.77     S  MS0L 
fbi   351.74     S  FP 
FBI   351.74     S  FP 
white house  351:69     S  ATS 
military surplus  355     C  MLTR 
target   355     C  TRKK 
counter strike  355.01     A  KNTR 
counterstrike  355.01     A  KNTR 
counter-strike  355.01     A  KNTR 
vietnam war  355.01     S  FTNM 
Vietnam War  355.01     S  FTNM 
world war 2  355.01     S  ARLT 
World War Iii  355.01     S  ARLT 
homeland security 355:354    S  HMLN 
social security  361     I  SKLS 
american red cross 362.191    S  AMRK 
American Red Cross 362.191    S  AMRK 
Red Cross  362.191    S  RTKR 
red cross  362.191    S  RTKR 
The American Red Cr… 362.191    S  0MRK 
best buy  366.1     A  PSTP 
Buy   366.1     A  P 
Purchase  366.1     A  PRXS 
shopping  366.1     I  XPNK 
insurance  368     I  ANSR 
Insurance  368     I  ANSR 
insurance quotes 368     C  ANSR 
car insurance  368.2     C  KRNS 
Car Insurance  368.2     C  KRNS 
Car Insurance Quotes 368.2     C  KRNS 
health insurance 369.2     C  HL0N 
colleges  37       KLJS 
education  37     A  ATKX 
school closings  37.014     S  SKLK 
W3schools  37:004.6    C  3SKL 
w3schools  37:004.6    C  3SKL 
online education 37:004.738    C  ANLN 
Online Education 37:004.738    C  ANLN 
spring break  371.2     S  SPRN 
scholarships  371.217    C  XLRX 
masters   371.27     I  MSTR 
lesson plans  371.3     C  LSNP 
Examples Of Science F 371.8     C  AKSM 
Science Fair Ideas 371.8     C  SNKF 
science fair project 371.8     C  SNKF 
Science Fair Projects 371.8     C  SNKF 
science fair projects 371.8     C  SNKF 
science fields  371.8     C  SNKF 
science projects  371.8     C  SNKP 
Science Projects 371.8     C  SNKP 
nude   390.4     A  NT 
Nude   390.4     A  NT 
nudism   390.4     A  NTSM 
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nudist   390.4     A(P)  NTST 
costume ideas  391     C  KSTM 
costumes  391     C  KSTM 
Celebrity Hairstyles 391.5     C  SLPR 
hair styles  391.5     A  HRST 
Hair Styles  391.5     A  HRST 
hairstyles  391.5     A  HRST 
prom hair  391.5     A  PRMR 
prom hair styles  391.5     A  PRMR 
prom hairstyles  391.5     A  PRMR 
Prom Hairstyles  391.5     A  PRMR 
Tatoo Pictures  391.91     C  TTPK 
tatoos   391.91     C  TTS 
Tatoos Designs  391.91     C  TTST 
tattoo   391.91     C  TT 
tattoo designs  391.91     C  TTTS 
Tattoo Designs  391.91     C  TTTS 
Tattoo Pictures  391.91     C  TTPK 
tattoos   391.91     C  TTS 
birthdays  392.3     A  PR0T 
engagement rings 392.4     S  ANKJ 
kiss.com  392.4  0.034   S  KS 
match.com  392.4  0.034   S  MX 
personals  392.4     I  PRSN 
wedding favors  392.5     S  ATNK 
wedding invitations 392.5     S  ATNK 
wedding dresses 392.5:646.4    S  ATNK 
wedding cakes  392.5:664.6    S  ATNK 
bondage  392.6     A  PNTJ 
boylove   392.6     A  PLF 
fetish   392.6     A  FTX 
fisting   392.6     A  FSTN 
gay   392.6     A  K 
gay.com  392.6     A  K 
lavalife   392.6     S  LFLF 
lesbian   392.6     A  LSPN 
lesbians  392.6     A  LSPN 
masturbation  392.6     A  MSTR 
spanking  392.6     C(S)  SPNK 
swingers  392.6     C(S)(P)  SNKR 
miss universe  394.5     S  MSNF 
audio galaxy  394:004.4    S  ATKL 
audiogalaxy  394:004.4    S  ATKL 
Download Morpheus 394:004.4    S  TNLT 
freeware  394:004.4    C  FRR 
gnutella   394:004.4    S  NTL 
hotbar   394:004.4    S  HTPR 
imesh   394:004.4    S  AMX 
kazaa   394:004.4    S  KS 
kazaa lite  394:004.4    S  KSLT 
kazza   394:004.4    S  KS 
morpheous  394:004.4    S  MRFS 
morpheus  394:004.4    S  MRFS 
Morpheus  394:004.4    S  MRFS 
Morpheus Music City 394:004.4    S  MRFS 
morphius  394:004.4    S  MRFS 
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Musiccity Morpheus 394:004.4    S  MSXT 
napster   394:004.4    S  NPST 
shareware  394:004.4    C  XRR 
birthday cards  395     C  PR0T 
cards   395     C  KRTS 
e cards   395     C  AKRT 
ecards   395     C  AKRT 
e-cards   395     C  AKRT 
free cards  395     C(F)  FRKR 
free e cards  395     C(F)  FRKR 
Free E Cards  395     C(F)  FRKR 
Free Ecards  395     C(F)  FRKR 
free ecards  395     C(F)  FRKR 
free e-cards  395     C(F)  FRKR 
free email cards  395     C(F)  FRML 
Free Email Greeting Ca 395     C(F)  FRML 
free greeting cards 395     C(F)  FRKR 
Free Greeting Cards 395     C(F)  FRKR 
Free Online Greeting C 395     C(F)  FRNL 
Greeting Cards  395     C  KRTN 
greeting cards  395     C  KRTN 
famous quotes  398.1     C  FMSK 
Famous Quotes  398.1     C  FMSK 
funny quotes  398.1     C(S)  FNKT 
Funny Quotes  398.1     C(S)  FNKT 
love quotes  398.1     C  LFKT 
quotations  398.1     C(S)  KTXN 
quotes   398.1     C(S)  KTS 
Quotes   398.1     C(S)  KTS 
Q33NY   398.2     S  K33N 
urban legends  398.2     C  ARPN 
Adult Halloween Costu 398.3     C  ATLT 
boxing day  398.3     I  PKSN 
chinese new year 398.3   (510)  I  XNSN 
Chinese New Year 398.3   (510)  I  XNSN 
Christmas  398.3     I  KRST 
christmas  398.3     I  KRST 
Christmas Sites  398.3  0.034   C  KRST 
cinco de mayo  398.3     I  SNST 
Cinco de Mayo  398.3     I  SNST 
Cinco De Mayo Pictures 398.3     I  SNST 
day of the dead  398.3     I  TF0T 
dia de los muertos 398.3     I  TTLS 
diwali   398.3     I  TL 
earth day  398.3     I  AR0T 
easter   398.3     I  ASTR 
Easter   398.3     I  ASTR 
Easy Halloween Costu 398.3     C  ASLN 
halloween  398.3     I  HLN 
Halloween  398.3     I  HLN 
halloween costume ide 398.3     C  HLNK 
Halloween Costume Ide 398.3     C  HLNK 
halloween costumes 398.3     C  HLNK 
Halloween costumes 398.3     C  HLNK 
Halloween Costumes 398.3     C  HLNK 
Halloween History 398.3     C  HLNS 
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halloween history 398.3     C  HLNS 
halloween pictures 398.3     C  HLNP 
Halloween Pictures 398.3     C  HLNP 
Halloween Sites  398.3  0.034   C  HLNS 
history of halloween 398.3     C  HSTR 
mardi gras  398.3     I  MRTK 
Mardi Gras  398.3     I  MRTK 
may day  398.3     I  MT 
May Day  398.3     I  MT 
memorial day  398.3     I  MMRL 
mole day  398.3     I  MLT 
mothers day  398.3     I  M0RS 
Mothers Day  398.3     I  M0RS 
mother’s day  398.3     I  M0RS 
Mothers Day Poems 398.3     I  M0RS 
mothers day poems 398.3     I  M0RS 
pumpkin carving 398.3     A  PMPK 
Pumpkin Carving Desig 398.3     A  PMPK 
pumpkin carving pattern 398.3     A  PMPK 
Pumpkin Carving Patter 398.3     A  PMPK 
pumpkin carvings 398.3     A  PMPK 
pumpkin designs 398.3     A  PMPK 
pumpkin faces  398.3     A  PMPK 
pumpkin patterns 398.3     A  PMPK 
Pumpkin Patterns 398.3     A  PMPK 
pumpkin stencils 398.3     A  PMPK 
purim   398.3     I  PRM 
ramadan  398.3     I  RMTN 
samhain  398.3     I  SMN 
santa   398.3     S  SNT 
santa claus  398.3     S  SNTK 
secretary’s day  398.3     I  SKRT 
sinterklaas  398.3     S  SNTR 
St. Patrick’s Day 398.3     I  STPT 
Thanksgiving  398.3     I  0NKS 
thanksgiving  398.3     I  0NKS 
valentine  398.3     I  FLNT 
valentines  398.3     I  FLNT 
valentines day  398.3     I  FLNT 
valentine’s day  398.3     I  FLNT 
veterans day  398.3     I  FTRN 
yom kippur  398.3     I  AMKP 
Yom Kippur  398.3     I  AMKP 
christmas trivia  398.3:001.1    C  KRST 
christmas pictures 398.3:084    C  KRST 
Santa Clause Pictures 398.3:084    S  SNTK 
thanksgiving prayer 398.3:243    C  0NKS 
Christmas Cards 398.3:395    C  KRST 
christmas cards  398.3:395    C  KRST 
free christmas cards 398.3:395    C(F)  FRXR 
Free Christmas Cards 398.3:395    C(F)  FRXR 
Free E Valentine Cards 398.3:395    C(F)  FRFL 
free valentine cards 398.3:395    C(F)  FRFL 
Free Valentines Cards 398.3:395    C(F)  FRFL 
halloween cards 398.3:395    C  HLNK 
thanksgiving cards 398.3:395    C  0NKS 
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valentine card  398.3:395    I  FLNT 
Valentine Cards  398.3:395    I  FLNT 
valentine cards  398.3:395    I  FLNT 
Valentine E Cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentine ecards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentine e-cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentines cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
valentines day cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
Valentine’s Day Cards 398.3:395    C  FLNT 
Halloween Recipes 398.3:641.5    C  HLNR 
halloween recipes 398.3:641.5    C  HLNR 
thanksgiving recipes 398.3:641.5    I  0NKS 
christmas screen savers 398.3:645.2:004.5   C  KRST 
christmas screensavers 398.3:645.2:004.5   C  KRST 
free christmas screensa 398.3:645.2:004.5   C(F)  FRXR 
Free Christmas Wallpap 398.3:645.2:004.5   C(F)  FRXR 
free christmas wallpape 398.3:645.2:004.5   C(F)  FRXR 
Halloween Background 398.3:645.2:004.5   C  HLNP 
christmas crafts  398.3:67    C  KRST 
Christmas Clip Art 398.3:766    C  KRST 
christmas clip art 398.3:766    C  KRST 
christmas clipart 398.3:766    C  KRST 
christmas coloring page 398.3:766    C  KRST 
christmas graphics 398.3:766    C  KRST 
Clipart Christmas 398.3:766    C  KLPR 
Clipart Halloween 398.3:766    C  KLPR 
Free Christmas Clip Art 398.3:766    C(F)  FRXR 
halloween clip art 398.3:766    C  HLNK 
halloween clipart 398.3:766    C  HLNK 
Halloween Graphics 398.3:766    C  HLNK 
valentine clip art 398.3:766    C  FLNT 
valentine clipart  398.3:766    C  FLNT 
Christmas Carol Lyrics 398.3:78    C  KRST 
christmas carols 398.3:78    C  KRST 
christmas music  398.3:78    C  KRST 
halloween sounds 398.3:78    C  HLNS 
Christmas Song Lyrics 398.3:784    C  KRST 
Christmas Songs 398.3:784    C  KRST 
christmas songs 398.3:784    C  KRST 
halloween music 398.3:784    I  HLNM 
Christmas Games 398.3:79    C  KRST 
christmas games 398.3:79    C  KRST 
christmas party games 398.3:79    C  KRST 
Halloween Games 398.3:79    C  HLNK 
halloween games 398.3:79    C  HLNK 
Christmas Puzzles 398.3:794.5    C  KRST 
christmas poems 398.3:82-1    C  KRST 
Funny Valentine Poems 398.3:82-1    C  FNFL 
valentine poems 398.3:82-1    C  FLNT 
christmas stories 398.3:82-3    C  KRST 
halloween stories 398.3:82-3    C  HLNS 
christmas jokes  398.3:82-7    C  KRST 
halloween jokes  398.3:82-7    C  HLNJ 
thanksgiving jokes 398.3:82-7    C  0NKS 
History Of May Day 398.3:93    S  HSTR 
Thanksgiving History 398.3:93    C  0NKS 
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Valentines Day History 398.3:93    C  FLNT 
Dragon Pictures  398.4     C  TRKN 
dragons  398.4     C  TRKN 
ghost stories  398.4     C  KSTS 
phoenix   398.4     C  FNKS 
unicorns  398.4     S  ANKR 
 
Mathematics and Natural Science 
national geographic 502.2  (051)   S  NXNL 
math   51     I  M0 
astronomy  52     C  ASTR 
NASA SPACELINK 52     S  NSSP 
planets   523.4     C  PLNT 
meteor shower  523.5     C  MTRX 
meteor showers  523.5     C  MTRX 
Meteor Showers Tonigh 523.5     C  MTRX 
perseids  523.5     S  PRST 
eclipse   523.78     C  AKLP 
Solar Eclipse  523.78     C  SLRK 
solar eclipse  523.78     C  SLRK 
element information 541.9     S  ALMN 
periodic table  541.9     S  PRTK 
diamonds  546.26     C  TMNT 
volcanoes  551.21     C  FLKN 
plate tectonics  551.24     C  PLTT 
Local Weather  551.5     I  LKL0 
Local Weather Forecast 551.5     I  LKL0 
National Weather Servic 551.5     S  NXNL 
national weather service 551.5     S  NXNL 
Weather  551.5     I  A0R 
WEATHER  551.5     I  A0R 
weather   551.5     I  A0R 
weather forecast 551.5     C  A0RF 
Weather Forecast 551.5     C  A0RF 
weather.com  551.5     I  A0R 
www.weather.com 551.5     I  A0R 
ready.gov  551.5:35 0.034   S  RTKF 
www.ready.gov  551.5:35 0.034   S  RTKF 
hurricane  551.515    C  HRKN 
hurricane isidore 551.515    S  HRKN 
hurricane tracking 551.515    C  HRKN 
hurricanes  551.515    C  HRKN 
aurora borealis  551.594    S  ARRP 
northern lights  551.594    S  NR0R 
dolomite  552.543    C  TLMT 
female ejaculation 57.017.5    S  FMLJ 
free sex   57.017.5    I(F)  FRSK 
sex   57.017.5    I  SKS 
free sex pics  57.017.5:084    C(F)  FRSK 
free sex videos  57.017.5:791.43   C  FRSK 
biomes   574.2     C  PMS 
klingerman virus 578.1     S  KLNK 
Klingerman Virus 578.1     S  KLNK 
plants   581     C  PLNT 
flowers   582.5     C  FLRS 
Send Flowers  582.5     A  SNTF 
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palm   582.545    C  PLM 
durian   582.68     S  TRN 
pumpkin  582.68     C  PMPK 
pumpkin seeds  582.68     C  PMPK 
roses   582.711    C  RSS 
strawberry  582.711    S  STRP 
zoo   59.006     C  S 
animals   591     C  ANML 
cloning   591.1     A  KLNN 
human cloning  591.1     A  HMNK 
human genetics  591.1     C  HMNJ 
endangered species 591.9     C  ANTN 
spiders   595     C  SPTR 
fish   597.2     C  FX 
snakehead fish  597.2     S  SNKH 
bushmaster  598.115    S  PXMS 
snakes   598.115    C  SNKS 
birds   598.2     C  PRTS 
Turkey Pictures  598.26:084    S  TRKP 
dolphins  599.5     C  TLFN 
horses   599.723    C  HRSS 
bear   599.742    C  PR 
mongoose  599.742    S  MNKS 
dog   599.742.1    C  TK 
dog breeds  599.742.1    C  TKPR 
dogs   599.742.1    C  TKS 
greyhound  599.742.1    S  KRHN 
presa canario  599.742.1    S  PRSK 
westminster dog show 599.742.1    S  ASTM 
Dog Pictures  599.742.1:084    C  TKPK 
cat   599.742.7    C  KT 
cats   599.742.7    C  KTS 
 
Applied Sciences, Technology 
 
chinese inventions 608.1   (510)    XNSN 
pussy   611     C(S)  PS 
heart   611.1     C  HRT 
anal   611.3     S  ANL 
clitoris   611.6     S  KLTR 
penis   611.6     C  PNS 
penis enlargement 611.6     C  PNSN 
vagina   611.6     S  FJN 
boobs   611.7     C  PPS 
breasts   611.7     C  PRST 
tits   611.7     C  TTS 
ana 101  612.3     S  AN10 
anarexia  612.3     S  ANRK 
anorexia  612.3     S  ANRK 
atkins diet  612.3     S  ATKN 
calorie counter  612.3     C  KLRK 
coral calcium  612.3     S  KRLK 
Dieting   612.3     A  TTNK 
Free Diet Plans  612.3     S  FRTT 
Pictures Of Anorexia 612.3     S  PKTR 
pro ana   612.3     S  PRN 
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Pro Ana Sites Anorexia 612.3     C  PRNS 
pro anorexia  612.3     S  PRNR 
Pro Anorexia  612.3     S  PRNR 
Pro Anorexia Sites 612.3     S  PRNR 
pro-ana   612.3     S  PRN 
pro-anorexia  612.3     S  PRNR 
health   613     I  HL0 
Diet Center  613.2     A  TTKN 
Weight Loss  613.2     A  ATLS 
weight loss  613.2     A  ATLS 
weight watchers  613.2:061.9    S  ATXR 
fema   613.6     S  FM 
adipex   613.88:612.3    S  ATPK 
enzyte   613.88:615.3    S  ANST 
viagra   613.88:615.3    S  FKR 
boy issues  613.9     I(P)  PSS 
Women Health  613.9     I(P)  AMNL 
Womens Health  613.9     I(P)  AMNS 
acid rain  614.7     C  AKTR 
fdny   614.84   (747)  S  FTN 
drugs   615     I  TRKS 
Blood Donation  615.38     S  PLTT 
medical dictionary 615.4     S  MTKL 
ricin   615.9     S  RKN 
cancer   616     I  KNKR 
mitosis   616     S  MTSS 
physicians  616     C -51 FSKN 
diabetes  616.379    S  TPTS 
lupus   616.5     S  LPS 
apathy   616.89     A  AP0 
depression  616.89     A  TPRS 
optical illusions  616.89     C  APTK 
small pox  616.912    S  SMLP 
smallpox  616.912    S  SMLP 
bubonic plague  616.981    S  PPNK 
anthrax   616.981.51    S  AN0R 
Anthrax   616.981.51    S  AN0R 
anthrax symptoms 616.981.51    S  AN0R 
Anthrax Symptoms 616.981.51    S  AN0R 
Bacteria Anthrax 616.981.51    S  PKTR 
cipro   616.981.51    S  SPR 
west nile virus  616.988    S  ASTN 
West Nile Virus  616.988    S  ASTN 
West Nile Virus Sympto 616.988    S  ASTN 
pregnancy  618.2     A  PRNN 
abortion  618.39     A  APRX 
nanotechnology  62     C  NNTK 
radio shack  621.38:061.5    S  RTXK 
24   621.39     S  24 
amazing race  621.39     S  AMSN 
american idol  621.39     S  AMRK 
American Idol  621.39     S  AMRK 
aniston   621.39     S(P) -57 ANST 
anna nicole smith 621.39     S(P) -57 ANNK 
Anna Nicole Smith 621.39     S(P) -57 ANNK 
at&t prepaid phone card 621.39     S  ATTP 
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bachelorette  621.39     S  PXLR 
Berry Berenson  621.39     S(P) -57 PRPR 
berry berenson  621.39     S(P) -57 PRPR 
big brother  621.39     S  PKPR 
big brother 2  621.39     S  PKPR 
Big Brother 2  621.39     S  PKPR 
big brother 3  621.39     S  PKPR 
Big Brother 3  621.39     S  PKPR 
brooke burke  621.39     S(P) -57 PRKP 
buffy   621.39     S  PF 
buffy the vampire slayer 621.39     S  PF0F 
carmen electra  621.39     S(P) -57 KRMN 
catherine bell  621.39     S(P) -57 K0RN 
cell phone accessories 621.39     C  SLFN 
cell phone accessory 621.39     C  SLFN 
cell phones  621.39     C  SLFN 
cindy schubert  621.39     S(P) -57 SNTX 
Cindy Schubert  621.39     S(P) -57 SNTX 
cingular   621.39     C  SNKL 
cynthia watros  621.39     S(P) -57 SN0T 
days of our lives 621.39     S  TSFR 
direct tv   621.39     S  TRKT 
elijah wood  621.39     S(P) -57 ALJT 
Elin Nordegren  621.39     S(P) -57 ALNN 
elin nordegren  621.39     S(P) -57 ALNN 
elvira   621.39     S(P) -57 ALFR 
espn   621.39     S  ASPN 
espn.com  621.39     S  ASPN 
free motorola ringtones 621.39     C(F)  FRMT 
free nokia ring tones 621.39     C(F)  FRNK 
Free Nokia Ring Tones 621.39     C(F)  FRNK 
Free Nokia Ringtones 621.39     C(F)  FRNK 
free nokia ringtones 621.39     C(F)  FRNK 
free ring tones  621.39     C(F)  FRRN 
free ringtones  621.39     C(F)  FRRN 
Frenchie Davis  621.39     S(P) -57 FRNX 
frenchie davis  621.39     S(P) -57 FRNX 
ginger lynn  621.39     S(P) -57 KNKR 
halle berry  621.39     S(P) -57 HLPR 
hayden christensen 621.39     S(P) -57 HTNX 
Hayden Christensen 621.39     S(P) -57 HTNX 
holly landers  621.39     S(P) -57 HLLN 
howard stern  621.39     S(P) -57 HRTS 
janice dickinson  621.39     S(P) -57 JNKT 
jason priestley  621.39     S(P) -57 JSNP 
jason priestly  621.39     S(P) -57 JSNP 
jenna jameson  621.39     S(P) -57 JNJM 
Jennifer Aniston  621.39     S(P) -57 JNFR 
jennifer aniston  621.39     S(P) -57 JNFR 
jennifer anniston 621.39     S(P) -57 JNFR 
Jennifer Walcott  621.39     S(P) -57 JNFR 
jennifer walcott  621.39     S(P) -57 JNFR 
jerry lewis  621.39     S(P) -57 JRLS 
Jerry Lewis Health 621.39     S(P) -57 JRLS 
Joe Millionaire  621.39     S  JMLN 
joe millionaire  621.39     S  JMLN 
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joe millionare  621.39     S  JMLN 
jolene blalock  621.39     S(P) -57 JLNP 
Jolene Blalock  621.39     S(P) -57 JLNP 
josh hartnett  621.39     S(P) -57 JXRT 
Josh Hartnett  621.39     S(P) -57 JXRT 
kelly hu   621.39     S(P) -57 KL 
kitana baker  621.39     S(P) -57 KTNP 
lana clarkson  621.39     S(P) -57 LNKL 
Lana Clarkson  621.39     S(P) -57 LNKL 
laurie wallace  621.39     S(P) -57 LRLK 
linda lovelace  621.39     S(P) -57 LNTL 
Linda Lovelace  621.39     S(P) -57 LNTL 
Linda Lovelace Pictures 621.39     S(P) -57 LNTL 
Lisa Marie Presley 621.39     S(P) -57 LSMR 
Long Distance  621.39     I  LNKT 
megan mason  621.39     S(P) -57 MKNM 
merlin santana  621.39     S(P) -57 MRLN 
mtv   621.39     S  MTF 
Natalie Portman  621.39     S(P) -57 NTLP 
natalie portman  621.39     S(P) -57 NTLP 
nell carter  621.39     S(P) -57 NLKR 
opie and anthony 621.39     S(P) -57 APNT 
oprah   621.39     S(P) -57 APR 
Oprah Winfrey Show 621.39     S  APRN 
oprah.com  621.39     S(P) -57 APR 
Orlando Bloom  621.39     S(P) -57 ARLN 
orlando bloom  621.39     S(P) -57 ARLN 
Oxana Fedorova 621.39     S(P) -57 AKSN 
pamela anderson 621.39     S(P) -57 PMLN 
radio   621.39     C  RT 
radio stations  621.39     C  RTST 
ring tones  621.39     C  RNKT 
ringtones  621.39     C  RNKT 
robert urich  621.39     S(P) -57 RPRT 
rose red  621.39     S  RSRT 
ryan sutter  621.39     S(P) -57 RNST 
Sarah Kozer  621.39     S(P) -57 SRKS 
sarah kozer  621.39     S(P) -57 SRKS 
shane west  621.39     S(P) -57 XNST 
smallville  621.39     S  SMLF 
star trek  621.39     S  STRT 
star trek enterprise 621.39     S  STRT 
summer altice  621.39     S(P) -57 SMRL 
sunny leone  621.39     S(P) -57 SNLN 
survivor   621.39     S  SRFF 
survivor amazon 621.39     S  SRFF 
tabatha stevens  621.39     S(P) -57 TP0S 
tabitha stevens  621.39     S(P) -57 TP0S 
Talisa Soto  621.39     S(P) -57 TLSS 
talisa soto  621.39     S(P) -57 TLSS 
tawnee stone  621.39     S(P) -57 TNST 
tawny kitaen  621.39     S(P) -57 TNKT 
Tawny Kitaen  621.39     S(P) -57 TNKT 
Tawny Kitaen Pics 621.39     S(P) -57 TNKT 
temptation island 621.39     S  TMPT 
tera patrick  621.39     S(P) -57 TRPT 
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the bachelor  621.39     S  0PXL 
The Bachelor  621.39     S  0PXL 
the bachelorette  621.39     S  0PXL 
The Bachelorette 621.39     S  0PXL 
the weather channel 621.39     S  00RX 
The Weather Channel 621.39     S  00RX 
traci lords  621.39     S(P) -57 TRKL 
trista rehn  621.39     S(P) -57 TRST 
tv guide   621.39     S  TFKT 
ulrika   621.39     S(P) -57 ALRK 
ulrika johnson  621.39     S(P) -57 ALRK 
Ulrika Johnson  621.39     S(P) -57 ALRK 
ulrika jonsson  621.39     S(P) -57 ALRK 
Ulrika Jonsson  621.39     S(P) -57 ALRK 
verizon   621.39  0.034   S  FRSN 
vin diesel  621.39     S(P) -57 FNTS 
Vin Diesel  621.39     S(P) -57 FNTS 
Weather Channel 621.39     S  A0RX 
weather channel 621.39     S  A0RX 
west wing  621.39     S  ASTN 
winona ryder  621.39     S(P) -57 ANNR 
www.oprah.com  621.39     S(P) -57 APR 
star search  621.39:004.65    I  STRS 
Internet Radio  621.39:004.738    C  ANTR 
worldcom  621.39:061.5    S  ARLT 
Jennifer Walcott Gallery 621.39:084    S(P) -57 JNFR 
Jennifer Walcott Picture 621.39:084    S(P) -57 JNFR 
Vin Diesel Pictures 621.39:084    S(P) -57 FNTS 
ulrika rape  621.39:343.541    S(P) -57 ALRK 
ulrika rapist  621.39:343.541    S(P) -57 ALRK 
jennifer aniston topless 621.39:390.4    S(P) -57 JNFR 
wheels   62-25     C  ALS 
bushmaster .223 623.4     S  PXMS 
bushmaster rifle  623.4     S  PXMS 
gun control  623.4     A  KNKN 
guns   623.4     C  KNS 
BLU-82   623.45     S  PL82 
blu-82   623.45     S  PL82 
bunker buster  623.45     C  PNKR 
daisy cutter bomb 623.45     C  TSKT 
gas mask  623.45     S  KSMS 
gas masks  623.45     S  KSMS 
GBU-28  623.45     C  KP28 
Israeli Gas Mask 623.45   (569.4)  C  ASRL 
snow blowers  624.182    C  SNPL 
Welland Canal  626.1     S  ALNT 
segway   629     S  SK 
consolidated freight 629.04:061.5    S  KNSL 
consolidated freightway 629.04:061.5    S  KNSL 
Consolidated Freightwa 629.04:061.5    S  KNSL 
tires   629.11     C  TRS 
dodge tomahawk 629.326    S  TJTM 
Auto Accesories 629.331    C  ATXS 
auto parts  629.331    C  ATPR 
Automobile  629.331    C  ATMP 
Automobiles  629.331    C  ATMP 
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autos   629.331    C  ATS 
blue book  629.331 035   S  PLPK 
car   629.331    C  KR 
Car Buying  629.331    C  KRPN 
car rental  629.331    C  KRRN 
car rentals  629.331    C  KRRN 
cars   629.331    C  KRS 
dodge   629.331    S  TJ 
honda   629.331    C  HNT 
kelly blue book  629.331 035   S  KLPL 
montreal limousine 629.331  (714)  S  MNTR 
New Car  629.331    C  NKR 
nissan   629.331    S  NSN 
rental cars  629.331    C  RNTL 
toyota   629.331    S  TT 
Used Autos  629.331    C  ASTT 
Used Car Prices 629.331    C  ASTK 
Used Cars  629.331    C  ASTK 
used cars  629.331    C  ASTK 
detroit auto show 629.331:061.4    S  TTRT 
truck accessories 629.35     C  TRKX 
titanic   629.46     S  TTNK 
boats   629.52     C  PTS 
columbia  629.78     S  KLMP 
columbia space shuttle 629.78     S  KLMP 
space shuttle  629.78     S  SPKX 
space shuttle columbia 629.78     S  SPKX 
poison ivy  632.5     S  PSNF 
Marijuana Pictures 633.88:084    S  MRJN 
gardening  635     I  KRTN 
fishing   639.2     A  FXNK 
holiday inn  640.4     S  HLTN 
hotels   640.4     C  HTLS 
Hotels   640.4     C  HTLS 
cookies   641     I  KKS 
cooking turkey  641     S  KKNK 
cookie recipes  641.5     C  KKRK 
recipes   641.5     C  RKPS 
recipies   641.5     C  RKPS 
green bean casserole 641:582.736    S  KRNP 
sweet potato casserole 641:582.926    S  STPT 
candied yams  641:582:926    S  KNTT 
sweet potato pie 641:582:926    S  STPT 
deep fried turkey 641:598.26    S  TPFR 
fried turkey  641:598.26    S  FRTT 
turkey recipes  641:598.26    S  TRKR 
bed bath and beyond 643  0.034   S  PTP0 
air conditioner  644.1     C  ARKN 
air conditioners  644.1     C  ARKN 
backgrounds  645.2:004.5    C  PKKR 
desktop themes  645.2:004.5    C  TSKT 
Desktop Wallpaper 645.2:004.5    C  TSKT 
desktop wallpaper 645.2:004.5    C  TSKT 
Free Backgrounds 645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRPK 
Free Desktop Wallpaper 645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRTS 
free screen savers 645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRSK 
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Free Screen Savers 645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRSK 
free screensavers 645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRSK 
Free Screensavers 645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRSK 
Free Wallpaper  645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRLP 
free wallpaper  645.2:004.5    C(F)  FRLP 
screen savers  645.2:004.5    C  SKNS 
screensavers  645.2:004.5    C  SKNS 
wallpaper  645.2:004.5    C  ALPP 
wallpapers  645.2:004.5    C  ALPP 
christmas wallpaper 645.2:004.5:398.3   C  KRST 
Christmas Wallpaper 645.2:004.5:398.3   C  KRST 
halloween wallpaper 645.2:004.5:398.3   C  HLNL 
furniture  645.4     C  FRNT 
bikini   646.4     C  PKN 
lingerie   646.4     C  LNKR 
Lingerie Modeling 646.4     A  LNKR 
panties   646.4     C  PNTS 
pantyhose  646.4     C  PNTH 
Prom Dresses  646.4     C  PRMT 
prom dresses  646.4     C  PRMT 
swimsuits  646.4     C  SMST 
swimwear  646.4     C  SMR 
thong   646.4     C  0NK 
thongs   646.4     C(S)  0NKS 
dave thomas  647.2     S(P) -57 TFTM 
martha stewart  647.2     S(P) -57 MR0S 
amazon   655.4  0.034   S  AMSN 
amazon.com  655.4  0.034   S  AMSN 
barnes and noble 655.4     S  PRNS 
textbooks  655.4  02   S  TKST 
used books  655.4     C  ASTP 
used textbooks  655.4  02   S  ASTT 
amtrack   656.2     S  AMTR 
amtrak   656.2     S  AMTR 
air canada  656.7     S  ARKN 
airline tickets  656.7     C  ARLN 
airlines   656.7     C  ARLN 
American Airlines 656.7     S  AMRK 
american airlines 656.7     S  AMRK 
cheap airfare  656.7     C  XPRF 
cheap airline tickets 656.7     S  XPRL 
Cheap Airline Tickets 656.7     S  XPRL 
cheap flights  656.7     C  XPFL 
continental airlines 656.7     S  KNTN 
delta airlines  656.7     S  TLTR 
Delta Airlines  656.7     S  TLTR 
flight tracker  656.7     C  FLTT 
midway airlines  656.7     S  MTRL 
national airlines  656.7     S  NXNL 
northwest airlines 656.7     S  NR0S 
southwest airlines 656.7     S  S0ST 
Southwest Airlines 656.7     S  S0ST 
united airlines  656.7     S  ANTT 
United Airlines  656.7     S  ANTT 
faa   656.7:354    S  F 
FAA   656.7:354    S  F 
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area codes  656.8     C  ARKT 
zip code  656.8     C  SPKT 
Zip Code Directory 656.8     C  SPKT 
zip codes  656.8     C  SPKT 
ups   656:061.5    S  APS 
bill porter  658.8     S(P) -57 PLPR 
free samples  658.845    C(F)  FRSM 
red cardinal  658.872    S  RTKR 
sears   658.872    S  SRS 
ads   659.1     I  ATS 
propaganda  659.1     C  PRPK 
banners  659.1:004.738    S(P) -57 PNRS 
fireworks  662.1     C  FRRK 
marijuana  663.99     S  MRJN 
gas prices  665.7     C  KSPR 
crafts   67     I  KRFT 
jewelry   671.1     C  JLR 
stabicol OR flexocim 678     C  STPK 
watches  681.11     S  AXS 
hubble   681.7     S  HPL 
hubble telescope 681.7     S  HPLT 
Guitar Tabs  681.817.6    C  KTRT 
guitar tabs  681.817.6    C  KTRT 
car audio  681.84:629.331    C  KRT 
shoes   685.34     C  XS 
swimming pools  685.7     C  SMNK 
fur real friends  688.7     C  FRRL 
toys   688.7     C  TS 
toys r us  688.7     S  TSRS 
toysrus   688.7     S  TSRS 
sex toys  688.7:57.017.5    C  SKST 
cartoon dolls  688.7:741.5    C  KRTN 
 
The Arts, Sport, Entertainment 
art   7     I  ART 
rock creek park  712   (73)  S  RKKR 
empire state building 725   (747)  S  AMPR 
trade center  725   (747)  S  TRTK 
Twin Towers  725     S  TNTR 
twin towers  725     S  TNTR 
World Trade Center 725     S  ARLT 
WORLD TRADE CENT 725     S  ARLT 
world trade center 725     S  ARLT 
World trade center 725     S  ARLT 
world trade center video 725   (747)  S  ARLT 
World Trade Centre 725     S  ARLT 
world trade centre 725     S  ARLT 
world trade towers 725   (747)  S  ARLT 
Worlds Tallest Buildings 725   (747)  S  ARLT 
wtc   725     S  TK 
WTC   725     S  TK 
pentagon  725.18     S  PNTK 
Pentagon  725.18     S  PNTK 
The Pentagon  725.18   (753)  S  0PNT 
casinos   725.75     C  KSNS 
online casino  725.75:004.738    C  ANLN 
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Twin Towers Pictures 725:084  (747)  S  TNTR 
Home Depot  728     S  HMTP 
home depot  728     S  HMTP 
homedepot  728     S  HMTP 
homedepot.com  728     S  HMTP 
apartments  728.1     C  APRT 
house plans  728.1     C  HSPL 
Klingle Mansion  728.1     S  KLNK 
klingle mansion  728.1     S  KLNK 
penthouse  728.226    C  PN0S 
statue of liberty  730   (73)  S  STTF 
web design  74     C  APTS 
anime   741.5     C  ANM 
cartoons  741.5     C  KRTN 
dbz   741.5     S  TPS 
dragon ball z  741.5     S  TRKN 
dragonball z  741.5     S  TRKN 
dragonballz  741.5     S  TRKN 
sailor moon  741.5     S  SLRM 
simpsons  741.5     S  SMPS 
yugioh   741.5     S  AJ 
yu-gi-oh  741.5     S  AJ 
political cartoons 741.5:32    C  PLTK 
clip art   766     C  KLPR 
clipart   766     C  KLPR 
free clip art  766     C(F)  FRKL 
Free Clip Art  766     C(F)  FRKL 
Free Clipart  766     C(F)  FRKL 
free clipart  766     C(F)  FRKL 
free graphics  766     C(F)  FRKR 
posters   766     C  PSTR 
Photo Gallery  77     C  FTKL 
photography  77     A  FTKR 
digital camera  771.3     S  TJTL 
Digital Camera Reviews 771.3     S  TJTL 
digital cameras  771.3     S  TJTL 
kodak cx4300  771.3     S  KTKK 
50 cent   78     S(P) -57 50KN 
50 cent lyrics  78     S(P) -57 50KN 
Aaliyah   78     S(P)  AL 
aaliyah   78     S(P)  AL 
alice in chains  78     S(P) -57 ALKN 
american music awards 78  (079.2)   S  AMRK 
avril lavigne  78     S(P) -57 AFRL 
Avril Lavigne  78     S(P) -57 AFRL 
britney spears  78     S(P) -57 PRTN 
Britney Spears  78     S(P) -57 PRTN 
bruce springsteen 78     S(P) -57 PRKS 
christina aguilera 78     S(P) -57 KRST 
creed   78     S(P) -57 KRT 
eminem   78     S(P) -57 AMNM 
Eminem  78     S(P) -57 AMNM 
eminem lyrics  78     S(P) -57 AMNM 
Free Music  78     C(F)  FRMS 
free music  78     C(F)  FRMS 
free sheet music 78     C(F)  FRXT 
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george harrison  78     S(P) -57 JRJR 
incubus   78     S(P) -57 ANKP 
jan and dean  78     S(P) -57 JNNT 
jennifer lopez  78     S(P) -57 JNFR 
Jennifer Lopez  78     S(P) -57 JNFR 
kelly clarkson  78     S(P) -57 KLKL 
Layne Staley  78     S(P) -57 LNST 
layne staley  78     S(P) -57 LNST 
linkin park  78     S(P) -57 LNKN 
lisa lopes  78     S(P) -57 LSLP 
Michael Jackson 78     S(P) -57 MKLJ 
michael jackson  78     S(P) -57 MKLJ 
music   78     C  MSK 
Music   78     C  MSK 
nelly   78     S(P) -57 NL 
r kelly   78     S(P) -57 RKL 
R Kelly   78     S(P) -57 RKL 
r kelly video  78     S(P) -57 RKLF 
R. Kelly   78     S(P) -57 RKL 
rolling stones  78     S(P) -57 RLNK 
run dmc  78     S(P) -57 RNTM 
shakira   78     S(P) -57 XKR 
Shakira   78     S(P) -57 XKR 
shania twain  78     S(P) -57 XNTN 
sheet music  78     C  XTMS 
system of a down 78     S(P) -57 SSTM 
tatu   78     S(P) -57 TT 
tiffany   78     S(P) -57 TFN 
cd covers  78:004.6    C  KTKF 
download music  78:004.6    C  TNLT 
Download Music 78:004.6    A  TNLT 
Free Download Music 78:004.6    C(F)  FRTN 
free mp3  78:004.6    C(F)  FRMP 
free mp3 downloads 78:004.6    C(F)  FRMP 
Free Mp3 Downloads 78:004.6    C(F)  FRMP 
Free Mp3 Files  78:004.6    C(F)  FRMP 
Free Mp3 Music  78:004.6    C(F)  FRMP 
Free Mp3 Music Downlo 78:004.6    C(F)  FRMP 
free music downloads 78:004.6    C(F)  FRMS 
Free Music Downloads 78:004.6    C(F)  FRMS 
Free Song Downloads 78:004.6    C(F)  FRSN 
jazz mp3  78:004.6    C  JSMP 
mp3   78:004.6    C  MP3 
Mp3 Downloads  78:004.6    C  MP3T 
mp3 downloads  78:004.6    C  MP3T 
mp3 midi  78:004.6    C  MP3M 
MP3 RETARTED ELF 78:004.6    S  MP3R 
MP3 Twinkle Elf  78:004.6    S  MP3T 
music downloads 78:004.6    C  MSKT 
christina aguilera nude 78:390.4    S(P) -57 KRST 
karaoke machine 78:62     S  KRKM 
Lyrics   784     I  LRKS 
lyrics   784     I  LRKS 
Lyrics Search  784     I  LRKS 
Music Lyrics  784     I  MSKL 
music lyrics  784     I  MSKL 
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nirvana   784     S(P) -57 NRFN 
rap lyrics  784     C  RPLR 
slipknot   784     S(P)  SLPK 
Song Lyric Search 784     I  SNKL 
Song Lyrics  784     C  SNKL 
song lyrics  784     C  SNKL 
cma awards  784.4  079.2   S  KMRT 
country music awards 784.4  079.2   S  KNTR 
Audio Cd Covers 784:766    S  ATKT 
guitar chords  786     C  KTRX 
guitar lessons  786     C  KTRL 
Free Game Downloads 79     C  FRKM 
free games  79     I(F)  FRKM 
Free Games  79     I(F)  FRKM 
Free Online Games 79     C(F)  FRNL 
free online games 79     C(F)  FRNL 
games   79     I  KMS 
Games   79     I  KMS 
pogo.com  79  0.034   S  PK 
www.pogo.com  79  0.034   S  PK 
11071108.exe  79:004.33    S  1107 
counter strike 1.4 79:004.33    S  KNTR 
counter strike update 79:004.33    S  KNTR 
counter-strike 1.3 79:004.33    S  KNTR 
counter-strike 1.4 79:004.33    S  KNTR 
diablo 2   79:004.33    S  TPL2 
dungeon siege  79:004.33    S  TNJN 
Final Fantasy X  79:004.33    S  FNLF 
final fantasy x  79:004.33    S  FNLF 
gba roms  79:004.33    C  KPRM 
genesis roms  79:004.33    C  JNSS 
grand theft auto 3 79:004.33    S  KRNT 
Grand Theft Auto 3 79:004.33    S  KRNT 
grand theft auto vice cit 79:004.33    S  KRNT 
gta vice city  79:004.33    S  KTFK 
half life   79:004.33    S(S)  HLFL 
half life update  79:004.33    S(S)  HLFL 
half-life update  79:004.33    S(S)  HLFL 
mame roms  79:004.33    C  MMRM 
metal gear solid 2 79:004.33    S  MTLJ 
morrowind  79:004.33    S  MRNT 
mortal kombat deadly al 79:004.33    S  MRTL 
N64 Roms  79:004.33    C  N64R 
n64 roms  79:004.33    C  N64R  
nes roms  79:004.33    C  NSRM  
neopets   79:004.33    S  NPTS 
neverwinter nights 79:004.33    S  NFRN 
resident evil  79:004.33    S  RSTN 
roms   79:004.33    C  RMS 
silent hill 2  79:004.33    S  SLNT 
Snes Roms  79:004.33    C  SNSR 
snes roms  79:004.33    C  SNSR  
splinter cell  79:004.33    S  SPLN 
the sims  79:004.33    S  0SMS 
vice city   79:004.33    S  FKKT 
warcraft 3  79:004.33    S  ARKR 
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warcraft 3 cheats 79:004.33:343.7   S  ARKR 
everquest  79:004.738    S  AFRK 
online games  79:004.738    C  ANLN 
Online Games  79:004.738    C  ANLN 
Game Cheat Codes 79:343.7    C  KMXT 
Game Cheats  79:343.7    C  KMXT 
game cheats  79:343.7    C  KMXT 
gamecube cheats 79:343.7    C  KMKP 
grand theft auto 3 cheat 79:343.7    C  KRNT 
grand theft auto vice cit 79:343.7    C  KRNT 
grand theft auto vice cit 79:343.7    C  KRNT 
gta vice city cheats 79:343.7    C  KTFK 
mortal kombat deadly al 79:343.7    C  MRTL 
Pc Game Cheats 79:343.7    C  PKKM 
Playstation 2 Cheats 79:343.7    C  PLST 
playstation 2 cheats 79:343.7    C  PLST 
Playstation Cheat Code 79:343.7    C  PLST 
playstation cheats 79:343.7    C  PLST 
ps2 cheat codes 79:343.7    C  S2XT 
ps2 cheats  79:343.7    C  S2XT 
ps2 codes  79:343.7    C  S2KT 
vice city cheats  79:343.7    C  FKKT 
vice city codes  79:343.7    C  FKKT 
xbox cheats  79:343.7    C  SPKS 
8 mile   791.43     S  8ML 
attack of the clones 791.43     S  ATKF 
fast and the furious 791.43     S  FSTN 
free movies  791.43     C(F)  FRMF 
gods and generals 791.43     S  KTSN 
Harry Potter Movie 791.43     S  HRPT 
John Q   791.43     S  JNK 
mothman  791.43     S  M0MN 
movie reviews  791.43     C  MFRF 
movie trailers  791.43     C  MFTR 
movies   791.43     C  MFS 
Movies Showtimes 791.43     C  MFSX 
planet of the apes 791.43     S  PLNT 
queen of the damned 791.43     S  KNF0 
spiderman  791.43     S  SPTR 
Spiderman Movie 791.43     S  SPTR 
Star Wars  791.43     S  STRR 
star wars  791.43     S  STRR 
Texas Chainsaw Masac 791.43     S  TKSS 
the fast and the furious 791.43     S  0FST 
Watch Movie Trailers 791.43     S  AXMF 
movie mistakes  791.43:001.1    C  MFMS 
disney   791.43:061.5    S  TSN 
david blaine  793.8     S(P) -57 TFTP 
David Blaine  793.8     S(P) -57 TFTP 
fantasy football  794     C  FNTS 
free fantasy football 794     C(F)  FRFN 
strip poker  795.4:390.4    S  STRP 
sports illustrated 796  051   S  SPRT 
commonwealth games 796.03     S  KMNL 
Olympic Games  796.03     S  ALMP 
olympics  796.03     S  ALMP 
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Olympics  796.03     S  ALMP 
Winter Olympic 2002 796.03     S  ANTR 
winter olympics  796.03     C  ANTR 
paintball  796.1     S  PNTP 
Anna Kournikova 796.3     S(P) -57 ANKR 
anna kournikova 796.3     S(P) -57 ANKR 
Daniela Hantuchova 796.3     S(P) -57 TNLN 
hantuchova  796.3     S(P) -57 HNTX 
kournikova  796.3     S(P) -57 KRNK 
march madness  796.3     S  MRXM 
nba draft  796.3     S  NPTR 
ncaa   796.3     S  NK 
ncaa picks  796.3     S  NKPK 
ncaa tournament 796.3     S  NKTR 
us open tennis  796.3     C  ASPN 
wimbledon  796.3     C  AMPL 
brookwood football 796.33     S  PRKT 
fifa   796.33     S  FF 
football   796.33     C  FTPL 
Katie Hnida  796.33     S(P) -57 KTNT 
kent state soccer poster 796.33     S  KNTS 
ncaa football tickets 796.33     S  NKFT 
nfl.com   796.33  0.034   S  NFL 
super bowl  796.33     S  SPRP 
super bowl commercials 796.33     S  SPRP 
superbowl  796.33     S  SPRP 
superbowl 35  796.33     S  SPRP 
superbowl commercials 796.33     S  SPRP 
superbowl tickets 796.33     S  SPRP 
World Cup  796.33     S  ARLT 
world cup  796.33     S  ARLT 
world cup 2002  796.33     S  ARLT 
World Cup 2002 796.33     S  ARLT 
world cup soccer 796.33     S  ARLT 
british open  796.352    S  PRTX 
golf   796.352    S  KLF 
golf clubs  796.352    C  KLFK 
masters golf  796.352    S  MSTR 
Masters Golf Tourname 796.352    S  MSTR 
the masters  796.352    S  0MST 
The Masters  796.352    S  0MST 
baseball  796.357    S  PSPL 
college world series 796.357    S  KLJR 
tour de france  796.6   (44)  S  TRTF 
brooke gordon  796.7     S  PRKK 
Brooke Gordon  796.7     S  PRKK 
jeff gordon  796.7     S  JFKR 
Jeff Gordon  796.7     S  JFKR 
Jeff Gordon Brooke 796.7     S  JFKR 
jeff gordon divorce 796.7     S  JFKR 
Motorsports  796.7     C  MTRS 
nascar   796.7     S  NSKR 
nascar.com  796.7     S  NSKR 
boxing   796.8     C  PKSN 
celebrity boxing  796.8     C  SLPR 
mike tyson  796.8     S(P) -57 MKTS 
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mike tyson tattoo 796.8     S(P) -57 MKTS 
mixed wrestling  796.8     C  MKST 
rick flair   796.8     S(P) -57 RKFL 
wwf   796.8     S  F 
wwf.com  796.8     S  F 
alisa camplin  796.9     S(P) -57 ALSK 
apolo anton ohno 796.9     S(P) -57 APLN 
Apolo Anton Ohno 796.9     S(P) -57 APLN 
apolo ohno  796.9     S(P) -57 APLN 
iditarod   796.9     S  ATTR 
jamie sale  796.9     S(P) -57 JMSL 
Jamie Sale  796.9     S(P) -57 JMSL 
Michelle Kwan  796.9     S(P) -57 MXLK 
sarah hughes  796.9     S(P) -57 SRS 
Tonya Harding  796.9     S(P) -57 TNRT 
tonya harding  796.9     S(P) -57 TNRT 
kentucky derby  798.4     S  KNTK 
 
Literature, Language, Linguistics 
cliff notes  8:343.7     S  KLFN 
webspanol  80   (460)  C  APSP 
author   808.1     C(P)  A0R 
chat   81-25     I  XT 
chat rooms  81-25     C  XTRM 
Free Chat Rooms 81-25     C(F)  FRXT 
teen chat  81-25     A -53.6 TNXT 
buddy icons  81-25:004.4    S  PTKN 
icq   81-25:004.4    S  AK 
rotten.com  81-25:004.4 0.034   S  RTN 
kama sutra  82-1     S  KMST 
Love Poems  82-1     C  LFPM 
love poems  82-1     C  LFPM 
Love Poetry  82-1     C  LFPT 
poems   82-1     C  PMS 
Poems   82-1     C  PMS 
Poems For Mothers 82-1     C  PMSF 
poetry   82-1     C  PTR  
shakespeare  821.111    S  XKSP  
scary stories  82-23     C  SKRS  
harry potter  82-31     S  HRPT  
Harry Potter  82-31     S  HRPT  
james bond  82-31     S  JMSP  
lord of the rings  82-31     S  LRTF  
Lord of the Rings 82-31     S  LRTF  
short stories  82-32     C  XRTS  
stories   82-32     C  STRS  
free essays  82-4     C(F)  FRSS  
Dirty Jokes  82-7     I  TRTJ  
Funny Jokes  82-7     C  FNJK  
joke of the day  82-7     I  JKF0  
jokes   82-7     I  JKS  
Jokes   82-7     I  JKS  
duck in a noose  82-84     S  TKNN 
like a duck in a noose 82-84     S  LKTK 
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Geography, History 
Christopher Columbus 910.2     S(P)  KRST 
cruises   910.4     I  KRSS 
discount cruises  910.4     I  TSKN 
Discount Travel  910.4     I  TSKN 
expedia   910.4  0.034   S  AKSP 
expedia.com  910.4  0.034   S  AKSP 
irish traveler  910.4     I  ARXT 
Irish Travelers  910.4     I  ARXT 
irish travelers  910.4     I  ARXT 
Irish Travellers  910.4     I  ARXT 
irish travellers  910.4     I  ARXT 
orbitz   910.4  0.034   S  ARPT 
Plane Ticket  910.4     I  PLNT 
travel   910.4     I  TRFL 
travelocity  910.4  0.034   S  TRFL 
city maps  912     C  STMP 
directions  912     I  TRKX 
Directions Maps  912     I  TRKX 
driving directions 912     I  TRFN 
Driving Directions 912     I  TRFN 
map   912     I  MP 
Map Driving Direction 912     I  MPTR 
map quest  912  0.034   S  MPKS 
Map Quest  912  0.034   S  MPKS 
mapquest  912  0.034   S  MPKS 
mapquest.com  912  0.034   S  MPKS 
maps   912     I  MPS 
Maps   912     I  MPS 
New York City Map 912   (747)  S  NRKK 
Road Maps  912     C  RTMP 
The World Map  912     S  0RLT 
Travel Maps  912     I  TRFL 
United States Map 912   (73)  I  ANTT 
Us Map   912   (73)  I  ASMP 
World Atlas  912     S  ARLT 
World Map  912     I  ARLT 
world map  912     I  ARLT 
world maps  912     I  ARLT 
Online Maps  912:004.738    C  ANLN 
Afganistan  913     S  AFKN 
afganistan  913     S  AFKN 
Afghanistan  913     S  AFKN 
afghanistan  913     S  AFKN 
Afghanistan Map 913   (581)  S  AFKN 
Ancient Egypt  913   (620) 639 C  ANKN 
ancient egypt  913   (620) 639 C  ANKN 
Australia  913   (94)  C  ASTR 
australia  913   (94)  C  ASTR 
camp david  913   (752)  S  KMPT 
canada   913   (71)  S  KNT 
cancun   913   (72)  S  KNKN 
Chile   913   (83)  S  XL 
china   913   (510)  S  XN 
croatia   913   (497.5)  S  KRX 
egypt   913   (620)  S  AJPT 
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France   913   (44)  S  FRNK 
Hainan Island  913     S  HNNL 
hainan island  913     S  HNNL 
Hainan Island China 913     S  HNNL 
hawaii   913   (799)  S  H 
Ikeja   913   (669)  S  AKJ 
iraq   913   (567)  S  ARK 
italy   913   (450)  S  ATL 
japan   913   (520)  S  JPN 
Japan   913   (520)  S  JPN 
las vegas  913     S  LSFK 
mexico   913   (72)  S  MKSK 
Mexico   913   (72)  S  MKSK 
new york  913   (747)  S  NRK 
New York  913   (747)  S  NRK 
New York City  913   (747)  S  NRKK 
new york city  913   (747)  S  NRKK 
palestine  913   (569.4)  S  PLST 
pearl harbor  913   (799)  S  PRLR 
Pearl Harbor  913   (799)  S  PRLR 
south america  913   (8)  C  S0MR 
spain   913   (460)  S  SPN 
turkey   913   (560)  S  TRK 
vietnam   913   (597)  S  FTNM 
Biography  929     I  PKRF 
genealogy  929.5     A  JNLJ 
geneology  929.5     A  JNLJ 
american flag  929.9     C  AMRK 
American Flag  929.9     C  AMRK 
American Flag Pictures 929.9     C  AMRK 
american flags  929.9     C  AMRK 
American Flags  929.9     C  AMRK 
flag   929.9     C  FLK 
flags   929.9     C  FLKS 
Flags   929.9     C  FLKS 
The American Flag 929.9   (74)  C  0MRK 
United States Flags 929.9   (74)  C  ANTT 
us flag   929.9   (74)  C  ASFL 
american flag wallpaper 929.9:645.2:004.5 (74)  C  AMRK 
black history  93     C(F)  PLKS 
black history month 93     I  PLKS 
harriet tubman  93     S(P) -57 HRTT 
Harriet Tubman  93     S(P) -57 HRTT 
history   93     I  HSTR 
History   93     I  HSTR 
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9.6. Appendix 6: Charts of weekly data of consistent performing search terms 

Data included on the supplied CD in the directory “consistent charts”. Three 
subdirectories; 9, 90 and 900 provide the three different levels of magnification. 
 
9.7. Appendix 7: Charts of weekly data of ‘surge’ performing search terms  

Data included on the supplied CD in the directory “surge charts”. Three subdirectories; 9, 
90 and 900 provide the three different levels of magnification. 
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9.8. Appendix 8: Cumulative weekly counts of the most popular search terms  

Figures indicate the number of weeks that a term appeared in the data. Sorted by Surge frequency, 
Consistent frequency and then alphabetical order by term. 
 

 
 Term Surge Consistent
 aol.com 66 66
 area codes 66 66
 ask jeeves 66 66
 baby names 66 66
 beastiality 66 66
 bikini 66 66
 dictionary 66 66
 dogs 66 66
 ebay 66 66
 free games 66 66
 games 66 66
 google 66 66
 google.com 66 66
 greeting cards 66 66
 horoscopes 66 66
 hotmail 66 66
 hotmail.com 66 66
 incest 66 66
 jobs 66 66
 jokes 66 66
 kazaa 66 66
 lingerie 66 66
 lolita 66 66
 lolitas 66 66
 lyrics 66 66
 mapquest 66 66
 maps 66 66
 movies 66 66
 mp3 66 66
 msn 66 66
 music 66 66
 pictures 66 66
 poems 66 66
 quotes 66 66
 recipes 66 66
 screensavers 66 66
 search engines 66 66
 snes roms 66 66
 Song Lyrics 66 66
 song lyrics 66 66
 southwest airlines 66 66
 sublime directory 66 66
 travel 66 66
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 wallpaper 66 66
 warez 66 66
 weather 66 66
 white pages 66 66
 winzip 66 66
 www.google.com 66 66
 www.hotmail.com 66 66
 www.yahoo.com 66 66
 yahoo 66 66
 yahoo.com 66 66
 yellow pages 66 66
 zip codes 66 66
 airline tickets 65 66
 amazon.com 65 66
 anime 65 66
 aol 65 66
 april fools 65 66
 books 65 66
 chat 65 66
 clip art 65 66
 clipart 65 66
 consumer reports 65 66
 ebay.com 65 66
 e-cards 65 66
 free clip art 65 66
 free screensavers 65 66
 guitar tabs 65 66
 home depot 65 66
 kelly blue book 65 66
 literotica 65 66
 msn.com 65 66
 nude 65 66
 online games 65 66
 sex 65 66
 tommys bookmarks 65 66
 american airlines 64 66
 driving directions 64 66
 flowers 64 66
 free clipart 64 66
 free fonts 64 66
 free music downloads 64 66
 girls 64 66
 incest stories 64 66
 job search 64 66
 music downloads 64 66
 parent 64 66
 screen savers 64 66
 used cars 64 66
 voyeurweb.com 64 66
 free music 63 66
 desktop themes 62 66
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 chat rooms 61 66
 freeware 58 66
 Pictures 55 66
 ecards 65 65
 hair styles 64 65
 buddy icons 58 65
 online dictionary 63 64
 richards realm 63 64
 adult 50 64
 britney spears 64 63
 free ringtones 60 63
 Maps 55 63
 Free Clip Art 61 62
 people search 55 62
 dogpile 64 61
 literotica.com 63 61
 porn 51 61
 love poems 61 60
 harry potter 57 60
 cheats 55 60
 free porn 47 60
 author 62 59
 famous quotes 60 58
 poetry 59 58
 freeones 63 57
 persian kitty 61 57
 morpheus 53 57
 erotic stories 47 57
 fonts 55 56
 xxx 50 56
 kids 61 55
 www.ebay.com 61 55
 airlines 59 55
 hentai 47 55
 free greeting cards 57 54
 www.aol.com 57 54
 Lyrics 54 54
 thumbzilla 48 54
 nes roms 46 54
 cracks 48 53
 sex stories 47 53
 pussy 45 53
 monster.com 61 52
 house plans 57 52
 free sex stories 47 52
 playboy 45 52
 tattoos 64 51
 sublimedirectory.com 63 51
 Free Download Music 59 51
 Online Dictionary 59 51
 free e-cards 55 51
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 Free Greeting Cards 51 50
 Free Mp3 Downloads 50 50
 ampland 46 50
 funny pictures 59 49
 hotels 59 49
 marijuana 50 49
 pogo.com 52 47
 gay 45 47
 Weight Loss 1 47
 mortgage calculator 59 45
 holiday inn 56 45
 voyeurweb 53 45
 blank 32 44
 sears 59 43
 Free 39 42
 currency converter 63 41
 birthdays 54 41
 las vegas 52 41
 backgrounds 56 40
 swingers 45 40
 health 64 39
 yahoo mail 49 38
 walmart 47 38
 cnn 57 36
 Free Game Downloads 31 36
 prom dresses 29 36
 free email 49 35
 Yahoo 49 35
 porno 40 35
 Free People Search 22 35
 lord of the rings 45 34
 gay.com 39 34
 eBay.ca 8 34
 thehun.net 48 33
 the hun 47 33
 free erotic stories 37 33
 news 63 32
 map quest 50 32
 Free Clipart 49 32
 car 32 32
 eminem 37 31
 science fair project 32 30
 Song Lyric Search 27 30
 red cardinal 16 30
 lesson plans 45 28
 cheat codes 32 28
 halloween costumes 12 28
 cnn.com 51 27
 fishing 28 27
 Free Games 22 27
 irs 21 27
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 desktop wallpaper 50 26
 autos 24 26
 movie reviews 22 26
 digital cameras 38 25
 napster 25 25
 halloween 11 25
 shakira 29 24
 thongs 43 23
 blue book 44 22
 winamp 43 22
 best buy 42 22
 pamela anderson 42 22
 free ecards 41 22
 diabetes 51 21
 posters 46 21
 Games 44 21
 music lyrics 44 21
 car rental 37 21
 playstation cheats 30 21
 cd covers 27 21
 abortion 45 20
 encyclopedia 45 20
 Yahoo Mail 45 20
 Job Search 41 20
 game cheats 32 20
 People 31 20
 worldsex.com 29 20
 Used Cars 19 20
 Diet Center 3 20
 Hotmail 33 19
 divx 32 19
 free mp3 30 19
 People Finder 28 19
 ps2 cheats 27 19
 W3schools 16 19
 Attorney 12 19
 free 37 18
 Free Desktop Wallpaper 34 18
 Ebay .com 29 18
 Consolidate Debt 25 18
 Free Downloads 23 18
 Morpheus 17 18
 prom hairstyles 10 18
 fantasy football 9 18
 Computer Deals 8 18
 free wallpaper 48 17
 email.com 19 17
 spiderman 15 17
 free screen savers 39 16
 Download Morpheus 18 16
 christmas 14 16
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 Online Education 4 16
 united airlines 42 15
 sex toys 29 15
 lolita bbs 22 15
 pregnancy 21 15
 cars 20 15
 hairstyles 19 15
 bomis 16 15
 Desktop Wallpaper 11 15
 Underagesex 4 15
 Free Mp3 Music Download 22 14
 american idol 19 14
 natalie portman 5 14
 - 3 14
 mortgages 20 13
 furniture 19 13
 star wars 11 13
 cloning 36 12
 Road Maps 30 12
 People Locator 23 12
 Domain Names 10 12
 west nile virus 10 12
 jdbgmgr.exe 5 12
 amazon 39 11
 mortgage rates 29 11
 insurance quotes 21 11
 milf 19 11
 Harry Potter 17 11
 education 15 11
 palm 15 11
 anthrax 11 11
 xbox 11 11
 osama bin laden 10 11
 world trade center 10 11
 bin laden 9 11
 Hainan Island 4 11
 quotations 54 10
 paintball 26 10
 roms 25 10
 flags 15 10
 toys 14 10
 email 10 10
 grand theft auto 3 9 10
 taliban 8 10
 periodic table 35 9
 Pics 33 9
 e cards 31 9
 horoscope 27 9
 science fair projects 26 9
 lifestyles 9 9
 online casino 8 9
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 Osama Bin Laden 6 9
 Attorney/Legal 4 9
 Free Music Downloads 4 9
 pumpkin carving 3 9
 ticketmaster 49 8
 free sex 24 8
 serialz 18 8
 n64 roms 12 8
 Christmas 10 8
 mp3 midi 10 8
 american flag 7 8
 olympics 6 8
 World Trade Center 6 8
 aj test keyword 1 4 8
 sublimedirectory 39 7
 world map 30 7
 msnbc 9 7
 afghanistan 7 7
 American Flag Pictures 5 7
 American Flags 5 7
 Insurance 5 7
 nostradamus 4 7
 Buy 2 7
 Purchase 2 7
 Send 2 7
 free online games 39 6
 circuit city 25 6
 holocaust 21 6
 Telephone Directory 20 6
 White Pages 18 6
 Addresses 11 6
 Yahoo. Com 11 6
 costumes 8 6
 mardi gras 6 6
 gas masks 5 6
 new york times 4 6
 american flags 3 6
 business 2 6
 mesothelioma attorney 2 6
 Nostradamus 2 6
 Preteen 2 6
 Nostradamus Predictions 1 6
 aaliyah 0 6
 free essays 23 5
 kazaa lite 17 5
 New Car 15 5
 preteen 14 5
 orlando bloom 13 5
 toys r us 12 5
 Used Car Prices 11 5
 Used Autos 6 5
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 windows xp 6 5
 boats 5 5
 bbc 4 5
 cat 4 5
 powerball 3 5
 Anthrax 2 5
 big brother 2 2 5
 computers 44 4
 the huns yellow pages 30 4
 spanking 21 4
 genealogy 12 4
 dvd 10 4
 christmas wallpaper 9 4
 Cnn News 7 4
 worldsex 6 4
 wtc 5 4
 l 3 4
 Aaliyah 0 4
 The Huns Yellow Pages 11 3
 CNN 7 3
 terrorism 7 3
 Halloween Costumes 5 3
 big brother 4 3
 free internet 4 3
 Lombard Odier 1 3
 Apartments 36 2
 Free Online Games 32 2
 free stuff 32 2
 Map 29 2
 Geneology 23 2
 Online Games 23 2
 Person Finder 21 2
 the hun’s yellow pages 11 2
 boy issues 10 2
 Dragonballz 10 2
 www.cnn.com 8 2
 Islam 6 2
 Afghanistan 5 2
 Lord of the Rings 5 2
 American Flag 4 2
 Fbi 4 2
 Taliban 4 2
 Adult Halloween Costumes 3 2
 Bin Laden 3 2
 Gnutella 0 2
 planet of the apes 0 2
 Employment 50 1
 Dogfart 38 1
 Newspapers 34 1
 avril lavigne 16 1
 Yahoo People Search 16 1
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 IRS 15 1
 Free E Cards 14 1
 Free Ecards 14 1
 lycos 14 1
 Tattoo Pictures 14 1
 Free Music 12 1
 howard stern 10 1
 icq 9 1
 thanksgiving 7 1
 cnn news 6 1
 afganistan 4 1
 Osama bin Laden 3 1
 a 2 1
 smallpox 2 1
 Travel Maps 1 1
 resume 53 0
 cartoons 49 0
 tires 44 0
 travelocity 40 0
 cats 37 0
 Photos 34 0
 northwest airlines 33 0
 checks 32 0
 weather.com 31 0
 www.msn.com 31 0
 nudist 29 0
 time zones 28 0
 lowes 27 0
 stock quotes 27 0
 History 26 0
 auto parts 24 0
 free ring tones 23 0
 mapquest.com 23 0
 real player 23 0
 animals 22 0
 icons 22 0
 ringtones 22 0
 Weather Forecast 22 0
 birthday cards 21 0
 directions 21 0
 astrology 20 0
 cell phones 20 0
 free downloads 20 0
 scholarships 20 0
 wifelovers 20 0
 bangbus 19 0
 cheap airline tickets 19 0
 cruises 19 0
 dog breeds 19 0
 mexico 19 0
 Music Lyrics 19 0
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 elephantlist 18 0
 Employment 18 0
 Job Listings 18 0
 microsoft 18 0
 Free Nokia Ringtones 17 0
 Jobs 17 0
 verizon 17 0
 wav files 17 0
 animal sex 16 0
 Biography 16 0
 breasts 16 0
 civil war 16 0
 Free People Finder 16 0
 girls gone wild 16 0
 Hotmail Email 16 0
 rotten.com 16 0
 ups 16 0
 www.voyeurweb.com 16 0
 barnes and noble 15 0
 Funny Pictures 15 0
 Google Search 15 0
 horses 15 0
 lesbian 15 0
 tattoo 15 0
 weight watchers 15 0
 www.thehun.com 15 0
 car rentals 14 0
 cliff notes 14 0
 free nokia ringtones 14 0
 internal revenue service 14 0
 jjj 14 0
 love quotes 14 0
 Msn Hotmail 14 0
 nasa 14 0
 penis 14 0
 reverse lookup 14 0
 Southwest Airlines 14 0
 winmx 14 0
 www.worldsex.com 14 0
 atkins diet 13 0
 calendar 13 0
 celebrities 13 0
 e-bay 13 0
 expedia.com 13 0
 jennifer lopez 13 0
 Target 13 0
 Viagra 13 0
 Www.hotmail 13 0
 digital camera 12 0
 drugs 12 0
 Famous Quotes 12 0
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 Free Screensavers 12 0
 imesh 12 0
 People Search 12 0
 pics 12 0
 Tattoo Designs 12 0
 weather channel 12 0
 auctions 11 0
 direct tv 11 0
 erotica 11 0
 free incest stories 11 0
 Google 11 0
 Google. Com 11 0
 orbitz 11 0
 Peoplesearch 11 0
 Tatoo Pictures 11 0
 wedding dresses 11 0
 Avril Lavigne 10 0
 Discount Travel 10 0
 Driving Directions 10 0
 Free Background Checks 10 0
 freeones.com 10 0
 Internal Revenue Service 10 0
 martha stewart 10 0
 masturbation 10 0
 netscape 10 0
 social security 10 0
 stories 10 0
 thong 10 0
 American Idol 9 0
 amtrak 9 0
 animated gifs 9 0
 art 9 0
 Britney Spears 9 0
 christmas clipart 9 0
 dell 9 0
 dog 9 0
 expedia 9 0
 Map Quest 9 0
 models 9 0
 Software Cracks 9 0
 survivor 9 0
 used books 9 0
 volcanoes 9 0
 wedding invitations 9 0
 American Airlines 8 0
 anorexia 8 0
 audiogalaxy 8 0
 big brother 3 8 0
 cards 8 0
 christmas cards 8 0
 christmas crafts 8 0
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 christmas pictures 8 0
 christmas songs 8 0
 credit cards 8 0
 credit report 8 0
 death penalty 8 0
 delta airlines 8 0
 depression 8 0
 Free Software Downloads 8 0
 Images 8 0
 Local Weather 8 0
 Mortgage Rates 8 0
 neopets 8 0
 personals 8 0
 rape 8 0
 sheet music 8 0
 shoes 8 0
 The 8 0
 al4a 7 0
 anna nicole smith 7 0
 background checks 7 0
 child abuse 7 0
 china 7 0
 christmas clip art 7 0
 christmas music 7 0
 Download 7 0
 Download Music 7 0
 drivers 7 0
 Email People Search 7 0
 excite.com 7 0
 fafsa 7 0
 Finding People 7 0
 free credit report 7 0
 free e cards 7 0
 free pics 7 0
 gardening 7 0
 Google Search Engine 7 0
 guns 7 0
 jenna jameson 7 0
 Lyrics Search 7 0
 match.com 7 0
 Motorsports 7 0
 online education 7 0
 Online Maps 7 0
 playstation 2 7 0
 playstation 2 cheats 7 0
 Poems 7 0
 science projects 7 0
 tits 7 0
 vin diesel 7 0
 Websters Dictionary 7 0
 weight loss 7 0
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 ampland.com 6 0
 amtrack 6 0
 bank of america 6 0
 cheap flights 6 0
 coral calcium 6 0
 Dictionary 6 0
 elf bowling 6 0
 fox news 6 0
 free mp3 downloads 6 0
 free samples 6 0
 Goggle Search Engine 6 0
 health insurance 6 0
 joe millionaire 6 0
 kazza 6 0
 Martin Luther King Jr. 6 0
 Music 6 0
 My Yahoo 6 0
 panties 6 0
 pearl harbor 6 0
 radio shack 6 0
 realtor.com 6 0
 santa claus 6 0
 Snes Roms 6 0
 sony 6 0
 vice city cheats 6 0
 xbox cheats 6 0
 Yahoo Search Engine 6 0
 anna kournikova 5 0
 biomes 5 0
 black history 5 0
 browser 5 0
 california lottery 5 0
 christmas carols 5 0
 christmas games 5 0
 christmas jokes 5 0
 city maps 5 0
 Dirty Jokes 5 0
 downloads 5 0
 gamecube 5 0
 Halloween 5 0
 hotbar 5 0
 internet access 5 0
 nascar 5 0
 nissan 5 0
 online auctions 5 0
 oprah.com 5 0
 Orlando Bloom 5 0
 Plane Ticket 5 0
 prom hair styles 5 0
 Prom Hairstyles 5 0
 Rosa Parks 5 0
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 science 5 0
 Science Fair Projects 5 0
 tattoo designs 5 0
 textbooks 5 0
 the bachelorette 5 0
 urban legends 5 0
 West Nile Virus Symptom 5 0
 world cup 5 0
 Yahoo Com 5 0
 Big Brother 3 4 0
 car audio 4 0
 Car Buying 4 0
 Cheat Codes 4 0
 christmas poems 4 0
 christmas screensavers 4 0
 clitoris 4 0
 continental airlines 4 0
 daniel pearl video 4 0
 david blaine 4 0
 Dieting 4 0
 Digital Camera Reviews 4 0
 download music 4 0
 dragonball z 4 0
 espn 4 0
 everquest 4 0
 excite 4 0
 Free Diet Plans 4 0
 Free Pictures 4 0
 funny quotes 4 0
 gba roms 4 0
 genesis roms 4 0
 gift baskets 4 0
 greek mythology 4 0
 gun control 4 0
 halloween costume ideas 4 0
 hardcore 4 0
 history 4 0
 honda 4 0
 images 4 0
 iraq 4 0
 japan 4 0
 jewelry 4 0
 love 4 0
 mame roms 4 0
 martin luther king 4 0
 michael jackson 4 0
 morpheous 4 0
 morrowind 4 0
 mothman 4 0
 msnbc.com 4 0
 nascar.com 4 0
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 neverwinter nights 4 0
 none 4 0
 pantyhose 4 0
 photography 4 0
 planets 4 0
 real estate 4 0
 rental cars 4 0
 resident evil 4 0
 rosa parks 4 0
 spring break 4 0
 stocks 4 0
 strip poker 4 0
 tatu 4 0
 Thanksgiving 4 0
 the bachelor 4 0
 valentines day 4 0
 vietnam war 4 0
 walmart.com 4 0
 Weather Channel 4 0
 West Nile Virus 4 0
 wheels 4 0
 Womens Health 4 0
 world war 2 4 0
 wwf 4 0
 www.irs.gov 4 0
 www.pogo.com 4 0
 yugioh 4 0
 zip code 4 0
 Sep-11 3 0
 Sep-11 3 0
 50 cent 3 0
 Ancient Egypt 3 0
 ancient egypt 3 0
 Anna Nicole Smith 3 0
 Aol Anywhere 3 0
 Aol Mail 3 0
 attack on america 3 0
 Auto Accesories 3 0
 Automobile 3 0
 bang bus 3 0
 brooke burke 3 0
 brooke gordon 3 0
 Brooke Gordon 3 0
 buffy the vampire slayer 3 0
 California Lottery 3 0
 California Super Lotto 3 0
 canada 3 0
 cantor fitzgerald 3 0
 capital punishment 3 0
 chinese new year 3 0
 christina aguilera 3 0
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 christina aguilera nude 3 0
 christmas coloring pages 3 0
 christmas screen savers 3 0
 Christmas Sites 3 0
 Cnn Headline News 3 0
 crop circles 3 0
 Daily Horoscope 3 0
 Daniela Hantuchova 3 0
 day of the dead 3 0
 Definitions 3 0
 dolphins 3 0
 dragon ball z 3 0
 Dragon Pictures 3 0
 dragons 3 0
 easter 3 0
 Easter 3 0
 Email 3 0
 eminem lyrics 3 0
 enron 3 0
 exchange rates 3 0
 faa 3 0
 FBI 3 0
 Find People 3 0
 fireworks 3 0
 fish 3 0
 football 3 0
 Free Christmas Clip Art 3 0
 Free Email Greeting Cards 3 0
 Free Images 3 0
 free people search 3 0
 Free Song Downloads 3 0
 Funny Jokes 3 0
 gas mask 3 0
 grand theft auto vice city 3 0
 Greeting Cards 3 0
 halloween games 3 0
 halloween pictures 3 0
 halloween recipes 3 0
 Hayden Christensen 3 0
 hewlett packard 3 0
 huns yellow pages 3 0
 jeff gordon 3 0
 Jeff Gordon 3 0
 Jeff Gordon Brooke 3 0
 jeff gordon divorce 3 0
 jennifer walcott 3 0
 Joe Millionaire 3 0
 kelly hu 3 0
 Locating People 3 0
 mike tyson 3 0
 montreal limousine 3 0
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 morphius 3 0
 national weather service 3 0
 new domains 3 0
 News 3 0
 opie and anthony 3 0
 poison ivy 3 0
 presa canario 3 0
 preteen models 3 0
 prom hair 3 0
 pumpkin carving patterns 3 0
 Quotes 3 0
 radio 3 0
 radio stations 3 0
 redway.org 3 0
 refinancing equity loans 3 0
 rush limbaugh 3 0
 santa 3 0
 Science Fair Ideas 3 0
 shania twain 3 0
 shopping 3 0
 slipknot 3 0
 snakehead fish 3 0
 statue of liberty 3 0
 sulfnbk.exe 3 0
 tawnee stone 3 0
 tax forms 3 0
 tech jobs 3 0
 teen models 3 0
 thanksgiving recipes 3 0
 The Huns Yellowpages 3 0
 the sims 3 0
 twin towers 3 0
 valentine 3 0
 valentines 3 0
 wallpapers 3 0
 warcraft 3 3 0
 Weather 3 0
 web hosting 3 0
 wimbledon 3 0
 winamp skins 3 0
 world cup soccer 3 0
 world maps 3 0
 wwf.com 3 0
 9-Nov 2 0
 Sep-11 2 0
 Sep-11 2 0
 8 mile 2 0
 abc news 2 0
 Abraham Lincoln 2 0
 Adult Costumes 2 0
 air conditioner 2 0
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 air conditioners 2 0
 aniston 2 0
 Anna Kournikova 2 0
 anthrax symptoms 2 0
 bestiality 2 0
 bin laden jokes 2 0
 birds 2 0
 black history month 2 0
 BUSINESS 2 0
 california lotto 2 0
 camel toe 2 0
 Car Insurance 2 0
 Car Insurance Quotes 2 0
 careers 2 0
 carmen electra 2 0
 cartoon dolls 2 0
 casinos 2 0
 catherine bell 2 0
 Cheap Airline Tickets 2 0
 Childxxx 2 0
 Christmas Cards 2 0
 christmas party games 2 0
 Christmas Song Lyrics 2 0
 Christmas Songs 2 0
 christmas trivia 2 0
 cinco de mayo 2 0
 cipro 2 0
 Civil War 2 0
 cookie recipes 2 0
 costume ideas 2 0
 counter strike 2 0
 counterstrike 2 0
 counter-strike 2 0
 crackz 2 0
 crafts 2 0
 daisy cutter 2 0
 daisy cutter bomb 2 0
 daniel pearl 2 0
 Daniel Pearl 2 0
 detroit auto show 2 0
 discount cruises 2 0
 dolomite 2 0
 Domain Register 2 0
 Domain Registration 2 0
 download 2 0
 drudge report 2 0
 dungeon siege 2 0
 E Bay 2 0
 Easy Halloween Costumes 2 0
 egypt 2 0
 election results 2 0
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 Elin Nordegren 2 0
 elin nordegren 2 0
 enterprise 2 0
 euthanasia 2 0
 Final Fantasy X 2 0
 flag 2 0
 free cards 2 0
 free christmas cards 2 0
 free christmas wallpaper 2 0
 free graphics 2 0
 Free Mp3 Files 2 0
 free nokia ring tones 2 0
 free pictures 2 0
 Free Resume Examples 2 0
 Game Cheats 2 0
 georgia lottery 2 0
 golf 2 0
 golf clubs 2 0
 Grand Theft Auto 3 2 0
 grand theft auto vice city 
cheats 

2 0

 greenguy 2 0
 gta vice city cheats 2 0
 hainan island 2 0
 Hainan Island China 2 0
 Halloween Costume Ideas 2 0
 halloween wallpaper 2 0
 hantuchova 2 0
 Harriet Tubman 2 0
 hawaii 2 0
 Holocaust 2 0
 Home Depot 2 0
 homeland security 2 0
 human genetics 2 0
 hurricanes 2 0
 iditarod 2 0
 ikea 2 0
 incubus 2 0
 insurance 2 0
 janice dickinson 2 0
 Jennifer Aniston 2 0
 jennifer aniston 2 0
 jennifer aniston topless 2 0
 jennifer anniston 2 0
 jihad 2 0
 Jokes 2 0
 jolene blalock 2 0
 Jolene Blalock 2 0
 Josh Hartnett 2 0
 kama sutra 2 0
 kelly clarkson 2 0
 kitana baker 2 0
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 kmart 2 0
 Local Weather Forecast 2 0
 Long Distance 2 0
 lottery 2 0
 lupus 2 0
 Marijuana Pictures 2 0
 Martin Luther King 2 0
 medical dictionary 2 0
 Mexico 2 0
 miss universe 2 0
 mortal kombat deadly alliance 2 0
 movie mistakes 2 0
 naked news 2 0
 Natalie Portman 2 0
 national geographic 2 0
 nimda 2 0
 No Cd Crack The Sims 2 0
 norton antivirus 2 0
 NOSTRADAMUS 2 0
 nostradomus 2 0
 nostrodamus 2 0
 Nude 2 0
 Olympics 2 0
 oprah 2 0
 Pearl Harbor 2 0
 plants 2 0
 political cartoons 2 0
 recipies 2 0
 resumes 2 0
 science fields 2 0
 Science Projects 2 0
 search engine 2 0
 Serial Cracks 2 0
 shakespeare 2 0
 skins 2 0
 smallville 2 0
 smoking gun 2 0
 spain 2 0
 Stock Quotes 2 0
 summer altice 2 0
 superbowl 2 0
 swimsuits 2 0
 tatoos 2 0
 teen chat 2 0
 texas lottery 2 0
 texas lotto 2 0
 Thanksgiving History 2 0
 The Weather Channel 2 0
 Thehun 2 0
 thehun 2 0
 time 2 0
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 tour de france 2 0
 toyota 2 0
 turbo tax 2 0
 turkey 2 0
 valentine’s day 2 0
 veterans day 2 0
 vice city 2 0
 Vietnam War 2 0
 virus 2 0
 watches 2 0
 webcam 2 0
 wedding cakes 2 0
 west wing 2 0
 winrar 2 0
 Women Health 2 0
 work from home 2 0
 World Cup 2002 2 0
 World Map 2 0
 WTC 2 0
 www.oprah.com 2 0
 yoga 2 0
 24 1 0
 911 1 0
 9/11/01 1 0
 9/11/01 1 0
 9-Nov 1 0
 Sep-11 1 0
 11071108.exe 1 0
 1901 census 1 0
 2002 election results 1 0
 50 cent lyrics 1 0
 9/11 photos 1 0
 9/11 pictures 1 0
 911 Attack 1 0
 abc 1 0
 abc.com 1 0
 abraham lincoln 1 0
 acid rain 1 0
 Address Phone Numbers 1 0
 adios 1 0
 adipex 1 0
 Adolf Hitler 1 0
 ads 1 0
 Adult Stories 1 0
 Afganistan 1 0
 Afghanistan Map 1 0
 Afghanistan Taliban 1 0
 air canada 1 0
 al jazeera 1 0
 aldi 1 0
 alice in chains 1 0
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 Alicia Kozakiewicz 1 0
 alisa camplin 1 0
 amateursex 1 0
 amazing race 1 0
 america under attack 1 0
 american flag pictures 1 0
 american flag wallpaper 1 0
 american music awards 1 0
 american red cross 1 0
 American Red Cross 1 0
 ana 1 0
 ana 101 1 0
 anal 1 0
 anarexia 1 0
 andrea yates 1 0
 animalsex 1 0
 Anthrax Symptoms 1 0
 apathy 1 0
 apolo anton ohno 1 0
 Apolo Anton Ohno 1 0
 apolo ohno 1 0
 Ask Jeeves 1 0
 Ask Jeeves. Com 1 0
 associated press 1 0
 astalavista 1 0
 astronomy 1 0
 at&t prepaid phone card 1 0
 atf 1 0
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